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the minds of trills hear sounds from decades past,

their endless voices’ memories stalk the present—

a man, a woman, a child with screams that last

into the night, the young in them resent
the old; the old look toward some future day

when peace lives with prescience-when trust
will let all voices use their tongues to say

life is worth the struggle.
How does one just

ify the thoughts of three clear minds-the hatred
the anger, the love, the peace, the lust, the pride
each one retains? Which soul can be inbred

enough to fly beyond the sun, or ride
the waves of stars? How did they get so far away

from who they were-the one their thoughts betray?
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Bill Bowers

When I first started the nudging of this
particular issue about a year ago, the only
concrete “pre-concept” was that it would
be a vehicle in which to publish a cumula
tive litany of my assorted Lists. Many of
them, anyway. Along the way, it became a
bit more than that: A gambit to entice con
tributions from people Fd launched after
for years, and, perhaps, a self-serving ex
ample to some that, no matter the entice
ments of an on-fine world - and, believe
me, Fm as susceptible as anyone can pos
sibly be - paper fanac isn’t quite ready to
be written off just yet.
Yes, there is a lot of “history” behind
my decision to do this issue at this particu
lar time, and not all of that history is quan
tifiable to a thirty-seven-year chronological
publishing track. And Fve done some
heavy lifting to accomplish it, tossing mega
bytes of your creativity around my hard
drive as if they were simply fanzine fodder.
Fve sweated and Fve cruised; Fve cursed
the elements, fife in general and the antiq
uity of the heat death of my Selectric
(One). Fve applied the seat of my pants
and Fve procrastinated par excellence.
Sometimes almost simultaneously.
But, in the end, it all comes down to just
this:
There is only one valid reason to pro
duce an issue of this size, and send it to
you, in an age of so many other demands
on your time and interest After a decade
of financial and health traumas that have
become fannish legend (not over yet; but
getting better) - I’m actually feeling pretty
good. .. .and terribly fannish.
Seems like a good time for a Party.
Let’s do that little thing.

Everybody does “something” that marks
their fife, that defines them as being them.
I “do” fanzines.
It’s not all that I do; but it is what I do
best. And I do it in a manner that may not
THUS far, I have dreamed my dreams for
almost exactly thirty-seven years. Less ex be quite as unique as I sometimes imagine, IF YOU ARE ONE who will find that the pre
but rather in a manner that is not quite like ponderance of “nostalgic” material in the
actly, but more tangibly, those dreams
that employed by any other faneditor. I do following pages is a bit overwhelming, con
have woken to two hundred fanzines ...
sider this: There could have been more.
more-or-less. 4800 Pages, approximately; it my way.
On the original (mental) slate for this is
By the same token, I don’t always take
most in the finite form of 8 Vz x 11 inch rec
sue there resided a lengthy “And Then I
myself, or my fanzines, all that seriously.
tangles, but some, not
Pubbed...” piece, amply “illustrated” by
I’m of an age (and isn’t that a thoroughly
That number. Two hundred. Only a
numerous cuts of issue covers and those
modem take on words?) that I probably
number ... a number neither, inherently,
two-page layouts I retain an inordinate
shouldn’t still be play-pubbing - but I’m
more important than any other - nor, less
fondness for. Fm probably still going to do
also of an age that I realize, and can ac
important Simply a number.
knowledge, that I enjoy the hell out of play- something like that Fve published a num
However, that number, in this context,
does serve a purpose other than as a place pubbing - and see no reason to stop at this ber of issues Fm rather proud of, although
never, ever, satisfied with. And the scan
late date. The way I do fanzines, not dis
marker between 199 and 201: It serves
ner enables the ability to ‘cite’ examples
similar
to
the
way
I
do
a
lot
of
More
Impor

not cis a reason, but rather as an excuse.
with some ease.
.. .an excuse to go all out, to cajole, beg, in tant Things, is not always logical and, if
One of the issues I was pleased with,
there’s a difficult way to achieve simple
timidate (who? Me?) others into celebrat
and still am, was the “coverless” OW24. It
goals, Hl not only find it, I’D embrace it ing a notch in my fanpubbing belt An ex
was one of a handful Fve published that
but, in the end I do have Fun.
cuse to Overdo It.
.. .as if I ever needed an excuse to do
’After he had found a room, furniture, and a duplicating machine on which to print off This
that.
Week, Claud Cockburn wrote 'we had only two troubles. The first was a row between myself
I plead guilty in advance: I take my fan
and my partner, who hoped that the sheet would look clean and dignified. I, on the other
zines fairly seriously. They, this and others,
hand, thought that the important thing was that it should be noticeable. Given the price of
are a vital and important part of my life;
paper and duplicating ink, there seemed no possibility that it could be both. In the end we
they’ve been so since September 1961
made it noticeable. It was mimeographed in dark brown ink on buff-coloured foolscap. It
and, I suspect, after all these years, that
was not merely noticeable, it was unquestionably the nastiest-looking bit of work that had
they will retain an integral and Very Impor
tant place in my fife for cis long as I do five. ever dropped on to a breakfast table'.
Androids may well dream of electronic
sheep; I, on the other hand, dream of 8 Yz
x 11 inch rectangles of infinity.

—’Introduction’, p. v; MAGAZINE OEsign, Ruari McLean; Oxford University Press; 1969
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[William Rotsler]

"The word ‘magazine' is Arabic, and means an emporium, or warehouse, full of goods. But the
customer who buys a magazine buys the whole shop: he consumes as much of it as he
wants - or as little - and then looks forward to the next issue."
—‘What is a magazine?', p. 1; ibid.

simply, “came together”. I was reminded
of it recently when told that a friend had
photo-copied my “The Making of a Fan
zine” article from that issue for forwarding
on to a newer faned. That article was an
update of a previous version and, while I
haven’t re-read it in nearly a quarter of a
century, I suspect it’s probably due for an
other update by now.
And Fd think that a version of it could
be useful, right about now. A fanzine is a
fanzine is a fanzine... and will be forever
thus. But everyone keeps re-inventing the
wheel, a wheel that probably doesn’t need
re-inventing, but could certainly use a re
tread now and again. The trouble with con
structing such a piece today, even in the
most general and superficial terms, is not
only has technology “advanced” (certainly
a debatable topic) incredibly (I still get
mimeo zines, though only a few; I can’t re
call the last time I saw a newly published
ditto fanzine) - but there are so many other
options that weren’t, at least to me, even
conceivable in the mid-seventies.
What is one to make of e-zines? “How”
is one to make a web-zine? I hope, I pray,
that neither becomes the dominant form of
fanpubbing in my lifetime, but both exist,
will continue to exist and multiply, so we
will have to deal with them eventually.
And, after reflection, [my perspective hav
ing, admittedly, changed over the past
year] ... I do think both a valid form of

“fanzine”.
The question of “availability” to non
wired fans is cited. Okay. Been there; could
very easily be there again. Still, in that I
specifically list Outworlds as being obtain
able via “Editorial Whim” rather than the
ubiquitous “fire Usual”, it is quite possible
that some e-zines are more readily “availa
ble” than this very fanzine, that you have
managed to acquire into your eager hands.
Somewhere, somewhen, in some box
around here, are the three or four “issues”
of the fanzine I published ... before I ever
saw a fanzine. Single copy run, typed with
an ancient manual typer on 5 x 7 inch
note pad paper. I shudder (having at hand
the evidence of what I did initially after I
did seeing a few fanzines) at the contents of
those title-thankfully-forgotten issues “pub
lished” in ’59 and/or ’60. Nevertheless, if I
ever do run across them, Fil probably “re
print” at least one within these pages fu
ture. Truly I have no shame.
I could have used a “The Making of a
Fanzine” guide, pre- or post-Abanico. I
probably wouldn’t have followed it; but I
could have avoided some embarrassments,
had I done so. Although I don’t take kindly
to anyone telling me “how” to publish my
fanzine(s), I do have Definite Opinions on

what constitutes A TruZine. Hl never tell
anyone else “how” to pub their ish. But I
will, genfly, lay out certain parameters you
should meet if you wish to, say, trade your
zine with mine. .. .or for me to even read
yours.
I do think that such an article, probably
by now expandable to booklet form, is just
as “needed” as THE NEOFAN’S GUIDE.
And I’m as qualified as anyone to do it
But I probably won’t in the immediate fu
ture; I have too many other Projects on my
plate. I have two apas (now) to appease.
And I have issues future of this title. I
wouldn’t be disappointed if someone else
takes up tire mantle reserving, always, my
right to gently disagree with, dsavow from,
the results.
First order of business, I would guess,
would be to “define” the term “fanzine” which we propose to “make”.
No. Let’s not go there.

Still, so many Memories: Not the least
of it involving a three or four year span in
the 80s, when she and I spent long Thurs
day nights melding into noontime Friday
departures - dealing with a succession of
Gestetners we’d Gotten A Deal On - crank
ing out issues of my fanzine, so that I could
tote them off to ConFusion, and get my
egoboo. Each year I swore Fd not procras
tinate to the very fast minute; each year she
bailed me out With grace and only a mod
icum of abuse. [Dave merely tsked... and
stayed out of the way.]
No, this issue, in and of itself, will have
to do. And not just because it is being
“created” in the computer she gifted me on
“permanent loan” a little over a year ago.
Would that I could weather every di
lemma with the resolution she manifested
over the fast year of her life.

Jackie’s “mark” is on this issue in
more ways than the electrons that have
generated the masters for it In the file fold
ers I have inherited are originals of Jackie’s
own art.

‘I did manage to get three ish of Science Fiction Times, but I couldn't keep it up. But
when I saw the SATA Trader ad, I knew that this was it. I still don't know how I managed
to accumulate that dollar, but off it went. When those three fmz came in mid-May, I knew
I was going to have to get in fandom, or die trying. So, counting my graduation money, I
went thru those last three ish of (Fantastic Universe) (...) looking for a good place to start.
I finally decided to try Yandro, and tho I short-changed Buck a nickel, it turned out to be
the best choice I could have made - after all, what's better than the top? He sent me
#98,1 picked up #'s 99 & 100, and I'm on my way again. Besides those three Yandro's, I
also picked up Xero 5 and Bhismillah 6 in June, but I don't consider my real entry into fan
dom until July, when I got 14 fmz, and had my first letter (admittedly a lousy one) printed
in Yandro....
So what am I, with less than two months in fandom, doing producing a fanzine? That's
a good question. Let me know if you can answer it....
(-•
So here I am - now how are you going to get rid of me? It’ll be a hard job; I like what
I see...."
—Bill Bowers; Abanico 1; 8/28/61

the day I rough-draft these
words, it has been three months since
Jackie died.
I’m still not quite sure I believe it. I still
wonder “What would Jackie make of this?"
I still expect to see her sitting behind the ta
ble whenever I walk into that miniscule 2nd
floor apartment in Silverton. I still anticipate
her chiding when I fuck-up, her approval
when I don’t I miss all those things, and
ever so much more.
Time has dulled, but not yet dimin
ished, the unfairness of the loss.
Such a vital person, perhaps the most
feisty individual Fve ever know. It was not
always easy, but it was always, in the end,
Good to Know Jackie.
I was going to write a separate piece, a
companion to go with the memories of
Jodie, Buck and Dave. I even allocated
“space” for it. I find that I can’t. At least
not just yet.
ON THIS,

And, in a folder labeled “unpublished”,
I discovered artwork by Randy Bathurst
Jack Gaughan, Tom Foster, Ken Fletcher,
Stu Shiftman, Alexis Gilliland ...
Portions of that Gift are here; more will
be in issues future.

Okay, I ADMIT it. Fve been procrastinat
ing. That in and of itself, is not exactly un
known in my life, but at this time, in this
‘mode’...?
I was merciless; I enforced the “dead
line” for this issue rigorously. Pretty much
so, anyway. And, once the material was all
in, I spent a month fussin’ and playing. I
did do a lot of work on the many individual
files, basically getting a rather diversely
generated plethora of “input” whipped into
conformity with my Style Sheet
I created a document called “70Contents”
and entered there the titles of the material
as it came in, rearranging frequently, if not
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FANZINE (Chauvenet) An amateur magazine published by and for fans. Aside from this practi
cally nothing can be predicated of the “typical” fanzine except its size (quarto) and means of repro
duction (mimeo). Much of fandom’s energy is expended on these fanzines, which range in quality
from the incredibly excellent to the abysmally illiterate. Some species of genus fanzine may best be
described here:
Generalzines are fanzines with numerous contributors and a wide range of subjects appearing in
any one issue. They may be of subclasses APAzine, Subzine, or 00: namely, published for circula
tion in an APA, to a subscription list, or as the Official Organ of some organization. [00s in principle
go to all members of an organization; they may or may not have outside circulation.]
Individzines, on the other hand, are written practically entirely by one individual, the editor
publisher. There were one-man fanzines at least as far back as 1936, when Ddlens launched the
SF Collector, but this type is really a product of the APAs and comprises most of the contents of any
bundle. Two subtypes are distinguished by Speer, alpha has the outward appearance of a subzine,
with separate articles on unrelated subjects, departments, fillers, cover illos, ktp. Subtype beta is
very much like a conversational monolog, in which the editor moves along from one subject to an
other as he is reminded of it, with no attempt at formal or objective, timeless style. Letter substitutes
are the end product of this.
The first fanzines were dub organs, published mainly for members and a few non-locals who
might be interested. The first important fanzine was The Time Traveller (1932) which was absorbed
by Science Fiction Digest and the combined mag shortly re-named Fantasy Magazine. Subscription
fanzines blossomed thereafter at a quickening rate; in 1937 came the newsie and around 1940 the
individzine.
Originally the names of fanzines were simply descriptive: The International Observer [ISA], The
Science Fiction Fan, Fantasy-News, etc. Gradually the stock of such names ran low, and titles were
taken from anything pertaining to fantasy to feed the insatiable publishing mania of stfans: Le Zom
bie, Skyhook, 2000 AD, usw. Eventually even apparent reference to fantasy was lost in such titles
as Wild Hair, Grue, Archive, and Garage Floor. However, these three stages overlap, and new pubs
still appear with explicit titles. Many also have pet names.
The longest run enjoyed by any fanzine is that of Taurasi’s Fantasy/Science Fiction Times, cur
rently working on its third hundred; first to appear was RAPalmeris The Comet (May 1930); most or
nate was Bill Rotsleris Masque, “The Gaudy Fanzine”, which had artwork of every possible type ex
cept statuary (indeed, there were some photos of that). Largest was EYE #3 with 185 pages; most
reliable, perhaps, was Lee Hoffman’s SF Five-Yearly, which really did appear at the stated intervals;
most cosmopolitan in point of production was the wartime Fantast's Folly, run in the US from Ger
man-made stencils captured in France and cut in Austria.
As to announced periodicity, there have been: one hourly fanzine, several dailies (all these con
tinuous for short periods only), weeklies, biweeklies, and triweeklies, monthlies, bimonthlies, quarter
lies, annuals, one (Wild Hair) biseptimensual, the abovementioned five-yearly, and of course oneshots and frankly irregular items. Unfortunately, most of the others are irregular too, generally ap
pearing much less often than their announced frequency, and suffering such a high mortality rate
that the mag that reaches an annish is a real achievement. (Forbye, when subzines fold it isn’t con
sidered sporting to return your money; Harry Warner and AL Joquel are the only stfnists known to
have done so.)
Fan magazines are the great vehicle of thought in our republic of letters, and our most character
istic product.
—FANCYCLOPEDIA II.;

Edited and published by Dick Eney of Operation Crifanac; 1959

hourly, trying to “visualize” a “flow”. There
have been at least 30 or 40 revisions to
that .doc; the end result is that a cropped
version of it will become the Contents list
ing for this issue.
I generated “check copies”, printed or
e-mail versions, for many of the contribu
tions, and sent them winging back to the
originators. In several cases this proved
unnecessary, in others it helped achieve a
meeting of the minds. In all cases I think it
was a valuable experience, for me at least
Once I had a contribution in what I con
sidered “publication status”, I printed out
(draft) a hardcopy. Then, after spending
nearly a week scanning in every piece of
graphic input I might possibly utilize (and
then some), I finally, very early one morn
ing after yet another of the too-frequent
sleepless nights, I went into Production
Mode.
You’d think that after thirty-seven years
of Doing This Little Thing on a fair consis
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tent basis, Ed have this fanzine publishing
shit down cold. Maybe not quite as an Art
Form, but definitely as a Skill. And I do.
But it’s not a pretty sight
I forget to eat I get less sleep than
whatever is the then-current pattern. I be
come “short” with my friends, and myself.
I cycle through euphoria and disillusion
ment with myself, with my skills, with my
tools. .. .and I do a lot of fussin’.
The goal, you see, as it has been from
Day One (at least Day One of Outworlds)
is that when you remove a copy of one of
my fanzines from its envelope, you will start
perusing it with the Cover ... and continue
through the issue (at your own pace) se
quentially, until you re-emerge out of my
world with tire bacover. It ain’t ever going
to happen, no matter how much I hone my
skills, not matter how many tricks I invoke
(and I know a few). It ain’t going to work
because each set of eyetracks belong to an
unique beholder. Contributors will, it is a

given, egoscan. Others will thumb through,
start at the back, check the “contents” for
known bylines.
But I can’t construct an issue to any of
those parameters. I can only say to myself
that this obviously follows this; this, now,
doesn’t obviously follow... unless you
know a bit of “history” ... this, and this,
damnit, doesn’t follow a fucking thing, but,
damnit it, I like it, Fm going to publish it...
and it has to go somewhere!
In a normal-sized issue this all works
out, albeit not always gracefully. When
one is faced with well over thirty prose
entities, created by individuals whose only
overall point of commonality is that they
have succumbed to my skillful solicitation
entreaties, it becomes a bit of a challenge.
Such, of course, is precisely the main
challenge that keeps me pubbing my ish.
But, as I said, I don’t do these things
easily.
And yet I want you to view the issue as
if I had just sort of put it together.
I like to have fun, but if an element of
layout jars, or an individual contribution
sticks out like a sore thumb (as opposed to
a Shining Jewel) because of my placement,
that belies any amount of effort I might in
vest here.
This is only the briefest and most super
ficial descriptors of what I go through with
every issue of this title.
And it shouldn’t lead to procrastination
while simultaneously in Full Production
Mode.
I suppose the difference here is that even though I made a deliberate and cal
culated decision not to - is that I’ve built
the “expectations” offer this issue to unat
tainable levels.
No matter what, I’ll be proud of it.
No matter what, I’ll be totally crushed
when I see the first stapled copy.
.. .and, yet, more than anything I want
to see that first stapled copy.
And soon.
.. .back to fussin’.

This, THEN, is my 200 (close enough)
fanzine. Maybe it is time to Go There.
“Fanzine”. It is an intriguing label.
What does it mean? Tome, to you? Is it
definable? Need it be?
I have no idea how far along FANCY III
really is, but maybe it’s time to start specu
lating on what connotations the Russell
Chauvenet-coined term carries, entering
the 21"" Century. To aid us in this Holy
Quesf I have “boxed” the slightly dated
extant definition.
.. .and it is only one Sign of the Times, a
Times that was only far-fetched skiffy at the
time that definition was cut into stencil wax,
that in order to present this definition to
you, I didn’t have to re-type it Nor did I
even have to resort to un-velcoing my copy
of FANCY II, in order to scan it in. No ...

what I did was go to Dick Eney’s web site,
copy the entry, and paste it into this docu
ment
Far out
“Fanzine”?
Yeah, I know what a bloody fanzine is:
It’s what I say it is, when I point to an
artifact.
Tangibility optional.

'Actually, Outworlds 1 was intended to be distributed at the Tricon. It was to have fea
tured a full four-color cover, an original by Finlay. In addition, there was to have been vari
ous articles and reviews by the likes of Bloch, Tucker, and Willis... plus other unknowns. The
major feature on hand was the first installment of an 50,569 word appreciationof fan critics, "Those Ambiguous, Lucid Bastards*, by Stephen E. Pickering - writing under his famous
pen name of Eric Vaan. Plus a special reprint from Realm of Fantasy.
100 plus pages; it would have been a beauty."
—Bill Bowers; Outworlds, Volume I, Number 1; Summer ’66
for the August 1966 Shadow FAPA Mailing

less an integral part of The Process: I can’t
of Fness, my’ness ... in
these pages. That is inevitable; I am, after name everyone, because everyone who
has written a LoC or contributed their tal
all, a fan.
ents to these pages has helped. But, for
Nevertheless, these 4800+ pages were
reasons only they and I know (and for
not created whole cloth, via a rib ripped
from my chest [Well, there is a “rib” story, which they expected no “credit”) several of
these issues would not have been possible
but it was previously told in OW66.]
but for the unending support, in so many
rd published a few zines before Dou
ways, of Gay & Joe, and of Michael Waite.
ble:B ill and I imagine I would have con
And Dave. ...and Jackie. Always.
tinued to do so, had it never been. But
But perhaps the most “helpful” impetus
those 21 issues were my “schooling” in the
to the 90s Run of this title - and I honestly
craft of genzine production, and 1’11 always
didn’t think of it/him in these terms until I
be grateful to Bill Mallardi for co-financing
started penning this Post-it Note™ - came
that not always easy learning process.
... comes from the occasionally angstAmong many other things.
ridden, sometimes chiding, but always En
Joan Baker was one of two reasons I
couraging Communications of one Wm.
Killed D:B, and (re-) launched Outworlds.
Breiding.
Earlier this year the person who was vet
I’D never “co-edit” or “co-publish” a
ting the latest edition of Howard DeVore’s
fanzine again.
Hugo/Nebula Winners book called to clar
.. .but I know better than anyone that I
ify disparate listings of a couple of OW’s
don’t walk this printed primrose road
early 70s Hugo nominations: some listed
alone.
Joan as co-editor/publisher, some did not
I told him, without hesitation that, when in
I mentioned up there that I considered the
doubt list her. She only wrote one mini
D:B Years as being my “schooling” in
editorial, but she collated a mean fanzine.
Furthermore, she not only
put up with, she encouraged
my obsession, and (very)
seldom complained about
my inordinate expenditure
of time and money at a time
when there were probably
other priorities. I hope she is
Well, wherever she is now.
[When the vetting oc
curred, D:B’s nominations
weren’t mentioned. 1 under
stand that the published ver
sion of Howard’s book indi
cates that BeM “published”
a year’s run of that title by
Outworlds.
himself....]
But even when the day does come
Alex Eisenstein was listed
where the URL http://www.outworlds.net
as “Associate Editor” of D:B
leads to something other than a Construc
tion sign .... you will never find everything for a spell. At various Times,
Dave Locke, Steve Fabian,
there that you find “here”, and you won’t
Mike Glicksohn and t/h/e/
find it posted there until “this” has been
committed to the tender mercies of the Post Va/t/e Ro Lutz-Nagey
“Assisted” with, or were
Office.
“Associated” with OW.
That much I promise you.
They Contributed in differing
.. .after all: My Dreams have never
been of slow-loading flickering phosphorus ways, but all were appreci
screens dependent on far too many factors ated.
In this, the Decade of
out of my control. My Dreams have been,
The Traumas, the “help”
and are likely to remain, focused on con
has been less formally ac
crete 8^x11 inch rectangles of infinity.
knowledged by me - but no
The “inked” version appears on Page 799, Outworlds 21

There HAS BEEN “DISCUSSION”, in Timebinders, in crifanac, and Fm sure in other
places, on the future of on-line fanac. ...or
the future of fanac on-line. Or something;
F m easily confused.
Having had my e-mail server go up and
down the past week in an un-nerving par
ody of my emotional life, having weathered
a Major Crash resulting in having to re
place my hard drive a couple of months
ago, I am aware of just how fragile this
never-never land of bits and bytes really is.
And Fm beginning to suspect that, once
wired, there is no going back.
Not all of us are there yet, and it will be
a long time coming for some, for reason of
inclination or economics. But if you aren’t
wired, you are, you will be, affected by
those who are. It’s a love/hate thing; of
that there is not doubt in my life. And yet
one has to be Very Careful about blanket
statements: The Most Vocal Critic of e-mail
in the pages of OW69 ... sent his LoC on
that issue ... electronically.
I’ve deliberately not ffagged-out the
method of delivery of the material within
these pages. But a majority of the manu
scripts have the singed tinge of electrons
orbiting ‘bout their words: of those which
didn ’t come in through the phone line most
were scanned-in, rather them re-typed.
The advantages of the technology is not
the question: how it affects us ... is.
1 reserve the fannish right to change my
mind, but to me, at this stage of admitted
infatuation, the on-line world, the won
drous Toys, the instantaneous (when the
server cooperates) communications, all of
these are there for one reason: To facilitate
the production of my paper fanzine.
Yeah, inevitably there will be a web

[Jackie Causgrove]

THERE is A lot
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"A First Issue tends to be a bitch, but seems to be an unavoidable
prelude to Second Issues, and so on. I've had too many such animals
since Abanico #1 made its unresounding debut in September of '61,
and have thus far avoided coming up with a cut-and-dried-andpassable-on formula for instant success in such endeavors. Transfer
ring a clear-cut mental idea to a clear-cut mimeograph stencil all too
often gets bogged down in transit. Would that the finger-tips were
in complete empathy with the brain!'
—Bill Bowers; Outworlds, Second Series,
Volume I, Number 1; January, 1970

It is a given that,
in an issue this size, no
matter how dedicated
the LoCer, no one is
going to be able to re
spond to every single
item Oh, I guess it’s
“possible”; it’s just not
realistic. And that’s a
shame, because every
contributor to this issue
deserves some feed
back.
The only “pay
ment” I can offer those
who share with me
genzine publishing. A bit delayed, the issue their creativity is twofold: To publish it in
you hold (but not too long; set it down be
as timely a period as possible (I try!) - in a
fore you hurt yourself...) here is, in many
format that lets the individual contributors’
ways, my “thesis”.
work shine within the filament of a given is
Now that I have a vague idea of how to sue. And to encourage, to the best of my
do it, you should stick around and see
ability, the feedback which is the coin of
where we go from here.
zinedom: egoboo.
I see no option other than a modest
downsizing.
Size is a factor. Frequency of publica
The Once and Future OW.
I don’t “do” policy anymore. But the
tion is another. I have trouble, personally,
“identifying” with a fanzine - no matter
once occasional, rare, and always lucid
“changes” in Bowers Editorial Policy are
how “excellent” a fanzine it is - that ap
still enough a part of the fannish idiom cis
pears less frequently than quarterly. We’re
to be referenced in fan articles, it seems.
not talking “focal points” here; simply a
matter of reinforcement, a sense of conti
Still it does seem time for a slight
change in direction for this fanzine.
nuity.
Economics, health ... both will always
I had fun with a several year stretch in
predicate anything I might plan. But I
the 80s where I was alternating 12 and 24
can’t speculate, or let dictate, the potential
page frequent issues - but also throwing in
one 50- or 60-pager a year. I think that the
vagaries of either on the course I want to
follow. I have to take it as a given that I will ideal frequency for a genzine is four to six
somehow maintain.
issues annually.
Publishing Big Issues is a blast. The
Pm not, I can’t, setting predetermined
space to mix ‘n match disparate contribu
page limits, but you can rest assured that
tions, the ability to totally ignore such nice OW71 won’t thunk into your mailbox
ties as placing arbitrary word limits on indi quite as loudly as this one did.
vidual contributions, or an issue’s total ac
.. .and hopefully it will do so well before
cumulation of same, is a freedom I cherish. the end of 1998.
And, I guess, I just like things that land in
my mailbox with a substantial “thunk”!
Still.
Having said that, this:
“It is, among other things, a letter-substitute, a place to run stuff I love but which just
doesn't ’fit' in OW, something to keep getting the few fanzines I really want, an outlet, an
intake, an excuse to ask Derek for a cover, a vehicle to preclude Cinti from being known ex
clusively as Quantum-country, something to hand to friends at cons, or to send to friends I
don't see often enough, an ego-trip, a crying-towel, a testament of joys, an excuse/or a rea
son for doing/not doing certain things.... You know, it’s just another damn fanzine.
But it's my damn fanzine!'
—Bill Bowers; Xenolith 1; 10/17/77
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I did do a bit of arm-twisting to fill these
pages. And I have no regrets other than
the fact that a couple of others failed to be
persuaded.
I will continue to mine the pages of
apazines, and, increasingly, the on-line
world, for material that I find of interest,
that you probably wouldn’t otherwise have
access to. My unmatched bevy of Colum
nists, and other members of the OW Sta
ble, are always welcome. And I honestly
do Welcome unsolicited contributions,
even if they are not 14,000 word fanhistorical epics. You never know what will in
terest me, intrigue me, enough to publish.
And I never will either ... until you send it
to me.
Nevertheless, to the potential relief of
some who will never again look at the 4th of
July weekend with anything but dread, I
am *not* setting a “deadline” for the next
couple of issues. Assume this: The day you
receive this issue is the day I’ve started on
OW71. I’d love for you to be a part of it,
but to do so, you should respond fairly
quickly.

Response. You Got It-I Want It.
I harp on it. I crave it. .. .and, truth be
told, my fanzines may well gamer more
than the norm. But no matter the percent
age of response to copies distributed, it is
never enough. Response in the form of
LoCs, postcards, unexpected contributions
of material, together with that rara avis, the
literate fanzine review elsewhere, is the
hard currency of fanzine fandom: Egoboo.
Verbal attaboys are appreciated. They,
however, are not enough.
I know it ain’t easy. There are many
demands on your time, each and every
one of you. This, what I do, no matter how
many months of my life I invest in a given
issue, is only an element in your daily life.
Hopefully it is a welcome element, and an
interesting one. But I can’t expect it to be
anything more than it is. To anyone other
than I.
The joy of renewed fanctivity is that
one’s mailbox(es) start filling up again. I
get this neat stuff delivered to that metal
box on the porch, to this metal box on the
hutch. And I’m enthusiastic, and I really
Mean To Respond in kind. But if I don’t do
so immediately, I rarely do. So I say what I
say here not with hypocrisy, but with an

[David R. Haugh]

i

awareness of reality. Nevertheless, Fm
probably going to say it.
I don’t generally send out copies simply
on request I’ve found that Please Send
Me Your Famous Fanzine queries, along
with copies distributed at conventions,
draw very little in the way of feedback..
The new blood infused into The Outworlds
Gestalt comes from three sources, primar
ily. Those who, for whatever reason send
money and then, deciding t/h/e/r/e/ i/s/ a/
c/h/e/a/p/e/r/ w/a/y/ they like it, start re
sponding in other ways. Those who are
sent a “sample’’ copy at the request of a
friend or contributor. And those I happen
to run across in fanzines other or (now) in
on-line forums who intrigue me enough by
their work, by their words, for me to send
them a copy of what I do, hoping they will
like it enough to lend their talents, their
words to this rather idiosyncratic group of
seemingly disparate personalities.
There is no fannish edict that says you
have to respond to a fanzine sent you un
solicited. By the same token, if I send you
a copy of this out of the blue, if I make a
deliberate effort to seek you out, you
should consider it a compliment. I hope
that you will.
I don’t think Fve ever committed it to
print before, because it’s a theory Fve ar
rived at over a long period of time, but I
consider Outworlds not so much a “fan
zine” as My Own Private Apa. As an apa,
while you may not have to cite “creden
tials”, such do exist, if only in my percept
And, as an apa, there is - once you start
receiving the Mailings - a certain level of
minac required to keep doing so. If I could
quantitatively define that minac it would be
a lot easier for us all. But I can’t except to
say it is probably on a level higher than
most generally distributed fanzines.
1 grant “extensions”, often unasked.
But I can be a hardass. A number of fine
fans, and not just those who ignored the
Dreaded “X” last time ... in some cases
those who’ve received what I do for years
... aren’t on the initial List for thish. Inactiv
ity is, I believe, the phrase I’m searching
for. It really hurts to do that, but there are
only a finite number of copies in my most
finite budget - and there are those Out
There who may well respond to what I
do - if I only add them to the List

As much as I might wish, not everyone
is going to reply to every issue (though
you’ll never know how much I cherish
those who do). It ain’t gonna happen.
However, this one time?
Not for me, not really, although I do
crave it; I think it’s fairly well established
that after thirty-seven years I’m going to
keep on pubbing, no matter what But for
all these fine folks you’ll enjoy encounter
ing within this slender 150-page volume:
They have gifted me with their time and
their talents, and the only thing I can gift
them with in return is a bit of the ole Ego
boo.
I fully expect that each and every copy
of OW70 sent out will generate some
measure of response, even if you can only
comment on one or two items.

This wouldn’t be a True BowersttoRIAL without a Trauma UpDate.
As I enter this, still perhaps a week from
actual publication, I am mid-way through
my 15th week of unemployment The un
employment “benefits’ expire at the 26
week mark. I’m not as unconcerned....
I’d be a lot more aggressive in my ef
forts — if I were able to live within my own
skin. Comparatively minor in comparison
to my other “ailments”, Fve never had a
wonderful skin tone. But the past 3 years,
usually starting about July 4th Fve suffered
a body-encompassing rash, that took some
doing to alleviate. This year it started a
month earlier, was worse than ever, and
still affects my every waking moment. In
fact it assures that most of my moments sire
endured in a woken state. I’m seeing a der
matologist; the last visit he wanted to hos
pitalize me. We’ve compromised: I’m one
week into a regime of mega doses of pred
nisone. If it works by the time I see him
one week from today.... I can hope...—
(You remember prednisone? The oh
so wonderful drug I was put on 18 years
ago which, of which no one mentioned
the side-effects: osteoporosis and the loss
of five inches in height)
The bitch is that otherwise, I feel better
than I have felt in years.
Being a full-time faned is a blast but I’d
really rather be working an 8 to 5 job.
By Next Time, definitely!

"...publishing a fanzine is to a large extent the art of the possible vs. the impossible dream. “
—Peter Gill

I re-located this quote in tire early 1973
pages of OW15. There I noted that it had
originally appeared in the 2nd Issue of an
obscure Canadian fanzine, before I (previ
ously) reprinted it in Outworlds III - and
the original fan editor recycled it in Ener-

Peter’s words remain just as valid today
as they were in 1970.
What you hold in your hands is “the
possible” of my today.
.. .but, oh, that ever-vivid impossible
dream awaiting tomorrow!

gumen 14.

I seem to have recycled it a few times
after that; and I last cited this dictum open
ing the previous largest-issue ever, back in
January, 1992; OW62.

—Bill Bowers
Wednesday, August 19,1998

aka: “... the ever dreaming Bowers”
Copyright © 1991, by Wm. Breiding

THE LAST DANGEROUS
LISTmania
"LISTmania" [OW39 * 7/10/84]
1982 : 43 films viewed
1983 : 139
1984 : (first half) 112
"LISTmania Strikes Back" [OW43 (85)]
1984 : (2nd half) 113-215
"The Revenge of LISTmania" [OW55(88)J
1985 : 160
1986 : 177
1987 : 163

“Again, LISTmania" [OW60 * 4/16/91]
1988 : 124
1989 : 69
1990 : 104 (minus a month +"gap")
"LISTmania: The 1991 Spreadsheet"
[OW63 * 10/18/92]
[also : flaf □ 5 * 7/27/92]
[also : OW66 * 5/18/93]
35 films viewed
48 books read
7 conventions attended
9 fanzines published
"LISTmania"
[1992] [OW66 (5/18/93)]
13 films viewed
39 books read
7 conventions attended
11 fanzines published

"LISTmania Thrice" [Xenolith 38 (96)]

1993 : 125
84
4
4

films viewed
books read
conventions attended
fanzines published

1994 :

18 films viewed
104 books read
4 conventions attended

1995 :

108 films viewed
67 books read
3 conventions attended

"LISTmania: - Release.96 - "
[Xenolith 39 * 3/1/97]
138 films viewed
51 books read
3 conventions attended
2 fanzines published

"ListMania-ania ’97" [OW69 * 5/5/98]
28 films viewed
48 books read
3 conventions attended
5 fanzines published
In the issue, you will find Various &
Many Lists. Just another Bowerspeiversion.

This is what has gone before....
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Jackie Causgrove
5/27/40 17:18 - 5/15/98 10:20
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[Jackie Causgrove]

of humor and an easy-going, practical way
of looking at the world and people. I can’t
recall seeing her mad, although I probably
did. She was non judgmental and accept
ed whoever and whatever she saw at face
ZHUVASTOU.
Jackie and I were both interested in fan value.
When we hadn’t seen each other for a
Jackie was one of my oldest friends zines. Jackie published Dilemma for sev
while, we’d sit holding hands and talk - or
eral
years,
writing
and
drawing
much
of
it
in fandom.
not talk just be together. Jackie and I
herself. She was very encouraging to fans
Jackie and I met in the early seventies,
shared so many late nights, long talks, let
interested in getting involved in fanzines.
at one of her first conventions. Probably
ters, fanzines, laughs, jokes.
She
was
always
ready
to
read
and
com

MidWestCon, maybe MarCon. Jackie re
Jackie moved from Beecher, Illinois to
ment on fanzines, whether the faned was a
membered such details. We shared many
neo or a seasoned publisher. I don’t know California and back to the midwest. I was
things. We were raising children; our kids
anybody in fandom who could find a com happy when she and Dave settled in Cin
ran around together at many cons. We
cinnati; it meant we’d see each other more
were both products of a Catholic education ment hook in anything the way Jackie
could. Anything. She wrote long, detailed often.
and spent many hours discussing religion
True, long-term friendships are few in
LoCs and essays for fanzines
at conventions and on paper. We corre
most lives. Jackie and I shared such a
I don’t know another fan who hated to
sponded regularly for several years.
I cannot remember a time when Jackie give up and go to bed at a con as much as friendship. I cherish it
—Jodie Offutt
and I were strangers. Our friendship began Jackie did. She loved to play poker and
when most of us were ready to
when we met We discussed cooking,
turn in, Jackie was settling in to
motherhood, television, movies, books,
play cards. This was, of course,
fems - there was nothing we couldn’t disafter we’d spent hours party
hopping. It was not unusual for
We roamed through art shows, talking
JacMe to see the sun come up at
about art and artists. Besides being very
cons.
knowledge-able about art, Jackie was an
Jackie had a marvelous sense
accomplished artist I learned a lot about

by Jodie Offutt

art from Jackie. We have Jackie’s artwork
on our walls, including two pieces she
painted just for me and a scene in pencil
from one of Andy’s books, MESSENGER OF

[originally published in a supplement to The Reluctant Famulus 52, edited by Tom Sadler]

meeting us. Pretty good likenesses.
There were also, of course,
meetings at conventions. The first
Chambanacon was held in a motel
with no inside corridors; you
wanted to go to someone else’s
room, you went outdoors. In No
Wrhing about Jackie C ausgrove
vember.... Jackie and Bob Tucker
presents a few difficulties, since we knew
her best when she was Jackie Franke, and were doing what comes naturally
(to Tucker, anyway) while leaning
most of our personal correspondence and
up against someone’s door, when
meetings were between 20 and 30 years
the door was opened - inward, of
ago. Phis, Fm an old fart with a lot of
blanks in my memory; a good bit of the fol course - and they fell inside,
somewhat startling the room’s in
lowing comes from Juanita’s memory.
Jackie began as a Star Trek fem, back habitants. Tucker made a good
when the show was new. Our own interest story out of it, of course, so I have
no idea of just how much have it
in Trek was strictly secondary, and Jackie
was true, but everyone enjoyed it
came to us (presumably among others)
Since it was snowing at the time,
when she was looking for a fandom which
was a bit wider in scope. Contacts became presumably not too much actually
happened.
much fewer after her divorce and moves,
Somewhat later, a foreign fem who shall
first into Chicago, then to California, and fi
be nameless was flying home from Chicago
nally to Cincinnati.
and was bumped from the plane after his
We did exchange a few visits, and one
luggage had been loaded. He still had his
of her sons had to be removed from our
then landlord’s hog lot before he lost a few address book of US fans, but the Frankes
vital appendages. (Yes, you city dwellers, were the only couple he’d listed in the Chi
cago area. He phoned an SOS, and Jackie
hogs are omnivorous and will cheerfully
drove in to fire airport, picked him up, and
eat people if they’re given a chance.)
Jackie appeared a bit stunned after attend took him home. It took awhile for him to
get another flight so she fed him, loaned
ing one of our long-ago picnics, but then
him some of her husband’s clothes, and
Sandra Miesel tends to do that to people.
drove him around to a few of Chicago’s
We used between one and two dozen
of her illustrations in Yandro, and some of “sights”. Then she took him to the airport,
those and a few full-color works are still on and according to her, he spent that trip
mentioning all the Chicago points of inter
our walls, along with a family portrait of
est she hadn’t taken him to, and complainJuanita, Bruce and I which she did before

by Buck Coulson

[Bill Bowers]

ing. She told us that he very nearly got
dumped out of the car in the middle of a
freeway.
Juanita mentioned that she valued
Jackie as an illustrator because she did art
work that fit fire subject of the material be
ing illustrated, and got it in on time; not al
ways true with fem artists. She was a good
and - usually - a cheerful friend. She was
very much in favor of Women’s Lib when
that arrived on the national scene, but so
was Juanita, so they got along well to
gether. We drifted somewhat apart after
she moved too far away for easy visiting,
but she and Dave did come up to a con
vention or two in order to see us.

—Buck Coulson
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Being fans, and thus having the ten
dency to write about the fans around us,
we often wrote about each other. For ex
ample, from my fanwritings:

from Dave Locke
We lived together for over 20 years. It
lasted longer than either of our marriages,
and, despite rocky moments which culmi
nated in us pulling the other’s ass out of the
fire, and one separation early on, it worked
better. Our shared joke was: "We’ve lived
in sin for over___ years, but trust us when
we confide to you that it wasn’t always as
much fun as it sounds."
But that was as much the truth as it was
a lovely lie. Toward the end, before she
lost her ability to comprehend what was
going on, she tried to kiss me off, to give
me an out I wouldn’t have it I laughed in
her face. We were in this together, as
much as we could be.
I can’t even begin to tell you of the
sense of humanity she imparted to me. As
much of a curmudgeon as I am, please rec
ognize that Jackie played me like a drum
and brought out a side of me which I had
n’t seen before.

Jackie and I knew each other before we
ever met Fandom. Ah, fandom. We ex
changed letters on each other’s fanzines,
and thus a correspondence developed. In
the mid-70s, on a cross-country vacation
trip, I and my family visited and stayed
overnight with her and her family.
A bit later in the mid-70s I was out that
way and stayed overnight or what was left
of it after the party which Jackie and Wally
put together.
In the slightly later them mid-70s, when
she was divorced and I was separated, we
made arrangements to get together on a
business trip I had to make to Chicago. Af
ter our first day and night together, I spilled
the beans to the Operations Manager of
our Chicago office over forkfuls of steak.
This was a fellow who subsequently moved
to Los Angeles and was a great friend for
many years until we lost touch. He imme
diately tossed down his napkin, rehearsed
his great speech on how I had come down
with the Chicago Flu, and immediately
drove me down to, and
kicked me out of the car at,
Jackie’s front door. "Why the
fuck didn’t you tell me this to
begin with? I could have been
home banging my wife."

.

From The Works #1,1978:
Back in August I flew to
Chicago on business, we
spent a bit short of two
weeks together, became
inordinately fond of each
other, and she flew out
here at the end of August
after getting thirty tons of
books and fanzines
packed up and shipped
Off (p|us a modest
amount of clothing which
I think she used as pack
ing material to protect the
books while they were in
transit).
The early times were, of
course, great
It was, between us,
Jackie who had the greater
penchant for writing about
personal matters. Sometimes
to the point where my ass
would slam shut on a sphinc
ter factor of 8.5. While she
was occasionally wrong, she
never said anything which
she didn’t believe.
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From The Works #2,1979:
Before moving to Torrance (southern
Torrance, which is called Walteria by
the residents and the mapmakers, and
called Torrance by the Post Office) we
picked up the basically useless piece
of information that a single woman
was vacating the apartment that we
had placed a deposit on (ala Winston
Churchill, and not like a aog on a fire
hydrant). After occupying the prem
ises we discovered a potentially con
tributing reason for her single status.
When we moved in here, after choos
ing which bedroom would be the fan
den (the larger one) and which bed
room would be the bedroom (the room
that came equipped with a shoehorn),
we did not have much choice with re
gard to where we would locate the
double bed. It doesn't fit particularly
well in any position other than where it
is now, and we presume the previous
occupant would also have found this
to be the way things worked out.
We hadn't been living here very long
before one day we found ourselves ly
ing in bed and contemplating the ceil
ing.
"You know," Jackie mused, "it might
look better in here if we hung a swag
lamp."
"You might be right," I responded,
"but I'm not too thrilled with the loca
tion of those two hooks in the middle
of the ceiling. Hanging a swag lamp
over the foot of the bed, at either cor
ner, wouldn’t appear to be too practi
cal."
"I was thinking of using one of those
hooks," she said, pointing directly
overhead at the pair which hung
above each corner at the head of the
bed, "but they're too damn close to the
wall.”
"You're right."
'Why would anyone put ceiling
hooks that close to the wall?" Jackie
asked, a note of peevishness creeping
into her tone.
"Must have been some reason for it
all, I presume."
We layed there and mused at the
four hooks which flanked the comers
of our bed.
"You don't suppose..." she began,
and then let it hang.
"Certainly it would be a distinct pos
sibility," I said.
Jackie's eyes measured the position
ing of the hooks. "Unfortunately I
can't think of any other possibilities,"
she advised, giving the impression
that if there was one it would likely be
more desirable.
"Perhaps the woman was handi
capped, I suggested, "and needed
some kind of pulley apparatus to hoist
herself out of bed.1'
"No and yes," she said, looking at
me. "A handicapped person wouldn't
live in a two-story townhouse. While
[Jackie Causgrove | pencil]

she might use this setup to hoist her
self out of bed, the question is: for
what purpose?"
"Well, maybe she hung curtains
around the bed. Could be that she
was trying for a canopy effect."
'You don't use ceiling hooks to hang
curtains," Jackie informed me, in a
conversational manner usually re
served for children and congenital idi
ots.
'You don't suppose that she used
them to hang a fishnet around the bed
for decorative purposes, do you?"
"No."
"How about the likelihood that she
was too poverty-stricken to afford a
bed, after paying the rent on this
place, and decided to string-up a ham
mock?"
"How about applying a little more
logic to the potentials involved," she
said, rhetorically.
I assumed an injured expression.
"I'm only trying to help," I said.
"However, if you require realism I
could rethink the matter."
"Don't strain yourself, now."
I studied the ceiling. "With a modi
cum of imagination lean envision two
possibilities, based on whether it's the
man or the woman who uses the pul
ley apparatus to suspend themself
above the other. If it's the woman who
is raised-"
"I don't want to hear about it," she
told me, rolling over on her stomach.
"We can presume," I continued, "that
she maintains a posture reminiscent
of sitting on a swing."
,rThat's enough," Jackie mumbled
into the pillow.
"Naturally, the actual points of sup
port would be under the arms and
legs, leaving the 'seat' open for ac
cess."
She took my pillow and placed it
over her head.
I remained quiet for a few seconds,
laying there with my hands cupping
the back of my head. Finally, giving
up my train of thought, I snatched my
pillow back.
I turned out the light, thereby visually
removing the hooks from my scrutiny,
and settled back to stare at the dark
ness where the ceiling used to be.
Barely did I notice tne movement
which preceded Jackie's head appear
ing on my shoulder. I felt the light
touch of a finger on my cheek.
"Dave," she whispered.
"Hello," I said.
"Dave,” she whispered again.
'What?"
"Tell me how it might work if it were
the man being suspended."
"I don't want to hear about it," I said.

Jackie | photograph by Gil Gaier | California | 1979

the start of the 80s. No doubt I was a real
sonuvabitch to live with as a happy red
skin, but she was fire fiery Irish lass and no
less easy to deal with (conversation re
membered from a socially lubricated mo
ment "I can’t argue with that" "Why would
you want to?" "Because Tm Irish.")
Wild Irish ladies can be a whole bundle
of trouble. Twice she set my pants on fire.
Unfortunately, while I was in them. These
are not people to take for granted. Defi
nitely I saw the smoke signals.
As Mr. Bill can tell you, merely from liv
ing in the vicinity after we moved to Cin
cinnati, our relationship finally settled down
and we began taking each other for grant
Our next year or two together were rocky.
ed on a cautious scale. There were still
Mr. Bill Bowers, David & Marcia Hulan,
fiareups on occasion, but they got beyond
and others can tell you stories from the late
what might be considered a way of life.
70s. She packed up and left me more than
There were times Bill would come over
once, though there was really just one
here and look at us the way some of us
separation, and that scenario lasted into
would look at our parents in the long ago.

You could see his eyes flit from one to the
other of us. This was one of foe hazards
he encountered because of our treating Bill
as family instead of as a guest
In foe mid-to-late ’80s Jackie had seri
ous back surgery and then suffered a series
of strokes, and that was a foreshadowing of
foe end. She lost her ability to compose art,
doubted her ability to write, found some
things hard to cope with, and began ques
tioning her relationship to foe universe.
"Hey, why don’t you let me figure this out?"
"I are here to assist Put me to good use."
In foe ’90s, Tm certain, it was a matter
of Jackie gathering her playtoys around
her as she waited to die. My old buddy Al
len Curry was foe one who saw this and
phrased it that way. She had foe hope that
she would make it to foe millennium, and
she voiced her disappointment when she
heard that she wouldn’t
From there, as her condition worsened,
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Wauseon, Ohio | Lynn Hickman’s 50th Birthday Party | April, 1976
it was one heartbreak after another at see
ing her trying to cope. Toward the end she
said many things which broke my heart, in
cluding "you’re all 1 have left." With mock
sternness I told her that was bullshit, and
that within the hour 1 could have an entire
metric shitload of people in here who could
disprove that Jackie said: "Yeah, but
you’re the one who wipes my ass when I
can’t" And I replied: "Okay, so we drew
straws and I got the short one." We hugged
as she laughed.

I was the Luddite here at Locke/Causgrove.
It was Jackie who took the first step into the
computer age and offered me her hand to
share tire journey. But no, when she
bought the Amstrad (not an online thing,
but a computer) my response was to buy
the "Penwriter", a laptop type of thingy
which drew characters with colored pens. I
actually created apazines with that firing,
much to Jackie’s amazement and conster
nation. A few months ago, though it still
worked, I tossed it out
When she bought a PC I had fleeting
thoughts of disowning her. What true fan
needed that kind of modem day claptrap
which featured an ease of revision? Were
we not bom into this world to get it right
the first time, as typing straight onto stencil
would require from the best of us? Was
this not a flaunting of the middle finger at
the True Way?
Prior to the PC we had a Sears Elec
tronic Typewriter. I continued to use that
while Jackie used the PC. Finally 1 decided,
for some reason which escapes me at the
moment because it points to my stupidity,
that a stand-alone laptop was a great idea.
Yes, it had a 3" floppy which made it
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but just a minute while I..." "I said ‘off;
that means‘now’." "But..." TH pull the
plug."
And, then, Jackie had even more mini
strokes, and developed a false belief that
she couldn’t write material worth reading.
Despite slicktalking her into writing anyway
on occasion or at least to a FLAP deadline,
her belief persisted even in fire face of
good folks telling her she was full of crap.
"Ifs great1" "Yeah, yeah."
By default I inherited the computer. By
default I handled the Internet Jackie
played with celebrity birthdays, games and
puzzles, and eschewed interaction because
she felt she couldn’t express herself well
enough. She was wrong, but no one could
convince her otherwise, though many tried.
Toward the end she said: "My God,
you’ve developed into the sort of person I
would have appreciated having around
when I bought my first computer." "It’s all
your fautt, my dear." "Fuck you. You
fought me every step of the way."
Ghod love her, it was Jackie who
dragged me into the next century, and who
ultimately insisted that I learn it all so that I
could show her what it was all about when
she got better. And then she learned she
never would.
True, I have a Luddite complex. And,
thanks to Jackie, I will always examine it
with idiotic care whenever it pops up
again.

unique unto itself, and fire next model
would have a 3%" floppy which would
shake hands with Jackie’s computer, but
that did not deter me from buying this sack
of horseshoes. I produced fanzines on it
From "Story In Plastic" 1995:
Jackie looked askance at me, and chuck
Regarding biodegradability, not too
led.
long ago I read a science item de
Before she bequeathed that last com
scribing how researchers are digging
puter to Mr. Bill on "permanent lean", she
through dumps to salvage plastic
bought one with a Pentium processor and
items which have been discarded over
went... online.
the decades. The purpose was to view
My Ghod, what a waste of time. People
their biodegradability under real-world
you don’t even know could flood your In
conditions. They chose old dumps,
Box with sheer crap, or so I figured. 1 was
and dug deep, taking plastic samples
alarmed.
from a variety of strata. This sounds
From there we moved to a scenario
like a terribly dirty and inefficient
where I would beg: "Uh, is it okay if I send
method. They could, instead, have
a message to so-and-so, and would you
simply come over to our place. I live
help me with doing that?"
with a pack-rat. A lovable pack-rat, I
She chuckled. Jackie was supreme at
hasten to add, but a pack-rat nonethe
chuckling. She was always way ahead of
less. I believe that Jackie has the first
me. I never saw it until after file fact. But
piece of paper she ever owned, and
she never saw far enough to see my addic
certainly she has the first plastic food
storage container. Although her con
tion to being online.
tainer collection is scattered about the
And so I began to catch on to the ad
apartment, generally the age can be
vantages, and around this house it became
determined by the degree of yellow
a standard piece of dialog to hear: "Hey,
ness, although I’ll have to admit that
get the hell off of that, ifs my computer."
the one with Garfield embossed into
Initially I posted stuff to newsgroups un
the cover appears more the worse for
der her name, prefacing it with "Dave
wear than the one with Betty Boop.
Locke here". She liked the "Homicide: Life
on the Street” newsgroup, posted to it, and
From "A Moving Experience", 1979:
so did I.
’Terry called? Jackie told me as I
Next step: I got my own account with
walked in behind a small boy with his
an ISP. "Hey, get the hell off of that, it’s
large blue suitcase. "Did he get in
my computer."
touch with you at Phoebe's?"
"Yes, dear, but.."
"Nope."
And then, not hard to figure, I became
"I think he was trying to recruit for a
addicted.
moving party. Wants you to call if he
If it weren’t for Jackie, I'd still be pound
missed you in Duarte.1'
ing words onto fannish stone tablets. "Hey,
I dialed Eagle Rock.
get the hell off my computer." "Yes dear,
"What's up, Screwloose?”

[Bill Bowers]

"My brother crapped out on me," his
big voice returned. "I'm stuck here with
only two arms to move all this shit."
"We can be up in about an hour and
a half."
"Nah, forget it," he said in a resigned
tone. "You've already been on the road
for two hours. If I'd reached you at
Phoebe's place I'd have felt reason
able in asking you to come over from
there. But not now."
"We had nothing planned."
"It's too much," ne sighed. "Relax
and enjoy your Saturday."
"Fuck you," 1 told him. "We'll be up
in an hour and a half."
"No really, Dave, it's alright. I can
handle it."
"You've helped me move twice," I
patiently explained to Terry, "and
you've moved three times without ac
cepting my offer to help. We expected
today to sit around this apartment do
ing questionable things like trying to
keep each other awake, and now we
have an excuse to do something.
Something useful, even. It gladdens
our hearts, Mokus, that you have pro
vided a direction for our lives today." I
turned the phone away, and coughed.
'Well, if you're sure it wouldn't be
too much of an inconvenience," he
said with a note of spirited concern.
"Our pleasure."
"Bring a change of clothing. I'll take
you out to dinner."
"I refuse to change clothing for any
reason other than that I might offend
myself, and I avoid deliberately pre
paring for the possibility. Wouldn't do
me much good anyway, as I still have
n't got my sense of smell back from
that last cold."
"I know," he said.
"Besides," I continued, ignoring him,
"I never bribed you that way. We'll
pick up some burgers afterward."
Jackie, sitting at the kitchen table,
blanched. After some more frivolous
dialog with Terry I hung up and she
said: 'Why did you have to cajole him
into accepting the help that he called
up to ask for?"
I sat down at my usual place across
from her, and lit up a cigarette.
"That's simple," I said, dismissing
any potential puzzlement with a wave
of my hand. 'Terry would give you the
shirt off his back even if he were just
taking off on a vacation to go ice fish
ing. On the other hand," I showed her
my other hand and she stared at it,
'Terry might be freezing to death, but
wouldn't accept a shirt from a trunkful
of shirts unless he allowed you to con
vince him that you really disliked the
shirt and were pleased that someone
might have a use for it."
"I understand."
"You do?" I asked, incredulous.
She stared at me.
"Personally," I said, "I've never seen
the purpose of such an approach."
She continued staring at me.
'Well, shall we get ready?" I sug
gested.

Turned out Jackie was cremated Wednes
day of the week after she died, but the local
mortuary didn’t get her ashes until late Fri
day the 22nd of May. I went up the follow
ing Saturday morning and got them.
Fer cryin’ out loud, they put gift wrap
on the box. It looked like something you’d
find under a Xmas tree. All it needed was
a ribbon and a card.
When I got back the mail had arrived
and there was first-class mail from Jewish
Hospital of Kenwood for Jackie. 1 brought
that and Jackie’s ashes upstairs. My first
thought was that she’d never been there
except possibly when I got ambulanced
onetime.
Then I noticed they spelled her full first
name, though they left the "e" off the end
of Jacqueline, and it struck me that the
mortuary had taken her to emergency at
Jewish-Kenwood for the officiousness of
having a doctor sign that she was indeed
gone and without apparent hanky-panky
involved. So I opened it
It was a "Jewish Hospital Emergency
Questionnaire", and it began with:
"We hope your stay was as pleasant as
possible."
I laughed so hard there were actually
tear-stains on the gift wrap.
In the questionnaire they ask her to rate
the service on a scale of Very Poor to Very
Good. Things like: "Advice you were
given about caring for yourself at home or
obtaining follow-up medical care."
"Doctor’s concern for your comfort while
treating you." "Comfort of the registration
waiting area." After each section of ques
tions is a space for "Comments (describe
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good or bad experiences)."
And, of course, it ended with "If you
would like to speak with us directly, please
call us at____ ".
I was briefly tempted to fill out the ques
tionnaire and send it back, but by the time I
could gain control of myself the urge had
fled. Besides, this questionnaire is definitely
a keeper.
It was Midge Reitan who had the idea
to scatter a small vial of Jackie’s ashes at
the then upcoming Midwestcon. I opened
the box and scooped out a vial-full.
No question they were Jackie’s ashes.
Little steel staples from where the Herring
ton rod had been fastened to her spine to
try and contain the scoliosis. I put every
thing back together, including the gift wrap,
said "how would you like to sleep with me
until we can get you to a park?" and put
the box on a shelf in the bedroom.
Rest in peace, my dear. We scattered
your ashes to the wind and the earth at
Versailles Park in Indiana in June, in a spot
where there’s a nice view of the lake and
the forest And sandbagged a pill-bottle full
of your ashes to scatter at the poolside gar
den area at Midwestcon later in June so
you could be there next year.
We were both agnostics. You were the
one who bent toward possible belief, and I
was the one who leaned the other way.
If you find a great place to take dande
lion breaks, I look forward to your showing
it to me.
Jackie...
R.I.P., my dear.

—Dave Locke,

/s
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Al Curry [from Jackie’s files;

undated; probably 1978 or 1979]
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Joe Haldeman
Vampires ain’t easy to love, and they’re harder to lose
They’d rather sip at your blood than drink up your booze Greasy slick hairdos and cloaks of black satin
and each night begins a new day ....
If you understand him, and hold up a cross,
he’ll prob’ly just fly away.

Mammas, don’t let your babies grow up to be vampires ...
Don’t let ’em eat spiders and hang around graves;
Let ’em be doctors, accountants, and babes.
Mammas, don’t let your babies grow up to be vampires ...
They’re hard to control and they never grow old,
and they’re never home after dark.

Vampires like moldy old graveyards and basements and attics ...
Late night shift workers, insomniacs; girls of the night.
Them that don’t like him will put a stake through him, and them that do
Prob’ly don’t know him.
He ain’t wrong in the head; he ain’t live, he ain’t dead;
he’s just got one hell of a bite.
Mammas, don’t let your babies grow up to be vampires ...
Surround ’em with garlic and mirrors and such Drink holy water with breakfast and lunch!
Mammas, don’t let your babies grow up to be vampires ...
They’re just no damned good and they always want blood,
Even from someone they love.
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[Robert Holmberg]

by Tarai Wayne
Of the joy's of an atomic-age child
hood, obscure children’s television must
rate high on the list At least it does on my
list. I too watched Jack Benny, Burns
and Allen, You’ll Never Get Rich, and,
oh yes, let’s not forget -ugh-1 Love Lucy,
but those were adult shows and frequently
over the heads of my age group. I was,
what, six at the time? The curious thing is
that many kids’ shows were just about as
far over their audience's heads! It must
have been inadvertent, but therein lies
much of the power of those seedy puppet
eers and cartoon MC’s, who were for many
of us our first experience of the strange.
For example, do any of your readers re
member Sharon’s Show? I’m certain that
the producers never intended to scare the
jumpers off their audience. But god’s truth,
Sharon’s Show was the CREEPIEST
thing I can remember of my first few years
of life. What I recall was a little girl with a
dog. A straight-forward rip-off of The Wiz
ard of Oz you think? Think again. This
little girl didn’t have a tornado. I guess tor
nadoes cost too much for the special effects
department Sharon made do with a highchair. Locking herself into the uncomforta
bly cramped seat she and her little dog
suddenly flew up into the air, and came
down in a nightmarish place where any
thing could happen. You’ve heard of peo
ple who talk out of the comers of their
mouths: what would you think of a TABLE
that talked out of a mouth on one of its cor
ners? It was moreover a table that pulled
horrifying tricks on Sharon. One time it
turned her dog into a string of sausages. In
my state of innocence, my stomach turned
in revulsion.
But here’s what “KID’S TV - THE FIRST
kids’ tv-THE first

[Brad W. Foster]

years”*, says about Sharon’s Show:
“Saturday 11:00-11:30 a.m.. CBS:
Debut 5/4/57; cancellation: 1/18/58.
Hostess: Susan Heinkel
“Susan was the 12-year-old hostess of
this fantasy series, composed of songs, sto
ries and Popeye cartoons. She was ac
companied by her pet terrier Rusty and a
FRIENDLY talking table, called Mr. Pegasis. In each episode Susan and Rusty took
a trip on her magic flying chair.At the men
tion of a mage word, the chair would transport
them to Wonderville, a land containing a
machine that showed cartoons and had an
orchestra composed entirely of animal mu
sicians”
The emphasis on “friendly” is mine. A
more sinister and frightening piece of furni
ture I have never encountered. But to take
the description at face value, you would
never guess that Wonderland was any
more grotesque than a Chucky Cheeze.
(Come to think of it, a Chucky Cheeze
IS pretty grotesque....)
Sharon’s Show was on a Buffalo sta
tion, one of the network affiliates of CBS.
Willy Wonderful, on the other hand, was
likely a local production for either the one
Toronto or Hamilton stations in that day.
Willy Wonderful was a puppet show. In
fact, I think it might have been as primitive
as a finger-puppet show. Every program
began with a turning merry-go-round and
a weird eldrich chant - “We love little Willy,
we do, we doooo. We love little Willy..."
Shivers would already be running up and
down my spine when the merry-go-round
blacked out, and the opening scene faded
in. Why Willy Wonderful had this effect
on me I no longer remember. It’s all a
blank after this point, which is suggestive in
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itself. The one clear memory I have of any
episode has Willy and his friends trapped
in a log cabin, surrounded on all sides by
frozen wastes, while an unseen villain at
tempts to break his way in with an axe!
Brrrrrr!
I only know one other person who even
admits to having seen Willy Wonderful,
and he, no shit, went part way around the
bend shortly after our acquaintance.
Not all kid’s shows were Clive Barker
territory. One merely peculiar example will
serve to represent the majority. There was
the Kiddo Show, for instance. Kiddo the
Clown began his meteoric career as the
second banana on The Professor’s
Hideaway. In fact, I believe he was likely
only the replacement for the show’s origi
nal clown. Kiddo got his big break when
the Professor was fired, apparently for too
much tippling between touting the toddlers.
So Kiddo got his own show, as caretaker
for an apartmentful of cranky tenants. You
never saw the tenants. Kiddo’s only inter
actions with them were over the phone, or
when Mrs. Whosis’ dirty laundry would
cascade, basket after basket load down the
chute, all but burying long-suffering Kiddo
in a mound of sweat-soaked sheets, socks,
and boxer shorts. On a memorable occa
sion Kiddo attempted to escape his dreary
job by digging a tunnel from his basement
abode to China, but somehow took a
wrong turn at the Earth’s core, ending back
where he started. What really lifted Kiddo
the Clown above his contemporaries, how
ever, was the sound track. Whatever the
job, however dirty Mrs. Whatsis’ laundry,
Kiddo could always cheer himself up by
singing.
“Washing and ironing and answering

25 years, Stuart Fischer, Facts on Hie, New York, 1983.
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the door, mopping the floor... and who
could ask - for - MORRREEE!!”, sung to
“March of the Toreadors”.
Actually, musical allusions seemed to be
a holdover from The Professor’s Hidea
way, whose program always opened with
a bouncy number I think was called “Finish
Sleigh Ride” and might have been by Sibe
lius. I didn’t know all this until much later,
of course.
Possibly the most pathetic of kid’s
shows was WBEN’s Captain Mike and
Button’s the Cabin Boy. (Now WIVB.)
The show was a typical puppet, cardboard
stage, and demoted weatherman concept
It’s earliest incarnation featured Mike and
Buttons in a soft-shoe format Straw hats,
canes, and the whole works. But the entire
set wasn’t a finger’s width larger than the
camera’s tightest field of focus. If Mike
straightened his arm, Buttons lay down off
stage, Then abruptly Mike and Buttons
joined the merchant marine. The most
likely cause for the sudden change of for
mat was the station’s acquisition of a pack
age deal for Popeye cartoons. In any
case, the set was larger, and the cast grew
to include an indeterminate number of fin
ger puppet mice. When neither cartoons,
nor advertising for Bosco and Bison Brand

Bread, rolled, puppet and MC laboured to
entertain fire crew with patter. Their stock
borrowed heavily from old comedy rou
tines, and between turns they urged the
crew to eat balanced meals. (In fire indus
try this is known as the carrot and the
shtick.) Playing canned music for the danc
ing stick-mice completed the show’s reper
toire. To indicate how dated was the men
tal universe of Captain Mike and But
ton’s the Cabin Boy, even for the early
50’s, musical numbers ran to the like of
“Shuffle Off to Buffalo” and “Just around the comerrrr, there’s a
rainbow in the skyyyyy. So lef s have an
other cup of coffeee, and let’s have another
piece of pieeee... “
I think the saddest early kid’s show I
ever saw, though, was CBC’s Razzle Daz
zle. Razzle Dazzle was rather like
Howdy Doody in its essentials. There was
an adult host, and a supporting cast of kids.
But where Buffalo Bob kept the kids at
arm’s length in the Peanut Gallery, on
Razzle Dazzle the kids participated in fire
black-outs and sketches. Features during
the show included episodes of the fabulous
“Magic Boomerang”, the adventures of
a kid down-under with a boomerang that wow! - froze time as long as it was in flight

While Buffalo Bob had Howdy Doody
as his foil, the forgettable host of Razzle
Dazzle had Howard the Turtle. Howard
was little more than a cardboard shell and
a sock with a hat on one end. Howard’s
job was the delivery of puzzles and bad
jokes. If he couldn’t move, he could at least
duck his head to escape the inevitable blow
or barrage of tomatoes. The main thing
about Razzle Dazzle, however, was that
NOBODY watched it! In this, Razzle
Dazzle was in keeping with time-honour
ed CBC tradition. In those days - in, truth,
until only a few years ago - the CBC ex
isted only to uphold the principle of Cana
dian sovereignty, and with few exceptions
no one watched anything. Razzle Dazzle
was emphatically not one of the excep
tions. At some point it vanished from the
studio, and mercifully no one noticed its
passing.
The sad part? Years later I discovered
that a friend of mine had once attended a
studio auction. Among the broken down
props and surplus clutter was a dusty
rounded lump. It was Howard, poor How
ard, his limp neck threadbare and shell
stained with coffee-rings. Nobody bid.
But I bid you adieu.
—Tarai Wayne [19 June 91]

.. .although I didn't, to the best of my knowledge, "solicit" nostalgia-specific material- it’s not surprising that a fair percentage of the contributions
to an issue tied to longevity reflect on an earlier time.
Still, one fan’s nostalgia is another’s.. To one whose ‘Atomic-Age Childhood" consisted of hiding under school desks during Civl Defense Drills -but no TV- Tarai’s remem
brances are much more science fictional than anything I've read recently.

by Ed Gorman
A FEW MONTHS AGO, a mystery book
dealer I know came across some articles by
me in some science fiction fanzines from
the late 1950s and early 1960s. He was
nice enough to send the fanzines along. I
enjoyed all fire material but my own. Boy,
was I a dope back then.
Most of the zines were relatively predict
able, zealous young science fiction fans ar
guing the merits of the latest issues of Gal
axy, Astounding, Amazing and Fantas
tic. You could sense in these zines the
coming New Wave. Earlier in fae fifties, it
had been enough to say that a given story
(say, a Sturgeon) worked or didn’t work.
Now, one had to find a more self
consciously literary explanation for why it
succeeded or failed. There was a lot of
good sf material back then. Algis Budrys,
Chad Oliver, Judith Merrill, Fritz Leiber
and people of that caliber were at or near
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their peak, with young writers such as
Harlan Ellison, Robert Silverberg and
Carol Emshwiller coming on strong. (I re
member the first time I read her “A Day at
the Beach”. I don’t think Td ever been lit
erally stunned by reading a story before. It
was, no joke, virtually a religious experi
ence for me.)
Looking through the old fanzines re
minded me that you could also feel the six
ties coming. I mean the dope-smoking,
anti-war, peace-and—love sixties. While
most fanzines still contented themselves
with articles about science fiction and fan
dom, several zines were explicitly political:
Warhoon, Habbakuk, Kipple - these
magazines came along a bit further into the
sixties. In many respects, they were the
most exciting of all the zines because they
pitted the science fiction right against the
science fiction left. (At the end of the dec-

ade, Richard E Geis would do much the
same with his various fanzines.) When you
were an eighteen-year-old supermarket
bagboy in a small Iowa town trying to save
money for college, the political zines were
pretty heady and glamorous stuff with their
discussion of drugs, free love, underground
political groups, communism, fascism and
free speech. As far back as 1961, there
were angry mentions of some weird place
called Viet Nam. As I said, you didn’t hear
much about these subjects hanging out at
the DX station and speculating on how the
Iowa Hawkeyes would do in football this
coming fall
I enjoyed my five or six fannish years. I
published a few zines myself, I went to a
few conventions, and I learned a great deal
about the wide world outside small-town
Iowa. I never felt quite adequate in any
sense -1 always wanted to write as well as
Ted White, publish a zine as spellbinding
as Dick Lupoffs Xero, and know as much
about serious literature as Roger Ebert but there were enough outcasts in fandom
to make me feel at least reasonably com
fortable.
For pure pleasure, nothing beat Buck
and Juanita Coulson’s fanzine Yandro.
The Coulsons are interesting writers. Buck
is an especially savvy book reviewer. I
rarely agreed with him but man was he fun
to read. Yandro was always just the right
balance of sour and sweet The arguments
never got personal, and the fannishness
never got cloying. The Coulsons-who
went on to write some fine sf novels of their
own - really knew what they were doing.
The Jesuits say give us a boy till he’s fif
teen and we’ll claim him forever. I think the
same is true for most people who were in sf
fandom. Bob Bloch, God love him, always
used to say that mimeograph ink had a
way of getting into your blood and, for me
at least, that’s been true. I was a lonely,
confused, and profoundly curious adoles
cent lugging a lot of childhood baggage
along with me. I met like kind in fandom
and for a few years enjoyed myself. There
were some bad moments, most notably the
suicide of sixteen-year-old Kent Moomaw,
who’d always reminded me of one of those
sad young geniuses in C.M. Kombfath’s fic
tion. And the fan, and pretty good friend
of mine, who went on to become a rather
important member of the American Nazi
party. While I’ve forgotten a lot about my
fan days after all these years, I still remem-
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ber a few incidents that will stay with me all
my life. I knew some good people, and had
some good times, and probably even
learned a thing or two about writing. As
Bob Bloch said, the mimeo ink gets in your
blood.
These days, after selling a few sf novels
that weren’t quite at the Nebula-winning
level, I make my living writing suspense fic
tion. AU the time I was reading Ray Brad
bury and Gordy Dickson and Wilson
Tucker, I was also reading Raymond

Published ovary 5,
weeks. . Address all
nail: Ed .Goman, 24E.
10th Street M.M., •
Cedar Raplda, lava

Chandler and Chester Himes and John D.
MacDonald. I liked sf and crime fiction
equally.
I don’t have much sense of fandom to
day. Fm not even sure if there is a fandom
as such today. But I hope there is. And I
hope it continues to thrive. Because if there
is such a tiring as reincarnation, I plan to
buy myself another mimeo the next time
around. #

—Ed Gorman

[June 13,1998]

In the beginning, I was somewhat confused as to how to title’ Ed’s piece:
"Why don't we call it All My yesterdays, in honor of the Harry Warner book?”
That sounded reasonable to me.
Most of you know the litany of Those of Us who have Made It: Ellison, Silverberg, Larry Downes.... Here’s someone a Ic* of you might not
think of in that context, but should:
In addition to being a prolific anthologist, co-founder and now Editorial Director of the premiere mystery publication, Mystery Scene - Ed is
one of the better, and better-known suspense novelists writing today.

This was a lot of fun, Bill. Thanks for asking me.’
...and I hope you're still speaking to me, Ed - after seeing the accompanying cuts!
[I wonder, also, if Mr. Benford recalls this incarnation...?]
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Wm. Breiding
Prologue

count on the stars for anything beyond a
From time to time I wonder why I read sci fleeting moment of wonder. The question
of what was out there didn’t so much as
ence fiction. What arcane force was mov
ing me towards fandom? I never had a fas enter my mind as flit across it Briefly. I
never wanted to be an astronaut I was
cination for space nor owned a telescope,
hardly even aware of the race to get to
though Fve looked through a few. I didn’t
space. The moon was not a harsh mistress,

but a sylvan, feral mystery. I didn’t day
dream of saving women in skimpy under
wear menaced by bug-eyed monsters (that
and many other fantasies came later). Did
I even care about the future? I can’t say
that I did. What’s the future? Fm still learn
ing how to be here today.

eted those huge, illustrated tomes that
Golden Books produced.
Being the youngest of six children and
A pivotal memory during this period:
coming from a decidedly literate set of par
Gil Price, a college student and family
ents it seems inevitable that I would be a
friend, took me over to his parents’ house.
reader I was able to read to myself by the
We
lived on a wooded hillside in Morgan
age of five. When I look back on my earli
town, between two main drags, and our
est childhood in Wheeling, West Virginia,
area did not have much of a neighborhood
reading appears like a warm glow hanging
feel to it Gil lived across town, on the far
about in the air. We had a standard set of
side of Dekker’s Creek, in an area known
1950s reading material in our home. A
as South Park It was decidedly settled
multi-volume encyclopedia, and a set of
there, with the deep air of an American
over sized, thick, and lushly illustrated red
small town neighborhood. I hadn’t any
hardback books called "The Children’s
idea why we were going to Gil’s, only that
Hour" that we referred to as the "red
he had something he wanted to show me.
books". Each volume had its own slant
As we walked to his house file sun had set
(with names such as "PIONEERS", "THE
and dusk was upon us. There was a certain
ROAD TO ADVENTURE", "TALES FROM
sense of magic and mystery to everything
long AGO", etc.) and the majority of it was
as the tall and gangly Gil walked along be
fiction. I don’t otherwise remember any
side me with his hands stuffed into his
large collection of books in the house. It
pockets. I couldn’t have been more than
was in Morgantown, West Virginia, be
eight years old. When we arrived at his
tween the ages of six and eleven, that I be
came serious about reading. I was deep off parents’ house we went to the garage.
There he uncovered a trunk and opened it
into fairy tales at the beginning, and cov

He stuck his hands inside, pulling out a
stack of over sized books. He rested them
on the lip of the trunk hesitated, then
passed one to me. They were gorgeously
illustrated fairy books from Gil’s own child
hood. We spent god knows how long pour
ing over the paintings, with Gil reading
aloud to me. After we had perused them
one by one he asked me to pick out my fa
vorite. I pulled a big forest green book out
of the pile and held it for him to see. In
stead of taking it he told me that it was
mine, a gift from one fairy tale lover to an
other. It was well dark by this time. As we
walked through the summer streets in Gil’s
neighborhood he swooped me up off of my
feet, placing me on his shoulders. We
walked and talked and laughed like that all
the way down to the Spruce St Bridge.
Shortly after this incident 1 graduated to
another kind of fairy story, the supremely
American Oz books, by Baum. I read the
original book many times, even acquiring a
set of seven inch long playing records, a

How It Was
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[Alan Hunter]

complete dramatic presentation of THE
WIZARD OF OZ (including all of the chap
ters that are not represented in the movie).
I played these records endlessly on a port
able stereo that I sat next to my bed. Lying
down, I would close my eyes, or stare out
die window into die woods, giving myself
over fully to the story. In quick succession I
discovered Hugh Lofting’s Doctor Dolittle
novels and Michael Bond’s Paddington the
Bear series.
Oddly, it was my brother Michael who
influenced my reading the most I say
oddly because he brutalized me physically
throughout our years in Morgantown.
When we left for San Francisco he took a
moratorium on physical violence. This was
a conscious decision - after all it was 1968
and love was all around! - but a newly
sharpened tongue replaced his fists and he
could easily have me frustrated, frightened
and crying within moments. The damage
was far more enduring. Michael had a love
of books and a fascination for children’s lit
erature. It was from him that I discovered
C. S. Lewis’ Narnia books, George Mac
Donald’s books for children, Randall Jar
rett’s fables, Tolkien and other adult fanta
sists, and science fiction. On my own I was
discovering and reading mundane books
about boys of independent mind who lived
in the country and struck out on their own
for a day of adventure in the woods or
neighboring farmlands. It was at about this
time I started ordering books through Pub
lishers Central Clearing House, when they
actually sold books, instead of hounding
you to buy magazines because you might
win a million bucks.
The influence of fandom was stirring,
even if subconsciously, and my exposure
to sf had been blatant My oldest brother
Sutton had a brief skirmish with crifanac in
the mid-sixties, having LoCs, essays and
poems published in genuine fanzines, but
never publishing his own ish. (To this day
he still waxes poetic about Tom Reamy’s
Trumpet.) I was completely unaware of
this at the time and don’t remember seeing
any fanzines around the room which we
shared. And it was not Sutton that I re
membered reading science fiction (other
than Bradbury), but Michael, and my other
brother, Wayne. I believe I attempted to
read some sf at this point but could not ab
sorb it This was the mid-sixties and the
New Wave was crashing on fae horizon
from Britain. In America, satirists such as
Mack Reynolds, Ron Goulart and Robert
Sheckley, which Michael was reading, were
in vogue on campuses across the country
(as well as Tolkien - Frodo Lives! - which
he was also reading). The dark, bloody Eric novels by Michael Moorcock were, as 1
recall, Wayne’s primary reading. At nine or
ten I just wasn’t capable of understanding
what this stuff was all about but pretended
that I did, so as not to look stupid. I did
read some of these books all the way

through and could get enough of the plot
memorized so that when lightly quizzed by
Michael, (and to a lesser degree, Wayne,
who also had the occasional verbal cruel
spot), I would seem intelligent For several
years, until I was at least fifteen, I found
that this experience blocked me from ab
sorbing all but a few science fiction au
thors. I would try to read a science fiction
novel and the words would skitter off my
brain, the concepts behind the words liter
ally incomprehensible.
I had always been a somewhat solitary
child. Solitary in that I was the youngest of
six children. In Morgantown I was often off
by myself walking the railroad tracks, ex
ploring the woods, or wandering High
Street, Morgantown’s main drag, looking
for new 45s by the Turtles, or up on the
third floor - which was an attic turned into
a finished apartment that my two sisters in
habited - reading a book. When we moved
to San Francisco I became, initially, even
more solitary, reading constantly and ex
ploring the big city streets fearlessly on my
own, sometimes even at night Although I
was a reader and had a certain native intel
ligence, I had never done well in school I
found it difficult to concentrate, and pro
phetically, the only thing that interested me
was geography. I was held back one year the fifth grade - for flunking math and do
ing poorly in other studies (which ruined
my social life - that was probably when I
turned away completely from children my
own age as friends, with the exception of
my neighbor, Dennis Shafer). By the time
we left for San Francisco, in March of
1968,1 was struggling unhappily through
the sixth grade, and never completed it My
math and spelling skills were abominable
(and still are; when Phil Paine heard I’d fi
nally gotten a computer he called and said,
"Boy, technology sure saved your ass!”),
and I was likely on the way to flunking
again. I never returned to formal schooling
after that except very briefly, to attend a
hippie "free school". I quickly understood
this school to be a hoax, nothing more
than a creative baby-sitting service. I
dropped out almost immediately. The only
important firing to come from our atten
dance to this "alternative" school was that
Michael signed up for a course in basic
electronics. Its teacher, Gene Young, a
Chinese-American fresh returned from the
war in Vietnam, became a life long friend
of the family. It was with Gene that I at
tended my first convention, a Westercon, in
1975. Gene also contributed to the first is
sue of my fanzine and swiftly became
friends with my best fan-pal from that time,
Chris Sherman.
In San Francisco my reading abilities
expanded considerably under fire sway of
Gary Warne, a friend of Sutton’s. Gary was
a man of extremes. He had to feel the low
est of lows in order to fully experience the
highest points in life, and he lived his life

accordingly. He had a morbid fascination
for death, the dark-side, and, in literature
and film, horror/dark fantasy. He was mad
for Poe, Lovecraft, Dunsany, Machen, and
some of the more contemporary horror/
dark fantasy writers such as the Los Angles
centered (and occasional LASFS at
tendees), Charles Beaumont, Richard
Matheson, Robert Bloch, Ray Bradbury
and William F. Nofan. I began reading
most of these authors in earnest as a paral
lel to the reading I was doing in books for
kids. My favorite children’s book from
these early San Francisco years was a nov
el called THE LITTLE GRAY MEN by some
one known only as "B.B." Since my name
was Bill Breiding, I thought that was just
great The little gray men were a cross be
tween gnomes and brownies. They were
only a few inches tall lived in a tree and
could speak with animals. I remember their
characters as being rather somber and seri
ous, all business. I don’t recall the book’s
plot anymore, but I think one of the little
gray men turned up missing and the others
went in search of him. If anyone knows this
novel please refresh my memory. I proba
bly liked this book because it was an easy
read. Though it was much less serious, I
was using it as an alternative to the LORD
OF THE RINGS. I had little patience for
those books until Sutton began reading
them aloud to the entire family (and some
of our neighbors) every night at eight
o’clock. Of the horror writers Gary intro
duced, Charles Beaumont became nearly
an obsession. He was not prolific and died
young. I only later found out that he had
been a fiction editor at Playboy, worked in
television and had been a fan who vio
lently rejected fandom after he turned pro.

{Time-tripping: Gary Warne was
fannish by nature but never discovered
fandom. He was deep into mundane
equivalents. He owned a general interest
book store called Circus of the Soul at 451
Judah Street He started The Suicide Chib
(which still exists), based on the Robert
Louis Stevenson story, gathering a group
about him who shared in acts of daring,
such as climbing to the top of the Bay
Bridge and spending file night there while
freezing your nuts off. He also founded
Communiversity, the proto-type of all the
"free" universities that were to follow in the
Bay Area and across the nation. One of
Gary’s own projects with Communiversity
was a book discussion group. He would
pick the authors and moderate. The most
successful being The Poe Class, which had
an intimate group of about 10 people. We
met once a week, reading the entire prose
out put of Poe over a period of many
months, and became, as they say, very
close. I became lovers with one of the
women in the group; another pair coupled
off and eventually got married. This was
where I met John Fugazzi, who had just
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moved to San Francisco from Cincinnati.
We became very good friends, and we are
still in touch to this day. Discovering that I
shared his enthusiasm for Clifford Simak,
John offered to write an appreciation of
him for my genzine, Starfire. I had it illus
trated by the wonderful Cincinnati fan artist
Mike Streff. When I gave that issue of Star
fire to John he looked started when he
saw the portrait Mike had done of Simak
he knew immediately who had done the
drawing. John had gone to high school
with Streff. Gary Warne died a very un
timely death in his thirties, under what I
considered suspect conditions. He suppos
edly died of a heart attack after a Thanks
giving dinner with his Dad, whom he had
never really known, and was just then ex
perimenting in a reconnection. No one was
ever invited to view the body or to a fu
neral Knowing Gary’s fascination for the
morbid and his well developed sense of
play I’ve never been completely convinced
that he was dead - but living a new life
somewhere, under an assumed name.
That or murdered by his father. Don Her
ron, who has been researching Gary
Warne's life for a book about the Suicide
Club recently assured me in a letter that
Gary had gotten along with his father after
re-meeting him and that Gary is indeed
dead. He died of heart failure while jog
ging after a Thanksgiving meal due to
complications from a loosened blood clot
in his leg caused by a long standing prob
lem with phlebitis.)

order to exit the store you had to climb
down a steep set of steps and pass the
cashier. As I attempted to do this, the clerk,
a long-haired Asian guy, intercepted. Look
ing at my bulging army jacket he simply
stuck out his hand. His eyes widened in
credulously when I emptied my pockets of
nearly a dozen books. After they were
stacked up on fire counter, he surveyed the
titles, grinned, shook his head at my audac
ity, and without reprimand or threat of call
ing the cops told me to get the hell out of
the store.
Somewhere along the way I decided I
wanted to be a werewolf. Fm not absolute
ly certain of the catalyst but I suspect I must
have read THE werewolf OF PARIS by
Guy Endore. This would make sense, con
sidering the other horror I was reading. Of
all of our modem spooks, werewolf lore
and imagery, though popular, has never
held the public imagination as powerfully
as the vampire, which is deeply sexual and
dare I say it, Freudian. Frankenstein’s
monster is an enduring social comment as
are zombies, and the Mummy is a state
ment of undying romance going for cheap
thrills. The werewolf is Darwinian - the
struggle between the evolution of our mind/
culture and our base animal nature; Robert
Louis Stevenson’s pseudo-werewolf story,
THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND

MR HYDE being the foremost illustration of
this. I so strongly identified with the were
wolf - for it’s reflection of wildness, uncon
trolled violence, lust and tragedy - that it
inspired me to attempt my first novel at age
thirteen. The werewolf held a secret do
minion over my soul well into my early thir
It was probably in 1969 that I discovered
ties, at which time I switched to being a
Clifford Simak and John Brunner and be
gan to seriously pursue Matheson’s novels. drab, angst ridden modem realist That
werewolf novel made it only to a few pur
These writers were not complex, and with
ple-tinged pages before I gave up. A year
them I was able to surmount the science
later, at fourteen, I attempted another
fiction label Simak appealed to me be
novel a fantasy, that I was much more se
cause of his bucolic sensibilities, but the
rious about I saw it as a combination of
majority of his writing was gimmick ori
the Narnia books, Tolkien, and BB’s little
ented; Brunner’s stuff was simple hack
gray men. It actually had some very well
adventure, but nonetheless exactly to my
taste at the time; the Matheson novels were defined characters, a guy named Mayhew,
who had wings, and his pal Shimer. There
the most influential and bordered some
where between sf and. horror-THE SHRINK was also a short cast of eccentric characters
who would either help or hinder them with
ING MAN and I AM LEGEND - and certainly
their quest I wrote several long chapters
fed into my revived fanaticism for horror
fiction in the early 1980s. It’s only now that and a basic plot outline. I drew a detailed
map of the world in which it took place.
I see these novels were an expression of a
’50s post-modem existential angst, Mathe This was sketched in pencil onto a parch
ment scroll I held on to the unfinished
son’s own brand of BEING AND NOTHING
book and map for decades telling myself
NESS.
A small amusing and slightly embarass- Pd finish it someday, but now they are lost
In March of 1972, following the "back to
ing incident occurred around this time.
tire earth" movement of the hippies - hey,
Since I was quite poor, I decided to go to
City Lights bookstore and indulge in a little Steve Gaskin! - the entire family, with the
five finger discounting to quench my read exception of my sister Joan, moved back to
a farm in the mountains of southern West
ing habit This would not have been the
Virginia. It was here that I made a major
first time. Unfortunately, when I got to fire
break through in my cognizance of science
science fiction section I went a little crazy
and began stuffing every pocket of my over fiction, and my reading skills, in general at
sized army jacket with books. Ai that time, tiie age of fifteen. What precipitated this
new ability was a gift of NARSISSUS AND
the science fiction section was upstairs. In
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GOLDMAN by Hermann Hesse, from Mike
Taymor, my sister Susan’s ex-spouse.
Hesse, at least in modem translation, was a
simple and easy to read stylist, but his sub
ject matter was a mixture of existentialism,
spiritualism, romance and myth. For an
untrained mind, such as mine, with a fifth
grade education, it was the perfect thing to
further educate me. I suspect Mike Taymor
understood this at the time. I went on to
read nearly all of Hesse’s canon. I identi
fied with many of Hesse’s characters, even
his tom up middle-aged men who found
salvation late in life through a subdued
sexuality and the Mother Image. It gave me
hope.
I tackled two enormous science fiction
books in the winter of 1972. Frank Her
bert’s DUNE and John Brunner’s STAND
ON ZANZIBAR To my glee I found that I
could read, understand and completely en
joy these books. The Herbert book was
actually an easy to read rip-snorter, but its
length would have been daunting to me
earlier. My reading DUNE had a wonderful
and lasting by-product. My brother Michael
adored tiie book. When I began reading it
we were able to talk about it, and did so at
great length. It was the beginning of a heal
ing process between us, as if my reading
DUNE, and comprehending it fully, had
made me human in Michael’s eyes. Brun
ner’s mammoth, complicated, stylized, po
litical novel STAND ON ZANZIBAR thrilled
me. I reveled in the brisk language and
structure of tiie book. I became a fully blos
somed reader under its tutelage. I haven’t
reread the book since, and twenty-six years
later, haven’t the faintest idea what the
book was about.
During this exhilarating winter Sutton
must have discerned a fannish tendency in
me. Why me and not my other brothers, I
couldn’t say. He began to tell me about
this thing called science fiction fandom,
and these home-made magazines called
fanzines. I must have been intrigued be
cause that winter I made an active effort to
engage with fandom. Duringashopping
trip to the nearest big town, Elkins, West
Virginia, I went to a newsstand and bought
a copy of Amazing. From there everything
fell into place. Ted White was then the edi
tor. But it wasn’t from Ted’s editorial or
John D. Berry’s fanzine review column for
"The Clubhouse" nor the letter column
that I discovered fandom, but through the
classified ads.
Like most wannabe fans, I was more
than happy to reinvent the wheel for the
cause of fanac. In the classifieds at the back
of that cheesy looking issue of Amazing
there were three ads that stood on their
hairy legs and screamed up at me from the
page. One was placed by a woman named
Darline Haney from Elma, Washington
proclaiming the formation of The Science
Fiction Fans’ Correspondence Club. I
wrote to Darline and became a member

and soon I was corresponding with many
perpetually in print As new subscribers
enthusiastic science fiction readers of about came aboard they would start with the first
my own age. These first contacts were a
issue, not the most recent and the entire
part of what I now think of as ’73 Fandom: tiling would be stored in volumes of threeFrank Balazs, Warren Johnson, Tom Jack- ringed binders. Dale gave his contributors
son and Brett Cox. My most intimate cor
a choice in payment You were offered ei
respondent from that initial fling into fan
ther a flat payment of a minor sum, or, as
dom was John Carl from Montana, who
Dale like to couch it you could take your
recommended I get in touch with Bill Bow chances on royalties, with a check at the
ers, and Chris Sherman, from Minneapolis. end of each year, which might grow bigger
The second ad was placed by Cy Chau and bigger, depending upon the cumula
vin at Wayne State University in Detroit
tive success of Moonbroth through the
He was advertising the sale of fanzines by
years. This idea was ingenious for a small
the pound. I sent off a dollar to Cy, and in publisher who wanted to pay contributors;
return received a manila envelope stuffed
most chose to chance the royalties’ route,
with fanzines. Nowadays I daydream that
and so Dale had little initial cash outlay but
they might have been zines from the fifties
the cost of printing the issues. At year’s end
or sixties, but they were just overstock from he dispensed checks for minor amounts to
Wayne State’s science fiction dub, and ex the majority of his contributors, who by
actly what I needed at the time. Most were that time didn’t care if they were paid or
current within the year, and many of the
not
faneds were still publishing, like Donn Bra
Dale C. Donaldson was a charismatic,
zier and his fanzine Title. I sent Donn and witty and charming man. He took a quick
others my sticky quarters and was immedi and consuming interest in my life as a fif
ately propelled into the world of trufannish- teen year ok! in the hills of West Virginia. 1
ness. Soon I was wondering how in the
soon saw him as a sort of father figure and
world I was ever going to become a loc
suggested that he write my Mom a note, as
hack. I understood nothing of the context
I thought they might get along. I don’t
of these fanzines and the texts were sprin
know what I had in mind when I suggested
kled with words that meant nothing to me,
this. Dale was married with grown children
many of which are now being used in this
and my mother was divorced. I don’t think
piece. I began dreaming of attending con I saw anything beyond the possibility of
ventions and publishing my own fanzine.
their correspondence. Dale did write and
Two years later my strongest ties would be my mother responded. It was the begin
with Detroit fans, a couple whom have be ning of a brief, intense, blustery and tragic
come life long friends. Later still, Cy Chau romance that ended in Dale’s premature
vin and I would both become integral to
death of lung cancer only four years after
Apa-50.1
initial contact Dede claimed to have
brought on the cancer himself, although he
I met my stepfather through the third
ad, Dale C. Donaldson of Seattle. Dale’s
was a heavy smoker, through a death wish
he set into motion before he met myself
ad was for Moonbroth, a bizarre little
and my mother. To understand this state
semi-pro horror magazine full of tawdry
ment you must realize that Dale was an oc
grue, with an introductory price of twentyfive cents. His set up for the magazine was cultist and firmly believed in magic and the
unique. Moonbroth was published a few power of suggestion. Dale divorced his
wife, Claudia, and he and my mother lived
pages at a time, loose-leafed, and threetogether in ‘sin’. Dale’s children were gen
hole punched. Moonbroth was to be a
erally supportive and kind to my mother.
never ending cycle. Each issue would be

My memory is not as strong as it should be at
the sprightly age of 41, so I wrote Cy for a veri
fication. Cy verified that he had placed ads for
fanzines, but not in Amazing, nor through
Wayne State, nor by the pound. Tom Jackson
responded to a query by sending me photo
copies of the classified ads from the November
1972 issue of The Magazine of Fantasy and
Science Fiction which contained two of
these ads, but not the one by Cy Chauvin. Cy
remembers it like this: 1 put an ad in Science
Fiction Review selling fanzines, but not by
the pound. I do remember hearing from you
and Sutton. Whether it was about the fan
zines I was selling I’m not sure. 1 know you or
Sutton bought a subscription to Cypher, the
British fanzine I was the US agent for at the
time. Then you moved from West Virginia to
San Francisco. Perhaps you saw an ad or re
view or letter from Richard E. Geis in Amaz
ing about that time and got SF Review first
that way. I recently reread some early SFRs

Mom left Dale and returned to him at least
twice. Finally they married and were bliss
ful Shortly after, Dale was diagnosed with
cancer, and very quickly succumbed to
death on January 4th, 1977. Although his
time with us was brief, Dale left an indelible
imprint on myself and those siblings with
whom he came in contact, Joan, Susan
and Sutton. I was much more Dale’s son in
my heart than I would ever feel about my
own father. I was tom apart by his death.
It took me a long time to get over it My
mother never remarried.
I found out recently that Dale had been
fabulously fannish as far back to the late
1940s. Hom Harry Warner’s ALL OUR
YESTERDAYS: "Just before the 1949 Cinvention, for instance, [Don] Day as treas
urer suspended half the membership [of
the Portland Science Fantasy Society] for
failure to pay dues, [John] de Courcy re
signed, then became temporary chairman
of an open meeting that produced a new
constitution, and after that the club’s offi
cers fell into tiie habit of handing in resig
nations at each meeting, abolishing both
the club and the constitutions on special
occasions. Once Dale Donaldson found
himself holding all offices in a club which
had just been put out of existence."
In 1974 tire dream of tire family farm
went down the drain. One by one my fam
ily left. Michael moved back to Morgan
town, which he never left again. Sutton
and Mom both moved back to San Fran
cisco. Wayne had never lived on the farm,
preferring his independence. He had been
living on another near-by farm up on a
mountain with some friends he had made
previously. He was the first to return to San
Francisco. That left myself, Susan and her
spouse, Mike Taymor. In late summer, after
harvest, we too abandoned the farm. I re
turned to San Francisco after a long so
journ, setting a pattern that I would follow
for the next twenty years. I went to Boston
and Martha’s Vineyard, then back to West
Virginia. From there I went to Indianapolis,

and Geis mentions writing Amazing offering
free issues to interested readers. I think I put
my ad in about 1971 or 1972 - before 1 be
came involved with the Wayne 3rd. Oddly,
though, I really do wonder if I would have sold
copies of Title. Didn’t Ned Brooks also sell
fanzines, especially by the pound? I think I
sold them ten for a doUar." All of this stirs
vague memories but nothing I can point to and
say that it absolutely happened this way.
In a follow up letter Cy also verified my
suspicion that 1973 was the last year that there
was a large wave of teenagers into fanzine fan
dom. "1 also had similar feelings as yours re:
1973/Apa-50 fandom. It may have been the
last *big* influx into fanzine fandom. In fact, if
a history of ’70s fandom should be written,
rather than a straight chronological, I would
begin in 1976 with Big Mac [the 1976 WorldCon, MidAmeriCon, held in Kansas City] and
then work alternately forward and back in
time." Future historians take note: a Well
Known Gafiate has spoken.)
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finally returning to Sen Francisco by early
winter.
1974 was also the year that Chris
Sherman founded Apa-50. This was an
apa for "young” people; if you were bom
before 1950 you could not join. There
must have been a first mailing in 1974; I
remember a one shot in file first mailing by
Chris and Loren MacGregor called Ter
vex, but not having the mailings to hand,
can recall nothing else. Apa-50 was pivotal
in bringing together many of the brightest
teenage fans of the period, producing bi
monthly mailings that ran into the hun
dreds of pages. It was best known, espe
cially right before and directly after KC in
’76, for it’s emotional gut-spilling and teen
age angst As I write this, Apa-50 is still

healthy and will be enjoying its 132nd
mailing as of March,1998. Perhaps a half
dozen of its current membership is from
that early formative period, with at least
two of them, Terry Floyd, a Texas fan, now
living in file San Francisco Bay Area and
[Steven] Allan Beatty, a fan from Kentucky,
now living in Iowa, contributing contigu
ously.
The return to San Francisco only
strengthened my resolve to plunge deeper
into fandom. I bought used hand-crank
Speed-O-Print mimeo and published Starfire s/4, a broadside announcing my inten
tion to publish, and sent it out (I remem
ber Mike Glicksohn responded to this with
some derision because 1 mentioned Wil
liam Shatner’s emotive acting abilities - in

Science ^Fiction fJaoel (four “Me fly with some green Jd^ Just out
•6**y» by, Heinlein, Bloch,-Korabluth of the . Spice .Academy as ’"iny
and Bester)
co-pilot? You think a green kid can
Ted Kriner co-pilot a double - warp-powered
John Brunner’s The Whale Man GP-1077F2 interstellar attack bombhunting giant aquatic mammals), tr armed -with a full rack of XX
The- Day of the Star Cuties (Earth fusion
‘
bomba In. spatial arse 123AA
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tough grizzled old sergeant said,*
John Brunn*?
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Competition 4 ...
story In thi YsAa-swoasT
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Wben he heard the news. Chief Pilot ObBvioa Press. Send us other,
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positive terms. Mike was to play devil’s ad
vocate through out my entire publishing
career, telling me exactly how it was, and it
upset me greatly at the time. It is only with
hindsight that I see just how right Mike
was!) I soon started getting LoCs published
in Donn Brazier’s Title, and my essays,
poems and faan-fiction began appearing in
various peers’ fanzines. I published the first
real issue of Statfire, a true crudzine, if
ever there was one, and Sutton began pub
lishing the decadent-romantic, and quite
elegant Black Wolf. By the end of 19751
had gone to a convention, was publishing
a pretty good fanzine, corresponding like
crazy, meeting fans locally, falling in love,
planning the plunder of Detroit and, of
course, reading science fiction.
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None of this history, however, deals with
the central issue of my first lines. Why did
an unlikely candidate such as myself read
science fiction and become a fan? Some of
it has to do with alienation, an aloneness
that is very much the core of my being.
The fiction gave me a sense of something
outside myself, a larger picture, especially
those writers like Simak, who really spoke
to me. It was also a good escape. But to
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this day I still feel like a fake fan where fire
literature is concerned; my allegiance to
science fiction is fickle at best I’ve read
only one Clarke novel, and none of Hein
lein’s. I hate Asimov. New Wave was what
came after punk. I lost my copy of DHALGREN before I read it I literally threw NEC
ROMANCER across the room in disgust and
never finished it. But somehow sf had its
nasty little grip on me and I never let go.
My single minded pursuit of fandom is like

wise a puzzle. I have always felt a fringe fan
here. I never bought into the "we’re all a
big family” business. I too often feel
snubbed and disassociated to experience
anything family-like amongst fans. On sec
ond thought maybe that is just like my
family. Regardless, I did choose fandom as
my primary social arena. And eventually I
found my people. Had I not I would be far
lonelier.

— Wm. Breiding

...to the best of my knowledge, this is Patty’s first contribution
to a general circulation fanzine. It’s about time.
[She also changes tires.]

©®[b
by Patty Peters
The setting was San Francisco in the early 80’s. The country elects
Ronald Reagan and hostages get released. Dan White slaughters
men and Dianne Feinstein becomes mayor. Judge Green does his
thing to AT&T and the ERA is declared dead. Gary and I married
and six months later I graduated from college and started a job at
Chevron. Going from part-time temporary jobs to a salary got us
talking about moving from the one bedroom apartment. (Though, at
under $200/month, we knew what a bargain it was!) We never really
discussed getting another apartment. The only thing worth doing was
renting a house so we could get a dog.

We paid all the back debts and saved enough to feel secure stepping up. Over dinner we spotted a listing for a house in
the outer Mission for $640 and stopped by. The landlord was there and showing the place. After seeing the house I
talked to him a bit explaining Gary had been working for Social Security for 8 years, my job with Chevron was new be
cause I’d just graduated and we wanted a house so we could get a dog. He was ready to rent it to us on the spot. I guess
that the Federal government and a major oil company sounded like secure employment. But we were unprepared; we
didn’t even have the checkbook. I was amazed when he said he’d meet us the next day for the deposit and shooed all
the other people out of the house. The next day we drove back across town to give him the check and signed the lease.
The canned form he handed us had a “no pets” clause and I choked. He didn’t even bat an eye as he crossed out that

phrase and replaced it with “one small dog”.
I’d never had any pet growing up, but our next-door neighbors had a really special red collie, Pal. The Hebners became
like grandparents to me and always let me play with Pal. I remember how proud 1 was as soon as I was big enough to,
take her for a walk on the leash. I nearly pranced around that block! When I turned five, the Hebners declared it “Pal’s
birthday” and threw a cake and ice cream bash in their basement. 1 got to help with all the planning and invitations.
God, I remember that birthday. And there were hundreds of little things that flash through my mind. That dog is as inter
twined with my childhood as any of my siblings. Pal and I sharing my first soft-boiled egg when Mrs. Hebner taught me
how to cook it using that nifty little egg timer. Pal’s patience as I learned how to brush her without pulling the snarls in
her long hair. When I was little I would stick my arm through the chain link fence to pet her because the Hebners were
gone and Pal was alone.

Rich and Stacy gave us an SFSPCA gift certificate as a housewarming gift. We waited for a long holiday weekend and
then went over to 16th Street. I’d never been to the pound before and was astounded when I found room after room of
cages with cats and dogs. The selection was daunting.

After quite a while we entered a room with floor-to-ceiling cages along both sides
and one aisle down the middle. All of the dogs immediately jumped on the gates
and started happily barking their greeting. When I got about half-way down the
aisle I spotted a tiny puppy sitting at the back of his cage. I knelt down and he
walked to the front wagging a tail that was as long as he was. 1 put my hand to
the chain link and he licked it and then sat down next to the fence so I could stick
my fingers through and scratch his head. His light-brown face was framed with
dark brown and black that formed a perfect peak between his eyes. His ears were
almost down to his chin and his paws were a sizeable portion of his legs. After I
got up he walked to the back again and sat down on his blanket. I think I checked
with Gary, but I don’t believe he really had much choice. I was convinced that
was my puppy. He looked nothing like Pal but I knew they shared souls.
Everybody was having fun with the Church of the Subgenius at the time and Barbara Woodhouse told you to pick simple
names that began and ended with hard sounds. Deciding on the name was easy. “Bob” (quotes optional) came home
to start the pampered life he deserved. For the first few months Bob was “one small dog .
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Bob’s favorite spot in the house was the attic/bedroom window that
looked out over the street from 2-1/2 stories. The dormer made a box
like hole that we put his blanket in. We’d leave the window cracked
open so he could smell the air. Our bed was a few feet away. He’d lay
facing us if we were there and looking out the window if we weren’t.
My dad’s favorite memory is the first time he visited us. He looked up
from the street and there was this big dog-head staring down at him
from what looked to be the top of the world.
The three of us had good times. Bob particularly liked water and loved going to the ocean to romp along the shore. He
never learned how to fetch, so we just let him chase the waves. I’ll warn you, though, there’s nothing as nasty as the
smell of dog-coat drenched in seawater when you’re in a small car. Once I took him for a walk around the Lafayette res
ervoir and when we got out on a dock he just leapt right into the lake. Boy, did he look surprised when there was no bot
tom! I pulled him around to the shore by his leash and laughed as I lectured him about “looking before you leap.” The
last laugh was on me when, after taking him on the dock expecting he’d learned his lesson, he leapt back in and swam to
the surface with (I swear!) the biggest grin on his face you’ve ever seen.

I never thought of my folks as pet-people. Like I said, we never had any in the house. But
every time Mom and Dad visited, Mom would end up spending at least one afternoon sitting
to watch TV with Bob. Petting him was the only time in my life that I saw her go four waking
hours without a cigarette. When Dad’s back went out and he was laid up in our guest bed
for a week, Bob would go to the door every hour or so to check on his breathing. If called
he’d walk over to get his ears scratched. Dad hates to be sick and gets pretty annoyed with
people trying to take care of him. Somehow a canine was OK, though.
Maybe we did too good of a job about training him only to go to the bathroom in the backyard, not in the house. One
time all three of us were driving around and the car broke down. We were stuck at the gas station for hours while they
fixed the car. Bob wouldn’t pee. I even filled a soda can with water and poured it out next to a tree to give him the idea.

No dice. When we finally did get home he ran to the back and peed for several minutes...with that particular look of
pleasure one gets when you’ve held water too long.
While we were at work Bob kept digging new holes under the fence in our backyard. He’d go over to the neighbor-lady’s
back porch and lay there all day. The only difference was that she was home to make noise in the kitchen. I guess he
just liked being around people. We’d go over to her house and push him back through the hole in the evening. She was
great and said, since he never harmed anything, it really didn’t matter. We never would have met her otherwise and it
was good we did. She was older and didn’t have anyone to call on when little things went wrong with the house.

In the mid-80’s we moved from the city to the suburbs. Though still a student,
Gary’s school was no longer close enough to come home between classes. We de
cided to get a companion. Bob was pretty patient. He’d sometimes get tired of the
puppy and just lay a big paw across Doug’s middle...effectively immobilizing him.
My imagined-dialog for this maneuver was, “Wanna play a new game, little guy?”
Doug was also a toy-hog. Not that he wanted the toy or chew treat. Bob having it
made it desirable. Pretty soon Bob learned to distract Doug with a couple of other
things and then go after the one he really wanted.
Bob was 14 when he died in 1996. He’d started getting sick more frequently. He had great heart and had always been
able to pull himself back with some nursing. His heart gave us an extra year, I believe, since he’d gotten so ill over
Thanksgiving in 1995. I spent that week sleeping in the family room with him so I could change the I/V fluid bags every
few hours and help him out to the yard. In August of 1996 he had a stroke one night while Gary was in Tokyo. None of
his legs were working right, one side of his face was drooping and that eye was out of whack. He couldn’t understand
why things weren’t right and the only thing that seemed to calm him
was sitting together in the dark. The following week we tried the nor
mal prednisone routine but he couldn’t bounce back. I guess there
were just too many things wrong this time.

A few months after we lost him, I got an e-card from a friend. In it I
learned of Shirley, another special soul-mate with Bob and Pal.
Small and white with a black eye-patch, Shirley held no physical re
semblance. But my friend’s description of her unquestioning loyalty
and presumption of the goodness in people made me know that he
truly understood my loss. Just as he understood I would have
changed nothing. Terry said it best, “He gave me a sweet, wonderful
gift. A few moments of perfect childhood.”

—Patty Peters
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Introduction
I took most of 1997 off to write a book, and
while it was being put through the mysteri
ous and Byzantine processes that make up
production (final final fined manuscript
date: October 27,1997; first artifact in
hand, April 17,1998), it occurred to me
that far away from the publisher was the
best place for me to be. So my partner
Richard and I decided to fake all of February and March and head to Southeast
Asia, where the weather would be hot and
everything would be cheap.
We spent most of our time in Thailand,
but decided to detour for about 10 days
through Burma1. I had heard amazing sto
ries about Pagan, a tenth century ruin of
extraordinary proportions, and was deter
mined to see it while it was still possible.
Having gone, our only regret was that we
didn’t stay longer. From the moment we
left, we have been haunted by the country,
its people, its cities and its monuments.
Burma is one of those places you know
nothing about when you go, and even less
after you’ve been. It’s easy enough to con
demn the military junta that runs the place,
and everyone does. But to understand
how its people can be so repressed, impov
erished, and cut off from the rest of the
world on the one hand, and yet unbelieva
bly open, friendly, and joyous on the other,
might be a feature that no amount of time
spent as a tourist could explain.
Until very recently, tourism in Burma

was nearly impossible. Tourists could only
go on official government tours, travel was
restricted to only a small part of tire coun
try, and the number of visas was limited.
Since 1990, the government has refaxed
many of these restrictions, and it is now
possible, though difficult, to travel inde
pendently, stay at privately-owned hotels,
and eat in non-govemment restaurants.
Still, we felt dogged at every step by the
ubiquitous Myanmar Travels and Tours,
the government agency responsible for the
potentially lucrative tourist trade. MTT was
there at every major historical and cultural
site, ready to collect special fees - every
thing from 20 cents for the "bicycle tradi
tion” charge to leave one’s bike at tire des
ignated spot in front of Mandalay Hill to the
$30 for three days of unlimited access to
the ruins of Pagan. MTT officials were al
ways well-dressed, extraordinarily nice,
and spoke perfect English. But something
about their insistent helpfulness seemed
more oppressive than outright hostility.
In a remarkable about-face, the State
Law & Order Restoration Council (SLORC),
the face of government the military puts
on, declared 1996 and 1997 "Visit Myan
mar Year," a slogan painted all over the
country and still highly visible in 1998. The
campaign was a flop, but not because
Burma isn’t an attractive tourist destina
tion. Aung San Suu Kyi, tire Nobel Peace
Price-winning leader of the Burmese oppo
sition and the daughter of the assassinated
hero who led Burma to independence, has

said repeatedly that westerners should not
take advantage of the opportunity to visit
Burma, because doing so gives muchneeded hard currency to the military re
gime. Lonely Planet, which publishes the
only guidebook for tire country, advises
tourists not to go, and quoted Suu Kyi in its
1997 supplement. "We are totally against
the Visit Myanmar campaign."
We wrestled with our desire to go, and
decided to do it with the promise that we
would give as little money as possible to
the government. That of course was a thin
rationalization. This article is one act of
penance.
One fast word of introduction. A few
years ago I began the remarkable course
for recovering creative spirit described in
Julia Cameron’s book, THE ARTIST’S WAY.
One of the principal methods Cameron
prescribes is the daily exercise of tire
"morning pages," three handwritten pages
of whatever comes to mind, done first tiring
in the morning without fail. I have been
doing morning pages more-or-less regu
larly since 1995, and what follows are a
few selected excerpts, with only minor
changes for clarification and sequencing,
from the pages written while in Burma and
the days immediately after leaving. By
publishing them, I violate one of the rules
about morning pages, which is that they
are never to be shared or even reread by
the author.
No doubt there will be some further act
of penance for that

1 The government renamed the country Myanmar in 1989, a name that the pro-democracy resistance movement does not accept. I will stick with Burma
and the original names of the major cities: Rangoon instead of Yangon, Pagan instead of Bagan.
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[Mike Gilbert]

February 27, 1998
Arrival a hellish nightmare. Ai immigration,
visas are checked and then, just as our
travel agent in Thailand had said, we were
able to talk our way out of changing any
money, even though we’re supposed to
give at least $300 (we paid extra for this in
Thailand, doubtful that it would work). And
then we’re swarmed by hordes of helpful
MTT and hangers-on who want to carry
bags, help with hotels, change money ille
gally, and arrange cars that cost 10 times
what a cab would cost (and still only a few
dollars). I focus, or try to, anyway, on the
one meditation I learned in Esalen during
the few days I spent there in February
(before El Nino forced a cancellation of the
workshop and my evacuation from Big Sur
on U.S. Army Chinook helicopter). An
ocean refuses no rivers. I'm trying,
dammit, I’m trying.
We check into our hotel and start walk
ing. Ai once I feel slapped upside tire head
by the surrealness of Rangoon. Crowds
huddle in front of a store front where a TV
set is showing a completely miscolored
Wizard of Oz. A hundred yards away, at
the Sule Pagoda in tire center of the city,
there is a 24-hour show of the most un
usual forms of Buddhism imaginable.
Blinking electric lights around the icons,
tiny crevices in tire wall where people line
up to pray, families having picnics with
children running around the monks, vats
filled with small-denomination kyats (the lo
cal currency), even a tiny boat that flies
across the plaza on a wire when a donation
is made, symbolizing, well, we’d never un
derstand. Follow the Yellow Brick Road.
I wake up at 4:30 in the morning, still
feverish from something brought with us
from Thailand. There’s a complete song in
my head, music and lyrics, and a convic
tion that Elton John will record it I write
down as much as I can remember the next
morning, but the tune is mostly gone:

Wandering these hazy Burmese streets
Familiar faces I’ve never seen
Losing you to the tyranny of signs
If I never find you I guess I’ll know why.
Fve never written a song before.

February 27, 1998
Richard isn’t getting better. He slept most
of the morning and afternoon and was
nearly catatonic on our one excursion - a
tasteless vegetarian lunch at a nearby Shan
restaurant2 and a bike ride up to Mandalay
Hill. It’s 6:30 PM and he’s sleeping again.
Poor thing. If s so hard for me to judge
how sick he is and what I should or
shouldn’t be doing for him or without him.
Burma is attracting and repelling us at
the same time. People are friendly and in

terested in us, and at the same time vague
ly foreboding and frightened. I am no poli
tician, but even I feel the Orwellian oppres
sion of die helpful Ministry of Travels and
Tours and its wily determination to get us
to give up even a few dollar bills (no other
currencies are accepted-just dollars). We
become quietly resentful and start with
holding even the few they want They
really don’t know their market
Totalitarianism is frighteningly expen
sive. The one thing I found hardest to be
lieve while reading 1984 was that Oceania
could afford its control and supervision in
frastructure. I thought in the end we’d find
that Big Brother had stopped watching
long ago but that no one had realized it
And Orwell was writing about an analog
world. As information in ffie form of bits
spread into Burma, isolation and control
both become impossible. The government
of course, wants to keep the Internet out of
the country, but it’s only a matter of time
before the tidal wave hits. The alley of
storefront computer service centers in Ran
goon, literally in the shadow of fire Com
munications Ministry’s fortress, each with a
half dozen people huddled over PCs doing
desktop publishing, is haunting and uplift
ing at fire same time. They’re ready. And
not just to receive.
Mandalay, the last capital of Burma be
fore the British conquest, is far behind Ran
goon. The power was turned off all day
(so much for paying extra for an airconditioned room). The streets have no
lights. Those who do drive - cycles, trucks,
cars and buses - just honk their way along.
The center of the city, the huge moated
palace grounds, is a ruin, destroyed at the
end of World War II. Apparently the sol
diers grow vegetables there. We haven’t
gone, resisting the $5 "foreign visitor"
charge.
We have the sense that no one is here.
Our hotel, with an enormous staff, seems to
be waiting solely for us to want something.
There’s a housekeeper on each floor, sit
ting in a chair, 24 hours a day. We wish
we had something to ask for; they always
look so hopeful. But what do we want that
they have? Out of curiosity, we stopped in
at the Novotel on the way back from Man
dalay Hill It must have just opened and
yet it’s totally deserted except for the staff.
They want $150 a night - we’re paying
$30 and could have gotten that way down
if we had the stomach to be true capitalists,
which we don’t We didn’t even make an
offer at the Novotel
I like the view and the pace of getting
around entirely on bicycle. We’re a rare
enough site to draw a lot of attention.
Funny how familiar Chiang Mai, the capital
of Northern Thailand, had come to feel in
only a few days. Burma is really the Third
World, almost cartoonishly so. But more
English is spoken here.

March 1, 1998
We finally managed to find something to
eat in Mandalay. Lonely Planet had sung
the praises of a vegetarian restaurant that
is supposed to be a haven for freaked-out
travelers, but when we finally found it in
the pitch dark it was closed for remodeling.
At lunch yesterday we tried an Indian res
taurant in the Sikh part of town. An Indian
dinner in Rangoon had been inedible, but
these dishes, all vegetarian, had flavor, and
Richard pronounced it the best meal of the
week. But the meal was ruined for me by a
bizarre American from Berlin who talked at
us nonstop while we tried to eat He was
spending six weeks in Burma, had switch
ed absurdly from pants to the Burmese
cloth wrap called a longvi, and yammered
an inch from my face about nothing.
The owner hovered over us as well,
making sure we liked his wife’s cooking,
and every time we finished some portion
he insisted on replacing it When we finally
despaired of losing the idiot American and
asked for the check, the owner sheepishly
asked for the equivalent of about 50 cents,
and refused to take more kyat even after
Richard told him it wasn’t enough. The
more we explained how we valued his
meal, the more determined he became not
to charge us what it was worth. The Ameri
can had eaten before we got there, but was
still hanging around even after we left, en
gaging in a furtive conversation with the
owner who he had completely ignored
while we were in the restaurant Another
mystery.
The few tourists we’ve spoken to Europeans, students, and the permanently
vacationing English and Australians, who
seem to learn from their travels at an in
verse to the amount of time they spend on
the road - all seem surprised at how little
time we’re spending here. Then again, I
have some nagging fear that they’re right
about this one; rushing through Burma in
eight days is crazy. But how much more
could I handle? Traveling is difficult, and I
don’t have the temperament needed for
Third World touring. I hate the uncertainty,
the bargaining, the small rip-offs, the lan
guage barriers. I am not 21 anymore, al
though I doubt I was much better then.
In fact, I am 39 today. I should be grate
ful I have as much spirit left in me as I do,
but I feel weighed down by a sense of hav
ing waited too long for so many things. I
am deeply grateful to have Richard with
me. He has been serenading me all day
with a silly song about my birthday, which
fills me with love every time he sings it He
keeps promising an elaborate gift when we
get back to Thailand, an emerald or gold or
both. But his presence is more than I could
have ever hoped to get He was surely
worth waiting for.
The Burmese are such beautiful people,
and stare at us with a mixture of curiosity,

2 Burma is comprised of several ethnic groups, including Shan, Karen, Mon, the Burmese themselves, and communities of ethnic Indian and Chinese.
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passion, and fear - exactly tire way I feel
about them but could never show so un
selfconsciously. After our visit to the ruined
city of Mingun yesterday morning, we sat
down at a tea shop for a Coke, and a very
hunky boy (the men are all hunky, espe
cially the ruby-robed monks, but this one
was wearing the very rare tank top) just
plopped himself down in front of me and
stared for ten minutes. I was melting. Fd
love to know what they are thinking. Fm
sure it’s completely alien.
Mingun itself was interesting, but made
difficult by the MTT "warmly welcome" ad
mission fee booth, horrible heat, and an
unceasing drone of soda, food, and um
brella sellers. Even nuns and children
dressed as novices, sometimes as many as
20 at a single site, calling out continuously
for "donation money." Madness. We got
lost on the way to lunch and by the time
we had eaten Richard needed to sleep
again. I lay in bed with him, feeling anx
ious and panicky, wondering if I wasn’t
starting to get depressed.
On the way to dinner, after stopping at
the night market to buy some food for the
boat trip, I became disoriented and again
felt the rise of panic. I had a headache,
too, probably from dehydration, and had
to go to sleep as soon as we got back to
our disappointing hotel room.
As I write, we’re on a boat to Pagan, an
eight-hour journey up the Irraawaddy
River with regular stops along the way for
loading and unloading huge sacks of rice
and masses of people at tiny, muddy vil
lages. Happily, the headache is gone, and
after several hours sleeping in a deck chair
(the boat left at 5:30 AM), Fm feeling much
better. The Irrawaddy is keeping things
cool, too.

March 2, 1998
In Pagan now, the real reason we’re in
Burma in the first place. We’re staying at a
small, cheap guesthouse in Nyuang U, a
village outside the walls of Old Pagein. Most
tourists are getting around the ten square
miles of the Pagan Archaeological Zone in
vans or horse-drawn carts, but we have
opted for rental bikes, more for the privacy
than to prove our fitness. The bikes are in
terrible shape, and so are most of the
roads, and it’s hotter than Fve ever experi
enced in my life. But we are in Pagan.
The children work all the time. Some,
like at die restaurant in Mandalay where
we had our last dinner, with great joy, the
best game imaginable. Others, like the
novice nuns collecting money at the monu
ments of Mingun, with unembarrassed ma
nipulation. But always without crying or
complaining. Today we came upon a
group of young people, including children,
rebuilding a destroyed pagoda off the
beatentrack. They all stopped dead to
watch us inspect their work, as if we were
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UN funding officers, and laughed hilari
ously at our one word of Burmese
("mingala ba," used for hello but literally
meaning "it is a blessing"). The boys stay
together, and are very affectionate with
each other At the end of the day, they play
the hacky-sack game with more energy
than I ever remember having. And they
never fight or argue.. And everyone con
tinues to stare at us with some combination
of emotions I no longer feel confident I can
identify or separate. Hard to believe it only
takes two generations of isolation to wipe
out over 100 years of colonial rule. Or
maybe the British way just never took here.
Another moment of panic today - it’s so
hot that by noon we are exhausted, and I
expand it to a general fear that we were
going to be overheated everywhere we go
for the next month, which may certainly be
true. We sat down at a tea shop and drank
water and got stared at, and I calmed
down. We had been rampaging through
the major monuments of Pagan, and de
cided to slow down. Much better.
A ruined city of thousands of temples,
pagodas, and Buddhist shrines, Pagein (the
source of the western insult "pagan"), isn’t
quite how I remember seeing it in photo
graphs -1 recalled more color. But still it is
a remarkable place. The temples are huge
and of tremendous variety. In the year
1000 the Burmese had the broken arch,
corbled vaults, keystones and remarkable
skill with mortarless fired brick The statues
of Buddha are lousy, but of course all the
good stuff is long gone anyway. Many of
them are now lit with bizarre Christmas
lights and blinking halos.
At the major temples there is often a re
volving, penned-in shrine where you can
toss money in to try to get various forms of
good luck It’s like the plate toss game at
the carnival, and seems hard to rationalize
with what little I know about traditional
Buddhist rationality. Every donation box is
stuffed with small bills, but I don’t quite get
who gets to keep them. We’ve seen very
few monks in this city of dead, ruined holy
shrines built by murderous, marauding,
fratricidal kings.
The mysterious east, all right But they
love Americans. Why? More to the point,
how?
At lunch, we stopped at the fanciest ho
tel in Old Pagan, which was empty, and
had a luxurious meal ($22! - enough for
about a month’s worth of Pad Thai) in a
beautiful room and about six people just
serving us. I had a pizza of all things. Tour
ing afterwards, the heat overtook us, and
we had to stop at a tea shop and drink wa
ter while being intensely stared at Perhaps
much of what we’ve experienced so far has
been a heat-induced hallucination, a kind
of anti-mirage.
We came back to the guest house and
insisted on a different room and got a
much nicer one in a separate building in

the back ($5 a night). The first night we
had a double bed, which fire new room
doesn’t have, but the bathroom was dis
gusting. A big improvement I spent a long
time in the bathroom while Richard went
out and made a thousand new friends - a
woman who was working at her sister’s
store who was a teacher of some land, who
invited Richard to her cousin’s lacquer fac
tory tire next day, and a young man who
carved enormous teak furniture from
whom he commissioned a picture frame for
the next day. We rode our bikes to The
Nation, a Chinese restaurant, for dinner,
and had a long talk with the owner. She
gave her own explanation of the name
change to Myanmar, which sounded plau
sible, even lyrical (her English was perfect).
Myanmar has always been the internal
name for the country; Burma is only the
part occupied by the largest of several, of
ten warring, ethnic groups. Myanmar, like
Yugoslavia, refers to the union of the differ
ent groups, or at any rate the aspiration of
union. But the pro-democracy movement,
which soundly won the 1990 elections de
spite rigging by SLORC, has rejected the
change.

March 5, 1998
We awoke at five the next morning to see
the sunrise, and rode straight to a pyramid
like temple called Mingalazedi, where we
had seen sunset the night before, since we
weren’t sure we could find the temple rec
ommended by the owner of The Nation in
the pre-dawn darkness. After a romantic
morning, we rode to Thante, the hotel in
side Old Pagan we had considered staying
at before the owner of the guest house
charmed Richard on the boat from Manda
lay, and had an elegant breakfast for about
$6 - great coffee, but we both had to go to
the bathroom almost immediately after
drinking it
We continued our temple visits and
then rode to the lacquer museum. Richard
asked a million questions and ingratiated
himself to the entire staff, including the
master, who had shooed us away the day
before. Richard had forgotten the piece of
paper with the name of the teacher’s
cousin, and so got a few names of tourist
trap shops in New Bagan, the "town" cre
ated by the government when they decided
that having people actually living in this
historical site was inconvenient for the
imaginary tourist industry.
At Manuha, the temple supposedly built
for and by the captured Mon King of Thaton, a tour bus of poorer Burmese women
(based on the condition of the bus) became
obsessed with me for some unknown rea
son. They kept pointing and staring at me,
following me at a careful distance, and
laughing hysterically if they accidentally
made eye contact 1 turned and followed
them back to their bus when they left,

which sent them into convulsions of laugh
ter. I was tempted to get on the bus, sit
down next to one of them, and utter my
sole word of Burmese, but wasn’t ready to
be quite that bold.
Riding out of town toward New Bagan,
we stopped at a small temple that had been
rebuilt and found that its staircase was ac
tually open. Nearly all of the larger temples
are now closed to visitors except for their
ground levels, which the guide books sug
gest is a real loss. We climbed to the top
and felt a weird achievement, until we
started to go down and realized the top of
the stairs was partly blocked by a homefs
nest we had miraculously avoided knock
ing into on the way up. The site of hun
dreds of hornets swarming around the nest
panicked me, and it took some minutes to
work up the nerve to go down. I nearly
jumped instead.
New Bagan is like a Hollywood set for a
Burmese village. The buildings thrown up
to house the former residents of Old Pagan
are just propped up storefronts. There is a
wide road running through it, even a traffic
circle in the middle, but the whole thing is
hollow. On the way to lunch at a Burmese
restaurant recommended by Lonely Planet,
we stopped at the New Bagan office of Air
Mandalay to reconfirm our flight back to
Rangoon (Air Mandalay is the tourist air
line, as opposed to Myanma Airways,
which the locals have to use). The office
had no walls or roof, and its sole technol
ogy was a radio phone that appeared to
need cranking to operate. Somehow they
found our names on a dirty piece of paper.
Richard spent 2 hours between the two
lacquer shops, finally spending about $70
on a huge haul of cups and other small
pieces he pored over with remarkable care.
I drank tea and read issues of "The New
Light of Myanmar," the government’s Eng
lish-language paper, a bizarrely con
structed bit of propaganda from the Minis
try of Information aimed at am audience I
can’t begin to imagine actually exists.
Mostly stories about crises and embarrass
ments in other countries (Monica Lewinsky
figured prominently, as did the Asian cur
rency crisis and the business-as-usual cor
ruption of the Thai government), with a lit
tle social news about Burma sprinkled in
(what general attended what meeting of
what committee). Strangest of all is the en
tertainment section, which gives the pro
gram listing for the sole, part-time TV sta
tion. 8:00 PM - News. 8:10 - Cute Lit
tle Dancers. 8:20 - Happy Songs.
8:30 - Signoff. Instead of commercials,

the channel just plays the national anthem
between programs, accompanied by post
Socialist scenes of workers, the military,
and public works projects in operation.
By the time the shopping was finished,
it was late afternoon, and we rode straight
back to the hotel, about five miles, precari
ously balancing all the lacquer, which was
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packed with newspaper in plastic bags that
featured pictures of Tom Cruise in Top
Gun. (Burma has entered our system -we
don’t even bother to wonder why.) The
site of the white men looking so foolish
drew even more attention from the Bur
mese, and they let out their usual English
phrases with more enthusiasm than usual.
"Hello! Where are you going? Where are
you from?" They never wait for answers,
and don’t seem to want them. "Mingalaba" we shout back.
After showering again, we rode out to
visit one last big temple before dinner, and
stumbled onto another project site. The
leader came over and spoke to us in very
poor English, explaining how he had re
built the terrpie we were looking at in a few
months, and pointed to a small mound of
bricks near his family’s tent dwelling that he
said was his next project In a few months,
he explained, that mound of bricks was go
ing to look just like the terrpie we were
standing in, a total reconstruction. We
couldn’t understand any of this - why re
build them in the first place? Pagan has
over 3,000 identified ruins and perhaps
10,000 sites, so why redo the total wrecks
just to get a few thousand identical looking
new structures? In "original" form the tem
ples would have been covered with painted
or carved stone inside and out (a few rem
nants suggest remarkable decoration, as in
Gothic France). But all that is being "re
stored" are the structural elements - the en
gineering - and even that is now being
done with mortared brick rather than the
original mortarless. So even to rebuild
everything in Pagan won’t make it look like
it did 1,000 years ago. And the largest,
most important temples aren’t being re
stored at al
All over Burma, there are signs of great
building projects - a new termi
nal at the Rangoon airport, of
fice towers and hotels, and an
enormous expansion of a mu
seum in the middle of tire best
remaining temples in Pagan
that seems poised to take over
the entire site with a giant
fence. Many are stopped in
mid-construction, all of them
are vaguely sinister. The gov
ernment seems to have big
plans, and either they are tak
ing the UN (which pays for
much of the work at Pagan) for
a ride, or the other way
around, or someone else alto
gether - Malaysian business
men, perhaps - is pulling the
strings outside of view. But
there’s no doubt that a return
trip to Burma anytime in the
near future will be a very differ
ent experience.
We had a more expensive
dinner at another Chinese res

taurant next door to The Nation, where the
food was much better and the waitstaff ap
peared to be the very handsome sons of
the owner. We sat outside, facing the beau
tifully-lit and very large Shwezigan Pagoda
at Nyaung LJ, and felt sorry that we were
ffie only customers. Just then, two sets of
tour buses arrived - one German and one
Chinese - and suddenly every table was
filled. The Germans were behaving unusu
ally wel and had gotten the much better
deal Their tables had candles and flowers
and more exotic dishes (including huge
plates of beautiful fried prawns, inducing a
moment of regret at having gone vegetar
ian just before the trip). The Chinese, who
sat at different tables for men and women,
were eating at a frenzied pace but some
how gave the appearance of being com
pletely indifferent to the food. Their bus
driver parked right in front of everyone’s
view of the temple. No matter. The people
were the more interesting site.
We came back to the hotel feeling magi
cal The teacher had come by to see if we
had visited her cousin, and was genuinely
disappointed that we hadn’t gone. Appar
ently she had arranged a lunch and the
VIP treatment, which Richard hadn’t un
derstood. So we went to her store just to
visit with her, and took her address, which
seemed to please her. The very young teak
carver nearly burst as we gushed over the
picture frame, miraculously rendered in 24
hours for about $10. Richard gave him an
extra gift of three crisp $1 bills wrapped in
paper that had English writing, which was
too much for the carver. He insisted on
giving Richard another piece of carving as
his gift. (The obsession with anything
American is profound - we could have eas
ily bartered a baseball cap with a corporate
logo for dinner, and cigarette lighters with
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anything written on them would have got
ten us a hotel room.) We were all close to
tears.
Feeling full of love for each other and
the Burmese, we walked around Nyaung
U, bought cakes at a bakery for the next
morning’s travels, and made our way
slowly back to the guest house. The streets
were empty, eerily so. Every storefront
and home we passed was lit by tire light of
a television tuned to the government chan
nel, which was showing, in English, an epi
sode of I Dream of Jeannie. Entire ex
tended families, customers, and passers-by
were glued to each set, watching intently
the bizarrely rich colors of a 1960’s Amer
ica that never existed, not laughing at any
of it It was as if they were trying to ingest
the program and everything about it I fi
nally understood why it was we were al
ways being stared at file fascination with
English artifacts, and the excitement of
finding out we were from fire United States.
To them, we were the ones from Oz, and
given the view of America they were get
ting ("Jeannie is mistaken for a UFO") I
could understand the feeling. I couldn’t
stop watching them watching. I wondered
when, not whether, American sitcoms
would ultimately and perhaps soon be fire
real undoing of the government’s efforts to
control Burma inside and out It wasn’t go
ing to be the UN, the Nobel Committee, or
even Aung San Suu Kyi who brought
down SLORC, but Larry Hagman and Bar
bara Eden. And it would happen right un
der Big Brother’s nose. On his own chan
nel George Orwell, meet Salvador Dali.

but was somehow a gesture of trust and af
fection. And then I regretted, deeply, every
time we didn’t overdo it
The trip back to Rangoon was unevent
ful, and somehow we managed to slip
away from the MTT hordes at the airport
and walked to the street to get our own
taxi saving a few hundred kyat in the proc
ess but more to the point having a small
victory over the tyranny of helpfulness. We
were relieved to be back in our air-condi
tioned hotel and went to lunch at a really
good Chinese place, the teashops recom
mended by Lonely Planet having all disap
peared. In the afternoon, we went to the
big market where Richard found all of his
lacquer for less money than he had care
fully bargained at the factory, and I found
myself liberated enough by Pagein to throw
kyats eind bonbons at monks and children
respectively.
Despite the heat we took a long walk to
the Shwedagon Pagoda, which was as
promised an amazing scene. Shwedagon
is the holiest operating temple in Burma,
and is so sacred that shoes and socks can’t
be worn anywhere near the place (at other
temples, they are merely forbidden inside
the shrine itself), and the hot stones of the
plaza burned our feet At the entrance, a
small girl forced two plastic bags on us for
our shoes and then wanted, of course,
money. ("Hello plastic. Hastie money."
Remarkable how few words one really
needs to communicate.) We gave her too
much but she wanted more, so we withheld
the bonbons.
At the Pagoda, we were approached by
several "guides," but even if we had want
ed one (we didn’t), the constant repetitive
chanting played over loudspeakers that
covered the plaza would have made it im
The last morning in Pagan the guesthouse
possible to understand their bad English. I
staff buzzed around us as we ate an early
breakfast Though we had spent very little got rid of most of them by saying we had
taken a tour the day before. The blue cover
time hanging around, and had mostly com
of The Lonely Planet guide book (or "travel
plained when we were there about one
small problem or another, the staff seemed survival kit," as they immodestly refer to
themselves), at most times our salvation, is
genuinely sorry to see us go, maybe even a
also a beacon to anyone who might have
little surprised. One shy young man I had
otherwise had any doubt that we were, es
no recollection of ever talking to told us
how much he had enjoyed getting to know sentially, lost in every respect
Shwedagon has even more of the bi
us, and asked for a souvenir to remember
zarre combinations of ancient and modem
our visit Feeling shockingly generous, I
mixed together that we had seen through
convinced Richard to give him the copy of
out Burma. Electric halo Buddhas, people
Newsweek that he had been carrying
marching around a ring of bowls to drink
around for over a month. This was too
water out of each in sequence, little wish
much, though. The rest of the staff looked
niches for particular desires and even one
stunned, and I feared they would kill the
shrine with a large-screen TV showing a
poor guy for his good fortune, or at least
tape loop of a Buddha with the camera
kick themselves for not asking for some
moving slowly back and forth. I kept think
thing for themselves, as if diamonds were
ing of Disneyland and every pinball arcade
being handed out to anyone who thought
Fd ever been in. Modem Burmese Bud
to ask for them.
dhism isn’t quite worship, entertainment, or
Somehow over the previous few days I
gambling, but somehow it’s all three.
had come to understand that the Burmese
I got overheated in the middle of the
way of asking strangers for things ("Dona
visft, and we descended halfway in search
tion money," "Hello bonbon" or as one
of a cold drink. This took us through a
very efficient small boy put it, "Hello
very seedy market street where we were
money”) was not begging, was not charity,
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stared at more than usual and we finally
sat down on some dirty stools and had our
bottled water. A young monk came up to
me and started a strange conversation.
What is your name? Where do you come
from? How long will you be here? I could
n’t figure out what he wanted and couldn’t
imagine that even here, a monk would be
trying to sell us something, but that’s what
it appeared to be leading up to. And then
all at once he was saying goodbye. Ashe
left he managed to explain that he had just
started a conversational English course
three weeks before, and was practicing his
beginning lessons on me. The problem
was, of course, that I didn’t know the script
and so gave different answers than he was
expecting, leaving him unsure what to say
next Understanding this, I felt sad that I
had been wary of him in the first place, and
wished I could have started the whole epi
sode over again. In Thailand we had been
warned repeatedly of the importance of
treating monks with respect and formality,
but here they seemed as casual and playful
as everyone else.
We went back to Shwedagon to watch
the sunset and came down a different way
to find a Burmese restaurant Richard had
read about This direction took us past the
People’s Park, which, in the almost willful
way the Burmese have of deconstructing
themselves, was of course a heavily
guarded military installation. The soldiers
had fixed bayonets on their rifles but stiH
smiled. They looked too cute to be tortur
ers. Another verse of the song came back
tome:

It’s Just another Rangoon night
A ruby monk, a soldier’s smile
I turned around to say I love you
If I never knew you at least I’ll know why

Wednesday
Still have to finish our last night and morn
ing in Rangoon, when I set out to interview
the computer shopkeepers about tire gov
ernment's view of the Internet and other
technology for a "Tale of Two Cities" ar
ticle for Wired. And I never did write about
the littler girl who followed us around on
her bike in Pagan that day, the bronze Nat
statues I bought that first night, the moment
of realizing that the reason everyone - men
and women - wear tire traditional longvi
instead of pants is because the government
mandates it, the smart, funny young wom
an who befriended Richard on tire boat to
Pagan after we bought all her food and
gave her some of ours to resell and a mil
lion other tiny details that somehow, I
imagine, will explain Burma.
Later.

—Larry Downes

...I dont think I’ve ever said that I woMn't travel to Europe, if I had the wherewithal. But, given my druthers..Yes there is a- probably never to be realized - very strong desire to visit Australia, and New Zealand (the National Geographic factor, dont
you know) - but, had I the cash and the health, I’d head straight for Southeastern Asia. The detais of how strong this fixation was before my sev
enteen months in the Philippines [circa ‘67-68] - and Eurasian women - I’m a bit vague on. It is A Story that, someday, I should probably share
wffh vou
During that Tour I sobered up enough to manage a week in Hong Kong, and two trips - each of almost two weeks duration - to Bangkok.
Memories.
Memories jogged by Larry, and by John..

John Foyster

It wasn’t designed that way; it just
happened.
A couple of years ago my organisation
was invited to put forward a proposal to
study an aspect of education in Malaysia,
and the first steps down the slippery slope
were taken when I took fire role of team
leader and then our proposal was short
listed. In itself, this would be no big deal: I
would have to visit Malaysia for a few
weeks a year in 1997,1998, and 1999.
It was while my back was turned - while
I was at fire 1996 LACON - that the rot set
in. First, our bid was successful, and our
organisation (and our partners in that ven
ture) were immediately invited to submit
for another project This bid was lodged
before I got back from LACON, at which
point I was told about it (necessary, since I
was nominated as team leader again). In
early 1997 we were told that this second
bid was also successful and I looked more
closely at the bid proposal Yikes!
In this proposal I was to be stationed in
Malaysia for 39 weeks in an 18-month pe
riod, which even an economist can figure
out as about 50% of tire period. I couldn’t
see myself spending that amount of time
away from Australia, nor could one of the
other staff involved, so we did some recon
figuring and brought my total time down to
about 26 weeks.
Fm now about half-way through the pe
riod, and in effect I now have two homes.
One of them is such that my local su
permarket is in the basement of the world’s
tallest building(s), the PEI KONAS Twin
Towers, in Kuala Lumpur. In this case, by
"home" I mean my office (or one of them)
since when in Malaysia I stay at whatever
hotel happens to be most conveniently situ
ated with respect to where I am working; in
the last twelve months I have stayed in
seven different hotels.
But "the office" is diagonally across an
intersection from the Twin Towers (aka
"Mahathir’s two fingers to tire world"), and
the building housing the office also is tire
site for several of the companies involved
in fitting out the Twin Towers (a job still be
ing completed in mid-1998).
Apart from the towers themselves, the
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site has a couple of other tall buildings, a
concert hall placed between the towers
(first concert at the end of June 1998), two
adjoining shopping malls behind the towers
(opened May 1998), and behind the shop
ping malls a large park, formerly the site of
tire Kuala Lumpur racecourse, accessible
for tire first time in June 1998.
Kuala Lumpur is a complex city and in
some ways a futuristic one. Despite the
current economic downturn, almost all one
sees on the skyline is telltale cranes (not
birds) indicating that at least some people
have confidence in future growth. (As for
as my job is concerned, the future is not so
rosy - a key element is forecasting employ
ment needs in particular industries for the
next ten years. This is a tough enough task
in a stable economic situation, but at pres
ent it’s more practical to get out the knife
and check the goat entrails once again. In
a very modem and up-to-date way, of
course.)
Malaysia is one of the main sources of
computer bits and pieces in this part of tire
world, so all the major companies have
factories here. The Mafaysian government
continues to see growth in this area as a
key to its own future, and is investing a
great deal of its present wealth in infra
structure, as well as in the widely-reported
Multimedia Super Corridor. At the begin
ning of July a large new international air
port was opened, and since it is about 75
kilometres from Kuala Lumpur, building of
a fast commuter train line to reach the air
port is under way - but not fast enough to
ease problems for travelers in 1998.
Although that train line is not yet com
plete, I frequently use two other recentlycompleted ones. I have a second office
about 25 kilometres from KL central, and
tire traffic is such that the only practical
way to get to tire second office is by com
muter train, and I therefore use that about
twice a week while in Malaysia. For short
trips within KL itself, a Light Rail service
was opened last year, and is currently un
dergoing further development; I use this
occasionally for getting about the dty. Ac
companying these are other infrastructure
developments which are less obvious.

Kuala Lumpur has always been
(throughout its short history) a city known
for its gardens, and so the park next to the
Twin Towers is no surprise. But the size of
the city - only about 1.5 million popula
tion - is a surprise given the magnitude of
the business district/downtown area. KLis
however the only "large" city in a country
with a population of over 20 million: every
thing is centred there.
And, of course, there’s my supermarket
which nestles within one of the aforemen
tioned shopping malls at the base of the
towers. It’s not the best supermarket in
Kuala Lumpur, but it is adequate. The
shopping malls do house the best book
shop in Kuala Lumpur (unless the Univer
sity of Malaya bookshop, which I’ve not yet
seen, is as good as it has been touted to
me); a branch of the Japanese chain Kino
kuniya.
Kinokuniya has several branches in
Kuala Lumpur, but this is the best, partly
because it is the biggest. But as well as be
ing large it seems very well, very knowl
edgeably, managed.
When I first visited, there was a large
display of the works of Octavio Paz, in rec
ognition of his recent demise. And al
though it has a distinct SF section for aficio
nados, tire main display of new books does
not discriminate against science fiction or
crime fiction - so Ursula Le Guin and Neal
Stephenson are displayed next to William
Gass and Steven Millhauser (and tire best
of gay and lesbian fiction, etc. etc.).
Kinokuniya is an expensive bookshop
for me to visit, in part since it has stock
which has not yet reached (and may never
reach) Adelaide. But this, I think, is just
what a reader wants: a bookshop which
has far more stock than you can afford to
buy.
Thus I find myself mildly transported to
a kind of utopia, a refuge from Australia’s
economic woes, one which is culturally
comfortable, and one which, Philip Chee
tells me, has its population of science fic
tion fans increased by at least 50% every
time I visit

—John Foyster

[July 1998]
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It seems only appropriate that the first List in this issue comes from someone other than I.. _

ListM.an.ia Strikes Glen Ellen

Robert Lichtman
“Here’s one out of left field, for you!” Bill wrote. “No restrictions,
but if you don’t mind a suggestion, what I'd like to see is some
thing along the lines of what would constitute tire ideal ‘Fannish
Reference Library,’ based on, but not limited to the listing of
‘your’ reference library you sent me some time back. I think
something along these lines would lead to an open-ended
‘discussion’: suggested additions, as well as quibbles with your
‘choices’. What say you?”

his
editing and commentary on William Robert I.oosley’s AN AC
BATTLEFIELD COVENANT AT DUNE’S EDGE: ODYSSEY TWO,

COUNT OF A MEETING WITH DENIZENS OF ANOTHER WORLD -

I love a suggestion.
Because Fm confident that whatever form I present my list in
will generate discussion, Fm not editing it to include only fannish
items. The reason is that I find it difficult to draw the line between
fannish and stfnal - and beyond that where to cut off the stfnal
and related materials. Considering that first line, one ponders
whether Lester del Rey’s autobiographical work is not fannish be
cause he only touches on fandom in passing. The same could be
said for Asimov’s, Bloch’s and Pohl’s, though they’re generally
more revealing than del Rey’s. On the outer limits, there are
books not listed that I have covering the same sort of ground as
some I do list extensive biographical and literary work on Philip
K. Dick, three different biographies of H. P. Lovecraft and several
volumes of his non-fiction writings (my interest in HPL is primarily
in his ayjay activity), Bob Silverberg’s Hugo-nominated REFLEC
TIONS AND REFRACTIONS. I’ve ignored various other works by
authors represented on my list - for instance, excluding Dave
Langford’s THE LEAKY ESTABLISHMENT (a probably partially
autobiographical novel set in a nuclear power plant rather like
where Dave used to work), his THE DRAGONHIKER’S GUDE TO

1871, and even his SF novel, THE SPACE EATER (The Loosley
volume is unusual. If s a 96-page hardcover that I picked up dur
ing my TAFF trip in 1989, the same time I got all the above ex
cept for THE SPACE EATER Loosley’s writing takes up only 30 of
those pages, and a little voice in the back of my brain keeps say
ing that Dave wrote everything in this slim volume. Fve never
asked, but it might be indicative that the copyright notice is en
tirely in Dave’s name.) How to classify ROCKET TO THE MORGUE
(Tony Boucher’s mystery novel set in the SF world of WW2 Los
Angeles with a cast that includes disguised but clearly identifiable
fans and pros) and Sharyn McCrumb’s detective novels set in fan
dom? I could go on.
Even if I were to cut down this list to include only fannish and
possibly fannish items, I’m sure that would draw some objections.
And of course there are items I don’t have that I’d love to get: the
1956 and 1961 & up FANDOM DIRECTORY; John Berry’s THE
GOON GOES WEST and THE COMPLEAT FAAN; Redd Boggs’
1948 FANTASY ANNUAL; L. D. Broyles’ WHO’S WHO IN SCIENCE
FICTION FANDOM (all issues); the ADDITIONS & CORRECTIONS FANCYCLOPEDIA II that Eney did; Earl Kemp’s WHO KILLED SCI
ENCE fiction? and WHY IS A FAN?; the volumes Fm missing of
Bob Pavlaf s FAPA BOOK; and most especially Speer’s original
1944 FANCYCLOPEDIA
If you, dear reader, have any of these and would be willing
to part with it/them, please get in touch!
— Robert Lichtman [June 2,1998]

Editorial Addenda: A year ago, when 1 first envisioned this is
sue-long before any contributions were solicited, or received I knew that, in addition to the (obvious) “listing” of my 200
[more-or-less] publications, I’d include UpDated versions of
several of my other lists. It seemed a reasonable indulgence,
to me.
About the same time - although I knew that other fans had
the List Affliction, it was a theoretical knowledge - Robert
started sharing with me some of his Lists. He is quite capable
of publishing his own list of publications, his want lists—but the
one that follows fascinated me from the first version he sent
me.
So I asked Robert’s permission to publish it. As a jumping
off point to an ongoing Quest to Delineate The Ultimate Fan
nish Reference Library.
Given the lengthening History of Fandom, and the splinter

ing thereof, there is an endless series of “possibilities’ for in
clusion. At this stage of the game, no one of us is likely to
have, or be able to compile, a Compleat Library, and I know of
no Fannish Dewey Decimal System for categorizing what
should, and what should not be shelved. But it might be fun to
talk about.
At some point in the future, after I stop publishing warhoon 28-sized issues on a regular basis, I’ll probably run my
Fannish Library. I know I have items not on Robert's List; I
can see he has many that I don’t.
...in the meantime, send in your additions, deletions, quib
bles.... If you can, copy Robert; if not, I’ll try to keep him ap
prised.
...1 can already see one obvious “addition":
the double:bill symposium; 1969; edited by Bill Bowers &
Bill Mallardi.

I sent a 'check’ copy of the above to Robert, and he returned it, with a few clarifications, and this:
“As for That Trie, you’re right it is a ‘Logical play on words,’ and you can use it - but with that I accept your offer to take
‘credit’ for it please do.”
Robert also notes a couple of late additions to his list

Moskowitz, Sant
SCIENCE FICTION IN OLD SAN FRANCISCO.

Donald M. Grant 1980. 260 pp.

Turek, Leslie (ed):
THE NOREASCON PROCEEDINGS.
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NESFA Press, 1976. 192 pp.

[Sheryl Birkhead]

Robert Lichtman:

My Fannish/Stfnal Reference Library
[and Special Publications]

•

To “break out” the fannish part of the following list from
the more stfnal and/or esoteric publications, an asterisk
appears in front of the author’s/editor’s name. In a few cases,
not all of a particular person’s output is fannish.

Aldiss, Brian W. & Harrison, Harry (eds.):
Hell’s Cartographers. Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
London, 1975. 252 pp.

*Arthurs, Bruce (ed.):
Fanthology 75. 1977. 100± pp.
*Asimov, Isaac:
I. Asimov, A Memoir. Doubleday, 1994. 576 pp.
In Memory Yet Green. Avon Books, 1980. 740 pp.
Bangsund, John (ed.):
John W. Campbell, An Australian Tribute.
Canberra, 1972. 110 pp.

Beck, Clyde F.:
Hammer & Tongs. Arcturus Press (Brooklyn),
1996. 24 pp.

*Bennett, Ron:
The Directory
The Directory
The Directory
The Directory

of 1957 S-F Fandom.
of 1958 S-F Fandom.
of 1958 S-F Fandom.
of 1960 S-F Fandom.

16
14
16
16

pg.
pg.
pg.
pg.

*Bentcliffe, Eric (ed.):
Wizen Yngvi Was A Louse. 1982. 52 pp.

*Berry, D. Bruce:
A Trip to Hell. 1960. 38 pp. (published by Bob
Jennings)
*Berry, John:
The Bleary Years Series (all published by Ken
Cheslin)
Volume 1: The Early Years. 1992. 74 pp.
Volume 2: The Middle Ages. 1993. 52 pp.
Volume 3: Nor The Years Condemn. 1994. 59 pp.
Volume 4: Kitsch In Sync Legends. 1995. 52 pp.
Volume 5: The Bleary Eyes. 1996. 56 pp.
Blish, James ("William Atheling, Jr."):
The Issue At Hand. Advent, 1973 (2nd ed.).
160 pp.
More Issues At Hand. Advent, 1970. 160 pp.
The Tale That Wags The God. Advent, 1987.
298 pp.

*Bloch, Robert:
Eighth Stage of Fandom, The. Advent, 1962.
180 pp.
Once Around the Bloch: An Unauthorized
Autobiography. Tor, 1993. 416 pp.
Out of My Head. NESFA Press, 1986. 210 pp.

*Boggs, Redd & Rike, Dave (eds.):
The Burbee-Laney Conversations. Berkeley,
1994. 21 pp.

*Brandt, Richard (ed.):
Fanthology ’87. El Paso, 1991. 76 pp.
*brown, rich & Katz, Arnie (eds.):
Incompleat Terry Carr, Volume 1. Brooklyn,
1972. 60 pp. [also have the 1988 Jerry Kaufman
reprint]

*Bulmer, H. Ken:
TAFF Tales. Reading (UK), 1998. 31 pp.
(TAFF report)

*Carr, Terry:
Between Two Worlds. NESFA Press, 1986. 68
pp. (b/w Messages Found in an Oxygen Bottle,
Bob Shaw)
BNFoflz, The. Falls Church, 1959. (as Carl
Brandon) 30 pp. (Also The BNF ofIz—An Exegesis,
Brooklyn, 1961,3 pp.)
Cacher of the Rye, The. Madison, 1982. (as
Carl Brandon) 88 pp.
Clarion Fannish. Oakland, 1986. 8 pp.
Fandom Harvest. Laissez Faire Productions,
Sweden, 1986. 195 pp.
Night of the Living Oldpharts. Oakland, 1985.
9 PP*Carr, Terry (ed.):
Expurgated Boob Stewart, The. Berkeley, 1960.
47 pp.
Stormy Petrel, The. San Francisco, 1959. 29
pp. [collection of articles on F. T. Laney]

*Carr, Terry et al. (eds.):
Incompleat Burbee, The. Berkeley, 1958. 100
pp. 1st edition.
[Also have 1974 3rd printing done by Lee
Gold from original stencils and 1994 reprint done
by Arnie Katz]
Incompleat Burbee, The (Volume 2).
Minneapolis, 1996. 97 pp. (published by Jeff
Schalles)
*Carr, Terry & Domina, Mike (eds.):
Fanthology ’64. 1972. 61 pp.

*Clarke, A. Vincent:
British Fanzine Bibliography, Part Four: 19711980. Welling, 1991. 32 pp. [see also Peter
Roberts]
Clute, John:
Science Fiction: the Illustrated Encyclopedia.
Dorling Kindersley (NY/London), 1995. 312 pp.

Eshbach, Lloyd:
Of Worlds Beyond. Reading (PA), 1947. 96
pp. (symposium on SF writing — Eshbach is
editor)
Over My Shoulder. Philadelphia (PA), 1983. 420
pp. (autobiography, some mention of fandom)
*Evans, Bill & Pavlat, Robert:
Fanzine Index. Hyattsville (MD), 1952. 143 pp.

Clute, John & Nicholls, Peter (eds.):
The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction. St.
Martin’s Griffins (NY/London), 1995. 1,412 pp.

*Evans, Chris (ed.):
Conspiracy Theories. 1987. 52 pp.

*Colombo, John Robert:
Years of LIGHT: A Celebration of Leslie Croutch.
Hounslow Press (Toronto), 1982. 200 pp.

*Frost, Abigail (ed.):
Mexican IV Programme Book. London, 1991.
50 pp. [small fanthology]

Davenport, Basil (ed.):
The Science Fiction Novel: Imagination and
Social Criticism. Advent:Publishers (Chicago),
1959. 160 pp. (essays by Alfred Bester, Robert
Bloch, Robert Heinlein & C. M. Kornbluth)

*Glyer, Mike (ed.):
Fanthology 1988. Los Angeles, 1992. 75 pp.

Day, Donald:
Index to the Science-Fiction Magazines 19261950. Pearl Press, Portland (OR), 1952. 200 pp.
Delany, Samuel R.:
The Motion of Light in Water. Arbor House
(NY), 1988. 332 pp.

De la Ree, Gerry (ed.):
After Ten Years: A Tribute to Stanley G.
Weinbaum. 1945. 30 pp.
*Del Rey, Lester:
The World of Science Fiction: The History of a
Subculture. Ballantine/Del Rey, 1979. 430 pp.

*Dowling, Terry:
Prints From A Far Land. 1989. 52 pp.
(DUFF report)

*Ellik, Ron:
The Squirrel’s Tale: TAFF 1962. Pelz, 1969. 43
pp. (TAFF report)
Ellik, Ron & Evans, Bill:
Universes of E. E. Smith, The. Advent, 1966.
278 pp. (with Bjo illustrations)
*Eney, Richard:
Fancyclopedia II. Operation Crifanac, 1959.
190 pp.
In Part Scal’d: the 1963 Fan Poll Results.
Operation Crifanac, 1964. 33 pp.
Rejected Canon, The. Operation Crifanac,
1960. 25 pp.
Sense of FAPA, A. Op. Crifanac, 1962. 388 pp.

*Hansen, Rob (ed.):
Now Read On: A Collection of Recent British
Fanwriting. London, 1987 (for Conspiracy). 69 pp.
On the TAFF Trail. London, 1994. 54 pp.
Story So Far, The. London, 1987 (for
Conspiracy). 51 pp.
Then Nos. 1 to 4. [history of U.K. fandom]
*Harris, Chuch:
Lonconfidential. 1957. 14 pp.
Through Darkest Ireland With Knife Fork &
Spoon. 1954. 28 pp.

Hartwell, David:
Age of Wonders: Exploring the World of Science
Fiction. Walker & Co. (New York), 1984. 218 pp.
*Harvey, Eve & John (eds.):
Fanfoodery, or The Plain Fan’s Guide to Happy
Eating. London, 1987 (for Conspiracy). 59 pp.

Heinlein, Robert:
Grumbles from the Grave. Ballantine/Del Rey,
1990. 302 pp.
* Hoffman, Lee:
In and Out of Quandry. NESFA Press, 1982.
64 pp. (b/w Up to the Sky in Ships, A. Bertram
Chandler)
*Hooper, Andrew (ed.):
Fanthology ’89. Seattle, 1993. 61 pp.

*James, Graham (ed.):
Embryonic Journey: From Leeds to Leeds in 50
Years. Leeds, 1987 (for Conception 1987). 61 pp.
*Katz, Arnie:
The Trufan’s Advisor. Las Vegas, 1995. 21 pp.
(beta and final versions)

*Katz, Amie (ed.):
Fanthology ’91. Las Vegas, 1995. 58 pp.

*Loney, Mark (ed.):
Fanthology ’90. 1994. 84 pp.

*Katz, Arnie & Joyce (eds.):
A Little of the Best of Bob Tucker. Las Vegas,
1995. 29 pp.

*Luttrell, Lesleigh:
Lesleigh’s Adventures Down Under. 1974. 36
pp. (DUFF report)

*Kaufman, Jerry:
Kaufman Coast to Coast. Seattle, 1988. 52 pp.
(DUFF report)

*Madle, Robert A.:
A Fake Fan in London, n.d. 56 pp. (TAFF report)

*Kaufman, Jerry (ed.):
Best of Susan Wood, The. Seattle, 1982. 82 pp.
Portable Carl Brandon, The. Seattle, 1988. 24 pp.
Sweetmeats, (work by) Sandra Miesel, 1980.
36 pp.

*Kennedy, Joe:
1946-47 Fantasy Review, The. Dover (NJ),
1947. 80 pp.

*Kent TruFandom:
Greetings from SMOFville: Xmas 1984. 1984.
8 PPKTF Christmas Fan Primer, The. 1983. 12 pp.

*Maule, Ian & Nicholas, Joseph (eds.):
By British: A Fanthology of the Seventies. 1979.
87 pp.
*Moffatt, Len & June:
Button-Tack. 1992. 63 pp. (coeditor John
Hertz - a Rick Sneary memorial publication)
Selected Writings of Rick Sneary. 1958. 31 pp.
(June not editor of this item)
The Moffatt House Abroad: TAFF 1973.
Downey, 1974. 91 pp. (TAFF report)

*Knight, Damon:
Futurians, The. John Day (New York), 1977.
210 pp.
In Search of Wonder. Advent, 1967. 320 pp.

*Moskowitz, Sam:
After All These Years. Niekas Publications,
1991. 100 pp.
Explorers of the Infinite. World Publishing Co.,
1963. 354 pp.
The Immortal Storm. ASFO Press, 1954. 285 pp.
Seekers of Tomorrow. Ballantine Books, 1967.
450 pp.

*Kyle, Ruth (ed.):
Fandom’s Cookbook. Potsdam (NY), 1959.30 pp.

*Nielsen Hayden, Patrick (ed.):
Fanthology 1981. Seattle, 1982. 68 pp.

*Langford, Dave:
Irrational Numbers. Necronomicon Press,
1994. 36 pp.
Let’s Hear It for the Dead Man. NESFA Press,
1991. 65 pp.
The Transatlantic Hearing Aid. Reading, 1985.
76 pp. (TAFF report)
The Silence of the Langford. NESFA Press,
1996. 288 pp.

*Nielsen Hayden, Teresa:
Making Book. NESFA Press, 1994. 160 pp.

*Langford, Dave (ed.):
Wrath of the Fanglord. Minneapolis, 1998. 53
pp. (published by Geri Sullivan for Minicon 33)

*Pohl, Frederik:
The Way The Future Was. Ballantine/Del Rey,
1978. 320 pp.

Lerner, Fred:
A Bookman’s Fantasy: How Science Fiction
Became Respectable. NESFA Press, 1995. 108 pp.

Priest, Christopher:
The Book on the Edge of Forever.
Fantagraphics, 1994. 60 pp.

*Lindsay, Ethel:
The Lindsay Report. 1963? 64 pp. (Also have 1992
reprint published by Joyce Scrivner) (TAFF report)
*Locke, Dave (ed.):
The Really Incomplete Bob Tucker. 1974. 60 pp.

*Rapp, Arthur H.:
Fanspeak. 1952. 12 pp. (edited by Redd
Boggs & Lee Hoffman)

*Parsons, Spike et al. (eds.):
Chuch Harris Appreciation Society Magazine.
1989 (for Corflu 6). 42 pp.

*Pelz, Bruce (ed.):
The Selected Writings of Lee Jacobs. 1987. 31pp.

*Rike, Dave (ed.):
Redd Boggs Selected Works, Volume One.
Crockett CA, 1997. 57 pp.

* Roberts, Peter:
British Fanzine Bibliography, Part One: 19361950. Devon, 1977. 16 pp.
British Fanzine Bibliography, Part Two: 19511960. Devon, 1978. 24 pp.
British Fanzine Bibliography, Part Three: 19611970. Devon, 1979. 24 pp. [see also A. Vincent
Clarke]

* Rogers, Alva:
A Requiem forAstounding. Advent, 1964. 248 pp.
FTL & ASI. Operation Crifanac, 1963. 33 pp.
*Rowe, Nigel:
Timeless Sands: A History of Science Fiction
Fandom in New Zealand (Vol. 1: Fanzine
Bibliography). 1983. 108 pp.

*Sanders, Joe (ed.):
Science Fiction Fandom. Greenwood Press,
1994. 306 pp.
*Smith, Kevin (ed.):
Mood 70. Seacon ’79 Fanroom Publication,
1979. 65 pp.
*Speer, Jack:
Up to Now. Arcturus Press (Brooklyn), 1994.
48 pp.

*Stewart, Alan:
FFANZ Across The Water. 1993. 26 pp.
(FFANZ report)

Sturgeon, Theodore:
Argyll, A Memoir. Sturgeon Project (Pullman,
WA), 1993. 80 pp.
*Tackett, Roy:
The Least Horrible of Roy Tackett. Bushel
Press (El Paso, TX), August 1997. 96 pp.

Van Vogt, A.E.:
Tomorrow on the March. 1946. 15 pp. (Van
Vogt’s Pacificon GoH speech, published by E.
Everett Evans’ Timebinder Press)
Wayne, Victoria (ed.):
Fanthology ’76. 1977. 100 pp.

*Virzi, Dennis (ed.):
Fanthology 1986. 1987. 62 pp.

*Warner, Harry Jr.:
All Our Yesterdays. Advent, 1969. 360 pp.
A Wealth of Fable. Siclari, 1976. 240pp.
(Also SciFi Press, 1992. 270 pp.)
*Weisskopf, T.K.F. (ed.)
1997 Southern Fandom Confederation
Handbook. Jackson MS, 1997. 126 pp.
*West, D.:
Deliverance. Keighley, 1995. 150 pp.
Fanzines in Theory and in Practice. Bingley,
1984. 176 pp.

*White, James:
The White Papers. NESFA Press (Boston),
1996. 400 pp.
*Willis, Walter A.:
Warhoon No. 28. Bergeron (New York), 1978.
618 pp.

Wollheim, Donald:
The Universe Makers: Science Fiction Today.
Harper & Row (NY) 1971. 128 pp.
*Yerke, T. Bruce:
Bedside Fassbeinder, The. San Francisco, 1944.
40 pp.
(as of June 19, 1998)

*Thomson, Arthur:
ATom Anthology, The. 1961. (Ella Parker,
ed.) 108 pp.
ATom: A Tribute. 1990. (A. Vince Clarke,
ed.) 100 pp.

*Tucker, Bob:
The Neo-Fan's Guide to Science Fiction
Fandom. Bushyager, 1978. 24pp. (and various
other editions)
*Tudor, Martin:
Have Bag... Will Travel. 1998. 65 pp. (TAFF
report)

This list wouldn’t be complete without a short wantlist
appended. If you have any of these and are willing to part
with them, please get in touch.
Ron Bennett: Directory of SFFandom for 1956 & for 1961 up.
John Berry: The Goon Goes West & The Compleat Faan.
Redd Boggs: 1948 Fantasy Annual.
L. D. Broyles: Who's Who in SFFandom —all issues
Dick Eney: Additions & Corrections-Fancyclopedia II
Earl Kemp: Who Killed Science Fiction ? & Why Is A Fan ?
Bob Pavlat: FAPA Book: The Mailings 2,3,4 & >6
Jack Speer: Fancyclopedia.
GuyTerwilleger: Best ofFandom 1957 & Best of Fandom 1958.
Arthur Thomson: ATom Abroad.

Chris Sherman
doesn’t have the Sherman-male tendency
toward clinical flatulence.
We learned that average labor for the
first child is 8-12 hours. According to sono
grams, measurements, and other data, our
Seven weeks before our son was due to be son is still on track to arrive June 27th.
bom, my wife Janice and I returned to
Janice, being a Virgo, likes to have her cal
school for "birthing” lessons. We expected endar well planned, so we can probably
a basic tutorial on the rites and require
count on the date. The big question is:
ments of bringing a child into the world,
what time? Will he inherit my impatience
but ended up with an education that both
or Janice’s tendency to be "fashionably
surprised us and far surpassed anything we late"?
expected.
On our first evening, our instructor
started out by explaining that she would
lead only two of the four sessions, because
she was moving to Fresno. No big deal, we
thought - then she started explaining why.
Seems she had met some guy on the Inter
net. Fell in love, flew up to meet him in per
son, agreed to get married and move up
there. This turned out to be perfect timing,
because his roomate was moving to Ohio
to live with someone *she* had met on the
Internet, so they could buy a house to
gether. Meanwhile, our instructor and her
cybermate also went househunting, and
lucked out when they found a place being
vacated by someone else who was moving
to LA to live with someone he had met..
guess where. I guess this Internet deal must
be really something.
Introductions came next and a full-on
plunge into the melting pot of Los Angeles
community. Of the fifteen or so mothers
present Janice was one of three who was
actually married. Of tire other two, one
couple was Italian, the other Mexican (her
husband sat next to me and translated for
her - she spoke *no* English). One other
couple looked like they were actually to
gether, though unmarried. He was Japa
nese, she Columbian.
Of the unmarried mothers, five were
Hispanic, ranging in age from 13 to proba
bly 19. One was accompanied by another
teenager and her baby. The other six were
black, again mostly teenagers. One woman
in her 30s was accompanied by her mother
and a man who appeared to be just a good
friend along to provide support This was
not the group Ward and June Cleaver had
birthing lessons with.
This first class was basic stuff. Janice
had read about it all, of course, but I
learned a few new things, and was suitably
goggle-eyed at the anatoms/ paintings
showing baby in the womb. With the way
the mother’s intestines get smooshed, all I
can say is that it’s a good thing Janice

Tuesday, May 6, 1997
St. Lukes Hospital,
Pasadena California

[Connie Reich Faddis]

Tuesday, May 20, 1997
Well, our instructor surfed the Internet off
into the sunset and is now living in Fresno.
The director of education, a smart and
funny woman named Jana, replaced her.
Class size dropped to about half of what it
was two weeks ago, and I doubt if it’s be
cause the missing women delivered their
babies. We’re down to the stodgy married
couples and a few of the black kids. Inter
estingly, most had persuaded boyfriends/
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Next on dis
play: visuals de
picting file full CSection proce
dure. A litany on
why C-sections
might need to be
done, including
the horrific emer
gency situation
when the pla
centa starts de
taching from the
uterine wall
Jana said this was
rare, usually only
happening if
mom is in a car
accident - then
she shook her
head and said it
also happens a
lot with moms
who smoke crack
or cocaine during
late term She said the problem was really
bad for a while but seems to be getting bet
ter. Ah, LA
The good news is that new techniques
can be used to diminish tire need for a Csection, including "amnio infusion," which
essentially means running a fluid IV into
the uterus to ease pressure on the umbilical
cord, allowing oxygen to keep flowing to
baby. Also perineal massage in the weeks
before birth, to help thin the uterine wall (I
volunteer). When a "normal" C-Section is
called for, they are no longer knock the
mom out with general anesthetic - they just
amp up the epidural. The procedure now
is also done so that 75% of women can still
have vaginal births with the next children.
Finally, Jana asked if we wanted to
watch another live birth video. We had
seen one last week where labor was short,
easy, and almost fun, so we all said sure.
Then watched as a mother delivering her
first child started what would be a 48 hour
labor... including a midnight prep for a CSection. On the operating table, she felt a
weird contraction, and had dilated more.
They rolled her off the operating table and
back to bed for another 12 hours of labor.
This woman had the insane belief that she
wouldn’t "really" experience childbirth if
she took anything for pain, but after 36
hours agreed to an epidural and "vitamin
P" (pitosin - synthetic ocytocin - helps uter
ine contraction), and finally, six grueling
hours later, a healthy baby girL Not a dry
eye in the house after that

z W*6BivU5r

fathers to attend this time to help with the
Lamaze coaching. The boys, striving to
look like men, looked alternately bored and
scared.
Jana started the class with a vivid slide
show. No more questions in my mind
where babies come from A woman named
Loranda might not be so sure, though. We
were looking at a full frontal shot of a wom
an whose cervix was fully dilated to 10cm
and about ready to enter the final birth
stage. Loranda looked increasingly puzzled
and finally said skeptically, "that doesn’t
look like 10cm" Jana replied, "You can’t
see the cervix - you need to feel it"
Loranda’s puzzlement increased.
Jana pointed to the screen and said,
"Look, you can see the crown of the baby’s
head starting to poke out of the vagina."
Loranda’s puzzlement gives way to abso
lute befuddlement. "But I can see fire cer
vix, and it only looks like it’s dilated two
cm" Jana has a sudden insight and points
to the sinus. Loranda lights up, nodding
yes. "That’s her butthole. Up here is the
vagina and the baby’s head." Loranda gets
it now, and is vastly relieved. I wonder,
"And how did you get pregnant, Loranda?
That doorknob or toilet seat forget to wear
a condom?"
Next we got into a subject most dear to
Janice - pain relief during labor. Lots of
good alternatives, including what they now
call a "walking epidural," where the dose of
anesthetic is small enough that she can
keep walking, helping the uterus increase
contractions through exercise. The visuals
showed quite clearly how file needle is in
serted into the spine ("Dads, you’ll be
asked to leave the room"). Question from
Loranda: "Isn’t there a risk of paralysis
from doing that?" Jana: "Yes. It’s about
the same as being struck by lightning dur
ing a shark attack."
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Tuesday, May 27, 1997
We’re now official graduates of Childbirth
Education. We even have a diploma (suit
able for framing). Attendance at class last
night dwindled to the three married cou

ples, Loranda, and DyAndrea, a young
black girl accompanied by her coach, an
enormous white woman named Chris.
Jana showed up acting like she had just
gulped a couple of triple-espresso hyper
blasts at Starbucks.
OK. Once our baby was safely deliv
ered into the world, what next? Proce
dures, procedures. Young Skylar will be
severed from umbilical connection with
Janice, then whisked away to be cleaned,
measured, Apgar tested, footprinted,
banded and swathed in a diaper, receiving
blanket and a really cool tuk ("cap" for you
non-Scandahoovians). Meanwhile we’ll still
be doing our Lamaze thing, though with
less effort, until Janice delivers fire pla
centa. Within the hour Janice will start
breast feeding, not only to comfort and
bond with our son, but to ensure that her
brain gets the hormonal signal to amp up
the flow of ocytocin, which will help con
tract the uterus and increase the flow of
milk to her breasts.
Jana: "Now Moms: this is very impor
tant At some point a nurse will help you
get up to go to the bathroom. You won’t
want to - but don’t avoid it and don’t hold
anything back!" At this point Chris, who
delivered nine pound twin boys, says "It’s
horrible". What? "I was more afraid of hav
ing a bowel movement afterward than of
the whole labor process." Where else
would we get this kind of perspective?
Once again, Jana decides to wow us
with a slide show. This series of pictures
showed common characteristics that we
might encounter with our newborn. First,
the most common. Smashed, swollen fore
head with flattened nose and chin. Oh, is
n’t he cute! Next, elongated skull. Both
situations are perfectly normal with vaginal
births. The infant has no bones at this
stage - only cartilage that will eventually
shape itself properly and solidify as a nor
mal skeletal system.
Other common manifestations: bruised
scalp, particularly if they have to use suc
tion to help the little guy out. Jaundice,
caused by bruising during birth and an im
mature liver that can’t process the resulting
excess bilirubin in the blood. Birthmarks.
These range from the bizarrely named
"angel’s kisses" on the eyelids to "stork
bites" on the back of the neck. Rashes don’t worry, they only appear on the trunk
of the body. The picture showed a boy
with rash running from shoulder to ankle.
Hmmn.
Now things begin to take a more graph
ic turn. Lanugo. Downy fur covering shoul
ders, cheeks and forehead. This will frill off
naturally in a few weeks. Toxic erythema,
a completely benign (hence the name) con
dition that makes the newborn look like he
shared the womb with a swarm of mosqui
toes. Whiteheads, or infant zits. Mouth
cysts from thumb-sucking in utero. Vemix
caseosa, a white cheesy protective coating

[David R. Haugh]

on the skin. And finally, engorged genetalia
and breasts due to the massive amounts of
Mom’s hormones still in the system. Wow,
no kidding! Look at those!
So much for the image of the Gerber
baby!
OK, now that we know what to expect
at the hospital, let’s talk about what hap
pens when you go home. More handy
audio-visual aids here, particularly a video
of a parent support group. Would you
please share what it was like for you?
A universal theme was the absolute lack
of time to do anything other than take care
of the newborn. Yah, yah, we’ve heard
that (One thing Fm really looking forward
to is being able to say "Just wait!" and "You
don’t have a clue!" to hapless couples ex
pecting their first child.) Then the women
spoke about what happened to them emo
tionally:
Td find myself bursting into tears con
stantly, often for no reason. But it was
really worth ft."
"I started hating my husband because
he could leave the house and go to work
and I had to stay home. But ft was the best
thing I ever did."
"We stopped talking to each other be
cause we were totally focused on the baby.
And we never slept It’s great - we’re plan
ning on having several more."
"1 basically put all of my emotional en
ergy into my children, with little left over for
my husband. He’s an adult; he should un
derstand. It’s a wonderful experience."
A few of the men spoke, mostly echoing
the "it’s the best thing" theme. One guy
said he actually got angry with his wife be
cause she wasn’t letting him participate
with childcare duties.
Next segment sex after birth. "Forget
ft! You just don’t feel sexual after the baby
is bom." (Hey, Mr. OneEye, you paying
attention down there? No, “don’t* stand at
attention right now; Hl explain ft to you
later). "But it’s really OK; you just feel so...
close." Um. How reassuring.
So, to summarize, we’ll be checking into
the birthing center one day soon. Janice
will exhaust herself breathing and I’ll mas
sage and coach and reassure her until both
fingers and brain are numb. Hoursand
hours later she’ll deliver our son, a Criscosmeared cone-headed werewolf who’ll look
like he just got out of a bar fight in a ma
laria-infested jungle. Then we’ll go home,
where we won’t sleep for the rest of the
year and won’t have any time to spend
alone together. Janice will constantly burst
into tears, tell me she hates me and forget
about sex, buddy! But ft’s true - it’ll be the
best thing (other than getting married)
we’ve ever done.
"Any last questions?" Jana asked.
Just one, I thought At what point do
you provide the epidural..
...for Dad?

dogs have an incredibly acute sense of
hearing, especially for words like "walk,"
"go," and "ready". Between Willie’s nimble
fingers and howls and kisses from Onyx
Ever since graduation, we’ve been chomp and Zeus we finally got the seatbelt ad
ing at the bit to put our newfound parent
justed, the dogs leashed, and we were off.
ing knowledge into action. Our friends Mi
And the calming effect of motion
chael and Beth provided us with an oppor worked wonders. Janice looked proud and
tunity yesterday, in the form of their dear
grand pushing our "styler stroller" through
son (and our "dogson") William. And oh,
the neighborhood and the nearby Occi
what a grand tutor he was.
dental College campus. Willie noticed eve
When they arrived at our house, Mi
rything. Whenever we passed something
chael and Beth were acting like kids going
colored orange he’d stab a finger at ft and
to the prom. The event was the "cast and
pronounce ft "Gah." We’d agree - Gah. As
crew" wrap party for the new Disney ani
we walked by a surly looking maintenance
mated film Hercules, which Michael had
worker Willie surprised both the worker
worked on. A "Big Event”. Michael and
and us by clearly singing out "Hi!" and
Beta showed us yet another parent trick by
waving at the guy. The man softened,
wafting until they got to our house to
smiled and waved "Hi!” back at us. How
change into their formal wear - no dirty
cool Innocent friendliness just created a
handprints, partially digested crackers, or
moment of rapport between strangers who
formula stains on their stunning Gatsotherwise would have ignored one an
byesque accouterments. A quick photo
other. I have a feeling we’re going to be
and they were off - and suddenly we were doing a lot of walking just as soon as Sky is
very, very on.
ready.
The first fifteen minutes we tried help
lessly to distract Willie as he kept struggling
to open the gate to the driveway, crying
Part Two: The "Nap"
"Mom, Dad" over and over again. I’d take
him downstairs and show him the pile of
After our excursion and a bit more playing
toys (i.e.: let’s bribe him), but after a few
with toys, we were sure Willie would be
moments of listless poking at them he’d be ready for a nap. After all we were ex
off, down the hall leading one or the other
hausted - he should be too, right? Besides,
of us up the stairs and outside again. I fi
we had this really cool Happy Camper
nally had a brilliant idea - let’s put together Play Yard(™) that Catai and Andy gave us,
the Baby Jogger(™) Janice’s parents gave
just like the one Willie has at home. He’ll
us and take him on a walk! That’ll distract be sound asleep in a heartbeat. I put him
him.
down and we both sat with him for a while.
And so the first Lesson in parenting
He sucked his thumb and stared intensely
duly revealed itself: Never, never, NEVER
at me, then his eyes started to flutter and
try to assemble something while under du droop. Ah, there he goes. I whispered to
ress. Especially something like a Baby Jog- Janice that I was going to sneak upstairs to
ger(™) which breathlessly advertises itself
turn on the Fisher-Price Sound Sleeper
as "probably the easiest baby accessory
Baby Monitorf™) that Mom and Dad got
you will ever put together!"
for us. Stealthily, I made my way to our
Ten minutes of strapping, unstrapping,
room, turned the monitor on... and heard
and restrapping velcro and I finally man
"ah blah BLAH BLAH, Eeeeeeee! Ahaged to get the seat attached to the frame.
Blue!" and Janice cooing "If s naptime!
As I was struggling to fit the "quick release" Time to sleep! You’re reeeally sleepy, Wil
front wheel to the axle, help arrived in the
lie..." and other futile entreaties.
form of - guess who. Yah, Willie, those
We took turns after that, sitting by him,
back wheels spin really well, don’t they laying him down when he’d stand up,
watch it, keep the fingers out of the spokes, stroking his head, singsonging meaningless
no, don’t pull on the door handle of
nothings, but always the eyes would sud
Janice’s car, the alarm is set - no, we really denly bolt wide-open, and he’d struggle
want to keep the hose on the reel right
into standing position... again... and
now, thank you... Mom and Dad aren’t
again... And so after two hours of this we
here, they’ll be back soon... oh, those huge got him up, changed his diaper and got
wailing baby tears again... back downstairs him ready for dinner. Lesson three: never
to the toys, yes that roller/ball-popper tain- believe other parents when they tell you
gie is good to play with, but please don’t
how kicky they are to have a son who naps
bash the dogs on the head with ft...
on schedule and always sleeps whenever
With the Baby Jogger(™) finally ready
you want him to. * Especially* when you
for the road, I grabbed our charge and
know they’re telling you the truth.
lifted him into the seat. And confronted
parenting lesson number two head-on: Al
ways make sure things like seat belts, safety Part Three:
straps, or other forms of monkey-puzzle re My Dinner with Willie
straints are adjusted to fit *before* embark
ing on a journey. Corollary: remember that All during the afternoon Skylar had also

Saturday, June 14, 1997
Part One
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been active in Janice’s womb, kicking,
squirming, and tumbling, seemingly hell
bent on emerging to play with Willie.
Janice really wanted a warm bath. I told
her to go for it, that Fd take care of feeding
Willie. After all, Fd fed him once several
months earlier. We’d played the airplane
game with the spoon, and I knew he’d be
strapped into the handy TableTopperf™)
chair his parents had brought over. So
hand in hand, Willie and I walked upstairs
to the kitchen and Janice slipped into the
tub.
Lesson four. Never underestimate the
ability of baby furniture makers to incorpo
rate "safety features" like latches, knobs, or
ratcheting clamps that would frustrate a
roomful of Houdinis. The TableTopper(™)
is a marvelous gadget that cantilevers to a
tabletop, so you don’t need a separate high
chair. The only problem (Willie, please
don’t go downstairs while Fm doing this) is
that it only has an under-table clearance of
about 4 inches; our kitchen table has a five
inch valence (Willie, please put that box of
matches back). Man that thing clamps
dovm hard (Willie, please leave file kibble
in the dog dish) - how do you unlock this
thing anyway... (Willie, come back here,
we’re going to stay inside for a while and
have dinner) there must be a release switch
here somewhere (Willie, please leave the
wine bottle on the rack) oops, that just
made it tighter, but now only one leg’s at
tached to the table (Willie, I think we’ll
leave the dishes in the cabinet, please)
there, it’s released, but where to put it
now? Oh, the built-in table (Yes, Willie,
those are Dad’s clothes, let’s not drag them
around on the floor). There! Success!
Clamped and ready for action. Hey Willie,
come here, let’s have dinner!
Hmmn, you’re bigger than I thought
OK, stand here while I loosen it and slide it
back a bit., where’s that latch again... and
the struggle began anew.
After a torrent of subvocalized profanity
and mostly futile fumbling, we were finally
ready for the big meal. Michael and Beth
had left us with a ton of food. Let’s see
what we have here: mmnn, applesauce,
yogurt, peas, apple chunks, how ’bout a
cheese slice? I unwrap it and hand it to
him. He proceeds to pummel it with closed
fist, smashing it into a gooey paste. OK,
what else... banana, chicken and stars yeah, chicken and stars, doesn’t *that*
sound good? 45 seconds in the microwave,
carefully stirred to distribute the heat and I
sit down, ready to feed him. I dip the spoon
in, then zoom it with airplane sounds to
ward his mouth - and he clamps his lips
shut shakes his head no, and bats the
spoonful of pasta so it flies all over the ta
ble.
"Zeus," says Willie. "Zeus?" I respond,
not seeing our dog anywhere. He holds
both hands up in a cupping gesture, and I
realize he wants juice. Oops... his juice
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container is still down in the nursery.
Think quickly. How about applesauce?
Big grin of approval OK, here we go
again. Lets play airplane, zoom zoom,
here comes fire food...
"Gah!" He snatches file spoon away
from me, dumping the applesauce on file
floor. I pick it up and set it in front of him
and he starts spooning away, one spoonful
in the mouth, two on the table, one in the
mouth... silly me, I forgot he knows how to
feed himself now. OK, how about peas?
Yes? I open the tupperware and set it in
front of him. "Harm," he says. "Harm?"
A look of consternation knits his brow.
"Harm!" Uh-oh, Fm not getting this one...
He pounds his fist on the table. "Harm!"
This time he looks over at the microwave.
Oh, *warm*, of course! Zap...
OK, how’s that? Good enough to stack
the tupperware on top of the applesauce
and knock both over onto the floor. Let’s
try the chicken and stars again... nope. By
now Fm starting to worry that I’m not going
to have a very balanced meal report for his
parents when they get back. Exactly how
much of this stuff is he supposed to have,
anyway? Hey Willie, how about a bemana?
Yes? OK. I peel it, then look at all of the
other bite-sized servings in the bag, and
decide to break it into pieces. "Uh, oh!"
Willie says, straining for the banana. I fin
ish peeling it and give it to him whole.
"Gah!" He’s straining for the fork. So I give
it to him and he proceeds to shred the ba
nana witfi the fork, finally putting what
doesn’t end up on the floor into his mouth
with lip-smacking satisfaction. Now both
spoon and fork drop into the dogs’ water
dish, and he starts pulling his bib off with
all his strength. I guess dinner is a success.
And how! Look at that blood sugar
surge through those legs! Outside, up and
down the yard, hands splashing in the
fountain, then uphill to try to unlatch the
gate again. He wants to run, but he’s tir
ing, and starts to trip and go down face for
ward into the grass, each time rising with a
chortle of joy. Janice joins us, refreshed
from her bath, willing to give me a break. I
know he needs to stay active for a while
but he’s becoming dangerous to himself.
Ah-ha! Fve got it! FD assemble the Koicraft
Adjustable Walker with Electronic Play
Tray(™) that Denise gave us! Then he can
run around all he wants!

keyhold in front and three keyhold to back
of side and top and push until secure and
locking sounds." Huh? And does the ab
stract print pattern on the seat cover go on
the outside or inside of the walker? Let’s
look at the picture on the box... there is no
picture on file box. Well just wing it That
sort of looks kinda right. OK, snap on the
wheels... Hey Willie, check this out!
He loves ft! He presses a button on the
electronic play tray and "Happy birthday to
you" plays while a spectacular light show
keeps time. He starts waving his hands in
the air and bouncing up and down, like a
mini Lawrence Welk. Then he discovers
he can push this thing down the hafl, which
is about 40 feet long. Free at last!
I leave my wife and dogson to get a
snack and poke my head briefly into Bar
ron’s. But the sounds of racing and bang
ing into walls and doorjambs, not to men
tion shrieks of laughter from both of them
bring me downstairs soon after. Now we’ve
really got a good idea - Janice stands at
one end of the hall and 1 the other, and we
"drop the flag" for him to race to the other
end. He loves it, running running running
and smashing into each of us in turn at
both ends of the hall.
But we can see he’s finally tiring, so we
decide to put him down for the night Un
dress the little guy, check the diaper, put
him into the nightie. Suddenly Fm struck
with a devilish thought the Talking Heads
song "Stay Up Late" flashes into my mind
("Cute cute, little baby, gonna make him
stay up all night”), but I look at him, al
ready yawning and stretching in the Happy
Camper Playyard(™) and think "Nah. Not
tonight"
So I reach over and pull "Ferdinand
the Bull" off of the shelf, and very slowly
start to read him the story that was so im
portant to me when 1 was a child. Ferdi
nand, you see, was a bull in Spain who
only wanted to be left alone to smell the
flowers. As 1 read I flash back to the morn
ing runs I took through a pasture in Spain,
and to the crowded streets of Madrid, and
knew thaf s not what Willie is seeing. But
he is seeing something, drifting off into
dreamland, and just as I turn the page and
read fire last sentence, "He is very happy,"
Willie gurgles, pulls his knees under his
chest and pushes his butt into the air, and
is soundly, deeply asleep.
I sat and watched him for a while, mar
veling at all of the things he had discovered
Part Four: The First Eagle Rock in the afternoon and evening. He does this
Indoor Drag Racing Trials
everyday. As will our son. Then 1 thought
of the two of them, playing together... and
Corollary to lesson one: Never attempt to
that was enough to get me to go upstairs
assemble a child’s toy under less-thanand really relish the short period of time
optimal blood sugar levels, especially when Janice and I have alone together before we
instructions were written by someone who
have a wondrous being like this one totally
thinks ESL means "English? Shouldn’t
dominating our lives.
Learn." For example, Step 2: "Holding
Any day now. Wow.
base of walker to right degree with angle
support, inserts seven round tab into three
—Chris Sherman

Billy Wolfenbarger
When the wide blue sky changes
mind opening like a newborn flower best of
luck I needed all I could get. The gray
windy skies helped me relate. And I was on
my way somewhere, going to work or leav
ing from work and the gray windy skies
blowing me down. By the grip of your
bootstraps, as it were.
At least the evening is cooler now, rising
& falling winds, the darkening layers of
clouds everywhere close. Lights in apart
ments nearby wink out one by one. This
day is done. I feel I am done I feel I am

[Alan Hunter]

gone. Ornaments of dreams to come, and
sad dreams that bother me. Sometimes
when I wake up in the mornings tears are
still falling down my face to wake up
dreaming.
Endless cups of coffee that don’t kick in.
The mind flower of another day opening,
leaning into the light. Psychic haunting
dreams in daylight’s waking. O psychic
trauma overload of XXth century o surreal
istic eye bane of the blues fusion.
Mind flowers in the garden of brain
cells, wilderness areas red roses cherry

blossoms lilies bracken thorns, Mold grow
ing in the shades underneath where shades
of shadows grow. Days & nights merging
open space into merging fog & mystical in
visible bird songs in October shrouds. The
wild raw colors of October ... I was lonely
as only a writer can be in the big city, or
anywhere. Birds chirping their mad, beau
tiful songs. And I tugged off my shoes as
though they weighed fifty pounds each. Put
the flowers to bed. October-red afternoon
the sky is shining —blue with patches of
deep autumnal Edonic clouds in the cold
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air. Autumn downloading into Winter. I
could freeze tonight, and the fog may well
return, make it through the changes. Ran
dom stars are seeping into the black sky.
It’s going to freeze tonight, I just know it
is.
Yes.
Rain the next morning looking good on
the streets.
Rain and the mist in the morning sky
gives the horizon a glimpse of imploding
fantasy. Come back burning my fingers
writing. When the rain stops everything is
dripping madly.
Cold blue cloudy skyways Winter
Christmas afternoon. I was lonely as only
a writer can be. Everywhere in the big city.
Not a single creature was stirring. I had to
listen to the sounds of a manual typewriter.
Cold blue cloudy skyways. Don’t think of
image, just BE. I was alone as only a writer
can be. My tape player played jazz. And 1
was restless I was used to being on my feet.
Working. A day off was a real change. My
fingers were cold, then they were burning.
I wanted to stick them into the sky.
Journey of a million dreams everyone is
waking we’re in the Final Moments again
playing on dirt piles in Farmington New
Mexico railway stations bleak, haunted
spacetime continuums you can hear winos
in the bathroom getting sick again ARE
YOU SEEK, MEESTEK? no answer to you
or to anyone the lonely rainy-nite-streets of
Kansas City a home away from home
away from home away from home away
from home eternities nights in Venice West
waking up getting laid Chicago neon in ne
cromantic rooms, all the dead ghosts rise
again in a fraying grimy wind. Distant cities
merging into an imploding void. Getting
hitchhiking rides and passing open, vandal
ized cemeteries makes you want/need to
take one more look at the driver. WHY
DOES YOUR FACE LOOK THAT WAY,
MEESTER? It’s cold enough, but no snow
flakes are falling: many Winters, many
Christmas-j ingle-bell-times ago snow fell to
fill landscapes, streetscapes, rooftops for
Santa’s prints, snowy fairy fantasylands in
the Missouri woods of my youth with invisi
ble lands ahead, not a single print human
or otherwise - only the wind shifting subtle
layers, Jesus birthday continuums, all the
eternities drifting to a common ground.
I dream of waking. Night descending.
The flowers are frozen, sleeping their
sleeps. I only have one blanket. My fingers
are burning. Ghosts in the attic, ghosts in
the air, Secrets underneath dead leaves
blown in a fraying wind.
I was listening to the songs the sea sang
on the shore of an oblique city frayed
phantoms empty shadow-streets. Dim fig
ures (strangers) near ocean’s edge played
silent games. Music begem playing some
where, a very soft, delicate jazz. The deep
est sea mysteries ...
“What are you doing there?" asked a
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gruff voice. I whirled around. A corpulent
old man with small black eyes staring at
me, glowering.
"Why?" I asked,
This pissed him off. "I’m asking the
questions here."
"Why?" I wanted to know.
He expelled a ragged sigh, One of his
gnarled hands reached inside his coat
pocket and came out with — (knife?
gun? ...?...) a filter cigarette and a
cheap lighter. He lit the cigarette; the illu
mination showed his face to be even more
corpulent & oppressive than I’d ever imag
ined. His black eyes bulged with heat with
a strange indignation. Empty shadow
streets of frayed phantoms by the sea. I
was lonely as only a free-lance writer can
ever be.
"I used to be a police detective, and this
is my turf', he ‘explained’.
"Oh."
"Ono for you!"
I wanted out of this odd oblique city
desperately now and I suddenly looked
him straight in his eyes and told him:
"Twisted curves and off-kilter angles so
basically, somehow, wrong that when you
enter such a place - when you enter such a
space .. . there are isolated micromoments
when we see things that aren’t ‘really
there’, but actually really ARE there, in
some dimension - or severed, for that mat
ter - some space or not-space where even
the most fantastically imaginative dreams
cannot go. And will never be allowed to
go." (I’d read this out of an old pulp horror
magazine and had memorized it word-forword.)
Then he openly wept by the open sea
and his cigarette fell to the sand. The silent
playing strangers were going away to their
dwellings, the music faded out quite en
tirely. Only sea-songs remained.
It was time to move along, I pinched my
left cheek but was unable to determine if I
dreamed or not. The corpulent old eXpolice detective wiped his tears away with
the back of his hands. He leaned down,
picked up his cigarette still burning. "You
shouldn’t have told me anything like that,”
he said as if he were a bummed-out little
boy. "It’s just that I have a right to know
what you are doing here, damnit."
"Look - I’m just a writer taking a night
walk. That’s not a crime."
"It should be. It fucking should be." He
wasn’t a bummed kid any more.
& suddenly the anonymous golden-full
moon appeared bathing everything in a
strange cold light a sad cold lonely golden
light by the sea. The ocean swelled up
tumbling & churning she boomed out a
song of weeping wrath. Armageddon eve
ning by the moon-blighted city. Then the
moonlight covered EVERYTHING com
pletely.

Black glass phantoms strange faces pass
ing ice cold daylit streets without ice
pale blue frigid skyways the last fallen
leaf is trembling i’m a writer
it’s not a
crime widen the area of consciousness
a shuddering dirge weeping in the wind
necromantic hovels time is passing
space is passing infinity is passing us by
ornaments of dream-flowers
invisible
lands my fingers burning in a fraying
wind stick them into the sky.
As morning light arrives Nightbirds are
prowling the freeze-slated sky. The gothic
lights in the park die out one by one. Win
ter flowers droop in a pale suspended life.
Fog is shrouding over the river, a river
without sound. But the river moves on. My
breath, as I exhaled, thick as marijuana
smoke. Trees in the woods gleamed with
frost.
It was all part of the city, the park the
river the frigid flowers the Nightbirds cast
ing thick shadows the gothic lights winking
out fog smoke in the trees. Distantly the
main road throbbed on dully.
Empty frames of sight where nothing is.
Last day of another year -1 unexpect
edly found out I’m supposed to work a
double shift today - now the afternoon is
grey - everyone needs their sweaters hats
coats jackets gloves mittens scarf s. So I
took a little break down by the river;
thought about some of the sf /horror writ
ings of Frank Belknap Long & how I loved
them - even though he can seem so wordy
at times — last day of the year—
& beyond
dream or waking
Early morning sea gulls with their pick
ings in the park. Squirrels yard-scampering.
44°.
Fogshroud again.
What XXth century beast may come out
of the fogshroud RR tracks? But now the
morning tracks are empty as ever was & si
lent as pemennal tomb. There’s no horizon
line, just skyfog shrouding over the tracks;
thin patches of "clearness" are fuzzy blots.
Sky and earth, that’s all we have.
Escaped from work after 5 shifts in a
row. Went to Max’s had 2x/z beers & saw
friends & relaxed a little, enough to take
heavy edges off o buried frozen winter
flowers...
A bone-chill wind is blowing I’m freez
ing my hands are shivering like crazy no
gloves only big pockets. Yet at last the sun
spangles out & from down in this valley be
low you can see the top of the Coburg Hills
covered with snow.
Blurring the lines between over under
around through haunting psychic songs
endless cups of coffee lonely as only a free
lance writer in eternity can be. It’s all there.
The silent mornings in the void same as
outer space without light or material ob
jects. Only to find myself on an endless
street in gathering twilight with anonymous
buildings on all sides ready to crumble tat

tered newspapers blowing in a fraying
wind in a nameless city.
Homeless in a nameless city as only a
writer can be. Typer is hawked, Nowhere
to go NOwhere to be. I’d grown pretty
used to it after all these timeless years. Lit
ter scraping the street in a frayed wind
chilling grimy grit junk. Frayed junk phan
toms gliding by nothing in their eyes. I’m
sure some sort of pain-sadness was there,
in their phantom eyes, but it has lingered
so long & so lonely there that there was
nothing left to see. I will stick their emptied
faces up in the winter sky,
Shadow-wrought energies inside/
outside the oddness of the surroundings,
the atmospheric vibes somehow distantly
familiar. And at this point (or any other)
I’m wondering if that’s good or not? (Can’t
I say BAD?) How to put an end to dreams
and wake? . . . Am I really that gone?
These are just dreams aren’t they? And the
very next thing I know I may be waking.
There is a certain light. WHAT’S WRONG,
MEESTER?
"Do you still have your badge? From
when you were on the farce force?"
He dug into inner recesses and pulled
the still-bright badge out of his vest pocket.
"You don’t have to say a thing. There it
is", I said.
'You’re a writer?" he snorted. I could
tell the disgust was deep inside him.
Yes", was all I could say.
He swaged for a moment as though he
stood on the deck of a ship at sea.
“Where are you walking from and
where are you walking to?"
"It’s not the old days anymore, ok, don’t
you get it? This is America we’re living in
and I’m a citizen with a birth certificate and
I sure as shit pay my way in taxes and I’m
a citizen with a birth certificate and I’ve
done no wrong toward anyOne or anyTHING, sir."
"You fucking writers want to make me
puke."
The corpulent old man with the smallest
of beady black eyes, the ex-police detec
tive, proceeded to do so. Rotten puke
gushed out of him in the weirdest collection
of colors I ever saw. HE’S YERY SEEK,
THAT ONE This went on for a long while.
Luckily I jumped back immediately. By the
time it was over a thick puddle of weird col
ored puke reposed in front of us on the
sand, on his shoes, clothes, plopping from
his chin. I took a giant step backwards. I
was safe, but not from sight or that totally
gross aroma. The old ex-cop was his own
victim now.
He walked off into oblivion by the sea.
A few "days" later a knock on my flop
house door. I hastily put everything away
and answered the door. A late 4Oish nail
headed man looked like three-penny spikes
stood on my threshold smiling plastically
pulled out his shiny badge. He sniffs with
his bulbous upon entering.

"You’re the writer, aren’t you?"
I nod I offer him a chair to sit on. It’s a
crude plank board chair painted green at
one time, then red - now it was dark husky
collage of both. He was grateful to sit
down, as though he’d just walked a long
long way/asking me a few questions about
his old partner on the force Hank Phillips. I
told him everything that happened on the
beach. He listened to all of it, and it only
took a hundred seconds. I couldn’t help
staring at this stranger’s head every once in
a while.
"Several years back Hank Phillips’ son
eloped with a science fiction writer and my
old friend & partner never got over it."
"I’m afraid I really can’t help you — I
don’t write science fiction," I told him truth
fully.
"It’s all like a really strange dream or
something", he informed me.
I stared at him nodding yes. "Might I
ask your name, sir?"
He smiled vaguely. “Lieutenant
Breuer — Algernon Breuer; my line goes
back a very long ways."
It was quite obvious to this Lieutenant
Algernon Breuer that I had no more infor
mation to give concerning his ex-partnerfriend Hank Phillips. We stood up we
shook hands we neared the threshold he
left I shut the door and that was that just
like that. Only I kept shutting the door and
shutting the door and shutting the door.
& to dreamers’ worlds where only the
Muse may fly pyramids of dust in a va
cant land alleys etched in a fraying wind
5 dozen Nightbirds flying underneath daylit
surrealist clouds the big red button has
n’t been pushed.
Nameless rainynite streets in a frayed
city; this isn’t where whippoorwills watch
over the moon. There is no moon only
drowned bones. Was it in KC. that rainy
nite vision? The rainy railyards Chicago?
Oklahoma downpouring? Venice West
winter by the sea? Stars and circles around
the moon when there was a moon & a sky
full of stars glistening hot ice. And all the
while the elder Night kept pressing in. & in
deeper deepest dregs like a dream’s kin
dred spirit is reborn the night blossomed in
ward, inverted wintering cosmology of ITself in a frayed land here on earth to be
come day again.
& I wondered to what harvest.
I’m a frayed writer in an empty land.
In necromantic cities & in deserts of rar
est oblivions I have slaked a thirst with po
etry.
As is my lot in this life. Hopefully the
next one also. Siren riffs to a Muse Mis
tress.
WHAT IS ITT, MEESTER? I wish I
knew. Sfe; changes: blue grey russet brown
russet black surreal nameless clouds
sweeping across this weird skyscape cold
wind. Derelict headlines proclaiming what
ever they’re proclaiming but the papers tat

tered twisted dampish yellowish-brown
black & white blowing flailing tumbling ...
slithering everywhere. Landfall fumes o
newspaper ghosts with never enough obit
space. Spaced out characters on the lam.
And miles to sleep.
& funnel them up into the strangelooking sky.
“Why?”
"I’M asking the questions here", said the
strident voice of Humpty Dumpty. He sat
atop a concrete garden wall thirty-eight
inches from the ground. His face was as
strange as his voice, collage-oriented Hank
Phillips & his old cop crony Lieutenant Al
gernon Breuer. What the two of them were
doing with Humpty Dumpty’s body is any
one’s lucky guess ...
Why o why indeed,
"I don’t have any of the answers", I told
Humpty-Hank Dumpty-Breuer on the gar
den’s wall. No King’s horses, no King’s
men around. They lived in another land.
Out of H D’s face came a sudden over
flowing of tears. Careful. Slippery when
wet.
I looked up to see the gothic light in the
lingering sky.
Nameless gothic life night & day in
these endless, oblique cities PanMused
shadow-wrought shapes moving against
the sky (MEESTER) mold growing in the
clouds my fingers are on fire music began
at ocean’s edge & beyond empty phan
toms of curves angles fantastically cleaving
to old pulp horror musk of issue after issue
in corpulent evenings by the sea it’s not a
crime Humpty Dumpty the last falling
leaves are trembling necromantic infinities
in a frayed wind the big red button hasn’t
been pushed yet don’t forget it rained
deeply in 1943 when I was bom as only a
writer can be waif of the streets & cities the
fraying roads come to a wall with Humpty
Dumpty a weirdly convoluted full circle at
last with a mind opening like a newborn
flower to seek this gothic light of the sun;
harvest of gothic cosmologies MEESTER
space & time to go.
Words to go:
the sky is burning my
fingers an eerie light when gothic fingers
glow subtle hints of the supernatural
Kansas City 1962 in the iron grayness mid
west space to go fraying phantoms in
nameless conditions neon buzz we are
here now afternoon raining police
badges littering riverbanks & intricate free
way systems the world might stop but
the WORD, MEESTER, keeps Going — the
echo is always there if you listen.
Meanwhile ancient Humpty Dumpty is
trembling.
“Don’t fall on me” I say.
In leagues of sleep too deep until low
tides beach I see HD tottering until he
crashes.

—Billy Wolfenbarger
Eugene, Oregon
January, 1998
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[Tarai Wayne (Lettering by Rebecca Jansen)]

Ask

Joe R. Christopher

Nature. Nature ... made males useless, too high-strung to go off world, to hold any position of responsibility beyond the estates. Na
ture ... robbed them of sense and stability.
— C. J. Cnerryh; THE PRIDE OF chanur (1982)

[M]en ha[ve] a propensity for violence that [i]s both genetic and hormonal. The biological well-being of humankind as a whole require[s]
some of their qualities, but the survival of civilization demandfs] that women, who [a]re less driven and able to channel their aggres
siveness constructively, remain in control.
—Pamela Sargeant: THE shore OF WOMEN (1986)

My daughters, I'm proud for you today;
As your sleek uniforms display,
You've graduated, you've finished school,
While others, through their own misrule,
Have failed; you've joined the high elite,
And now will work tne spaceship fleet.
Your life begins in outer space,
Conceived anew, in a higher race—
For you are women! no lesser breed,
Born, yes, to strive, to dare, to succeed!
These ships, like wombs, bear you to birth
On other worlds, far, far, from earth.
I speak of gender not by chance:
You have been told that your romance
Must be with interstellar spaceThe job and friends must men displace;
For men, poor dears, can't hope to know
The glory that the stars bestow.
Once masculine strength our jobs required;
Robotics now've that strength retired.
And men can't cope with star-trip time—
They fight from boredom, as 'twere no crime;
In early voyages, some even killed
Another crewman, his job unfilled.
And oh! their odd reactions too
To alien creatures: they'd misconstrue
The simplest message a creature'd try—
"Let's bomb the bastards!" the men would cry.
In empathy men have a lack—
For exploration they've no knack.
I only say these truths you know
To emphasize the counterflow:
It's not that men are bad, in their place;
It's just that you have a greater grace
For temperance, endurance too,
And empathy for Nature's queue—
For Mother Nature brings to birth
On many worlds, not just on earth;
The sun is rare which has no life;
Intelligence is also rife.
But oh! the featured, scaled, and skinned,
The shelled and membraned, petaled, finned,
The strange and rare and most esteemed,
These Nature's cousins, which worlds have teemed!
We come to trade and to admire,
For life is precious on every gyre.
On shipboard, as you know, we carry
Space, space enough, tor a mini-prairie,
For smallish trees, for f lowers and fruits,
For green leaves all, and stems and roots—
Because upon Nebraska's plains,
The wives in winters would lose their brains,
Surrounded by the barrenness:
The lack of color would them depress.
And even near the speed of light
Our trips are long, our trips could blight;
Thus, beyond all the greenery,
The sunf lowers, roses, and bohea,
Beyond the social life and friendships,
The entertaining to amend slips,
The use of cabins to play cottars,

You _are_ encouraged to have daughters—
Your clone or else your closest friend's;
Or, from our spermbank, a choice of men's—
Except, to avoid a bad surprise,
The X's out, for double Ys.
And doubly wise you'll surely be
To love and raise another _she_.
Much more could be said of shipboard life,
And socialization over strife,
But that, for women's your natural bent,
Your training too, to nature augment.
On barren worlds, we terraform,
Establishing our human norm—
Most rare fney are but not unknown
Which we may claim as now our own.
Three of my daughters settled down
In colonies they "helped to found.
Alas, their lives so quickly pass,
Once they have chose the fields of grass!
Our lives at near the speed of light
Pass slowly, slowly, through time's own sleight;
And if we once return, they're gone—
Or greatly aged, wrinkled and wan.
This self-same truth affects affairs
With men, across our settled stars;
Perhaps, on leave, you find a love—
Enjoy him greatly, for what you have!
For he'll be aged when you returnMarried or dead—no spark will burn.
You'll find a man in every port,
For men most truly love to court It raises up their self-esteem
To share your beds; for this they'll scheme:
They're groupies, to your greatness drawn—
A uniform will turn them on!
Their talk, I've found, is mainly dull—
With dullness all their lives are full.
Close to the soil, they're squashes raising,
Tomatoes, onions, leeks amazing,
Green beans and radishes and cherries,
Apples and oranges and strawberries;
Pigs meant for food and sheep and cattle—
About all this, oh! how they prattle.
All foods with ease we'd synthesize—
But work will menfolk neutralize—
A feeling of self importance, truly,
For males who, bored, would get unruly.
Some of you' II marry, settle down,
Taking a mate in a frontier town.
Upon some world we've shaped anew,
Where men are 'lowed with their to-do,
Where spermbanks with their X's kept
Are used at first, then lust's precept.
Biology rules! But when it fails,
With all that that divorce entails,
Or when the children have left home,
And sweetness has left the honeycomb.
Come back! come back! to your true calling,
Come back to higher life enthralling,
To more than marriage with its knars,
Our sisterhood across the stars!
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Gregory Benford
THE DREAMS OUR STUFF
IS MADE OF
Thomas Disch, Free Press, 1998, $25.
This sadly sardonic survey of science
fiction worries its subject from many an
gles: historical, literary, sociological. Sci
ence fiction (sf) is perhaps the defining
genre of the twentieth century, although its
conquering armies are still camped outside
the Rome of the literary citadels.

Throughout this century, conventional
literature persistently avoided thinking
about conceptually altered tomorrows, and
retreated into a realist posture of fiction of
ever-smaller compass. By foregrounding
personal relations, the novel of character
came-especially in a classic debate around
World War I between Henry James and H.
G. Wells-to claim the pinnacle of orthodox

fiction. James won that argument, surren
dering the future to sf, the genre that would
later increasingly set the terms of social de
bate.
Disch underlies his wryly witty observa
tions with poet Delrnore Schwartz’s reso
nant title from 1938, “In Dreams Begin
Responsibilities”. This “pregnant truth”
is his clarion call to the genre that once fas
cinated him but plainly calls to him less
since the mid-1980s. He was a prominent
novelist and short story author of the
1960s-70s, his best novels CAMP CONCEN
TRATION and 334 displaying his cool, dis
tanced mannerist style tending toward a ra
zor wit (often seen in this book as well) re

WELL, WHAT'S IN A NAME? PLENTY.
ITSEEMS, ANP COLONISTS ON OUR
SEVENTH PLANET AREN'T VERY HAPPY
ABOUT IT/ IN A RECENT POLL EIGHT
OUTEVERYTgN SETTLERS FAVORER A
CHANGE OF PRONUNCIATION, FROM
"URINE-US" TO THE MORE POPULAR

" you R-ANUS."

vealing social nuances of possible futures.
Critic John Clute described him as
“perhaps the most respected, least trusted,
most envied and least read of all modem
first-rank sf writers,” and there is justice in
the claim. Disch was a major figure in the
1960s New Wave movement, which intro
duced many modernist and surrealist tech
niques into sf. He takes on such revered
figures as Robert Heinlein and Ursula Le
Guin with insightful malice, particularly
wounding Le Guin for her political correctitude. He is no less forgiving of the wild
ideas that have sprouted like weeds in sf s
rich loam.
I believe that genres are best seen as
constrained conversations, and sf is the
leader and innovator in this. Constraint is
essential, defining the rules and assump
tions open to an author. If hard sf occupies
the center of science fiction, that is proba
bly because hardness gives the firmest
boundary.

Genres are also like immense time
binding discussions, with ideas developed,
traded, and variations spun down through
decades. Players ring changes on each
other - a steppin’-out jazz band, not a solo
concert in a plush auditorium. Contrast
“serious” fiction - more accurately de
scribed, I believe, as merely self-conscious
ly solemn - which proceeds from canonical
classics that supposedly stand outside of
time, deserving awe, looming great and in
tact by themselves.
Disch seems to sense this central draw
of sf, which thins as popularity grows.
Alas, this book treats few works less than
15 years old; Disch has been so isolated
from the field for so long, his expedition
never reaches the core. Genre pleasures
are many, but the quality of shared values
within an on-going discussion may be the
most powerful, enlisting lifelong devotion
in its fans. In contrast to the Grand Canon
view, genre reading satisfactions are a
striking facet of modem democratic (“pop”)
culture. Paradoxically, visual media suc
cess has so diluted this aspect as to make it
invisible to the masses who flock to big
special effects movies.

Copyright 1998 by Abbenford Associates
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[Steve Stiles]

Sf takes up Big Ideas and Big Wonders,
but does not always treat them with care; it
is historically gullible. Its unfulfilled promise
vexes Disch, and he rummages among the
cranks, fakes and crazies that often camped
near the Legions of the Future. He treats
us to tours of mesmerism from the time of
Poe, to UFOs and their exploiters (Whitley
Strieber, a flagrant example), to the huge
religion invented in an sf magazine, Scien
tology. These unseemly neighbors of the
genre betray America’s high dreams and
ready gullibility. Skepticism is quite in or
der, particularly in the New Age.

The persistence of cranks and fools in
the ranks of sf is sobering. We’ll scarcely
be invited to the high literary tea if we keep
such companions, Disch worries.

effects, leaving behind most of
the thought and subtlety. Of the
show’s huge global audience, he
observes, “few audiences like to
be challenged,” for after all, a
challenge “is traditionally the
prelude to a duel, not to a half
hour of light entertainment. Any
artist’s first order of business is
not to challenge but to entice.”
He views this most persistent
of any TV show from a fashion
angle: actors in pajamas. Their
starship looks much like an office
from the inside, with crew in lookalike uniforms: “the same par
ables of success-through-team ef
fort that can be found on such
later workplace-centered sitcoms
as The Mary Tyler Moore
Show and Designing
Women.”

This blends with Disch’s class analysis
of literature. “The difference between high
brow and low-between Eliot and Poe, be
tween mainstream and scifi - is not one
that can be mapped by the conventional
“Trek” was thus the prophet
criteria of criticism.” He supports this by
of the politically correct multicul
showing that Poe is more a formalist than
tural future just ahead of us, with
Eliot, and less given to overt lecturing and
workplace equality conspicuously
preachiness (two oft-cited sf mannerisms).
displayed. Disch wrings much
Instead, “The essential difference is not
humor from this insight, yet
one of aesthetics or of some subtler meta
surely the crucial nature of both
physical nature, but of the two writers’ anti Star Trek and Star Wars lies in
thetical social and economic positions.”
their invocation of family. The
Poe was a popular, market-driven writer, a strangeness of outer space futures
“magazinist,” while Eliot was supported by had before been so daunting for
a high culture with subtle patronage.
audiences that typically it is the backdrop
of neo-Freudian horror (the Alien series,
I believe that sf is best seen as the voice
etc.). Alas, even here the chilly landscape
of a rising class that sprang from the bur
of the scientific world view is reduced to the
geoning American masses, hopeful middle
conventional: vampires in space, dripping
class technological types. Their very ear
goo, aliens capable only of hostile rage.
nestness carried their arguments and vi
sions into the souls of the one country most
Star Trek’s insight lay in the promise
responsible for our visions of the future; sf
of going to the stars together, with well de
is notably an American creation, since the
fined stereotypes who could supply the
great era of Wells.
emotional frame for the potentially jarring
truths of these distant places. That is why
Predictably, its grandiose dreams lead
the cultures they meet proved so boring:
to its worst faults. Sf s greatest vice is lec
“Blandness and repetition can be comfort
turing. In the face of such large ideas,
ing, and comfort is a major deseratum in
many authors became the “School
bedtime stories.” Alas, the genre set out to
Teacher Absolute, a fate that would befall
do more than rock us to sleep.
so many later sf writers - Heinlein, Asimov,
Bradbury, Le Guin, Delany-that it must be
The market now mirrors his withering
considered an occupational hazard.” It can analysis. Despite his assertion that “three
carry a writer away. Disch sees the later
or four slots on the best-seller lists are occu
work of Philip K. Dick, particularly the im
pied by SF titles,” in fact their occupants
portant VALIS, cis “madness recollected in a are fantasy tomes, media tie-ins and Mi
state of borderline lucidity.” The lecture
chael Crichton clones, not actual sf at all.
becomes a sermon.
Only one true sf novel I can recall from the
1990s made the lists for long, Arthur
Such faults go with the territory, but
Clarke’s 3001, a media-driven sequel to a
they do not dominate it. The true strength
sequel to a sequel.
of the genre lies in its power to convince by
imagining. “A theory can be controverted;
Indeed, Disch believes that once space
a myth persuades at gut level.”
travel, sf s grand metaphor, proved to
mean long voyages to inhospitable places,
We sf writers cure often great makers of
the genre reverted to fantasy-like motifs.
myth, some lifted from written sf and farted
There is truth in this, both in the rise of
up for visual media consumption. Star
genre fantasy in books (now plagued with
Trek is notorious for looting the more
a numbing sameness and endless trilogies)
thoughtful work of writers for their striking

[Linda Michaels]

and in the ascendance of Joseph Campbell
(savant of the mythic archetype theory of
storytelling, as used by George Lucas in
Star Wars) over John W. Campbell
(tough-minded editor of Astounding
magazine, the font of sf s Golden Age, yet
also the crucible of Scientology and crank
ideas like the infamous Dean Drive).

This retreat from an observable fact that the real moon is indeed a harsh mis
tress - to Disch signals the end of sf s best
days. He scorns the Heinlein-Poumelle
wing of hard sf (“Space is like Texas, only
larger”), not distinguishing between liber
tarian and conservative elements. Disch’s
own politics are not easily unfolded from
his novels, but he does dislike militarism,
and seems to view a benevolent state run
by people much like himself with pleasure.
Still, the rigor of sf s ongoing interned
discussions appeals to him, and he nods
approvingly at the “Killer Bs” of myself,
Bear and Brin. He confesses a fondness
for that seminal work of strict physical ex
ploration, Hal Clement’s HEAVY PLANET.
Conceptual adventures without a political
agenda, as with Arthur Clarke, refresh him.

Certainly, “hardness” in the sense of
scrupulous concern for the facts and meth
ods of science remains for Disch and many
others the core of the field, and its always
hopeful promise. Hardness has been ap
propriated by some for political hard-nosed
analysis, often with a libertarian bias,
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sometimes even for a conservative one this last a seeming contradiction, for a
“literature of change.”

Need this be so? I find the quantity of
fine written sf has never been higher, coun
ter-balancing the media tie-in clones. This
goes little noticed in the windy passage
ways of the literary castles, for the division
of that Wells-James debate persists.

On some issues he closes ranks with vir
tually all other sf writers. Disch deplores the
recent razoring of literature by critics - the
tribes of structuralists, post-modernists, de
Clement’s world-building took us to far
constructionists. To many sf writers, “post
exotica, to meet the strange face to face.
modern” is simply a signature of exhaus
Indeed, aliens are the most pointed sf mo
tion. Its typical apparatus - self-reference,
tif. “If God can’t be coerced into breaking
The media-tied series books typically
heavy dollops of obligatory irony, selfhis silence, at least he can send emissar
sell less well with time, unlike creative series
conscious use of older genre devices, pas
ies,” Disch’s neat compression of science’s (Sue Grafton’s, Patrick O’Brien’s) whose
tiche and parody-betrays lack of invention,
failure to reveal the holy, and sf s literary
readership rises, putting them on the best
of the crucial coin of sf, imagination. John
attempt to find it metaphorically in the
seller lists after many novels. This opposite
Barth’s GILES GOAT BOY tried to envision
alien. Aliens are only passingly interesting
gradient suggests conceptual exhaustion,
the future university and now seems an
to see; what one wants to do is talk to
the market not refertilizing. Thus are genres
tiquely narrow. Philip K. Dick’s identity
them, sense the strangeness of another
depleted and cast aside, as was the west
anxieties resonate with postmodernists,
mind.
ern.
though, so there is some overlap.
Yet this is not the focus of the movies
Perhaps this comes in part because
Some deconstructionists have attacked
and TV, which have turned sf s aliens into
there are few feedback loops carrying in
science itself as mere rhetoric, not an or
formation-dense
dialog.
The
media
tie-ins
horror shows or neat parables. “Screen
dering of nature, seeking to reduce it to the
writers do not have the luxury that novel
have their Star Trek conventions, but they
status of the ultimately arbitrary humani
ists enjoy of taking the time to explain
are isolated from the larger sf genre discus
ties. Most sf types find this attack on em
things, to pose riddles and work them out,
sion. Further, there is a curious mismatch
piricism a worn old song with new lyrics,
to think. Such bemusements can be the
between the reviewing media and the
quite retro.
glory of sf (as of the deductive mystery, an reading public. One would expect an effi
other genre poorly served by film)” but we cient market to shape book reviewing to
At the core of sf lies the experience of
see it seldom in the torrent of special effects the great strengths of contemporary Amer science. This makes the genre finally hos
circuses pouring from our screens.
ica: many genres, from the hardboiled de tile to such fashions in criticism, for it val
tective to cutting-edge sf and techno
ues its empirical ground. Deconstruction
In the late 1990s we have entered an
thrillers, on to wispy, traditional fantasy.
ism’s stress on contradictory or self-con
era when special effects can show us just
Yet sf particularly is seldom noticed outside tained internal differences in texts, rather
about anything, sometimes at surprisingly
its own few magazines, except when Holly than their link to reality, often merely leads
little cost. This could liberate sf in the arena
wood steals its innovations, often without
to a literature of empty word games.
by which it is increasingly judged, the vis
credit.
ual. The trick is to combine ever-bigger
Sf novels give us worlds which are not
spectacles with real thinking, historically a
In the end, Disch seems saddened be
to be taken as metaphors, but as real. We
tough job.
cause the energy of the New Wave, just
are asked to participate in wrenchingly
breaking when he entered the field in the
strange events, not merely watch them for
I believe this to be the great challenge
1960s, hissed away into the sands of time.
clues to what they’re really talking about.
to the genre: to use its insights and meth
Sf pursues a “realism of the future” and so
But the legacy of his generation is deeper,
ods to reach the huge potential audience
raising the net in the genre’s perpetual ten does not take its surrealism neat, unlike
with more than simple beings. The western
nis match between conventional literature’s much avant-garde work which is easily
made such a transition in the 1950s, pro
subtle, stylish stamina versus sf s blunt, in
confused with it. The social-realist followers
ducing its highest works (High Noon, The
tellectual energies.
of James have yet to fathom this. The Mars
Searchers, Shane) before running out of
and stars and digital deserts of our best
conceptual gas.
True, Disch’s fellow New Wave march
novels are, finally, to be taken as real, as if
ers - Joanna Russ, Samuel Delany, Harlan
to say: life isn’t like this, it is this.
Written sf may have lesser prospects.
Ellison, J. G. Ballard - have largely dug in
Media tie-in work fills a (thankfully) sepa
and fallen silent, but the advance of hard sf
The best journeys can go to fresh
rate section of the sf division in the larger
after them used weaponry they had de
places, not merely return us to ourselves.
book stores. In the rising tide of media
vised. From Clement’s beginning, hard sf
Despite Disch’s sad eulogy for the genre’s
spinoff novels and “sharecropping” of
has fashioned a whole armament of meth past which he considers its high point, I
imaginative territories pioneered by early
ods, some of which mainstream mavens
suspect there are great trips yet to be
greats, Disch sees the genre’s probable
like Tom Clancy, and savvy insiders like
taken. But indeed, they will require cour
fate: “more of the same and more of the
Larry Niven and Jerry Poumelle, have built age.
sameness.”
into rich provinces of their own.
— Gregory Benford
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[Mike Gilbert]

A Most Uncommon Man

by Lloyd Arthur Eshbach
Edward E. Smith apart
ual reading of Argosy and All-Story, gen
ment in Washington, D.C. The time - an
eral fiction magazines of the period which
oppressively hot July evening in 1915.
featured such esoteric fare, objected that
Jeannie and Ted Smith were entertaining
this would require love interest which he
their neighbors from across the hall, Carl
didn’t think he could handle. At this point
and Lee Garby. Both Garby and Smith
Lee Garby volunteered to take care of that
were chemical engineers working at the U. part of the job, whereupon serious discus
S. Bureau of Standards. Electric fans were sion began.
going full blast, but they did little to counter
That was the beginning of THE SKY
the sticky heat of mid-summer Washington. LARK OF SPACE and the science fiction ca
In the midst of small talk Ted exclaimed,
reer of E. E. “Doc” Smith. The writing pro
“Right now I’d like to be far out in inter ceeded briskly for a number of months,
stellar space in some solar system a million then interest waned. After several years light years away from here where it’s cool!” in 1918 - Smith picked up the threads, the
This led to an extended discussion
Garbys having moved away, and with Mrs.
about the possibilities of space travel, dur
Garby’s blessing completed the space epic.
ing which Garby suggested that Ted Smith
When SKYLARK was published in
put his ideas into a story. Smith, who was
Amazing Stories in 1928, after collecting
familiar with space stories through his cas
rejections for a decade, Hugo Gemsback
THE SCENE - the

wrote in his blurb: “...We just feel as if we
must shout from the housetops that this is
the greatest interplanetarian and space fly
ing story that has appeared this year. In
deed it probably will rank as one of the
great space flying stories for many years to
come....”
Gemsback was a prophet. “Doc”’
Smith in his first effort at fiction writing had
invented a new kind of science fiction atomic energy as a means of space ship
propulsion - faster-than-light travel - inter
stellar exploration and conflict - stories
which imparted a feeling of wonder, a
sense of the cosmic vastness of the uni
verse. And Doc used science - current,
authentic science. In a story completed in
1918 he made intelligent use of Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity, which, though its basis

[Originally published in Absarka 10, July 1998, edited by Curt Phillips]
[Stuart Gilson]
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was announced in 1905, had not been
published until 1917. Space fiction had
never been written as Doc wrote it.
Gemsback, by the way, was responsible
for the Ph.D. appearing on the byline.
When he learned on inquiry that Smith
had an earned Doctorate in organic chem
istry he promptly exploited the fact to em
phasize the “science” in the “scientifiction”
he was publishing.
Technically it can be argued that deep
space stories by Edmond Hamilton and J.
Schlossel had been published before SKY
LARK appeared on the scene. It is true that
a few minor stories of this nature by these
authors had appeared in Weird Tales
prior to publication of SKYLARK but Smith’s
story was written long before the others ap
peared, and went far beyond their efforts.
THE SKYLARK OF SPACE was published
in 1928. Two years later SKYLARK THREE
followed; and in 1934 SKYLARK OF VALERON created a sensation when it was fea
tured in Astounding Stories, with
SPACEHOUNDS OF IPC and TRIPLANETARY
being published between the “Skylarks”.
These five space epics, or space operas as
such adventures came to be designated,
made Smith one of the most popular of SF
writers.
In 1936 THE SKYLARK OF SPACE was
published in book form by the very first of
the science fiction specialist publishers, the
Buffalo Book Company of Providence, R.I.
During the ten-year existence of Fantasy
Press I published ten additional Smith titles
in hardback.
In 1957 during a visit to the offices of

Pyramid Books 1 sold them on the idea of
issuing THE SKYLARK OF SPACE as a pa
perback, though I had not published it. It
appeared in 1958 by arrangement with
Doc - and to the best of my knowledge it
has been in print continuously ever since.
The other Smith books followed and the
majority are still in print. A new handsome
Berkley edition of the “Skylarks” appeared
in 1980. And a new generation of fans
continues to buy and read Doc Smith,
here, in England, and in numerous other
countries where translations have been
published.
I cite this history of Doc Smith’s space
adventures to prepare the way for that
which follows.
Many of the critics have not been kind
to Doc and his work. To put it bluntly, in
many instances they have been quite bru
tal in their comments. The Panshins call his
“novels” “crude”. Damon Knight refers to
his stories as being “obsolete”. Reference
is made to his stereotyped characters and
dialog, to his mid-Victorian views on sex,
and so on.
I think Doc defends himself better than I
could hope to. He once wrote, “Any sci
ence fiction story should be, first and last, a
story.” And he said verbally and in print,
‘I’m not a novelist - I’m a story teller.
Elsewhere* he wrote:
“One more-or-less-widely-known critic
dismissed my FIRST LENSMAN (no part of
which, as anyone familiar with the field
would have known, was ever published in
any magazine) as carrying all the crudities,
poor writing, et cetera, of its original maga
zine version! Another said of
my GRAY LENSMAN that it gave
him ‘alternate waves of incredu
lous laughter and dull, acid
boredom’ No doubt it did, and
perhaps the verdict of time will
be along the same line; but I’m
perfectly willing to take the
chance.
“To such critics a story, in or
der to be ‘adult’ and especially
to be ‘important,’ must be Freudianally perverted, a study in
abnormal psychology, or some
thing of the kind; as is shown by
the alleged science fiction of
which they approve. To be real
istic, the seamy side of life is the
only side allowed to appear.
Cleanliness and decency, if not
strictly taboo, are not to be
played up by any really compe
tent author. A story should have
no beginning, little or no plot,
the same amount of logic, no
science at all, and preferably no
ending. The more confused the
reader is after finishing the thing,
the better - this makes him re
member the story....

“Anything clean or decent, or carrying
as substrate a philosophy of life as a nor
med man thinks it should be lived is con
temptuously brushed aside. Space stories
in this category are called ‘space opera’....
“While I do not know exactly where the
boundary lines enclosing ‘space opera’ are
supposed to be, I believe very firmly that
many stories that have been so condemn
ed will be read and re-read long after the
so-called ‘adult’ trash.... will have been for
gotten.
“For space opera has no narrow limita
tions. A writer is free to let his imagination
roam. He can build his own universe to
order; people it as he likes; imbue it with
whatever philosophy of life he would most
intensely like to see come into being here
on Earth. He can bring to pseudo-life men
who in some respect or other are what he
would like to be; women he would like to
have bear his name and his children.
“Idealized? Certainly. Why not? To
idealize is infinitely better than to degrade,
and it leaves a much better taste in the
mouth.”
What can I add to Doc’s own state
ments? Though there was more than a
touch of sarcasm in what he wrote, the
quotation not only expressed Doc’s belief,
his philosophy - this was Doc! He was an
unusually intelligent, completely honest,
highly imaginative, thoroughly logical, and
very human gentleman - with the full
meaning that the word at one time implied.
Smith himself was reflected in his stories a most uncommon man.
In fairness it should be mentioned that
not all critics agreed with those Doc
quoted. Even in the recent past Baird
Searles in Isaac Asimov’s Science Fic
tion Magazine, writing about David A
Kyle’s THE DRAGON LENSMAN, an author
ized addition to Doc’s Lensman series,
commented:
“.. .This sort of long-after-the-fact mar
velous addition to a classic series enables
me to dig up the past of science fiction and
its wonderful works, which I think younger
readers should know about and would like
to know about.
“E. E. ‘Doc’ Smith took action-adven
ture about as far as it could go - only
Edmond Hamilton equaled him in tossing
whole worlds around the galaxy - but not
even he ever matched the conceptual
hugeness of Smith’s Lensman series....”
That same “conceptual hugeness” is
found in SUBSPACE ENCOUNTER, which
like the Lensman tales is a superman story.
On March 14, 1962 Doc wrote:
"... This thing of handling the superman
leads us directly to what I am now doing. It
is fairly well known, I think, that before I
start on a new project I study everything I
can find on the subject and try to write
something new and different. Thus, before
I started to outline the Lensman series I

‘Introduction to MAN OF MANY minds by E. E. Evans
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studied, all the cops-and-robbers stories in
all the SF magazines back to 1926 and sev
eral hundred main-line stories on the same
subject.
“Similarly with the superman. I have
read everything I could conveniently
reach.... In my attempt to work out some
thing new in the superman line, I devel
oped a new universe; that of the SUB
SPACE series. This was introduced (con
trary to my usual technique) by a novelette,
‘Subspace Survivors’, which appeared
in the July 1960 Astounding. The con
tinuation, a novel that will be named Sub
space something-or-other, is what I’m
working on now. Have been for a couple
of years. I expect to finish it by the end of
May 1962 and will submit it to Campbell.
Of course I don’t know whether he’ll accept
it or not, but I rather suspect he will.”
Campbell wanted extensive changes
made; Doc refused; Canaveral Press pub
lished it in book form as SUBSPACE EX
PLORERS in 1965.
“I tried to put all the stuff I had in mind
into one book,” Doc continued, “but it
couldn’t be done; so there’ll have to be one
more.’
SUBSPACE ENCOUNTER is that “one
more” book.

Doc Smith’s fans are still
legion. Far from being forgot
ten, the creator of at least four
distinct universes is now hon
ored with his own annual SF
convention, the Moscon. The
first of these was held in 1979
at Moscow, Idaho, home of
the University of Idaho from
which Smith was graduated in
1914. His daughter Verna,
Guest of Honor (with SF artist
Alex Schomburg) at the first
Moscon concluded her key
note address by quoting
Frederik Pohl in Worlds of If
when he reported Doc’s pass
ing:
“Doc was the first. No one
ever before had sent his char
acters racing into the un
known worlds of unknown
galaxies to meet and to learn
from - or to battle - strange
peoples and new forms of sci
ence. Doc showed all the rest
of us the way; and now he
has just gone on ahead to see
for himself.”

—Lloyd Arthur Eshbach
As is probably mentioned elsewhere in this issue, “Time
binders” - the on-line fanhistory “discussion” group - has a Now, after all that, I must admit to not being the world’s most
Lot to Atone for, and must share a fair amount of ‘blame’ for vocal Doc Smith fan. I suppose it was all a matter of timing.
any perceived “lateness” of this issue.
Perhaps it was all the library had, or perhaps I started in the
Nearly a week after I signed-up, having received nothing (then, late fifties, very meagre) SF section alphabetically, but
in return, I e-mailed Laurie Mann ... plaintively asking what I the first “world-wrecker” novel I read was John W. Camp
had done “wrong”.... Relax, she said; just a lull. Was she bell’s THE incredible planet. God, did I love that book; I
ever right. Later that same day, a solitary message popped can’t begin to guess at how many times I reread it, but cer
in my carefully set-up Timebinders “folder”. It asked, as I re tainly more times than any other novel - with the possible
call, what others consider “the most significant fanzine of the exception of the mysterious island. [It took me more than
50s".
The Timebinders folder(s) [now three] have been a decade to track down a copy of Campbell’s ‘prequel’, the
bursting ever since.
mightiest machine. I enjoyed it, but have only read it once.]
That initial (to my tenure) message was from Curt Phil
I know that Campbell owed a lot to Doc Smith, but by the
lips. I wasn’t familiar with him before, and while I certainly time I did get around to reading Smith (and early Ed Hamil
Don’t Agree with him on a lot of things, I was intrigued ton), I must admit that I found them, well, slightly archaic in
enough by his posts to send him a copy of OW69 - and to comparison. Like I said, all a matter of timing.
request copies of his apazine for the Pulp Era Amateur Press
Two of the most valued items on my SF shelf are the
Society. He sent two, and the second contained the facsim Fantasy Press edition of the incredible planet - and what
ile transcript of the Eshbach article.
may be a unique copy of the mightiest machine: the dust
No fool I - (and even though this issue was Officially jacket indicates that it is from “F.F.F. Publishers” - but the ti
Closed), I immediately e-mailed Curt, asking for permission tle page says that it was published by the Hadley Publishing
to reprint the article. He not only graciously, responded, but Company, of Providence, R.l. ... and the copyright page
put me in touch with Lloyd Eshbach (who also willingly gave [1947] just says Hallady Inc., East Providence, 14 R.l. I may
his permission).
have known the reason for all this when I acquired that copy,
This is the first direct benefit to you, the non-wired reader, but I certainly don’t now....
from my immersion in the oft-times trivial, but just-enoughOne more, slight, diversion: At my very first SF conven
times-fascinating World of Timebinders. I have the feeling it tion - the 1962 Chicago Worldcon, while I did have the
won't be the last....
wherewithal to acquire several $3 & $4 Virgil Finlay originals
(since, in a moment of foolishness, sold) - I had to drop out
Curt’s introduction to his version:
of the bidding on the one item I really, really, wanted:
One of the nicest parts of last year’s Pulpcon was meeting Lloyd
An unpublished John W. Campbell, Jr. novel mss. - set,
Arthur Eshbach again. He was a terrific guest and I particularly as I recall, in the same universe as the above two novels. I
enjoyed talking with him about E E. “Doc” Smith whom he have no idea who ended up with it - but I still faunch for the
knew both as Smith’s publisher and also as a close friend. At opportunity to read it...
my request (and thanks, apparently to a good word from Rusty
And, I don’t know about you, but I personally feel that
Hevelin) he sent this article on Smith which he wrote several Don A Stuart was a sell-out....
years ago but which he thinks has never been published until
now.
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by Skel
; VWs -from other VA>tlAs^
Being a bit of a bong-brain, I gener
ally try to avoid writing about SF. Under
standable really. There’s a terrific film,
nothing to do with science fiction, called
Teacher’s Pet, in which Clark Gable gets
the hots for Doris Day. That’s understand
able too. The film was made back in 1958,
but even watching it a couple of weeks ago
I still felt a reawakening of all my adoles
cent Doris Day Fantasies. You will note the
capital letters. Well, I was young then, and
if ever fantasies deserved capital letters,
those were they. As subsequently did my
Jean Simmons, Shirley Mad aine, and
Jane Fonda Fantasies (I was growing up ...
and no, Beulah Mae, those are not what
we mean by the term ‘expository lumps’).
But that’s by-the-by. I was telling you about
Teacher’s Pet. Clark Gable plays a
newspaper editor who’s studied at the Uni
versity of Life. He has no High School Di
ploma even, and feels insecure around
‘educated’ people. To protect and bolster
his self-image he pretends he has no time
for these people, and that while they may
know a lot, they don’t know anything use
ful.
Well, to a degree I can empathise with
that too. In the circles in which I’m active,
the Group Computer Centre where I work,
and fanzine fandom, where I play, it often
seems that the only person I know who
didn’t go to University ... is me. When you
are The Inferiority Complex That Walked,
this can be a mite awkward, and nowhere
is it more awkward than in fanzine fandom
where just about everyone who puts pen to
paper majored in English Lit. I am firmly
convinced that if I try to join in the dis
course on SF criticism I will use the wrong
word in the wrong context, AND EVERY
ONE WILL LAUGH AT ME, or SNIGGER
BEHIND MY BACK! I will become an ob
ject of ridicule. Better by far to stick to fannish chit-chat. We thickies know our place.
Well, bugger that for a game of sol
diers!
I’m coming out of the intellectual
closet. In Teacher’s Pet the Clark Gable
character has to come to terms with this
chip on his shoulder. The newspaper has
a copyboy who worships the very ground
upon which the Gable character walks.
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The boy’s mother wants him to quit and go
to nightschool, so that he can get some
‘education’ and better himself, but he
won’t. She appeals to Clark to try and
make her son see sense, but at first he re
fuses. As I said though, he finally comes to
terms with his problem, and does the right
thing. He fires the kid for the kid’s own
good (I hope for Christ’s sake my boss
never watches this film!), and gives him this
big lecture about how you learn all the
really important stuff at nightschool. He
tells the boy that he, Mr. Hard-bitten Editor
himself, has always had to make an excuse
on social occasions whenever the topic has
turned to something vaguely intellectual,
and piss-off to the men’s room. He says
he’s spent the better part of his social life
either going to, being in, or coming back
from men’s rooms.
Me too. In fandom, whenever the con
versation has come around to SF or SF
criticism, I’ve headed for the men’s room,
metaphorically speaking. Well, no more.
I’ve gotta fight it (and does that make it my
“piss de resistance”?). Perhaps. A journey
of a thousand miles begins with a single cli
che. If Clark can do it, why not me? Be
sides, I want to tell you about a couple of
books I’ve just read.
Of course the fact that I should have
read these two books, back to back as it
were, with them both making use of the
same SF device, is sheer coincidence, par
ticularly given the years since they were
first published, but when you’re in my posi
tion, having received notice that Outworlds
70 is considerably more imminent than my
next creative idea, and Bill starts e-mailing
subtle hints and less subtle threats, you get
pretty desperate. Then, when coincidence
walks into the room, throws you a come
hither look over her shoulder and tantalizingly wiggles her ass in your face, you’ve
just gotta grab it. Know what I mean
squire? Anyway, the two books in question
are John Brosnan’s THE SKY LORDS
(Gollancz 1988, 314pp), and Phillip
Mann’s PIONEERS (also Gollancz 1988,
320pp), and the SF device they both make
use of is Genetic Engineering.
John Brosnan used to be a fan, and
published fanzines under various titles -

Scab, Big Scab, and Scabby Tales

spring to mind (hands up those who think
to detect some common thematic link), and
he may still be a fan for all I know, though I
haven’t noticed any fanzine activity from
him in absolutely yonks. As a fanzine writer
he was, contrary to any impression that
might be made by the scabrous nature of
his titles, a class act - one of the better fan
writers. On the evidence of this THE SKY
LORDS though, he doesn’t appear to have
carried over that excellence into the area of
professional SF. Even so, he’s OK The
impression I got when reading it was that it
was aimed at a juvenile audience, or rather
pitched at that level of sophistication, with
everything fairly straightforward and laid
out on the surface. Ilie feel of it put me
very much in mind of John Christopher’s
‘Tripod’ works like THE WHITE MOUNTAINS
and CITY OF GOLD AND LEAD, which were
intended for juvenile readers.
John’s novel is essentially more adult
than these, but this is offset by the fact that
the protagonist (the word ‘heroine’ is just
about the last you’d apply to her), is a total
and utter nebbish. Look, get the scenario she is a citizen of a City State with a popu
lation of, what 10, 20, 30 thousand? At a
fairly early stage the sky lords stomp the
piss out of the place, and there are but four
survivors. Needless to say, despite being
an incompetent smeghead, the girl is one
of them. Being an SF reader I am used to
willingly suspending my disbelief, but
really! If there’d been 29,999 survivors out
of the original 30,000 the smart money
would have been on her not making it.
Not to put too fine a point on it, she’s a
wanker.
Which is where the expository lumps
come in. This girl is such a klutz that the
situation and background have to be ex
plained to her (and the reader - Gosh, how
fortunate) at any and every opportunity.
During the course of the novel things are
explained to her by her mother, her father,
by a deranged Cyborg, by a genetically en
gineered immortal superman, by a com
puter, and even by a hologram. John of
course is too smart to stick it to us in one
unswallowable chunk. Instead we get ex
pository lumplets, in the hope that we
won’t gag. It works...just.

[Craig Smith]

Now I’m not very sophisticated in my
reading habits, as I was explaining earlier.
I read SF the way the average person
watches TV. I want to be entertained. I’m
happy if the Earth Empire Star Cavalry
rides over the Event Horizon in the nick of
time. That’ll do me, but even I could see
these expository lumps for what they were.
“Oh-oh”, I’d think to myself, and sure
enough along would come 2-3 pages of ex
planation cis to how the world got to be this
way. If I can see it coming, then anyone
can see it coming. Believe it.
In John’s genetically engineered fu
ture, against almost insuperable odds, his
protagonist wins through. Again, that’s fine
by me. I like it when the good guys (of
whatever sex) triumph. Colour me tradi
tional. I like the goodies to win and the
baddies to get creamed. Good guys should
win, and bad guys should lose. This ought
to be written into the small print of The
Universe, and doubtless would be if the
universe was the copyright of Steven Spiel
berg rather than God Software Services
Inc. The way it seems to be going though I
think the bad guys have all the best law
yers. The novel’s basic premise seems to
be that the Genetic Engineers (Oh irre
sponsible scientists, why must we ever suf
fer thee?) have screwed things up some
thing rotten, and the world has gone down
the tubes. Humanity, be it somewhat modi
fied, is morally outraged. Society, turning
its back on science and its face away from
the future, begins to regress. Some though
first fill their metaphorical pockets with all
sorts of technological goodies before climb
ing onto their high horses and riding into
the sunset that they mistakenly see as a
rosy new dawn. Accordingly they tend to
regress more slowly and less far, and come
out on top. Very much on top in fact, for
these are the eponymous Sky Lords, who
sail the skies in their hi-tech airships, and
hold the fragmented groundling societies in
thrall. Which is where we come in.
It’s been hundreds of years since the
Gene Genies escaped from science’s magic
lamp, and the sky lords are very much
lording it. Most of the airships are still fly
ing. Patched and bodged it’s true, much
deteriorated and way below their best, but
flying nevertheless. This is, if anything, an
even more far-fetched stefnal concept than
the genetic engineering. Certainly it must
be so to anyone who is, like me, a member
of a society whose most advanced technol
ogy can’t create a single domestic appli
ance that will endure even cis much as a
month beyond the date when its 12-month
guarantee lapses.
So, John takes this scenario and writes
a straight-forward science fiction adventure
story for the less sophisticated reader. He
succeeds well enough. My only complaint
is that he didn’t try to do more and, in fail
ing to fulfil his own potential, he sells his
readers short too. That’s a very personal
reaction though, and leaves me guilty of
judging not so much the book he wrote,
but the author himself for not writing a dif
ferent book... which is a very bad habit to

fall into. Watch it Skel! Don’t do it again!
On the basis of what he presumably aimed
for, he did OK. It’s a page-turner. If you’ve
nothing better to do.

“It ain’t what you
do, it’s the way that you do it. That’s what
gets results.” Certainly Phillip Mann could
be said, in his PIONEERS, to be working
with much the same conceptual clay, but
whereas John Brosnan was content to turn
out the equivalent of ‘A Souvenir from
Sunny Weymouth-on-sea’, Phillip is much
more ambitious. Both authors succeed in
what I judge they set out to do, but be
cause Phillip set out to do so much more,
then his success is correspondingly greater.
The main protagonist of PIONEERS is
Angelo, who we come to know and care
about, along with his friends, companions,
and their society, through the pages of his
journal. This journal is the evidence of
Angelo’s journey of self-discovery. He
writes very early on that “ ... it is a truth
that I am not quite human, but almost.”
Those two short words tagged on at the
end there carry a heavy emotional freight.
He is aware that he and his partner Ari
adne have both been ‘manufactured’ and
writes “Are we more machine than man?
That is a hideous question. It has the face
of death. For if we are more machine than
man, why give us life? Why give us con
sciousness? What manner of creator would
it be who gave us consciousness only so
that we could be aware of our own futil
ity?” A question, obviously, that tran
scends its immediate setting.
The book stands or falls on the char
acter of Angelo, and how real the author
can make him feel to us. Here’s a longer
quote this time, again from the early part of
the book:
THE old SONG GOES,

I am called Angelo. That is the only name
I have. I was made many years ago, though I
cannot remember my making. My first memo
ries are of myself as I am now. Ariadne has
likened me to an ape. That is something of a
joke between us, though it is a comparison
that has been made before, insultingly, by full
humans. It is the kind of name that is called
from a crowd and can be directed at myself or
one of my true confreres such as Bonniface,
Larum, Lindis, King! and Raven. Perhaps I
will write more about them later.”
I am like an ape ... a gorilla ... a ginger go
rilla, though I have a human nose, brow, fore
head and chin. Nevertheless I know I am
frightening to look at.
My strength is in my shoulders and arms
and in my low-slung pelvis. You would find it
hard to knock me down even if you were taller
than me which is unlikely. My legs are like
stumps of trees and widely spread so that I
walk with a rolling gait. Most of my body is
covered with fur. Why I am covered with fur I
do not know. The fur serves no function that I
can see ... unless it is to make me feel infe
rior. No, that is silly, but I will let the sentence
stand. Like Ariadne, I was created to do one
special job; to bring the Pioneers back. I have
often wondered why Ariadne was created so
beautiful and meso ... strange. But there we
are. In my work is my pride. Earth no longer
sends out full-humans to do its work. Full
humans are too valuable since the Catastro

phe and few of them have the stamina for
deep space. But I am the last of my kind too.
They no longer know how to make us. We
are, in our confined way, unique.
Do you have the picture? Whoever you
are? Well, there is one other thing you should
knew and which may make me real to you.
My right arm is normal and I can hold a pen or
work a computer or fire a gun. But my left arm
is a claw with three closing talons. In all that
matters I am completely ambidextrous, but my
left arm is the most sensitive.

Now that tells you a lot about Angelo, but it
also tells you quite a bit about the society
which made him. Not an expository lump
in sight. What exposition is required is
strained through tire filter of Angelo’s sensi
bilities and sifts gently down upon the
reader.
Basically, the Pioneers were geneti
cally modified people, the modification
making them super-adaptive. Then they
were sent off into space, to find new worlds
for humanity. Once they landed they
adapted to their new environment, if this
was possible, and having adapted they
proceed to shape that environment for the
colonists who will follow them. Only the
colonists never do follow them, on account
of the Catastrophe mentioned in the above
quote. Society begins to regress, though
more slowly than in John Brosnan s novel
because here science is not rejected. Un
fortunately the Catastrophe has glitched
Man’s germ plasm and the race begins to
go downhill biologically. But there is still a
source of genetic material untainted by the
Catastrophe ... the Pioneers, who were
conveniently off-stage at the time. And so
the teams are created, each of an Angelotype and an Ariadne-type, to go out to the
ends of the universe and bring the Pio
neers back. This is probably the most in
convenient sperm-bank ever devised.
Out the teams go, and back they
come, bearing Pioneers, and are feted by a
gratefill populace ... at first. Unfortunately
the scheme contains the seeds of its own
failure, because the Pioneers were de
signed to be genetically unstable and after
all these hundreds of years they are no
longer genetically viable when attempting
to cross-fertilize the basic human stock.
But, they’re the only game in town, so the
teams go out again and again, and as suc
cessive Pioneers prove to be disappoint
ments, and humanity’s hopes are dashed
again and again, people begin to turn
against both the Pioneers and their rescu
ers. As the spark of intelligence and initia
tive bums ever more feebly, society be
comes increasingly less able to support the
rescue program. Things are winding inevi
tably down. Then begins this novel, with
the journey of Angelo and Ariadne to res
cue Pioneer Murray, apparently Mankind’s
last hope.
PIONEERS is ultimately a very positive
and uplifting book. One shouldn’t over
praise it. I have read better SF novels,
quite a lot in fact, but I haven’t been intro
duced to, and made to care about, many
characters as well developed as Angelo.

—Skel
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.. .this is a ‘section’ I hadn’t envisioned, when
this issue 'closed' over the 4!‘' of July weekend.
Would that I didn’t find it necessary now....

Date:

Sun, 19 Jul 1998 19:00:38 -0400

From: Bill Bowers <xenolith@TRITIUM.NET>

Subject: Re: Robert A.W. "Doc" Lowndes.
To: TIMEBINDERS@SFLOVERS.RUTGERS.EDU

At 04:50 PM 7/19/98 -0400, Gary Farber wrote:

» The following letter was received by
»NESFA, July 19, 1998.
>[...]

» It is with regrets that I inform you of
»Bob's death Tues. July 14, 1998.

>This is extraordinarily sad news for the sf
>community, and a great loss to us. Those
>not familiar with his history don't know
>what they've missed, but I hope they find
>out: he was one of the greats.

for copyediting.
Then I was Went Away for a couple of
years; phraseology deliberate.
When I came back, I received a letter
from Doc, dated July 17, 1992:

"It's good to hear from you, and espe
cially good to hear that you believe that
you can continue on your edition of
Understandings'. I shall most certainly
give you as prompt and complete coop
eration as fm able. (It seems strange to
me that now in my old age, where my
time is running out, I don't feel in a
hurry about anything - except answer
ing calls of nature; whereas, when I was "Understandings"
younger, and had all the time in the
world, theoretically, I was notably impa Robert A. W. Lowndes [he always insisted
on the space between the middle initials]
tient.)"

The letter goes on to discuss an installment
of "Understandings" -- from his description
of epic length -- recounting his tour in the
Damn.
CCC, from 1934 into 1939 -- that he was
working on.
I'm not sure who it was, but someone recently
I never saw that installment, and in mid
mentioned to me that, when you see an
'93 I again absented myself from active fan
e-mail subject header listing only an individ
dom. When I resumed publishing a little over
ual's name ... you know what the message is
a year ago, the first mailings to Doc bounced.
going to say.
Eventually, through his sister, I found out
I was so hoping that, for once, this would
that, due to diabetes, he had essentially lost
not be the case.
his sight, and had been resident in a series of
I never met Doc Lowndes. Not physi
nursing homes. However, through her, he
cally. But it was my privilege to know him
said he'd love to receive what I was publish
for twenty-five years.
ing -- and he did, even though I never heard
I really don't recall the details of how I
anything directly. [I'd offered to provide
"inherited" him from Bergeron, but from
large-print printouts, but that was never re
"Outworlds Eight" [June, 1971] through
sponded to.]
"Outworlds 58" [9/18/88], it was my privi
I didn't really expect to hear anything
lege (not a word used lightly in this context)
back, again, but — until this posting, there
to publish twenty installments of his column,
was always hope.
"Understandings".
The death, last year, of SaM, Rotsler, and
He humored me, put up with my delays
others, was shock enough.
and detours, was always supportive - and
The death, on May 15 th, this year, of my
was always there when I came back.
friend, Jackie Causgrove, brought me up
In the late 80s we started working on put
short in a way few of you can realize.
ting the columns together for eventual bookThis doesn't help.
let/book publication. I retyped the first four
columns on the Kaypro, and sent them to Doc
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Ghod knows Hl always fritter and procrasti
nate and approach every thing I do from any
direction but head-on.... And I probably don't
have "time" for Usenets and nitpicking. But,
one way or the other, I _am_ going to publish
that volume of "Understandings".
It will contain the twenty installments I
ran, plus one additional - relevant -- article,
which we had received permission to incor
porate.
Begging the indulgence of those - myself
included - who don't like to scroll through
endless screens, Fm going to list the twenty
installments - just to give you an idea of the
"range" of Doc’s interests.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

[a review of "The Universe Makers",
by Wollheim]
[...on Ellison; ...on Blish]
[...on "2001"]
[...on four-letter words]
[.••Ezra Pound]
[.••& review of "Heat"]
[...on "Weird Tales"]
[...on "weird stories"]
[...on "interpretation"]
[...on censorship]
[.-the "October game"]
[...on early fanzines]
[...answers]
The Differences that Knowing Him
Made; A Sprawling, Subjective
Reminiscence of James Blish
The Health-Knowledge Years
[..."the Gemsback era"]
Hugo Gemsback's Science Fiction
League
Once More Into the Breach?
The Science Fiction League Tests
Feedback: Who Needs It?

"Who needs it? I do; and I think that every
one else who writes for publication needs it,
whether the writer is paid or is writing for
[William Rotsler]

Line, Sexology and Luz Magazines, and for
Gemsback Publications' Radio Electronics
Magazines.
LUNACON and BOSKONE, both science
I'm ever so sorry that I couldn't have given fiction organizations, honored him in 1969
and in 1973, respectively.
you more feedback, Doc. When you were
Mr. Lowndes was a member of the Lodge
here to appreciate it.
of Masons in New York, the Science Fiction
Writers of America, The Baker Street Irregu
lars, The Scandalous Bohemians of New Jer
Bill Bowers
sey and the Praed Street Irregulars. He also
acted in local community theaters in Sufifen,
NY.
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 20:55:56 -0400
He was an avid reader with a great
From: Sharon Sbarsky
knowledge of history and great lover of clas
Subject: Robert A.W. "Doc" Lowndes
To: TIMEBINDERS@SFLOVERS.RUTGERS.EDU
sical music.
He leaves a stepson, Peter Rogalin of
The following letter was received by NESFA, Glen Rock, NJ; a brother, Harry I. Lowndes
July 19, 1998.
Jr. of Kansas City, MO; a sister, Ruth C.
Lowndes of Middleton; and four grandchil
July 16, 1998
dren.
A memorial service will be held Sunday,
To the Friends and relatives of Bob "Doc"
July 19, at 2 pm in St. Paul's United Method
Lowndes:
ist Church, 12 Marlborough St.
Donations may be made to Visiting Nurse
It is with regrets that I inform you of Bob's
Health Services, Hospice Program, 1984 East
death Tues. July 14, 1998. He died of renal
Main Road, Portsmouth, RJ 02871.
cancer in no pain. The hospice volunteers
Arrangements are by the Memorial Fu
and the staff at the Village House saw to
neral Home, 375 Broadway.
that. I am enclosing his obituary.
He had so many friends that I do not
know. I took names and addresses from cor I sent copies of my Timebinders Post to
respondence, birthday and Christmas cards.
several others, on my e-mail List:
If you know of anyone I may have missed, I
would appreciate you passing the word.
Wm. Breiding [25 July 98]
I hope you will forgive a Xeroxed letter,
there are so many and I did want to get this
Bill.. . I just read your letter about Doc.. .it
out as soon as possible.
love as with those of us who contribute to
'Outworlds' and other fan publications, in or
out of the fantasy-science-fiction field."

Ted White also posted to Timebinders,
with memories of Doc. What follows is
an expansion of those posts.
DOC LOWNDES:

I have nothing but good memories of Rob
ert A. W. Lowndes. When I was fourteen 1
bought his prozines, FUTURE SF, SF
QUARTERLY and DYNAMIC SF despite
the fact that they appeared to be printed
on recycled blotter paper that accepted
only the crudest of illustrations well. They
were the pulpiest of "pulps," with ragged
edges and Rupture Easer ads on their back
covers, the text of those ads printed in red
and blue because these were three-color
covers and you got a muddy brown "black"
only by overprinting the blue and red, the
registration so sloppy that no one wanted
to try it on text. Cheap production values.
Lowndes was cursed for most of his
professional life with this sort of thing. He
was the first prozine editor of whom it was
said that he "made bricks without straw,"
meaning that despite meagre editorial and
production budgets he managed to hon
orably produce science fiction magazines
worth reading. His career as an editor had
begun in 1940, with the pre-war versions
of those pulps, and when his publisher re
vived them in the late forties he picked
right up where he’d left off. Lowndes had
his fellow Futurians to draw on, but pub
lished a much wider spectrum of authors as
is beautiful.
well.
His Columbia pulps mutated into briefSincerely,
Initially, when I "re-entered" fanzine fan
lived digest magazines in the fifties (SF
Ruth C. Lowndes
dom - basically your fault, Bill - I was very QUARTERLY hung on as the last —
cavalier about the deaths of fans, who
trimmed-edge — SF pulp to the late fifties)
seemed to be dropping like flies. Then I
and then died. But Lowndes incredibly
The Newport (RI) Daily News, Thursday,
started getting more fannish again. It
came back in the sixties with STARTLING
July 16, 1998
started getting harder for me and closer to
MYS TERY and other bare-bones-prohome — Gil Gaier, Terry Carr, SaM, Rotduction digest magazines (saddle-stapled
Robert A.W. Lowndes
sler, Jackie — and I started freaking out
with no spines), based largely on public
Newport -- Robert A.W. Lowndes, 81 of 70
(...)...! spiraled for awhile, and then
domain reprints intelligently selected from
Harrison Ave., a nationally recognized author came to grips. There’s going to be a lot of
obscure sources.
of science fiction stories, died Thursday, July this happening from now on and we’d bet
But what initially impressed me about
14, 1998, at the Village House Nursing and
ter get used to it. As best we can.
Lowndes was that he was the first, and
Rehabilitation Center in Newport.
I agree - with both you and Doc - -that only — until me — prozine editor to remain
Bom in Bridgeport, Conn., on Sept. 4,
it’s easy to be more relaxed about getting
active in fandom. His 1940 prozines were
1916, he was the son of the late Harry I. and things done as we grow older — yet, your
edited alongside his 1940 fanzines. He
Fannie Stevens Lowndes. He moved to New side glances and bouts of gafia fritter pre
didn’t make the usual either/or choice be
port in 1994 from Hoboken, NJ.
cious time away ... it’s an odd contradic
tween fandom and prodom. And for all his
Mr. Lowndes had worked as an editor in tion; I’m much like you, I kick myself in the life he remained active in fandom, as a
New York City for Gemsback Publishing
butt a few times and then I go back to be
contributor to this fanzine among others. I
Co., retiring in 1992.
ing what makes me be me, and people
admire that about him. He must have re
Mr. Lowndes attended Stamford Commu come and go, and some of them die.
sisted a lot of peer pressure from his fellow
nity College.
I certainly agree that Understandings
Futurians to largely abandon fandom as
He was primarily a science fiction writer deserves to be a single publication. I al
they had when they became pros.
and editor, and had been the author of five
ways loved Doc, though I doubt I ever let
My personal contacts with Lowndes
science fiction books. He was fourth on the
him know that, even in a loc to OW. He
were minimed. We met a few times at
list of Ten Most Prodigious Science Fiction
was one of my all time favorites. And if
Lunacons — and indeed I lobbied heavily
Magazine Editors and begun as one of the
anyone in sf/fandom deserves a researched for his Guest of Honorship at a late-sixties
youngest editors of science fiction in 1940
biography, it’s Doc — I suspect we would all Lunacon which I chaired - but I sold only
with Columbia Publications. He was then an be surprised to find out about the kind of
one story to him, "Secret of the City," co
editor for Avalon Books' Science Fiction
life he lived.
written with Terry Carr. It was based on a
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story idea I’d come up with in 1959, and
fanzines credited to Bob, dated from
had written in 1962. Terry rewrote it in
1938 through 1946. I suspect his output
1962 for sale to Avram Davidson at F&SF. is much more prolific than this list indi
In fact, he rewrote it three times for Avram, cates. They are listed below, for your en
at Avram’s request, but it never sold to
joyment:
F&SF. A few years later we sent it to
Lowndes, who ultimately published it in
Afterthought
Agen bite of Inwit
STARTLING MYSTERY. He liked it, but
explained that he wouldn’t be able to use it
An Open Letter to All Members
oftheFAPA
right away, since he had a tiny budget, and
Chartreuse and Shocking Pink
he paid on publication. Would that be
okay? We said sure. The story stayed with
Doctor Ashley and Mr. Lowndes
Fantahash
him for a year. We got nervous. Had he
Final Man, The
lost it? No, and in fact he’d scheduled it for
publication. It was finally published a year
Introducing the Vangard Ama
teur Press Association
and a half after we’d sent it to him. A check
Mind-Voices
for twenty or thirty dollars (which Terry
Moskowitz’s Farewell to His
and I split) arrived a few months later.
Greatness
Neither Terry nor I had any problems
Phantagraph, The
with this. We understood what Lowndes
(edited by R.W.L.)
was working with and we didn’t hold his
Science Fiction Terrier
tiny budget and penurious publisher
Science Fiction Weekly
against him. And a good thing, too, since
Storm Over Philadelphia
all too soon I’d be in shoes not unlike his,
Strange II
making my own bricks without straw.
Strange III
Unity, Democracy, Peace
Throughout everything, Doc Lowndes was
by R. W. Lowndes - CPASF
and remained a gentleman, in the best
(Michel, Wollheim, et. al)
sense of that word. He contributed a lot to
Vagrant, The
both SF and fandom, usually in the shad
Vanguard Amateur
ows of more famous peers, and his career
Venal
deserves to be remembered and cele
Vision
brated.
Vombiteur, Le
V-R Record Review
—Ted White
[Mon, 27 Jul 1998 12:41:01]

Good Night,

Michael W. Waite
105 West Ainsworth
Ypsilanti, MI 48197-5336

I only now realize how very little I really
knew about Doc Lowndes. I purchased most
of the Health Knowledge titles, and managed
email: sosadmin@tir.com
to acquire a few of the later Columbia maga
zines. To my regret, I don't possess any of
Fantasy, abandoned by reason, produces im his apazines - and a proposed "Under
possible monsters; united with it, she is the
standings ” installment on the Vanguard
mother of the arts and the origin of mar
Amateur Press Association was never com
vels. -Goya
pleted.
I am fortunate enough to possess, how
Sunday, July 26, 1998 ever, an autographed copy of three faces
of SCIENCE FICTION. This small book, is
Dear Bill,
sued in conjunction with his Guest-ofHonorship at the 1973 Boskone X [‘‘A BoI couldn’t sleep last night. I woke up at
skone Book; The NESFA Press; 1973”] is
2:00 am and spent two hours paging
basically a rewrite of Doc’s editorials from
through The Fanzine Index. Instead of
issues #2 thru #6 of Famous Science Fiction
counting sheep, I counted the fanzines
(Spring, 1967 - Spring, 1968).
published by Robert Lowndes.
The dust jacket of that volume contains
the nearest thing to a bio that I have avail
In case you are unaware of The Fanzine
able:
Index, it was published in five parts (Vol.
1, 12/52; Vol. 2, 1/55; Vol. 3, 2/58; Vol.
4, 8/58; Vol. 5, 11/59) by Bob Pavlat and
Bill Evans. The fanzines are listed alpha
betically. You have to read each entry
(145 pages) to determine who published
the fanzine. The time span it covers is
1931-1952 but it is not all-inclusive.
Great stuff, very entertaining. I found 23
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member of the Futurians and then
as a publisher of his own fan maga
zines. His long professional career
began in 1940 when he became the
Editor of Future Fiction, as pub
lished by Columbia Magazines.
By 1942 Lowndes had become
the overall editor (Literary Director)
of the entire chain of Columbia
pulps, which included Detective, Ro
mance, Western and Sports as well
as the Science Fiction magazines.
He maintained his position, with Co
lumbia Magazines, until the com
pany retired from the magazine busi
ness in 1960. In 1945, paralleling
his professional endeavors with con
tinued fan activity. Lowndes founded
and was first manager of the VAPA
(the Vanguard Amature Press Asso
ciation).
From 1956 until 1967 he edited
the Avalon Books Science-Fiction
Series. During 1960 Lowndes began
editing a new magazine for Health
Knowledge Publications. Exploring
the Unknown.

A while later he introduced The
Magazine of Horror, Startling Mys
tery Stories and Famous ScienceFiction for the same company. Pro
duced on the slimmest of budgets
these titles presented Lowndes with
an apt forum for extended discourse
and display of his expansive knowl
edge of Science-Fiction and the re
lated Fantasy Fiction fields.

...so much unknown. So much that might
have been.
In a letter dated August 21, 1988 - al
most ten years ago - discussing the to-beCollected "Understandings”, Doc wrote:
“What I plan to do for the ‘new’ piece
is an essay on women science
fiction authors in the age of wonder:
who they were, from what we can
tell from the magazines; what sort of
stories they wrote; editors’ ways of
presenting them, and how they were
received by the readers, according
to the letter departments. That will
call for a little research, of course,”

...if only I hadn ’t Gone Away/Been Taken
Away later that same year....

I don't know if I can say that Doc was my
“favorite ” Columnist - after all, there was
Susan; there was (and is) Jodie- but I looked
forward to each installment of “Under
standings ” with a neofan’s enthusiasm. Yes,
Robert A. W. Lowndes was born
certain Things In The Mail can still evoke
September 4, 1916. He became a
that feeling; but not nearly as many as once
regular reader of Science-Fiction by
was the case.
age 14. Although a regular contribu
Knowing Him Made a difference in my
tor to the letter columns of the pro
life.
fessional magazines from 1930 on
ward, Lowndes pegs his entry into
the active fan field as 1937, first as a

—Bill Bowers

My Books Read :
1991 thru 6/30/1998

[.. .In the Manner in Which They Were
Read, By “Author"]

1991
1992
1993
1994

*
*
*
*

48
39
84
104
Total:

1995
1996
1997
1998
485

'" 67
1‘ 51
’" 48
1U44]

Legend:
[a] = Anthology
[ab] = Autobiography
[b] = Biography
[c] = Single Author Collection
[nf] = Nonfiction

Leigh Brackett
No Good From A Corpse
The Tiger Among Us
An Eye For An Eye

Richard Brautigan
Dreaming Of Babylon
[A Private Eye Novel 1942] [‘72]
The Hawkline Monster;
A Gothic Western ['74]
Willard And His Bowling Trophies:
A Perverse Mystery [‘75]
Trout Fishing In America ['67]
In Watermelon Sugar ['68]
Revenge Of The Lawn [c] [‘71]
The Abortion:
An Historical Romance 1966 ['71]
So The Wind Won't Blow It All
Away ['82]
A Confederate General From Big
Sur [‘64]

David Brin
Robert Edmond Alter
Swamp Sister
Camy Kill

Isaac Asimov
I. Asimov: A Memoir [ab]

Linda Barnes
Coyote
The Snake Tattoo
A Trouble Of Fools
Steel Guitar
Snapshot
Hardware
Cold Case [‘97]

Greg Bear
Eon
Eternity
Hard Fought
Moving Mars

Gregory Benford
Great Sky River

Benford & Greenberg, Editors:
What Might Have Been Vol 1:
Alternate Empire [a]

Robert Bloch
Once Around The Bloch [ab]

Lawrence Block
The Sins Of The Fathers ['76]
Time To Murder And Create [‘76]
In The Midst Of Death [‘76]
A Stab In The Dark [‘81]
Eight Million Ways To Die [‘82]
When The Sacred Ginmill Closes
Out On The Cutting Edge [‘89]
A Ticket To The Boneyard [‘90]
A Dance At The Slaughterhouse
A Walk Among The Tombstones
The Devil Knows You’re Dead ['93]
A Long Line Of Dead Men [‘94]
Even The Wicked [‘97]
Sometimes They Bite [C] ['83]

"D. B. Borton"
One For The Money
Two Points
Three Is A Crowd

Earth
Otherness [c]

Fredric Brown
The Screaming Mimi [‘49]
Murder Can Be Fun [‘48]
Before She Kills [c] ['84]
The Freak Show Murders [‘85]
Red Is The Hue Of Hell [c] ['86]
Sex Life On The Planet Mars [c]
The Lenient Beast [‘56]
His Name Was Death ['54]
Night Of The Jabberwock [‘50]
The Far Cry [‘51]
The Dead Ringer [‘48]
Homicide Sanitarium [c] [‘84]
Thirty Corpses Every Thursday [c]
The Fabulous Clipjoint [‘47]
Here Comes A Candle [‘50]
Death Has Many Doors [‘51]
We AU Killed Grandma [‘52]
The Deep End [‘52]
One For The Road [‘58]
The Murderers [‘61]
Madball [‘53]
Mostly Murder [c] ['53]
The Five-Day Nightmare [‘62]
Carnival Of Crime:
The Best Mystery Stories
Of Fredric Brown
Edited By Francis M. Nevins &
Martin H. Greenberg [c][‘85]

Howard Browne
[as "John Evans"]
Halo In Blood
Halo For Satan
Halo In Brass
[as Browne]
Pork City
The Taste Of Ashes
Thin Air
Murder Wears A Halo ['44/'97]

Bruccoli & Lyman, Editors:
A Matter Of Crime - Volume 1 [a]
A Matter Of Crime - Volume 2 [a]

Matthew J. Bruccoli
Ross Macdonald [Bio] [‘84]

Christopher Buckley
Wet Work

James Lee Burke
John Boyd
Barnard's Planet

The Neon Rain
Heaven’s Prisoners
The Convict And Other Stories [c]

Paul Cain
Fast One
Seven Slayers [c]

Raymond Chandler
The Big Sleep
Farewell, My Lovely
The High Window
The Lady In The Lake
The Little Sister
Trouble Is My Business [c]
The Simple Art Of Murder [c]
Killer In The Rain [c]
The Long Goodbye
Raymond Chandler's Unknown
Thriller - Screenplay Of Playback
Playback
Pickup On Noon Street [c]
Raymond Chandler & Robert B. Parker
Poodle Springs

C. J. Cherryh
Heavy Time
Cyteen [‘88]
Forty Thousand In Gehenna [‘84]
Foreigner [‘94]
Hellbumer
Tripoint
Visible Light [c] [‘86]
Invader ['95]
Inheritor ['96]
Finity's End [‘97]

James Crumley
The Last Good Kiss
The Wrong Case
The Mexican Tree Duck
Dancing Bear
One To Count Cadence
Bordersnakes [‘96]

Samuel R. Delany
The Motion Of Light In Water [ab]

Jerome Doolittle
Body Scissors
Strangle Hold
Bear Hug
Head Lock
Half Nelson
Kill Story [‘96]

Brendan DuBois
Dead Sand [‘94]
Black Tide [‘95]

John Dunning
Booked To Die
The Bookman’s Wake [’95]

James Ellroy
Hollywood Nocturnes [c]

Steve Fisher
I Wake Up Screaming [1960 Revision]

Al Franken
Rush Limbaugh Is A Big Fat Idiot
[And Other Observations] [nf] ['96]

Dorothy Gardiner & Kathrine Sorley
Walker, Editors:
Raymond Chandler Speaking [nf]

David Gerrold
Voyage Of The Star Wolf
Star Hunt
The Middle Of Nowhere
Under The Eye Of God
A Covenant Of Justice
When Harlie Was One
-Release 2.0-
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William Gibson
Virtual Light

Gibson / Sterling
The Difference Engine
William Goldman
Heat
Tinsel
Control

Lisa Goldstein
A Mask For The General

David Goodis

The Burglar ['53]
Nightfall [‘47]
Cassidy's Girl [‘51]
Shoot The Piano Player
[Down There] [‘56]
Night Squad [‘61]
Street Of No Return ['54]
Black Friday [‘54]
Dark Passage [‘46]
Somebody's Done For [‘67]
The Blonde On The Street Comer
['54]

Kathleen Ann Goonan
Queen City Jazz ['94]

Joe Gores

Hammett
A Time Of Predators
Interface
Dead Skip
Final Notice
Gone, No Forwarding
Come Morning
Wolf Time
Mostly Murder [c]
32 Cadillacs
Dead Man
Menaced Assassin
Contract Null & Void ['96]

James Grady, Editor
Unusual Suspects [a] [‘96]

Sue Grafton
"A"
"B“
"C“
’D”
"E"
“F”
"G"
"H"
"I"
"J”
“K‘
"L"
“M"
“N”

Is For Alibi
Is For Burglar
Is For Corpse
Is For Deadbeat
Is For Evidence
Is For Fugitive
Is For Gumshoe
Is For Homicide
Is For Innocent
Is For Judgement
Is For Killer
Is For Lawless
Is For Malice [‘96]
Is For Noose [‘98]

David Graham

Down To A Sunless Sea

Richard Grant

Through The Heart

Colin Greenland
Take Back Plenty
Seasons of Plenty [‘95]
Harm's Way [‘93]

Joe Haldeman

The Hemingway Hoax ['90]
Buying Time ['89]
Vietnam And Other Alien Worlds
[c] ['93]
1968 [‘94-'95]
War Year ['72]
Tool Of The Trade ['87]
Worlds [‘81] [2]
Worlds Apart [‘83]
Worlds Enough And Time [‘92]
None So Blind [c] [‘96]
Forever Peace [‘97]
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Dashiell Hammett
Red Harvest [‘29]
The Dain Curse [‘29]
The Maltese Falcon [‘30]
The Glass Key [‘31]
The Thin Man ['34]
Woman In The Dark [ '33/' 88]
The Continental Op ['74] [c]
The Big Knockover ['66] [c]
Nightmare Town [c] [50]
The Creeping Siamese [c] [‘50]

Don Herron
Willeford [nf] [‘97]

Carl Hiaasen
Tourist Season
Double Whammy
Skin Tight
Native Tongue
Strip Tease
Stormy Weather
Lucky You [‘97]

Lynn S. Hightower
Alien Blues

P. C. Jersiln
After The Flood [Efterfloden]

Natalie Havener Kaufman
& Carol McGinnis Kay

"G" Is For Grafton [nf] [’97]

Katharine Kerr
Polar City Blues

Karen Kijewski
Katwalk
Katapult
Kat’s Cradle
Copy Kat
Wild Kat
Alley Kat Blues [‘95]
Honky Tonk Kat [‘96]

John Leggett

Gulliver House

Stephen Leigh

Alien Tongue
Dark Water's Embrace [‘98]

John D. MacDonald
The Good Old Stuff [c]
The Executioners
More Good Old Stuff [c]
Murder For The Bride
Judge Me Not
The Damned
Dead Low Tide
The Neon Jungle
Cancel All Our Vows
All These Condemned
Area Of Suspicion
Contrary Pleasure
A Bullet For Cinderella
April Evil
Border Town Girl / Linda
The Brass Cupcake
A Friendship: The Letters Of
Dan Rowan And John D. Mac
donald / 1967-1974 [nf]
Cry Hard, Cry Fast
You Live Once

Ross Macdonald [Kenneth Millerl

The Moving Target [Harper] [‘49]
The Drowning Pool [‘50]
The Way Some People Die [‘51]
The Ivory Grin
[Marked For Murder] [‘52]
Find A Victim [‘54]
The Name Is Archer [c] [‘55]
The Barbarous Coast ['56]
The Doomsters ['58]
The Galton Case [‘59]
The Wycherly Woman [‘61]
The Zebra-Striped Hearse [‘62]
The Chill [‘64]

The Far Side Of The Dollar [‘65]
Black Money [‘65]
The Instant Enemy [‘68]
The Goodbye Look [‘69]
The Underground Man [‘71]
Sleeping Beauty ['73]
The Blue Hammer [‘76]
The Dark Tunnel ['44] [Miller]
Trouble Follows Me [‘46] [Miller]
Blue City [‘47]
The Three Roads [‘48]
Meet Me At The Morgue ['53]
The Ferguson Affair [‘60]
Self-Portrait [nf] [‘81]

Loren J. MacGregor
The Net ['87]

Sharyn McCrumb

Bimbos Of The Death Sun
Zombies Of The Gene Pool

Jack McDevitt

A Talent For War ['89]
Ancient Shores ['96]
Eternity Road ['97]

William P. McGivern
Shield For Murder
The Big Heat
Rogue Cop
Night Extra
Very Cold For May
Odds Against Tomorrow
The Seven File
The Whispering Corpse
[But Death Runs Faster]
The Crooked Frame
Killer On The Turnpike
And Other Stories [c]
Savage Streets

Jay McInerney

Bright Lights, Big City

Vonda N. McIntyre
Screwtop
Starfarers
Transition

William Malloy

The Mystery Book Of Days [nf]

Barry N. Malzberg

The Engines Of The Night [nf]
Herovit’s World

Dan J. Marlowe
Hie Name Of The Game Is Death
Strongarm
Never Live Twice
The Vengeance Man

George R. R. Martin

Portraits Of His Children [c] [‘87]

William D. Montalbano
& Carl Hiaasen
Trapline
A Death In China
Powderbum

Walter Mosley
Devil In A Blue Dress
A Red Death
White Butterfly
Black Betty

Marcia Muller

Edwin Of The Iron Shoes
Ask The Cards A Question
The Cheshire Cat’s Eye
Games To Keep The Dark Away
Leave A Message For Willie
There’s Nothing To Be Afraid Of
Eye Of The Storm
There’s Something In A Sunday
The Shape Of Dread
Trophies And Dead Things

Where Echoes Live
Pennies On A Dead Woman's Eyes
Wolf In Hie Shadows
Deceptions [c]
The Cavalier In White
There Hangs The Knife
‘Till The Butchers Cut Him Down
A Wild And Lonely Place
The McCone Files [c]
The Broken Promise Land [‘96]
Both Ends Of The Night [‘97]

Niven / Pournelle / Flynn
Fallen Angels

William F. Nolan, Editor:

The Black Mask Boys [a]

Sara Paretsky
Indemnity Only
Killing Orders
Bitter Medicine
Deadlock
Blood Shot
Bummarks
Guardian Angel
Tunnel Vision
Windy City Blues [c]

Sara Paretsky, Editor:
A Woman's Eye [a]
Women On The Case [a] [‘96]

Robert B. Parker
Perchance To Dream
The Godwulf Manuscript
God Save The Child
Mortal Stakes
Promised Land
The Judas Goat
Wilderness
Looking For Rachel Wallace
Early Autumn
Ceremony
The Widening Gyre
Love And Glory
Valediction
A Catskill Eagle
Taming A Sea-Horse
Pale Kings And Princes
Crimson Joy
A Savage Place
Playmates
Stardust
Pastime
Double Deuce
Paper Doll
Walking Shadow
Thin Air
Chance ['96]
Small Vices [‘97]
Night Passage ['97] [non-Spenser]
Sudden Mischief ['98]

H. Bean Piper
Murder In The Gunroom [‘53]

Charles Platt
The Silicon Man [‘91]

Frederik Pohl
Stopping At Slowyear
Mining The Oort
Black Star Rising
Pohlstars [c]

Byron Preiss, Editor:
Raymond Chandler's
Philip Marlowe [a]

Bill Pronzini & Marcia Muller
Double ['84]

R. J. Randisi, Editor
The Eyes Have It [a]

R. J. Randisi & Susan Dunlap,
Editors:
Deadly Allies H [a]

R. J. Randisi & Marilyn Wallace,
Editors:
Deadly Allies [a]

Kit Reed
Fort Privilege

Mike Resnick

Soothsayer
Oracle
Prophet

Mike Resnick, Editor:
Alternate Worldcons [a]
Inside The Funhouse [a]

Frank M. Robinson

The Dark Beyond The Stars

Jack Seabrook

Martians And Misplaced Clues:
The Life & Work
Of Fredric Brown: [nf] [‘93]

Sarah Shankman
[as "Alice Storey"]
First Kill All The Lawyers
Then Hang All The Liars
[as Shankman]
Now Let’s Talk Of Graves
She Walks In Beauty
The King Is Dead
He Was Her Man
I Still Miss My Man
But My Aim Is Getting Better

Henry Slesar
Murders Most Macabre [c]

Julie Smith

New Orleans Mourning [’90]
The Axeman’s Jazz [’91]
Jazz Funeral [’93]
New Orleans Beat [ ’ 94]
House Of Blues [’95]
The Kindness Of Strangers [ ’ 96]
Crescent City Kill [ ’ 97]

Mickey Spillane
Kiss Me, Deadly

Allen Steele
Orbital Decay
Clark County, Space
Lunar Descent
Labyrinth Of Night
Rude Astronauts [c]
The Jericho Iteration
The Tranquillity Alternative [’96]

Cliff Stoll

The Cuckoo’s Egg [nf]
Silicon Snake Oil [nf] [’95]

S. C.Sykes

Red Genesis

Jim Thompson

Andrew Vachss
Flood
Strega
Blue Belle
Hard Candy
Blossom
Sacrifice
Shelia
Bom Bad [c]
Down In The Zero
Batman: The Ultimate Evil
Footsteps Of The Hawk
False Allegations [‘96]
Safe House ['98]

John Holbrook Vance

The Pleasant Grove Murders

Marilyn Wallace, Editor:
Sisters In Crime [a]
Sisters In Crime 2 [a]
Sisters In Crime 3 [a]
Sisters In Crime 4 [a]
Sisters In Crime 5 [a]

Joseph Wambaugh
Fugitive Nights ['92]
Floaters [’96]

Donald E. Westlake
God Save The Mark ['67]

Lionel White
The Killing

Harry Whittington
The Devil Wears Wings
Fires That Destroy
You'll Die Next!
Web Of Murder
A Moment To Prey
A Ticket To Hell
Backwoods Shack
Forgive Me, Killer

Charles Willeford
Miami Blues [‘84]
New Hope For The Dead [‘85]
Sideswipe [’87]
The Way We Die Now [‘88]
Pick-Up [‘55/’67]
Something About A Soldier
[ab][‘86]
The Burnt Orange Heresy ['71]
The Woman Chaser [The Director]
I Was Looking For A Street [ab]
High Priest Of California [‘53]
[plus 3-Act Play]
Wild Wives [Until I Am Dead] [‘56]
The Black Mass Of Brother
Springer [Honey Gal] ['58]
Cockfighter [‘72]
Hie Shark-Infested Custard [‘93]
The Machine In Ward Eleven [c]

Pop. 1280 [’64]

Wilson Tucker
A Procession Of The Damned [‘65]
The Lincoln Hunters ['58]
The Stalking Man [‘49]
This Witch [‘71]
The Warlock [‘67]
The Man In My Grave ['56]
To Keep Or Kill [‘47]
The Chinese Doll [‘46]

Scott Turow, Editor:

Guilty As Charged [a] [‘96]

Walter Jon Williams
Days Of Atonement

Jack Womack
Random Acts
Of Senseless Violence

M. K. Wren
A Gift Upon The Shore

Timothy Zahn
Cascade Point

Harry Turtledove
Earthgrip

Alice Vachss

Sex Crimes [nf]
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knew from Kidd’s Bookstore. It was
Tom who told me about the CFG, and
invited me to a meeting at his house
the next weekend.
At Tom’s meeting I met Bea again,
and it was there that I got to know her
and some of the other people better.
I kept going to meetings, and by
October knew people well enough that
Lou Tabakow offered to take me to
Octocon, which was then still held in
Sandusky. Lou drove; Bea was along,
George Wagner, and myself. I was 18
or 19 at the time, still living at home.
As I recall, it took a long phone call
from Bea to convince my mother that
it was safe to let me go off with these
strange people for the weekend.

Art Metzger
"I suppose the 1949 World Convention
was what really put Cincinnati on the sf
map ... It was at the Cincinnati Conven
tion that Ray Palmer hired pretty CFG
member Bea Mahaffey as his assistant
editor. (Ray was just getting Other
Worlds underway then.) Bea, as many
of you know, stuck with Ray until recently
when it became imperative for her to eat
more regularly."
—from "CFG as Seen by Bob Madle",
published in the Cincinnati fantasy group,
edited by Don Ford 1957

Like MANY OTHERS whose introduc
tion to Cincinnati Fandom was attend
ing a MidWestCon, my first encounter
with Bea Mahaffey was at the conven
tion registration desk, where her first
words to me, as she took my name,
address, and money, are forever

etched into my memory: "Oh, good.
Another local."
Since my main interest back then
was the Huckster Room, I saw little of
her the rest of the weekend. It was Fri
day, I had taken a bus to the hotel,
where I bought books from Rusty Hevelin and Howard Devore. Then I took
a bus back home.
I went back on Saturday and spent
more time watching and listening to
people - trying to figure out what there
was to do if one wasn’t buying books.
I knew a few people already. Dale
Tarr, who had introduced me to the
National Fantasy Fan Federation;
Frank Johnson (we had both been in
volved in a book collection contest
sponsored by the Cincinnati Public Li
brary); and Tom Krabacher, who I

"(Hank) Burwell, of course, had to show
Mahaffey how to drink the stuff. First he
put a small quantity of moonshine in one
glass. Then he put a large quantity of
water in another glass. He repeated the
procedure, and handed one set to Bea.
Holding the water on the ready, Burwell
cautiously brought the other glass toward
his mouth. When he finally maneuvered
the glass under his nose, he tilted his
head back and poured the contents
quickly into his mouth. His adam's apple
jerked spasmodically, and the water
quickly followed, chasing down whatever
taste there might have been. Mahaffey
did likewise, but if the moonshine gave
her a jolt she made no outward sign.
She swallowed it as impassively as if
Ray Palmer had just told her that he had
purchased another story from Richard
Shaver."
—from "The Convention Report"
(Chicago, 1952) by Richard Elsberry
- published in Opus 20,
edited by W. Max Keasler 1953

Bea and
I became closer friends, and when she
moved into an addition built onto her
sister’s house I grew close to the rest of
her family: Pat and Jack, her sister and
brother-in-law; Vickie and Jackie, her
niece and nephew. In time they be
came more like family to me than my
own. Thanksgivings, Christmas and
New Years Eves, other holidays, were
all spent there.
Soon after Steve and Denise Pars
ley-Leigh joined the CFG a few of us
became interested in gaming. First a
LORD OF THE RINGS strategy game,
played at Bea’s house with Steve and
Denise, Ric Bergman, Leo and Karen
OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS

Illustrations by Bea Mahaffey, from Laughing Osiris, New Series #3
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Borgman, Jackie, and myself. Those
games led to role-playing, and Dun
geons & Dragons. Once a week, first
at Bea’s, then next door in her sister’s
(larger) living room.

"Dungeons & Dragons. Roleplaying ...
And the gentle Bea, who would probably
set milk out for cockroaches and over
whose head the muzzy outline of a halo
sometimes appears: even she can be
stern and forbidding. Three orcs; weap
onless, lost, and captured - the party
looks to the cleric Dorian (who speaks in
Bea's contralto tones), and Dorian
shrugs his shoulders. "Kill 'em." It
probably set back Dorian's impending
sainthood a century or so..."
—Stephen Leigh, from Graymalkin 4 1979
— edited by Denise Parsley Leigh

1979. THE CFG, THE D&D GAMES.
An actual for real social life. Still living
at home, but more and more uncom
fortably. Trying to figure out how to
move away. Trying to learn to drive.
Trying to get a car of my own. And,
most of all, trying to break away from a
dangerously over-protective mother af
ter 27 years. A mother who was bit
terly opposed, at the time, to my hav
ing any kind of life of my own.
Don Carter had taught me to drive.
Steve Leigh had taken me car shop
ping. We found something fairly
quickly. I made a small down-pay
ment, gave the dealer all my credit in
formation, and they said they would
hold it. It was, of course, my first car I needed a cosigner. I would ask my
mother the next day. I had a good job,
I’d already passed the driving test surely she would do that for me.
My mother was already in bed
when I got home that night. Already at
work when I got up the next morning.
It was snowing heavily, she’d gotten a
ride to work with a friend. Her car was
still in the driveway; a note on the
kitchen table said that I was not to use
it.
I wasn’t in the best shape back
then - lots of health problems, lots of
stress, lots of anti-depressants.
I was sick when I got up that morn
ing. I needed to be able to tell the car
dealer I had a cosigner by the time
they finished the credit check. I needed
the car - a step toward finally getting
out on my own.
I decided to call my mother at work.
I’d feel better, I thought, once that was

come over, and apologized again for
bothering her so early.
That’s all I said for awhile - I didn’t
know what to say. Bea said I didn’t
have to talk if I didn’t want to - that I
could just sit there as long as I wanted.
Excerpt from Personal Journal There really wasn’t anything in par
early February, 1979
ticular that made me feel as bad as I
When I got off the phone I broke down did - it’s just that everything that had
completely. I started crying and could been going on had hit me all at once n’t stop. When I finally made myself
and I just needed to be with someone.
settle down a little I was afraid to be by Bea asked me if I was afraid that I
myself. When I thought I could talk on wouldn’t get the car - then she paused
the phone without breaking down
and asked me if I might not be more
again I called Bea. I knew I would
afraid that I would get it. I told her that
probably be waking her up - but I had was probably closer to the truth - I
to talk to someone. I apparently had
could envision huge arguments with
n’t gathered myself together as much
my mother every time I wanted to go
as I thought I had - I started crying
out.
again as soon as I started talking to
Bea said it would be different
her. I told her the car was here and
though - that I’d be able to get away
asked her if I could come over. I think
from those arguments - I’d no longer
she said something like it would be bet be stuck at home depending on other
ter to call a cab, but I didn’t want to
people for rides. I would be able to
wait that long. So she said to be care
leave no matter what my mother said ful and to come over as soon as I
and that I had friends I could go to
wanted to.
whenever I wanted or needed to.
I don’t know how I made it over
there - there had been snow and freez IN THE END I did get my mother to co
ing rain all night. I hadn’t really driven sign - on the condition that I stop
in snow before, and I was terrified the
thinking about moving out (though I
whole time.
did move a few months later - a mat
When I got there Pat was just going ter, I believe of survival). I had a lot of
out her door to go to work. She had
support from other people during that
me go in through her part of the house. time, but I really couldn’t have made it
It was obvious that she was surprised
through it without Bea.
to see me, and I think she must have
wondered why I was bothering her sis
ter so early.
Excerpt from Personal Journal I went on through her part of the
March 8, 1979
house to Bea’s. Bea had seen me pull
up and wondered where I had disap
Last night before I left work Bea called
peared to. I thanked her for letting me and asked if I would mind stopping at

done with, once I knew for sure that
she would cosign for me.
She wouldn’t even talk about it.
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the grocery for her and then coming
over. I hadn’t been planning on doing
anything after work - so I found out
what she needed and told her I’d be
over.
As soon as I got off the phone I
called home to tell my mother that I
wouldn’t be home right away - that I
was going over to Bea’s. She sounded
totally disgusted and wanted to know
why I was going over there again. She
said that I’d better not be out late then hung up.
I left work right at nine, stopped at
the grocery, then went on over to
Bea’s. Bea wasn’t feeling very well she’d had a bad day and wanted some
company. I was glad that she’d called
me - corny as it sounds it’s nice to be
needed, and it’s nice to be able to do
something for someone who’d done so
much for me.
When we started talking Bea said
that Jackie had been sent home from
school early that day - someone had
shoved him and he fell back and hit his
head against a sink, and then fell and
banged it on the floor. Bea got the
phone call from the school; luckily Jack
was home to go pick him up. They
went to the doctor right away, fortu
nately it turned out to be nothing seri
ous, but I know it upset Bea.

throw it out of the window, but he isn't an took the call or if my wife took it and
exceptionally gifted actor."
told me. But I know I cried that night,
—from "The Convention Report"
for a long time. Bea hadn’t been able
Chicago, 1952); Richard Elsberry
to come to my wedding - she was on
oxygen at the time and it wasn’t easy
for her to go out. But the rest of her
Excerpt from Personal Journal family were there - Vickie read a poem
January, 1980
for us, Jackie was our ring- bearer. Pat
and Jack were there, a couple of rows
I guess it’s been almost three months
back. We stopped at Bea’s after the
now since Bea went into the hospital
for tests and found out she had cancer. ceremony, on our way out of town for
the honeymoon. Much as I wanted to
More tests, and she found out it was
stop and change first, Bea had threat
operable, but she wasn’t sure at first
ened to beat me with a frozen loaf of
that she wanted to have the surgery.
bread if I didn’t give her a chance to
She wanted to know all she could, all
see me in the tux.
the pros and cons, ahead of time. Fi
Bea was always there for me. I
nally she decided to go ahead and let
can’t count the number of nights I
them operate. I went to visit her sev
eral times while she was in the hospital, spent sleeping on her sofa when I
the first time with Leo and Karen, then needed to get away from what was go
ing on at home or when I needed to be
by myself, though there was a ten
with somebody. When I finally moved
dency to run into other people there into my first apartment she gave me a
Steve and Denise, Don and Tanya,
teddy
bear to keep me company George Wagner...One Sunday while
Jerry. I still have him. Although 1 don’t
she was still in the hospital Rusty Hevsee them as often, I still have the family
elin was coming down from Dayton to
she made me a part of. And 1 still have
pick up more of my books and he
my memories. Memories of someone
wanted to see Bea, so we met at the
I’ll miss every day of my life.
hospital and visited for awhile before

we went to pick up the books.
Bea was in the hospital for more
than a month before she was allowed
to come home. I was really worried
about her. She’s still not completely
well, but she looks and sounds better. I
still go over there fairly often, but I
never stay past nine or so so she can
get to bed and rest if she wants to.

"A major part of the afternoon was spent
sitting on the floor in the hall outside the
convention suite. (Walt) Willis was
there, and naturally attracting fans like
flies. The conversation was of a very idle
nature, and about the only thing of im
portance that was passed was Bea Ma
I WAS STILL MARRIED IN 1987, when
haffey's shoe. Tucker kept feigning to
Bea died. I really don’t remember if I

"I cannot imagine why everyone contin
ues to refer to Bea Mahaffey as the for
mer editor of Other Worlds, when she
has achieved far more fame in more re
cent years as the Midwest distributor for
hashish, di-lysergic acid, and pictures of
little boys in bus stations."
—andrewj. offutt; Laughing Osiris #1 1979
—edited by Reed Andrus, Leo & Rita Borg
man, Wayne Perin, George Wagner, and Art
Metzger, with Bea Mahaffey as Guardian Angel

—Art Metzger

c
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by Joel Zakem
It was my first experience with the
fannish phenomena known as “time
binding” .
I do not remember the exact year, but it
probably occurred between 1969-1971. I
had recently discovered fandom via MidWestCon and the Cincinnati Fantasy
Group. One day, I received a call from
Lou Tabakow.
Lou explained that Stan Skirvin, a for
mer CFG stalwart who had moved to Ari
zona, was in town for a visit and that a
bunch of the current members were having
dinner with him at Wong’s. Not wanting to
pass up an opportunity to expand my fan
nish horizons, in addition to getting a de
cent Chinese meal I told Lou that I world
be there.
I do not think that I was formally intro
duced to Stan, but that is probably because
I was more interested in the fact that Stan
had a daughter near my age. I spent much
of the dinner talking with her. Sometime
that evening, however, I found myself
speaking with Stan. He asked me where I
was from.
“Newport, Kentucky, “ I replied.
Stan then told me that he had grown up
in Newport, and he inquired as to the part
of town.
“The east side,” I said.
Stan then told me he had also lived on
the east side of Newport. I asked him if he
knew where Monroe Street was.
“I used to live on Monroe Street,” he re
plied. “What is your address?”
1 told him “615” .
“That’s the old Zakem place,” said Stan
without hesitation. He then laughed when
I told him my last name. I soon discovered
that Stan attended high school with my Un
cle Bernie and was one of his best friends.
This piece, however, is not about meet
ing Stan Skirvin. It is about the old Zakem
house.
On June 1,1998, a “For Sale” sign ap
peared in front of 615 Monroe. An offer
was made within a few weeks and, at the
time this is being written, it looks like the
house has been sold (pending financing). I
have mixed feelings. Even though I have
n’t officially ‘lived’ at 615 Monroe since
1983 (when I moved to Louisville), I still
consider it, in many ways, to be my home.
Considering the mobility of current soci
ety, the old Zakem house is somewhat un
usual. The three-story brick house was
built around 1899 and my grandparents,
and their six children (including my father,
who would have been seven or eight),

moved there in 1931.
There have been Zakems,
or former Zakems, living
there since.
While I was bom across
the river in Cincinnati and
had lived there for the first
few months of my life, my
father moved back to 615
Monroe soon after my birth
and my Mother’s death.
The household where I
grew up included my
grandparents (both of who
passed away when I was
twelve), my father, my aunt
June (my father’s sister),
my brother, and myself. Ex
cept for the time when I was
away at college in the early
seventies, I remained at
615 Monroe until I was 30
years old.
By that time, the house
hold consisted of June, her
husband Don (who she had
married in 1981), and my
self. My brother had relo
cated to Horida and my fa
ther had moved back to
Cincinnati after remarriage.
I, however, stayed, until moving to Louis
ville in 1983 to attend law school.
There were many reasons why I was re
luctant to leave. I tend to seek comfort in
the familiar and, even though growing up
in Newport did have its surrealistic mo
ments, the old house provided a very
strong sense of security. Moreover, family
has always been important to me, and 615
Monroe, with its large kitchen and ten-foot
ceilings, was where the family gathered for
special occasions. Besides, you do not
make much money selling records.
While not a fannish landmark, 615
Monroe is intertwined with my early con
tacts with science fiction and fandom. It
was a severed block walk from Newport’s
only used bookstore (now long gone),
where I discovered that I could trade comic
books for paperbacks. I could also make a
slightly longer walk (or take a bus if I were
lazy) over the bridge into downtown Cin
cinnati, where there were more bookstores.
It was at the Ohio Bookstore that I first met
Frank Johnson and Brad Balfour and
learned about MidWestCon (which we first
attended in 1968). A year later, Dale Tanapproached me at Pages And Prints and
invited me to attend a meeting of some-

thing called the Cincinnati Fantasy Group.
The rest, as they say, is history.
History, however, is often about
change. After Don passed away, June be
gan to realize that the large, three-story,
brick house was too much for her. Old
houses are nice, but they take a lot of work,
cis well as a lot of money. June recently in
stalled a new furnace, and she was looking
at extensive repairs to some of the walls
and ceilings. Besides, I was not ready to
give up my life in Louisville, such as it is,
and move back in.
Since the family, including myself, had
scattered, she decided the thing to do was
to put the house on the market, especially
since the neighborhood was changing and
the old houses were in demand. In fact,
even though the house might have eventu
ally gone to me, I urged June to sell and
move into something more manageable.
Still, while I know it is for the best, I cannot
help feeling sad. Even though 615 Monroe
is over a hundred miles away, in many
ways it is still my home.

—Joel D. Zakem
[Fri, 26 Jun 1998]
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by Frank Johnson
five years already?”
That’s the question I asked Bill when he
requested this piece from me. Every half
decade Bowers puts together an issue of
Outworlds with contributions from those
of us with a Cincinnati connection. Some
readers have complained that the connec
tion is stretched thinner than Jamie
McQuinn’s waistline (I hate it that he’s
stayed so skinny. And that’s after having
the two kids). Bill said it hasn’t been five
years and is not a Cincinnati themed issue.
In all honesty I forget the reason he gave
me as I was already thinking of what stuff
to come up with this time.
Certainly the town could use another
PR boost, even one that goes to such a
small, but select, readership. Currently
Cincinnati, the city of my birth, has begun
another lame brained national headlines
grabbing controversy.
Restricting this discussion to just recent
history, you’ll remember the Queen City in
the year 1990. Not for the Reds’ four game
sweep of the World Series from the “un
beatable” Oakland Athletics. But for a
handful of snapshots from the late Robert
Mapplethorpe.
Jump ahead a few years to the arrest of
a grandmother who committed a random
act of kindness - putting money into other
people’s expired parking meters.
Larry Flynt is back in town. You would
think that all the Milos Forman generated
giggles from the movie would tell officials to
let the publisher, and now downtown book/
magazine dealer, alone. Instead, the
county prosecutor has decided to protect
my morals by taking Flynt to court. Look, I
have no use for Hustler magazine and the
vast majority of people in Cincinnati don’t
either. I’d like to think that the free enter
prise system, and a lack of sales, will do
more than any legal action.
And let’s not forget the principle owner
of the Reds - Marge Schott. Not only did
she inspire column inches in newspapers
nationwide, Branford Marsalis recorded a
piece of music to Cincinnati’s number one
baseball fan: “Schott Happens.”
Now it’s the story of a woman who tried
to pay an overdue city tax of a penny - it
seems she was out of town when the tax
was due, something about the death of her
father - and was charged a $100 late
charge.
“You MEAN IT’S been
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Another all-Cincinnati issue of Out
worlds could only help to show that the

town isn’t just a bunch of nut cases.

So I’ve tried to come up with a suitable
opening for this piece, something with uni
versal appeal. After all Outworlds has a
reach that goes far beyond the borders of
the United States. There are people read
ing this in all sorts of other countries, in all
parts of the globe. What can I say, what is
the springboard that will instantly connect
with free thinking men and women in Eng
lish reading lands around world?

I SURVIVED SEINFELD’S LAST EPISODE!!
Even if you didn’t see that last show (and,
jeez louise, what balls it took to run it a sec
ond time less than a week later) or never
watched the show before - hell, even if you
never watched television- you heard about
it as soon as Jerry Seinfeld announced he
was calling it quits. You couldn’t miss hear
ing about it.
For weeks The New York Times men
tioned all the large scale plans that were to
be made for outdoor screenings (from Yan
kee Stadium to Central Park), alternating
those reports with the snootier celebrity pri
vate parties held that evening.
(Personally, I feel uncomfortable watch
ing tv in large crowds. No, seriously. It’s
the advertising. It’s one thing to be hustled
in your living room where you have the
power to turn it off, turn it down or leave
the room altogether. Quite another to be
done so in front of your peers. Besides the
medium is set up and programmed to
home viewing.)
I can’t recall anything getting the
amount of advance publicity that this one
television program received. The promo
tioned machine behind it all was incredible.
For the two weeks proceeding, it seemed
that every magazine eind newspaper tried
to cash in in one way or another. The
whole world seemed to focus in on this one
un-event with the intensity of a laser beam.
And you think it was now coincidence that
Sinatra’s death wasn’t announced until af
ter the show? Let’s be honest - until 10PM
East Coast time that evening, very few peo
ple would have given a rat’s ass.
The relentless hype that seemed to go
forever only served to make the actual

show that much more of an anti-climax.
Sure it was funny. Sure there were some
memorable bit and lines (George admitting
that he cheated in The Contest, Teri
Hatcher’s breathtaking entrance through
the courtroom doors (and that’s after hav
ing the kid)). And after way too many
Thursday nights of thinking that those peo
ple deserve to be locked up, it was mildly
satisfying. But in no way, shape or form
did it live up to the expectations generated
by the network’s unceasing promotion.
The other universal constant of recent
months is James Cameron’s Titanic.
Who would have thought the film would
become so incredibly successful on all sorts
of levels? And this is a movie where every
body goes in already knowing the ending?
Again there was an inordinate amount of
pre-release promotion, mostly about cost
overruns and missed deadlines. But box
office and Oscar results show that the
hoopla was at least, partially, justified in
this case.
Yes, I saw it one Sunday get-in-cheapbefore-6PM afternoon. Only once, thank
you very much. It was enjoyable and mov
ing. And damned effective in that it was a
bit of a downer for me. I won’t be watch
ing it again. Just like Speilberg’s Schin
dler’s List, the brightness of the human
spirit comes through the darkness of the
main event. But for me, the tragedy of the
larger background weighed most heavily.
(I should amend that last bit. Cameron
has been known to add extra footage to
video releases of his films. I enjoy his
works enough to watch it again if that’s the
case when it comes out this fall.)
One is also the number of times I heard
the Celine Dion song that is played during
the credits. In that sense I consider myself
lucky. But because I avoid listening to
commercial radio like the plague, I’ve been
able to also avoid hearing the most over
played tune since “Stairway to Heaven”.
However... since I work at a commercial
radio station, one of the remarkably few
that didn’t play the Dion single, I did get to
play Kenny G’s “smooth jazz” version six
times a week for what seems like an eter
nity.
And I should mention my one bitch I
have with the film. I contend that at the end
of the movie, after Rose dies and goes to
join Jack in the afterlife, she should have
gone back as the 102 year version. Yeah,
yeah, it’s the more Hollywood romantic
way of doing things. But Rose should have
gone back as her elder self to said to Jack:
“Thanks ever so much for saving me. I did
just like you told me and lived my fife to the
fullest for another 80 plus years. Let me
tell all the wonderful things I did while we
dance through eternity in this gorgeous
ballroom.”
Not being a teenage girl I can’t imagine
why anyone would want to see the film
more than once. It’s not a “fun” movie at

all, unlike Terminator(’s), Aliens, The
Abyss or True Lies. And I’m truly amazed
that the box office was record breaking all
over the world.
Which is part of the reason for the rerelease of Gone With The Wind. Why,
you might wonder, didn’t they wait until
next year to make a big deal for its 60th
anniversary? Ted Turner, owner of the
MGM film library, has been quoted as say
ing he wants his film to stay atop the infla
tion adjusted all time movie money list.
I remember the first time I saw GWTW.
Having read about this master work for all
these years, I was mentally psyched as the
light in the theater went low, the Selznick
Studio blazed on the screen and the al
ready familiar Max Steiner theme filled the
auditorium. After the title and opening
credits were finished, I was ready to be
transported to the glory days of the Ameri
can South via the glory days of the Holly
wood studio.
I wasn’t ready for the first face on the
screen to be that of....Superman.
Admit it - if you grew up in the 1950’s
like I did that opening close up of George
Reeves was an odd sight for you, too. (A
more conscientious writer would take this
opportunity to explain this to younger
readers. I, however, will simply advise you
to ask someone a little older than yourself.)
Chances are it will be a younger person
who will look at the American Film Insti
tute’s Top 100 movie list and wonder
about the placement of, for instance, The
Godfather. How good could it have been
so highly numbered, the reasoning might
go, there were only three of those but there
were 17 in the Friday the 13th series.
I was surprised by the AH’s top choice
of Citizen Kane. I figured the more typi
cally sentimental GWTW and Casa
blanca would top the list. It was a good
thing to see KANE win giving deserved
credit for the film’s innovations and daring
(for the time). It was also a film with the
usual schmaltz and Hollywood hokum that
made the period so enduring.
During the 3 hour countdown, I watch
ed the names of directors, producers,
screenwriters and actors go by, but I no
ticed a lack of appropriate credit for the
music composers. Admittedly these tal
ented people aren’t the real money makers
or the box office draws, but think of how
indelibly they’ve have marked some of the
great cinematic moments. You cannot de
tach the score from the pictures:
Marion Crane’s last shower and Ber
nard Herrmann’s screeching strings.
King Kong and his theme of descending
notes from Max Steiner.
David Lean’s sweeping vistas in Law
rence Of Arabia and Doctor Zhivago
and Maurice Jarre’s horizon stretching mu
sic.
Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly in the
real time western (please don’t break for

[Randy Bathurst]

commercials) and the
clock ticking tenseness
of Dmitri Tiomkin’s
score.
Speilberg’s bigass
shark and Williams’
two note bass motif.
Kubrick’s space
station and Strauss’
waltz.
The heroics of
Luke, Han and Leia
and backing propul
sion of Williams’ ap
propriately heavy
handed score.
((Here’s what it
was like at Ted
Turner’s house as he
was watching the AH
show: “I own that
one. I own that one. I
own that one. And
that one. I own that
one. Hey, hon, your
dad’s in that one. I
own that one...... ))
As you might sus
pect, I’m not your average movie goer. As
much as I might enjoy the work of an actor
or actress, the on screen people have
never been the reason to get my butt into
the seat of the local multiplex. I go for spe
cific directors, characters and stories. I
went to see Titanic because of James
Cameron, a consistent entertainer. I never
miss an James Bond outing. And the last
movie I went out to see was A Perfect
Murder, a remake of a Hitchcock goodie,
Dial M For Murder.
I even went as far as to watch the origi
nal the night before seeing this new one.
The merest basics of the original remain
and then after the first quarter, it’s a very
different story. Lots of fun and a few more
dead bodies, too.
Which brings me to my fined point of all
this. I’m getting older. Within the time I
started writing this and Bill’s deadline (see,
I made it after all, Mister Bowers) another
birthday passed. But that’s just an arbi
trary date. The signs of old age have been
creeping in. That A Perfect Murder is
one of the more satisfying films I’ve seen in
recent years says a lot. No explosions, no
T&/orA, and not a single computer gener
ated character. That doesn’t mean I still
don’t enjoy the profoundly stupid films like
Independence Day, the hip humor of
Men In Black or the cruel giggles from
Mars Attacks (when was the last time
such a large body count make you laugh
so hard?).
I just find myself looking forward to
more subtle things. Chamber works more
than full orchestra classical pieces. An
acoustic jazz trio or quartet over a more
populated synthesizer based band.
When I was watching a rerun of Ally

McBeal, the question of a naked Kate
Jackson came up. Supposedly she was so
old so that people wouldn’t want to see
such a sight. Obviously they didn’t include
me in that media survey. The point being
made that age was the factor and that
beauty/attractiveness/sexuality decreased
as the number of years increased. Yeah,
right.
With increasing frequency, I discover
that more of my co-workers have parents
younger than me.
1 do have one thing to brag about.
Somehow with the receding hairline, the
graying of what’s left, the thicker waist, and
All Night Fandom at cons meaning SAM in
stead of 6,1 silently chuckle at myself when
I see everyone around me wearing glasses
and contacts. Hey I used to wear correc
tive lenses when nearly forty years ago.
But my eyes got better.
So while it hasn’t been a full five years, 1
can still fill a few pages for Bowers.
(PS: I had planned to include a few para
graphs about my two weeks in the Hamil
ton County court system as a member of
the jury pool. But you know what? It was
too damned depressing. I was on a mur
der trial for the bulk of that time. And it’s
nothing like you see on television. Bochco’s Murder One came close to convey
ing the endless tedium of jury selection.
But on the tube, the photos of the de
ceased are always of the head and shoul
der variety. In real life, it’s full nude body
shots, head to toe, and close ups of the
gunshot wound. Maybe one of these days
I can figure out a way to present this fasci
nating life experience in some sort of hu
morous manner. I’ll let you know.)

—Frank Johnson
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MyCons
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

1962
CHICON HI
[W#l]
1963
MidWestCon
[1]
DISCON 1 (D.C.) [W#2]
1964
MidWestCon
[2]
PACIFICON n
[W#3]
(Oakland)
1966
MidWestCon
[3]
TRICON (Cleveland) [W#4]
[?]

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Ozarkcon
1968
Octocon
Philcon
Alpha 8c Omega
1969
MidWestCon
PgHlange 1
ST. LOUISCON
1970
PgHlange 2
Octocon
r70/'71?J
MidWestCon
1972
Maicon
1973
MidWestCon
TORCON n
1974
Maicon 9
DISCON H (D.C.)
Windycon 1
Philcon
1975
Maicon X
MidWestCon 26
Westeicon 28
BYOBcon 5
FanFair IH
Wilcon
PgHlange 7
Windycon n
Octocon
1976
ConFusion 12
Boskone 13
Maicon 11
Wondaycon 7
Baiticon 10
Autoclave 1
MidWestCon 27
Wilcon 14
Symposium 2
Riveicon 2
MIDAMERICON
(Kansas City)
PgHlange 8
Windycon 3
Octocon XIII
Icon 2
Chambanacon 6
1977
ConFusion 14
Maicon 12
Minicon 12
Kwintus Kublis 5

[1]
[1]

14]

[11

[W#5]
[2]
[2]

[51
[11
[6]
[W#6]
[2]
[W#7]

[11
[2]

[31
[7]

Hl

[31
[2]
[3]

[GoH]
[41

[1]
[8]
[2+1
[1]
[W#8]

[4]
[31
[4]
[1]

Hl
[2]
[51
[1]

[...moved to Cincinnati]

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

MidWestCon 28
Autoclave 2
Riveicon HI
Hippotocon
PgHlange IX
Windycon 4
Octocon 14

[91
[21
[2]

[5]
[4]
[5]
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1978
Maicon 13
[6]
MidWestCon 29
[W]
Autoclave 3
[3]
Riveicon 4
[3]
IGUANACON 2 [GoH]
(Phoenix) [W#9]
Windycon 5
66.
[5]
67.
Octocon 15
[6]
68.
Conclave HI
[1]
69.
Chambanacon 8
[2]
1979
70.
E/C2 ConFusion
[3]
71.
Maicon 14
[7]
72.
Lunacon
73.
MidWestCon 30
[11]
74.
Aichcon HI
[1]
75.
Spacecon
[1]
76.
NORTHAMERICON
(Louisville) [Nasfic #1]
77.
PgHlange 11
[6]
78.
Windycon 6
[6]
79.
Octocon 16
[7]
80.
Conclave 4
[2]
81.
Icon 4
[2]
82.
Chambanacon
[3]
1980
ConFusion 6*4,7
83.
[4]
84.
Hoosieicon
85.
INCONvenient .5
Hl
Minicon 16
86.
[2]
87.
Maicon 15
[8]
MidWestCon 31
88.
[12]
89.
Aichcon 4
[2]
90.
Spacecon 2
[2]
91.
Autoclave 4
[4]
Riveicon 5
92.
[4]
NOREASCON H [W#10]
93.
(Boston)
Octocon 17
94.
[8]
95.
King Con [T.M.]
96.
Conclave 5
[3]
Cham-Banana-Con 10 [4]
97.
1981
98.
9 Billion Names of
ConFusion
[5]
Maicon 16
99.
[9]
Rubicon
100.
[1]
INCONsistent .55
101.
[2]
102.
MidWestCon 32
[13]
Inconjunction
103.
Spacecon 3
104.
[3]
Riveicon 6
105.
[5]
DENVENTION 2 [W#ll]
106.
107.
Conclave 6
[4]
108.
Octocon 18
[9]
Contradiction
109.
[1]
Chambanacon 11
110.
[5]
Windycon VHI
111.
[7]
1982
ConFusion 11
112.
[6]
INCONspicuous .555 [3]
113.
114.
Rubicon 2
[2]
MidWestCon 33
115.
[14]
Spacecon 4
116.
[4]
117.
Riveicon 7
[6]
CHICON IV
[W#12]
118.
Octocon 19
[10]
119.
Conclave VH
120.
15]
Chambanacon XH
121.
[6]
1983
122.
ConFusion 101
[7]
Rubicon 3
123.
[3]
124.
INCON— .5555
[4]
MidWestCon 34
125.
[15]
Westercon 36
126.
[2]
Riveicon 8
127.
[7]
Spacecon 5
128.
[5]
129.
CONSTELLATION
[W#13]
(Baltimore)
Conclave VHI
130.
[6]
Chambanacon XHI [7]
131.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

1984
Genuine ConFusion
[8]
MidWestCon 35
[16]
Spacecon 6
[6]
LACON H
[W#14]
Contradiction 4
[2]
1985
137.
Decadent ConFusion
[9]
Corflu2 (Napa Valley) [1]
138.
MidWestCon 36
139.
[17]
Spacecon 7
140.
[7]
Rivercon X
141.
[8]
Lone Star Con
142.
(Austin)
[Nasfic #2]
Contradiction 5
143.
[3]
Conclave X
144.
[7]
1986
Corflu 3 (Falls Church) [2]
145.
Cinclave
146.
147.
MidWestCon 37
[18]
Spacecon 8
148.
[8]
CONFEDERATION
[W#15]
149.
(Atlanta)
Contradiction 6
150.
[4]
Corflu IV (Cincinnati)
151.
[3]
152.
Autofusion 3
MidWestCon 38
153.
[19]
Contradiction 7
154.
[5]
155.
Octocon 24
[HI
1988
Ambulatory ConFusion [10]
156.
Corflu 5 (Seattle)
157.
[4]
[20]
MidWestCon 39
158.
Ditto 1 (Toronto)
159.
HI
160.
Octocon 25
[12]
1989
Corflu 6 (Minneapolis) [5]
161.
1990
Ditto 3 (Chicago)
162.
[2]
Octocon 27
163.
[13]
1991
164.
Immaculate Confusion Hl]
Maicon 26
165.
[10]
Corflu Ocho (El Paso)
166.
[6]
MidWestCon 42
167.
[21]
CHICON V
[W#16]
168.
Ditto 4 (Virginia Beach) [3]
169.
Octocon 28
170.
[14]
1992
171.
Hardwired ConFusion [12]
172.
Rubicon 11
[4]
173.
Corflu 9 (LA)
[7]
[22]
MidWestCon 43
174.
Rivercon 17
175.
[9]
MAGICON (Orlando) [W#17]
176.
177.
Ditto V / Octocon 29
[4/15]
(Cincinnati)
1993
178.
Corflu 10 (Madison)
[8]
[23]
179.
MidWestCon 44
180.
Rivercon 18
[10]
181.
Octocon 30
[16]
1994
182.
ConFusion XX
[13]
[24]
MidWestCon 45
183.
184.
Rivercon XIX
[11]
Octocon 31
185.
[17]
1995
[25]
MidWestCon 46
186.
187.
Octocon 32
[18]
188.
Windycon XXH
[8]
1996
Corflu
13
(Nashville)
189.
[9]
[26]
190.
MidWestCon 47
191.
Octocon 33
[19]
1997
192.
Corflu Wave
[10]
(Walnut Creek)
[27[
193.
MidWestCon 48
[5/10]
Ditto 10/Octocon 34
194.
1998
[28]
MidWestCon 49
195.

132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

by Mike Glicksohn
Among science fiction aficionados it
It was a much better convention than I
is well known that the writing of STRANGER expected it might be.
IN A STRANGE LAND, perhaps Robert
As a modern world convention it must
Heinlein’s best known/most influential
be rated as quite successful.
novel, was done in two parts which were
And I left it more or less convinced that
separated by a large number of years.
it would be a long, long time before I at
Many SF readers, more critically astute
than I, claim they can determine where the
break in the manuscript occurs.
The article which follows was also writ
ten in two sections. The temporal separa
tion was a mere four years, nowhere near
as long as the erstwhile Dean Of Science
Fiction waited before completing his book.
Not that there is any way I’ll ever be
compared with Robert Heinlein. And this
delights me. I have no desire to be com
pared with a selfish, crabby fascist whose
later books degenerated into total crap. (It
is also unlikely anyone reading this article
will indulge themselves in a murder spree
and attribute their motivation to reading
Outworlds. Or so we hope.)
But this article was written in two sepa
rate parts, with a period of four years be
tween the start and the conclusion of the
piece. There are (to my knowledge) no
prizes for spotting where the break occurs.
And if you learn anything from reading
what 1 have written, let it be that nothing is
carved in stone. You too may find yourself
where you never thought you would be...

tended another World Science Fiction Con
vention. (And still I hope that the raw
neos - if there were any - who were dis
covering F*A*N*D*0*M for the very first
time at CONADIAN will have found it as en
joyable and addictive as I found TRICON in
Cleveland in 1966. And I hope that some
of them have fan careers as long and as
enjoyable and even more productive than
mine was as a result of my enjoyment of
that kinder, gentler worldcon in Cleveland.)
My dissatisfaction with CONADIAN was
intensely personal, of course. There was
nothing significantly wrong with the con.
The mistakes were, to me, minor. Some
bizarre scheduling of guests against signifi
cant others on simultaneous panels; omit
ting printing where attendees were from on
their badges; limiting items about fandom
itself to considerably less than one percent
of the official program. Relegating me and
the fandom 1 grew up in to a minor back
water of the convention that my predeces-

Twenty-one World Science Fiction
Conventions, over my first twenty-eight
years as an active fan. That’s certainly not
too many.
I attended my first WorldCon in 1966, a
neo so raw I packed a suit jacket and tie
with me in case they wouldn’t let me attend
without them. (I never did wear either of
those sartorial accoutrements to any con
vention!)
I attended my twenty first WorldCon in
1994, an old and tired fan residing much of
the time in the Glades of Gafia, dragged
quite voluntarily to yet another world con
vention because it was going to be only the
second held in Canada during his almost
three decades of fairly high-profile fanac.
I had a great time.

[Tarai Wayne]
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as a married man is really fun! And being
nominated for a Hugo isn’t all that shabby
either! Gee these guys run a well-organized
convention! And now that I’ve actually met
Harry Weimer maybe I can compete with
him as a letterhack. 1 wonder what being
married and working for a living right after
worldcon will be like?
WORLDCON #6: LA CON 1 in Los An
geles, 1972. Wow: six years ago I’d never
heard of a worldcon. Now I’ve just been
co Guest of Honour at a small regional
with the worldcon Professional GoH. I like
this place called fandom! You know, when
you get to know him Ellison isn’t such a
jerk. And how can George, Tim and Alicia
be so dammed nice as well as talented?

WORLDCON #1: TRICON in Cleveland,
1966. The first two fans I ever met were
Jerry Jacks and Jerry Kaufman. An inter
esting new television show entitled Star
Trek was screened for the very first time. I
was delighted to discover free beer at bid
parties and baffled by this Harlan Ellison
person. And who were that cute Haldeman
duo in the masquerade as "The Illustrated
Couple"? And could it really be true that
there were other science fiction enthusiasts
in Cleveland who actually lived in my
home city of Toronto?! Goshowowoboyl!

WORLDCON #7: TORCON 2 in To
ronto, 1973. When you get down to it run
ning a worldcon is really no harder than
performing brain surgery on yourself. Eve
ryone should try it. Once. On the other
hand, winning a Hugo is pretty damned
neat. And being announced as Worldcon
Fan Guest is maybe even neater. Even if
verberg will actually talk to me as an equal? you can’t recall much of it afterwards. And
even if your co-editor and co-GoH moves
Say, the delightful woman dispensing iced
two thousand miles westward before the
bourbon from a huge plastic cup has the
con ends. Becoming friends with Bob
same last name as that cute Haldeman
Bloch and watching your convention hotel
couple from last worldcon! Who is this
shirtless maniac named Niven, why is he in get a standing ovation at the banquet is
something to look back on with pleasure
our room instead of next door in his own
though. So it goes.
room and why is he so excited about that
hood ornament he’s carrying? And who
WORLDCON #8: DISCON 2 in Wash
the hell is that ringer for Rosie Grier who
ington, 1974. Is that really the Watergate
knows all of "Alice’s Restaurant"?
Hotel? And how many people will under
WORLDCON #3: BAYCON in Oakland, stand the Fan GoH going as me to the
1968. Drugs? Teargas? National guard? Masquerade? Sure, Andy dragged things
Really? I guess losing one’s virginity tends on a bit but did Ellison really have to be so
rude? You know, those Haldemans sure
to block out such minor aspects of a con
are a talented bunch of folks!
vention. Fun, though, leaning out of the
rear window of a car careening across the
Bay Bridge and asking Gene Roddenberry WORLDCON #9: AUSSIECON in Mel
for an autograph as our car passed his. (In bourne, 1975. Being Guest of Honour at a
Worldcon is truly an amazing experience.
response to his earlier speech about the
Even if eighty percent of the attendees
problems of science fictional notoriety, of
course.) Tense time that Joe of the Halde haven’t a clue who you are or why you are
there. Being in conversation with Robert
man clan was wounded in Viet Nam and
Silverberg while a young fan hung around
we weren’t sure at the con how it would
turn out. And how can anyone who writes us with his opened program book, watch
ing Bob take the book from the fan’s hand
so well talk so poorly? Oh well, the bar is
and for ever seeing the youngster snatch
open.
the book back from Bob, hand it to me and
ask for an autograph on my picture will al
WORLDCON #4: ST. LOUISCON in St.
ways remain one of my most treasured
Louis, 1969. Gee, some hotels really are
this bad? And who was that harridan run memories within fandom! And isn’t that
ning the elevators? But that new friend Bill Ursula le Guin a neat lady?! Sharing the
convention with Tucker and Rusty was also
Bowers seems like a pretty neat guy. And
can you believe that our friend (and fellow pretty cool, eh? And bringing Rotsler’s first
Hugo all the way back from Australia to
IPA enthusiast) Jack Gaughan is actually
present to him in Los Angeles most defi
the Guest of Honour here? Too bad that
pissant Ellison had to screw up the problem nitely seemed like the trufannish thing to
do.
with the film screen.

WORLDCON #2: NYCON 3 in New
York, 1967. Is it possible that Robert Sil-

WORLDCON #5: NOREASCON 1 in
Boston, 1971. Hey! Attending a worldcon

sors established and formed. Small pota
toes, all of it.
My objections to CONADIAN were sim
ply my objections to what fandom has be
come since 1966 and what that has forced
worldcons to mutate into. Worldcons today
are too big, too expensive, too diffuse, too
crowded and too involved with Stuff 1
Don’t Really Give A Shit About. The prob
lem is not so much with worldcons as it is
with me.
I can certainly live with that. And world
cons can certainly live without me. But 1
don’t have to be happy about it. Because
worldcons have been a significant part of
my life, inside and outside of fandom. And
it’s not easy to turn your back on a large
part of your past. At least not without think
ing back on what you’re giving up...
Herewith, an intensely personal remi
niscence about those twenty-one World
Science Fiction Conventions. If you miss
some of the references, don’t fret. There
won’t be a quiz....
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WORLDCON #10: MIDAMERICON in
Kansas City, 1976. That was Heinlein, the

[Photograph by Bowers; Chambanacon, 1976]

guy I grew into science fiction with? What
a bummer. And who knew that young guy
sitting all alone in the special exhibits room
would turn out to be Luke Skywalker?
Some opportunities are missed, I guess.
But at least Joe, my poker-playing, drinking
buddy won a well-deserved Hugo!

WORLDCON #11: SUNCON in Miami,
1977. MOONCON, held on the smallest of
the Florida Keys just before the worldcon,
may actually have been a more enjoyable
event but so it goes. A worldcon that has
to shanghai me into announcing the mas
querade scant hours before the event itself
has more problems than a paragraph can
get into. But wasn’t it neat meeting delphyne joan woods for the very first time?
And that damn Joe didn’t wait long to beat
my number of Hugos, eh?
WORLDCON #12: IGUANACON in
Phoenix, 1978. My buddy Bill finally gets
the recognition he deserves. Sad to have
to share the honour with Ellison and have
it demeaned even before it happened. And
too bad that fan politics had to spoil things.
Do you think they laugh when they make
those 9 a.m. wake-up calls and tell you it’s
already 104 degrees?

WORLDCON #16: CHICON IV in Chi
cago, 1982. Wow, is Lee Hoffman fabu
lous or what? Hell, a hundred days of ab
stinence are a small price to pay for a great
con. Put in my first ever motion at a Busi
ness Meeting but someone has to care
about fanzines, eh? You know, maybe
worldcons are getting too damned big.

WORLDCON #17: CONSTELLATION
in Baltimore, 1983. Too bad about Dia
mond Vision but the Crab Feast was totally
memorable! Sad they lost all those bucks.
And who knew the guy I bet with that
Blade Runner didn’t have a chance of
winning a Hugo against all its TV competi
tion was the projectionist who was screen
ing it later that night? And it isn’t every
worldcon you get a call from your real es
tate agent telling you you’ve just bought
your first house!

WORLDCON #18: CONFEDERATION
in Atlanta, 1986. Wow, three years since
my last worldcon! I guess the bloom is fi
nally off the rose. Sushi in the Green
Room? I’m impressed. Bridge sure caters
a great party: too bad their money is
tainted. Good to know that Bradbury is a
decent guy. Sad it was the last time Ellison
was. Could there be a more stfnal location
than the Atlanta Marriott? BoSh was su
WORLDCON #13: SEACON in Brigh
perb as ToastMaster. Greg sure made an
ton, England, 1979. Sharing a room with
Bob Tucker is most definitely a weird expe "interesting" TAFF winner.
rience. Especially when the whole hotel
WORLDCON #19: CONSPIRACY in
staff gathers to stare at us when we finally
Brighton, England, 1987. Talk about The
make it to our first inclusive breakfast on
Hotel Manager From Hell! Weird to be so
the last day of our five day stay. And who
would have guessed that men wearing caf obviously not wanted. But time with Willis
tans (and nothing else) would have freaked helped smooth things out. Odd noting that
over fifty people in a Brighton restaurant
out the Brit fans so much? But at legist fan
were all fans I knew from North America or
politics didn’t prevent me from writing the
Australia. Joe is a worldcon Guest of Hon
Program Book introduction of the Fan
our? About time! But breaking up is still
Guest this year.
hard to do.
WORLDCON #14: NOREASCON H in
WORLDCON #20: MAGICON in Or
Boston, 1980. Another supremely wellorganized worldcon. I guess 1971 wasn’t a lando, 1992. Hi, worldcon, long time, no
see: meet the woman I’m going to marry.
fluke. It was fun auctioneering for the Art
We might not be here were Walt not the
Show but I wish I’d been the one to sell
Ellison his four thousand dollar desk rather Fan Guest but some things are just too im
than Chalker. Susan Wood trying to brain portant to miss. Boy, Geri sure runs a fabu
lous Fan Lounge. Hooper’s fannish play
Terry Carr wasn’t much fun though. But
was fun too. Does an old phart like me
having a Significant Other at a worldcon
need that long a walk every day? I guess
again was. And finding a seriously drunk
that’s where modem worldcons are at.
and seriously mugged Don Thompson on
a Boston street was a huge shock.
WORLDCON #21: CONADIAN in Win
nipeg, 1994. Hey, another Canadian
WORLDCON #15: DENVENTION 2 in
Denver, 1981. Nice to be picked up at the worldcon! And I finally get to present a
Hugo. Better than a lot of people pre
airport by a fully recovered worldcon
dicted, eh? Makes one proud to be a fan
Chair. Odd place, fandom. The pre
who happens to be a Canadian. And Geri
release copy of Energumen #16 went
guarantees us a bar on her own credit
over well. Mixed feelings, of course, ac
card? What a fan! Makes me proud to be
cepting Susan’s posthumous Hugo. Al
though finally meeting Elmer Purdue was a the first fan to order a drink there. Too bad
our Niagara Falls bid parties weren’t more
blast! And is a Phil Foglio cartoon about
effective but I guess I’ve learnt my lesson.
an electric pencil sharpener really worth
Not a bad gathering for a swan song.
five hundred bucks?

Those were the twenty-one world
cons I attended in my first twenty-eight
years of fanning. Too many memories to
capture in one article. And only a few re
grets. A lot of what was significant in my
life took place at those twenty-one events
and I don’t regret being at any of them.
But there sometimes comes a time when
fiscal necessity and personal happiness dic
tate that maybe worldcons aren’t as impor
tant as they once were. Maybe they have
become too large, too chaotic and too ex
pensive.
Twenty-one worldcons: that’s not too
many, meyer.
But maybe it’s enough.

Had this article been completed on
schedule, it would have ended with "But
maybe it’s enough." A pretty good line for
someone who chose to make worldcons a
major part of his life for almost three dec
ades.
But closure of this article was appar
ently not to be. It sat, neglected, on my
hard drive until the fullness of time brought
a letter from Old Bill Bowers who an
nounced in no uncertain terms that he was
soon to publish his two hundredth fanzine
and if I could write a piece about Harry
Warner for a veritable upstart like Murray
Moore then I could damn well write a piece
for such a momentous occasion, eh, dam
mit! Or American words to that effect.
Of course, some things had changed
somewhat since the article was laid to
rest...
In late 1996, certain forces raised the
idea of a third World Science Fiction Con
vention in Toronto, specifically in the year
2003, exactly thirty years after the only
worldcon I was ever on the central commit
tee of. Meetings were held, brandy was
imbibed and suddenly I was Co-Chairman
of the TORCON 3 Worldcon Bidding Com
mittee. Eighteen months later, we have well
over five hundred pre-supporters, the bid
seems to be approved by fandom, I am still
Co-Chair of the Bidding Committee and I
unexpectedly find myself committed to at
tend worldcons in Baltimore in 1998 - to
schmooze for votes - and Chicago in
2000 - where we have every expectation of
being the winners in the worldcon lottery
for the year 2003.
I expect to attend that worldcon too.
And that will be my twenty-fourth World
Science Fiction Convention in my thirty
seven years as a fan.
Two dozen worldcons. That’s not too
many.
But I strongly suspect that it will be
enough.

—Mike Glicksohn
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by Roger Sims
Some time between the present time
and almost the beginning of fandom I
wrote the first version of this tome. Well,
not that long ago. I could tell you if I re
membered but since I do not I think that I
will fake it and say five years ago. I should
be able to pinpoint it almost to the exact
year. However, the reason that I can’t will
soon be know to all who will have attempt
ed to read the next severed sentences in this
paragraph and others to follow. If you
don’t care to know, pleeise skip to the
fourth paragraph. After that first version
was finished, I felt that it was not good
enough for my humble fanzine so I gave it
to Mike Glicksohn. To say that he quit pub
lishing rather than print it may not be the
gospel truth. However, the truth is that he
did stop publishing his fanzine without pub
lishing it It could not have been too bad
because its next stop was to Bill Bowers,
the same Bill Bowers who has (now) pub
lished a fanzine with the article in question.
Fate now stepped in to do battle. Bill in
a moment of unbridled stupidity said to me
one day soon after receiving the article,
"Roger, Mike gave me your article about
Fan Guests of Honor because he has
stopped publishing. Do you mind if I pub
lish it?" No, that was not the stupid thing
he did, that was a courageous one. The
stupid thing came next. I replied that I
would be honored, and added that I
thought that it was out of date and needed
to be updated. No, that was not the stupid
thing. The stupid thing was he gave it to
me without making a copy! And I made the
mistake of putting it in one of the drawers
of my six file cabinets. And there it has re
mained for the past year or so resisting
with all of its typed letters my ability to find
it. But I am sure that as soon as this has
been printed it will appear in front of my
eyes the first time I open the right drawer!
(An aside. Ruth Kyle truly believes that
little men steal things that you really want
to do something with and then when you
have no need for them, put them back)
Per the instructions of the great editor of
this fascinating fanzine, this product of a
truly demented mind will be heavily slanted
to Worldcon Fan Guests of Honor
(WCFGH). However, certain things need to
be said first.
A history of the guests of Worldcons
would not be complete without a discus
sion of why we have them. Unfortunately
SaM in his THE IMMORTAL STORM did not
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But that is quite enough verbiage and
space to devote to the pros! The only rea
son that I felt it necessary to do so is where
would we be without them? Just think with
out them there would be no Babylon 5;
no X files; no Star Treck, the Next
Generation. Uh, ...!

THE BOOKS BETWEEN
Not being a well-informed fan I have used
the Program Books to help me determine
who were the WCPGH and who were the
WCFGN. I have the difficult task of trying to
determine several guests who have not
been delegated sufficiently to place them in
the above section or in the lower section.
Thus this section is designed to honor
them. I have already talked about the mys
tery GoH (that is the exact notation). His
name is Sam Moskowitz. In his life within
our community he was first a fan then a
pro/fan and then back to being a fan. How
did the 1955 WorldCon see him? I wish I
knew. Some think it was as a fan; other as
Only one female has served as a stand alone a pro; I think it was both! The 1970 World
WCPGH; that was Ursula LeGuin. However con lists three names with only the country
ten other women have served with one or
as a designation. The three are: E. C.
more males.
Tubb, Robert Silverberg and Herbert W.
Franke. But the 1975 convention in Mel
Eight were artists; at times the only one but
bourne
lists one pro, two fans and Donald
other times in conjunction with one or more
Tuck as Australian! Most of us are aware
other WCPGH(s).
of his Index of Authors and their works but
I have not a clue whether this makes him a
Eleven were either editors or publishers or
pro or a fan. In 1987 Conspiracy named
both.
eight guests: two were designated as fan,
The 55 Worldcons beginning in 1939 and
two as USSR, one as US, one as UK, one
ending in 1997 named a total of 75 profes
as artist and one as film. In 1993 Consionals who served as WCPGsOH a total of
Francisco named 6 guests. Four are easy
84 times.
to determine. Two I’m not sure, they are:
Tom Digby and Guy Gavriel Kay. Any sug
Yes this means that several were named
gestions? I for one would be very happy if
twice and even more. In case you have no
some Worldcon would make an effort to list
program book: Heinlein and Campbell were
named three times. Bloch, Leiber, Simak and which ones were fans, pros, or if there is
Aldiss were named twice.
such a category as “other”.
Before beginning the next section I
A number of worldcons did not label the
think that I should write something about
guests. However of the cons with only one, it the specials. Dave Langford as a special
is very easy to determine that the guest was a fan and Elsie Wollheim as special!
pro.

as far as I have been able to determine feel
the need to address this issue. Do I feel
qualified? Am I a Fan? (Don’t answer
that!)
No discussion of Worldcon Guests of
Honor (WCGH) would be complete without
some interesting statistics about Worldcon
Pro Guests of Honor (WCPGH). So then in
numerical order but not in order of impor
tance (I leave that to the reader) here are
some of what I think are wondrous things
about our history.
*

*

*

*

*

*

* One Worldcon labeled one of the two indi
viduals a mystery guest. While it is true that
the person was a mystery guest before being
so recognized at the con, it is painfully obvi
ous that the person was instantly recognized
even before his last name echoed though out
the hall, so the question is why in Ghods
name is he still listed as the Mystery Guest?
The problem is - was he honored for his pro
activity, his fan activity, or both?
* Forty-four were Authors.
* The rest were various things - some impor
tant to fandom and prodom - but others were
not!

* I have saved the most astounding fact for
last: George Barr was both a WCPGH and a
WCFGH!

SO NOW WE COME TO THE LAST AND
BEST PART: FANS WHO HAVE BEEN
HONORED BY WORLDCONS.

* The strangest fan guest was not a single per
son but a club. The 1989 WoridCon in Bos
ton named the Stranger Club as their
WCFGH.
* Only one female was named a WCFGH by
herself, that was Lee Hoffman. However five
others served with their respective husbands.

* Four were artists.
* Nineteen were fan writers.
* Sixteen were editors/publishers.
* Nine were others.

* Eight were English.
* Three were Canadian.
* Two were Japanese
* If the reader considers Don Tuck a WCFG
then there was one Australian.

* Between 1939 and 1958 there were only two
fan guests. However, fan historians who be
lieve SaM was honored as a WCFG would
count three.
* Between 1959 and 1970 there were five
more, of which one had been the very first
WCFG.
Ted White was the other fan who was
named twice. The reason that he was not
included in the numbered items above is
that he only served once. In 1969 Eddie
Jones was the TAFF rep and Ted felt that
he should give up his honorship. In 1959
John Berry was the subject of a fund or
ganized by Nick and Noreen Falasca (later
Noreen married Larry Shaw). When they
told the Detention ConCom that sufficient
monies had been raised to bring him to the
Con, the ConCom decided to make him
their Fan Guest. Up to that point no discus
sions of the possibility of having a fan guest
had been discussed. How do I know? I was
there! One of the highlights of his trip to
the states was a visit to Canada!
I think that we are mature enough for
the following story about the only female to
serve by her lonesome. That is Lee
Hoffman. Some of you will remember that
her first in person contact with fans was at
the 1951 WorldCon in New Orleans. Well
almost the first for it is thought that Shelby
Vick may have had the first eyeball of this
soon to be famous fen. The incident that I
am about to revile occurred in Room 770.
Sometime Saturday afternoon several fans
were in the room recovering from the al
most all night party of the night before, the
one that has been written about on numer
ous occasions. The fans in attendance
were Lee, Max Keasler, Rich EBsbury,
Terry Carr and myself. After an amount of
time had passed conversation began to
wain. It was about this time that a male
member of the group whispered something
to one of the other males. He passed it on.
He passed it on. He passed it to me. I
passed it to Lee. Here is the message as I
remember it over the span of some 47
years (!): "Uh Lee it has been determined
that a good idea might be to turn off all the
lights and attack you.” Lee smiled at me
but made no comment or attempt to leave.
I think that she had surveyed the "crew"
and had found them harmless. Seeing how
at home she was used to making horses do
[Stuart Gilson]

her bidding we fans were more or less ...
well you get the picture. As I went back to
my chair the conversation began to pick up
where it had left off. I want my recollections
to be about the upcoming site selection of
the next Worldcon. I know that Detroit was
bidding, but did not know who else and
would not know until the business meeting!
About an hour later looking at our watches
we decided it was time for dinner and off
we went as a group to find something to
eat! Ai the business meeting I learned that
Chicago was (I believe) the only other bid
der. Judy May (later Judy May Dickty)
kicked off the presentations for Chicon D. I
followed her. Lynn Hickman has told me
on numerous occasions that I began by
saying that my first two points were not as
shapely as the previous speaker’s points
but...! I do not remember and saying that
and do not believe that I would have been
so bold!
The Stranger Club offers a problem of a
different color. One of its members was left
off the list. For a long time several mem
bers of the Boston
ConCom claimed
that all members
were included.
Someday I may
even learn why.
The member left off
was Henry Spel
man the III now
dec. and brother of
Dick Spelman. I
have it on good
authority that
should Boston win
the 2001 bid there
will something of a
correction made in
the program book.
You would have
thought that a fan
such as I who has
been in fandom for
almost 50 years
would be able to
identify all of the
previous WCFGH
and be able to con
verse at great
length as to the
merits of their se
lections. However,
one name on the
list I must confide
has me baffled.
The 1979 World
con in Brighton
named Harry Bell
to that post. I do
not remember
meeting Harry or
even seeing him at
the Con. Nor do I
know anything
about his fannish

career. Help! The only other fan on the
list that I never met is Susan Wood. How
ever, having read much of her fan writing I
do indeed agree with the First Australian
WorldCon in 1975 that she was most de
serving of the honor. I will always remem
ber with great disappointment that she was
unable to attend! Her wit over the past al
most 20 years has been sorely missed.
I think that I would like to conclude this
article with a very partial list of the fans
who I believe should be considered for in
duction in the community of Worldcon Fan
Guests of Honor. So here they are in no
particular order: Jack Speer, Howard DeVore, Harlan Ellison, Mike & Carol Res
nick, John Millard, FM & Elinor Busby and
last but not least Joe & Eddie Siclari!
One more time last; I hope the reader
has had as much fun reading this as I have
writing it twice. And please take my seek
ing of further information, additions and
corrections seriously.

—Roger Sims

GI15W
O

* A total of 34 fans were named a total of 35
times. Bob Tucker was the first and also the
only one to serve twice.
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And New, For the Rest of the Story:
Roger called me a little after noon, Deadline Sunday.
“It’s finished,” he informed me.
“Good,” I enthused. “I’ll come up and get it. Or, better yet, e-mail it to
me.”
He called me back, half an hour later. “I can’t e-mail it,” he further in
formed me.
“Why, Roger...?”
“I just can’t,” he didn’t explain. “I’ll mail it to you on our way out of
town this afternoon.”
[Note well the phrase: “out of town."]

Sure enough, in Tuesday’s mail came an envelope. It contained two
sheets of paper, printed - both sides, top to bottom, and with absolutely
no margin on either side. I scanned it in, and went to work.
At some point in the following twenty-four hours I took a break, and
e-mailed DaveL: “Truly, today, I have become an Editor.” I added: “It’s
probably good that the little fella is out of tewn for two weeks....”
[I probably didn’t use the exact word “fella”.]
When he called to inform me of the article's state of readiness, Roger
mentioned that it was full of “Rogerisms”. This was not unanticipated; all
of Roger’s writings are full of Rogerisms. Such is an intricate part of his
charm. But this piece ... these four pages of Rogerisms ... obviously he
had slipped this one past Pat totally!
It is still full of Rogerisms.
... but there are a lot fewer of them than there were.

New, to clarify Roger’s very nicely concocted, but totally science fictional
opening gambit:
At some point in 1992 or 1993, while I was visiting Glendale Manor,
Roger handed me a #10 envelope. It was addressed to Mike Glicksohn.
It bore Roger’s return address.
“Take a look at this,” Roger beseeched me.
I opened the envelope. Pulled out a couple of sheets of paper; obvi
ously a Roger Sims mss. Some things in the Universe are unchanging;
a given. I noted a scrawled note, in the upper left-hand comer of the title
sheet:
“We are sorry, but this does not meet our current needs.
“Please send 250 (US) for a copy of our Submission Guidelines.”
It was signed, “Mike Glicksohn”.
“I’ll take this home, read it, and let you know...” I told Roger.
He was, after all, my host.
Note well the totally factual immediately preceding section. Compare it
carefully with the scurrilous and totally fabricated second paragraph in

(to the tune of

Roger’s piece. The truth is out there....
Not that I didn’t, indeed, have “a moment of unbridled stupidity”. I went
away, for a bit, as is my wont. By the time I came back, and started so
liciting material for the all-Cincinnati (except for those portions Southeast
of Newport KY) OW67 last year, I’d forgotten the Glicksohn-addressed
envelope - and coaxed a new article out of Roger. (Of course, he could
have reminded me that I already had a contribution from him....)
Last fall I ran across it again. As those who wrote me LoCs in the
70s can attest, while I may “misplace” things once in a while, I never to
tally lose them.
I reread it, decided that it had held up well and, the next time I saw
Roger, mentioned that I would be running it in OW69.
“No! No! It's dated. I need to revise it... I”
Yes, I hang my head, I did return the mss. Without making a back
up copy.
Truly I am the scum of the Earth.

Some additions and quibbles with Roger, regarding the version so lov
ingly presented here:
Tom Digby is a Long Time west coast fan.
Harry Bell was one of the best fan artists it has been my pleasure to
publish. He hasn’t been terribly active recently, but he certainly is wellknown in fanzine circles.
And, while I wasn’t there, I’m pretty certain that Susan Wood did, in
deed, attend Aussiecon (1).
I must admit that I look with askance at a couple of Roger’s choices for
“overlooked” Worldcon FGoHs. But that’s why it’s his list.
You will, of course, note that it is, indeed, the shortest list in this is
sue.

One final Observation, I won’t get into whether the results of whatever
selection methodology employed in naming Worldcon GoHs has anything
more to do with quality, or even reality, than does the awarding of Hu
gos - but I must admit that it is, indeed, a Strange World, being one in
which I was a Worldcon Fan Guest of Honor eight years before Terry
Carr was so honored.
Of course, and I guess by now I can tell Tales out of school, had the
Detroit in ’82 bid prevailed, Terry would have received his (even then)
overdue Honor four years earlier....
Roger Sims was also on that Bid Committee. He became my friend dur
ing that period, and I was thrilled to find that he and Pat had moved to
Cincinnati while I was otherwise occupied. And he’s still my friend.
... but it’s just as well he’s been out of town the past two weeks.

"These Are a Few of My Favorite Things")

Joe Haldeman
Warm little babies all pulsing with new life,
Girls who don’t give up their necks with undue strife,
Rosy young fellows with gold in their veins —
These are a few of my favorite things.
Moldy old caskets with dirt from Romania;
Acting so crazy, no one could be zanier;
Flapping through night on my leathery wings These are a few of my favorite things.

Not needing rats for their blood in the moonlight,
Plenty of night-loving people to soon bite;
Lapping the life out of beggars or kings,
These are a few of my favorite things.

When the bone breaks!
When the Cross stings!
When I’m feeling bad ...
That’s when I savor my favorite things ...
And then I can be ... like Vlad.
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[Terry Jeeves]

PgvMafliWg, feff log®

by Skel
The meal was over, and an excellent
one it had been. Cas’ Beef-in-Beer, made
pretty much as recommended in ‘The Gos
pel according to Saint Delia’ (but read
‘bulb’ for ‘clove’ on the garlic front) always
goes down well... providing you like garlic,
which the four of us do. “If you ladies are
ready to withdraw,” I said, “Geoff and I
can pass the port. That after all is the tradi
tion, and I’m a great one for tradition, as
you well know.”
“Well, certainly any tradition that in
volves pouring alcohol down your neck.”
riposted Cas smiling, already in the process
of hitching her chair back from the table.
“I have never for instance seen you paying
much attention to suns and yardarms.” In
truth though I knew she was eager to get
Mary up to her den and show her the latest
additions to The Teddy Bear Collection
That Took Over The Universe (or at least
the Universe’s 25 Bowland Close branch).
As I poured Geoff eyed the bottle with
mock disdain. He’s a port snob, but does
n’t let it rule his life. “We finished the Croft
‘83 last time you were here,” I reminded
him, using the ‘we’ somewhat generously
as he’d done considerably more of the fin
ishing than I had, “and I just never got
around to getting another bottle in. In fact
you should be bloody thankful! I had to
dash out last night, in the pouring rain, for
this. It was coming down like stairrods, and
the wind was driving it summat fierce. The
only place to park is the Safeway car park
and I was, thanks to the weather keeping
sensible citizens indoors, able to slot in
right by the store entrance. Sorry, but there
was no way I was going to dash fifty yards
down the street to the Wine Merchant’s. In
the circumstances I figured a standard su
permarket brand would have to do.”

[Steve Stiles]

And indeed doing quite well it was, for
he was already reaching for the bottle to
top up his glass. As I said, he doesn’t let it
rule his life. “So, you feel the pun is badly
served in fanzines,” he said, ignoring my
excuses and getting back to the topic we’d
dropped when the new microwave’s three
beeps had announced that dinner was im
minent (and incidentally left me distractedly
hearing the old microwave’s ghostly fourth
beep, much I suspect in the way that am
putees can still ‘feel’ their missing limbs).
“Not just puns,” I responded, “but
wordplay in general. Puns particularly
though, I suppose. Much punning depends
upon homonyms, and in conversation the
pun is a shared endeavour, with the appre
ciation as dependent upon the listener as
upon the person making it. Thus in appre
ciating the pun the listener is an equal con
tributor to tire experience. In print though
the pun is usually presented boldly with the
inappropriate (for the context) spelling,
thus in effect heralding it with the equiva
lent of a fanfare of trumpets, and leaving
the reader with no contribution to make
other than to groan aloud at the jejune blatancy of it all. Fanwriters after all are not
usually renowned for their subtlety.”
“Steady with the stones,” he said, swirl
ing then finishing the remains of his second
glass. “I can recall an SFD when you did
n’t write that ‘Suns commit suicide by tak
ing an overdose’. When it comes to trust
ing the intelligence of the reader your
house is cis glassy cis anyone’s.”
“Guilty cis charged,” I admitted, reach
ing over with the bottle to refill his glass,
only to pause as someone knocked on the
door. “Keep pouring,” he said rising, “I’ll
get it”.
I took the opportunity to also finish and

refill my own glass. He returned waving
Cas’ Three Tenors’ LP. “It was just some
guy returning this”. “Oh, that’ll be Eddy,
our neighbour. He’s into opera. Just dump
it on the side there. Getting back to the
subject, I’ve long felt there was the scope
for a fannish piece, or even a series of
pieces, in which the punning and wordplay
is so understated that the author in effect
tries to sneak it past the audience. In fact I
remember trying to interest Eric Mayer in
collaborating on such a piece back at the
beginning of 1989. ‘They say there’s noth
ing new in fandom,’ I told him, ‘But for the
life of me I don’t recall ever seeing anything
like this tried before’”.
“Maybe you have,” Geoff replied, “only
you weren’t smart enough to realise it.
Maybe that’s what’s behind all the fanarti
cles we read that leave us wondering ‘What
the fuck was that all about!’ Remember all
those Bill Bowers editorials? Maybe there’s
a Secret Wordplay fandom that operates
kinda like George O. Smith’s HIGHWAYS
IN HIDING. Anyway, how did Eric re
spond?”
“With feigned enthusiasm. He sent me
severed examples that convinced me the
whole idea was a non-starter.”
“That bad, eh? Well, unless you put up
a signpost, or waved a flag, I reckon it’d
sail right over most folk’s heads. I mean,
what’s to clue them in?”
“Well, I thought maybe a lack of con
text. Like say we’re chatting like this and I
suddenly remind you of that holiday we
took in a caravan on the North Wales
Coast.”
“You mean that time the tide came in
excessively and swept our caravan out to
sea in the early hours? The rocking motion
woke us and we scrambled groggily out
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and waded ashore even as the sea flooded
in through the now opened door and the
caravan, with all our stuff, sank whilst we
four stood helpless on the beach, and I
asked you what we were going to do about
it...and you just pissed yourself laughing?”
“Yeah, that’s it,” I replied.
“It’ll never work,” he said. “You’re giv
ing your audience too much credit. Besides
why are we still on the port? Where’s this
30-year-old Glenfarclas you mentioned
Bethany and John brought you back from
their Scottish honeymoon?” I grabbed the
bottle from the cabinet and we moved into
the kitchen in search of fresh glasses. Once
there I noticed that Cas had left the salt and
pepper on the kitchen working surface and
I opened the overhead cupboard to put
them away where they belonged, alongside
the egg carton. Geoff spotted this. “I see
you use ‘Grade A Free Range eggs’,” he
said. “Yes, Cas prefers them. Why, do
you?” “No,” he replied, “I think they’re
overrated. But don’t they go off in the cup
board? I keep my eggs in the fridge”. “We
do too, but the current pack is always in
the cupboard. After all, hens keep their
own eggs as warm as possible in order to
hatch them, and they don’t go off. If they
did chickens would be an extinct species.
Mind you, I’ve never really appreciated this
business about things spoiling and ‘going
off. Wouldn’t happen in a ‘Just’ Universe”.
“I remember thinking, when Bethany
was a baby and I was sterilising her feed
holding the bottle of sterilising solution in
my hand, that a truly just God would never

have invented germs. In fact it was always
whilst holding another sort of bottle, one
with the words ‘Glenlivef on the label, that
I felt better able to understand God’s plan.”
‘American fans might not appreciate
that,” said Geoff. “The ‘Milton’ brand of
sterilising solution might not be available
over there. Then again they do have an
advantage with the ‘caravan’ story, so I
guess it evens out. But I know what you
mean. We can understand ‘The Purpose
of Life’ better from pleasant experiences,
but even in this some are better than oth
ers. God’s ways come across better for in
stance from reading WARHOON 28 than
from curling your toes into the thick pile of
a new broadloom carpet.”
“Precisely! Oh by the way, are you
ready to move onto single malt yet, or
would you rather touch your brow to a
scotch-and-ginger over ice? Me, I’d sigh
for one of them! Right, I’ll make it two.
Seems a shame with such a good scotch,
but then you have to go with the flow,
right?”
“Actually, getting back to the point, it
was in WARHOON 28 that we saw possibly
the greatest bilingual pun of all time. Re
member, where their electric train was mal
functioning over the weekend, and Walt
had to scribble a note to take it into work
on the Monday for his secretary Gloria,
whose father was adept at fixing such
things. By the way, do you think this really
happened, or was it simply too good a pun
not to make?” “The latter I suspect. A case
of ‘Reality has been changed to protect the

innocent’”.
“Such things still happen though,” I
said. “Just this last Summer Mike Glicksohn
& Susan Manchester were staying with us
and one morning we were in the car, set
ting off for a two-day trip to Hay-on-Wye,
when I pointed out that such an early start
was essential so that, even with an inexpe
rienced driver like me, we’d still get there
before nightfall. On the way back we
stopped for lunch at a pub in Welshpool,
where Mike & I sat with our backs to the
window. Susan, glancing out over our
shoulders remarked ‘Oh look, a fuchsia!’. I
pointed out immediately why I couldn’t ap
preciate said spectacle.”
“Then again I remember a time at
Tynecon when several of us were gathered
together in order to head out for a meal
and this Spanish fan who worked for the
Banco de Barcelona insisted upon ha
ranguing us with either boring details of his
work in their mortgage division, or polem
ics on Basque separatism. He never gave
his name and after he finally left I think it
was Bob Shaw who turned around and
floored everyone asking who he was, ena
bling me to respond in kind.”
“Dream on,” said Geoff. “Anyway,
you’d have to tip people off that they were
looking for nuggets.”
“I could call it ‘Panning for Gold’“.
“Uh-uh,” he said. “Trades Description
Act.”
“OK,” I conceded, grudgingly.
“Panning for Dross?”

The Price of Fanac

A “Healthy” Budget

1/1 thru 6/30, 1998

1/1 thru 6/30, 1998

-Skel

GoOut:

$224.42
$135.00
$841.77
$215.60
$439.93
$35.44

Postage
www.outworlds.net registration
Computer Stuff [hardware; software;
disks; print cartridges]
Computer/Graphics books/magazines
Printing [X:41; OW69]
Mise. Supplies

$1,892.16

[The following does not include an $1,176.00 payment
made December, 1997, for Jan./Mar. Health coverage]

$190.00
$749.70
$466.25
$136.90

Doctor Co-pays
Health Coverage
Prescriptions
Other

$1,542.85

Comeln

$233.00
$79.99

Donations [Stamps; cash]
“rebates” [on Computer Stuff]

$312.99

...yet more Trivia from My Life.
for your amusement / bemusement.

[.. .nor considerable Over-the-Counter weekly outlays.]

...but, still, the “best” year in a decade, as far as direct
outlay.

As with all of my “Lists”, these two are presented simply
No Great Truths are intended, or implied.

And, yes, a large percentage of the Computer Stuff is/was not directly related to fanzine
production. But, then again - no matter the side-trips, I probably wouldn’t be sitting in
front of this screen, if the Ultimate Goal wasn’t a PaperZine. SoBelt.
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[... see also Page 2666]

Bob Tucker
“C’mon, baby, where are these cute little
hips going on a night like this?" (Man in
car, to woman on sidewalk.)

Two months ago in these pages I told you that
Bart Books had contracted to reprint LONG LOUD
SILENCE and YEAR OF THE QUIET SUN. Well,
hah! Now I learn, from two sources, that Bart
Books is going down the drain thanks to poor dis
tribution and worse sales. You may have to wait
another few years to read these famous skiffy
novels.
[i coMnt square tuit; FLAP58 - O6d39j

I BROKE INTO DERISIVE LAUGHTER and
turned off the TV. I also stop reading skiffy
novels when I encounter bad writing,
which is frequent these days. TV and
movie writers are every bit as bad as skiffy
writers and they should all be ashamed of
FIVE CITIES IN THREE WEEKS
themselves. And if I ever encountered a fe
male who thought of her hips as “cute little ... that’s too many, despite what Burbee
hips” I’d also write her off as hopeless.
may say. I said YES too many times and
That line of TV dialog happened only
one day after Jerry Sohl phoned me to
spend nearly am hour bemoaning the sad
fate of skiffy in general, and his own for
tunes in particular. He said that he’d at
tempted to read several examples of the
current crop but had given up in despair.
The only writer to hold his attention was
Gregory Benford. He also said he’d been
unable to sell a skiffy novel in the past five
years and again had given up in despair. I
advised him to do cis I was doing: an
nounce his retirement and sell off his oldies
for reprinting when he could.
I’ve managed to sell two old novels and
two old short stories into reprint. LONG
LOUD SILENCE and YEAR OF THE QUIET
SUN are both due out from Bart Books real
soon now, this year or next. In both cases
the advance money was four times what
the original sale brought in. David Drake,
an anthologist, has already published
“Gentleman, the Queen!” in MEN CHAS
ING THINGS, and has just bought “My
Brother’s Wife” for an upcoming anthol
ogy. In both cases he paid five times the
original sale price. Yep, I’m in retirement.
Why work when you can live high on the
hog in this fashion?
Drake told me that he’d read those sto
ries as a teenager, and had never forgotten
them They were/are popular because I
liked to seize hoary old cliches, turn them
inside out, stomp on them, and rewrite
them as farce or satire. It was so easy to
poke fun at 1930 skiffy in 1950. I’m pa
tiently waiting for David Drake to remem
ber, or freshly discover “Home Is Where
the Wreck Is”, my modest masterpiece
about an 18-year-old captain of a space
ship.

wound up finding myself attending three
conventions on three successive weekends,
with small respites in between visiting
friends and relatives. It wore me down to a
frazzle. In June I spent nearly a week in
Memphis, and nearly another week in Cin
cinnati, but those two towns were not
among the five cities of July. On July 2nd I
went to Champaign, Ill. for a fishfry with
Fem’s inlaws, and on July
I returned to
Bloomington for a cookout with Fem’s in
laws, but those two towns are not among
the five cities of July.
I set sail on July 5'h for Chattanooga
and “Libertycon.” That was the first of the
five. Today the con is a blur and poorly re
membered, except that Robert Adams was
the GoH and was said to be dying of can
cer so introducing him without being mau
lin was tricky to the extreme. The Sunday
afternoon of the con was set aside for a
wedding in the hotel, two local fans having
decided to do it. I put on a tie and jacket

“C’mon, baby, where are those cute little
hips going on a night like this?” (Why
didn’t she break into laughter?)
[i couldnt square tuit; FLAP57 - 04/89]

[Arthur Thomson]
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and went along, both because I had an in
vitation and because the bride twisted my
arm. The music was provided by filkers
and was nice, quiet, and unobtrusive. The
minister seemed vaguely Lutheran, cis did
the service, so I suppose it was a Lutheran
wedding. Not an hour after the ceremony,
I saw and heard the bride savagely berate
the groom because there was no soda pop
in the reception room. I have grave doubts
about that marriage.
Two of my sons were at the con: the
real Bob Tucker and his wife Joan from St.
Petersburg, and the real David Tucker and
his wife Mary from Acworth (near Marietta)
Georgia. Having them with me was great
fun but having them with me at the dead
dog party was a bit more than expected.
The dead dog was held in the same room
where the wedding reception had been
held earlier. There was lots of food there
were copious amounts of alcoholic and
non-alcoholic drinks (somebody had
solved the problem of an absence of so
dapop) and there were hundreds of bal
loons. “Libertycon” spends a large chunk
of its budget on the dead dog. We were all
eating, drinking and having a good time
when the balloons begem exploding.
I soon discovered why. Each time he
went to the bar for a refill and each time he
went to the table for food, the real David
stomped and squashed every balloon in his
path. It sounded like the Fourth of July.
After several minutes of this noisy gaiety a
committee member came over to our table
to lecture him and me, rather severely. And
now the real Bob jumped into the act by
scolding the real David for the commotion,
pointing out that his unseemly behavior
was reflecting poorly on me who had in
vited him. The real David got huffy and left
the room to go to the hotel bar, stomping a
few more balloons on the way. It was a
memorable dead dog party, but the com
mittee did invite me back next year.
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...a Gift from Jackie Causgrove:
The “cover” reproduced on the facing page, is a pencil original from Jackie’s files.
The ATom illustration, on Page 2647, was also found in one of Jackie’s file folders. — a raggededged 8x10 inch pencil drawing, which had been folded into quarters. I presumed that it had
been previously published in one of the IF fanzines ... but, when I queried Bob Tucker, giving
him only a verbal description, he replied that he didn't believe it had been published....

Walt...?
[Incidentally, the reverse-side of the ATom is a blueprint - a partial detail of an “Engine Access
Door with Receiver Aerial / Ref. Only” - reminding me, once again of the Fine Tradition of Fannish Draftsmen: Buck Coulson, Alan Hunter, Rob Hansen.... Myself.]

I went home with David and Mary
(there were no balloons in the car) and
tried to spend the next five days sleeping
and resting in Acworth (near Marietta)
which was the second city of the five, but
rest was not to be. They had other plans:
We climbed Big Kennesaw mountain be
cause it was there and because we wanted
to see the Civil War battlesite at the top.
Big Kennesaw, together with Little Kenne
saw and some nearby farms and creek
banks was the last defense before Atlanta,
but it and they failed to save Atlanta. Go
ing up the mountain was not too difficult (I
said with a pained smile) but coming down
was a problem. I strained or sprained a
knee while using my knees in a braking ac
tion, and so I am still limping today.
On another night eight or ten of us,
most local fans, met in n Marietta for din
ner and whiled away two or three hours
with song and wine. Carolyn was there,
along with two other granddaughters and
the doctor-and-nurse couple who once
saved my life when I fell out of the jacuzzi.
And at the end of the week I caught a
plane for Tulsa, the next city of the five,
and a weekend at “OKON” where Bob
Bloch was the guest of honor. That con too
is blurred and barely remembered, except

that Bloch exchanged name badges with
me and we wandered around for two or
three days posing as each other. I did not
sign his name to his books however, not
wanting to cruelly cheat some collector with
a forged autograph. We go back about 45
years, we do, and so these reunions are
happy times. The only other outstanding
memory of Tulsa is of a young woman in
the Green Room who propositioned me. I
was somewhat flattered but very wary and
tactfully declined the invitation. Much later,
I heard her tell Bloch that she was ‘=fifteenand-a-half, almost sixteen=’. Perhaps she also
propositioned him, wanting to be a real scifi groupie.
On a warm Sunday night I left for Wich
ita, the fourth city of the five, with visions of
sugar plums, sleep and rest dancing in my
head. You’d think I would learn.
First my host (the Beechcraft pilot) took
me to one of his evening writing classes
where I was introduced cis a famous skiffy
author and was privileged to lecture the
students for 45 or 50 minutes. I gave the
standard lecture on the fun and the horrors
of being A Famous Writer, and we escaped
from there. The following afternoon my
host made up for that imposition. He took
me out to an Air Force base near Wichita,
got me onto the grounds, and made ar
rangements with a tech-sergeant friend to
get a guided tour of a B-l bomber. That
impressed me.
Do you recall the scene in the movie
2001 where a mile-long spaceship passes
overhead while you and the camera are
gazing up at the belly? That’s how I felt as I
walked along under the B-l from nose to
tail, except that the bombbay doors were
open and the wheels were down and all
that. There were no nukes in the plane
that day but I could see where they were to
hang, and I could see the revolving car
riage that holds and fires the missiles in just
the same manner that a revolver fires off
six shots. Later we climbed inside the ship
and I marveled at all the electronic gear
and realized where the fifty million dollars
had gone in building that plane. The cock
pit was so cramped, so confined, that I did
n’t try to sit down in the pilot’s seat - it
would have taken me too long to get into it

[Photograph by Bcwers; at a mid-70s MidWestCon]

and out of it again. I was also wary of the
brightly painted ejection handles. They
were armed and if I had snagged one I
would have been catapulted out of that air
craft be-fore I could say “sorry”. I learned
that pulling the first handle does not simply
blow away the canopy over the pilot’s
head. It blows away the entire front of the
plane: canopy, fuselage, switches and gear
and all because when that pilot wearing his
bulky suit comes out next he has to have
lots of room.
The plane carries but four men: pilot,
co-pilot, defensive gunnery mate, and of
fensive gunnery mate. There is a small and
cramped toilet immediately behind the pi
lot, and an equally small cramp galley be
hind the co-pilot. At meal time, the men sit
on the toilet and reach across the aisle for
the dinners.
Now pay attention Suzi because an an
swer to an earlier question is coming up
real soon now.
I didn’t get a chance to ride in the
Beech Starship as I’d hoped to do, because
none were available in Wichita that week.
But I did fly again on the day we set sail for
St. Louis, the last city of the five and the
site of “Archon”. Three small planes were
scheduled to fly from Wichita to St. Louis,
filled with jolly fans looking forward to
(groan) another convention. The weather
was splendid when we in the first plane left
Wichita but it got progressively worse as
we neared St. Louis. It was so bumpy and
foul that I could fly for only ten or fifteen
minutes before Roger took the wheel and
began searching for an airport. He found
one nearby and we sat down at Columbia,
Mo. about a hundred miles short of our
goal. There was nothing to do but rent a
car and drive in. The second plane, leav
ing later in the day, never got out of Kan
sas before setting down, while the third
plane, which was supposed to leave Wich
ita in the evening, never got off the ground.
Maybe we should have taken the train.

SUZI: A Beechcraft is a small plane seating
either two, four, or six people depending
on which model you are using. They all
have cockpits. The pilot let me in the cock
pit because he put me in the co-pilot’s seat
before we left the ground. Once the plane
is aloft, you can’t get up and change seats.
I have ridden in, and flown, the twopassenger and the four-passenger planes,
and on this St. Louis trip I was allowed to
fly a six-passenger for those brief ten or fif
teen minutes. There were two other pas
sengers sitting behind me, nervously toying
with the straps of their parachutes. (Surely
I jest.)
“Archon” you ask? Well, I’m reasona
bly sure I was there and I must have done
something right because they paid for my
room and meals, and when I woke up
Monday morning I found a train ticket in

[Jackie Causgrove]

[—mailing comment to Roy Tackett;
my pocket. But I remember none of the
i couldnt square tuit; FLAP66 - 10/90]
convention. That’s the price I paid for
three conventions and five cities in three
weeks.
[i couldnt square tuit; FLAP60- 10/89] Roy Tackett SAID THIS, quoting some
one else in turn: “Has over 16 million col
ors on screen at the same time.” “Shows
A long time ago, maybe fifteen or twenty years white, does it?” I’m proud to say, sir, that I
ago when I was still in FAPA, Harry Warner picked up on that as soon as you ran it off
started a con-and-trip report detailing his adven your duper. First, it carried me back about
tures from Hagerstown to whatever city and what 59 years when I began my glorious career
ever con he was attending that year. It was a
upon the wicked stage, learning to be an
masterpiece of satire (oh, ever-so-subtle deadpan
electrician. I wanted to be an electrician,
satire) aimed at all the other boring con-and-trip
reports we’ve read in fifty years of fanning. It was not a carpenter or a prop man or a ward
perhaps twelve to fifteen pages in length and at robe hustler, and I began learning about
the end of the first installment his bus was just the magic of stage lighting. Second, it came
leaving the Hagerstown city limits. Fifteen pages home to roost aboutm35 years ago when
of bus trip from downtown to the city limits. I the university (where I worked) installed
never saw another installment but my admiration lighting in a new fieldhouse they had just
for Harry and his brand of deadpan humor in
built. The fieldhouse was designed to dou
creased tenfold. Not so strangely, some midwestble
as a theater because it could seat 8000
em fans (and fanzines) still publish that kind of
trip report to and from cons: auto troubles, dull or so people, so they built a portable stage
to haul in and out, and then mounted a
meals, dull everything.
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permanent grid with lighting and curtains
at one end.
No one thought to consult the stage
hands who worked with shows. Architects
and administrators don’t work that way.
Their idea of curtains and backdrop was a
farce, there were no wings, the stage
moved and wobbled when dancers were in
high gear because the stage was mounted
on wheels and moved with the dancers,
and the lighting was something that would
be rejected by the managers of the oldtime
vaudeville houses where I first broke in.
To come back to Roy’s point: this stage
had three strip lights, each about 40 fee
long running the width of the stage. In the
really old days we called them X-rays; later,
in the legit theater they were called strips or
rondels. Each strip contained three circuits,
and each circuit had colored rondels: red,
blue, and green. A good electrician could
produce almost any color the script called
for by mixing and modifying those three
colors. When the X-rays were installed at
the fieldhouse all the green rondels were
removed because, the fieldhouse manager
said, there were times when they need
white light on stage. No one told him that
red, blue, and green made white when all
three were at full power. And so at last I
come back to Roy’s point. “Shows white,
does it?”
A long time ago in the vaudeville
houses they used green strips and spot

lights on negro entertainers. The effect was
ghastly, and that was intended. Black ac
tors and singers were supposed to be comi
cal stereotypes, weren’t they? Green made
them more so, didn’t it? It did, for that day,
and green lighting persisted for many
years. I came up against that stereotype
one day at the fieldhouse when a negro
band came in for a one-night stand.
There would be singers and dancers
moving about on stage in front of the band,
and I was startled to find the stage specs
called for green lighting. This was in the
mid-1950s with vaudeville some twenty
years behind us. I sought out the show
manager and told him I was terribly sorry,
but I had no green gels. However, I did
have a large supply of a gel called “no
color pink” and would he like to see that?
He was skeptical, but willing to look, so I
filled all my strips and spotlights with no
color pink and opened on the band who
were doing an afternoon rehearsal. He
was most impressed, and we did the show
in that color. Afterward, he asked me for
samples to take along to other theaters
where they would be playing in the future.
I truly hope he never used green again
“No-color pink” is just that: a pink so
pale as to be almost invisible, but it works
wonders beyond the imagination for any
person, white or black, standing in a bril
liant spotlight. At the 1976 worldcon in
Kansas City the Hugo awards and Hein

When, at this year’s MidWestCon, Bob Tucker told me that he had been
unable to come up with an original installment of his column, for this is
sue -1 didn’t panic.
Even though he dropped out a year or so back, for a long time Bob
and I were members of the same apa. A decade ago, prior to OW58, in a
similar situation, Bob suggested that I might “mine” his apazine, and con
struct a “column” that way.
— and at the same time, he granted me “genzine rights” to all his
FLAP contributions.
That “worked” for OW58, as well as for two installments here in the
90s.
There was no reason that it wouldn’t work equally well for this issue.
Except that I couldn't remember which FLAPzines had already been har
vested. So I’ve had to research back issues of this zine.
While I was at it, and since Toni Weisskopf is working on a biogra
phy of Tucker’s Life & Work [portions of which are to be published in
these pages, RSN] ALONG THE ROAD TO FAME AND GLORY: a young whippersnapper

by name of Toni Weisskopf, an editor at Baen Books, is preparing to
write my biography. We now have six or eight hours of interviews on
tape and she has accumulated a hefty mass of my old fan writings
and old fanzines, and she thinks maybe RSN she’ll begin on the first
draft. That’s amazing,

—Bob Tucker; August 17, 1989

— I was inspired to generate a Listing of previous installments of the
Outworlds Cycle of “Beard Mumblings”, for the edification of Us All.
Beard Mumblings

OW21 - p.814; OW24 - p.905; *OW35 - p.1256; *OW37 - p.1293;
*OW38 - p.1356; OW41-p.l429; OW43-p.l468;
OW49 - “Convention Speech, Sort of... ” - p. 163 7; OW55 - p. 1783;

OW58 - p. 1882

[editorially adapted from
I COULDN’T ‘SQUARE TUIT. FLAP52,6/88]

OW60 - p.1955

“Life upon the Wicked Stage” - [11/24/87; from
I COULDN’T ‘SQUARE TUIT; FLAP49; 12/87]
“...mailing comment to Lon Atkins” [1/10/88;
I COULDN’T SQUARE ‘TUIT; FLAP50; 2/88]
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lein’s guest of honor speech took place in a
professional theater in a civic center. I dis
covered that professional stagehands and
spotlight operators were working the show,
and I asked the operators to use no-color
pink in their spotlights. They did and every
body on stage looked terrif, especially
Heinlein because he was wearing a white
dinner jacket.
Keep all this in mind when you become
a famous star.
[i couldnt square tuit; FLAP58 - 06/89]
Some day or some month when you have lots of
time on your hands and wish to play with some
more “By The Numbers”, check your files to find
where and when I first appeared in one of your
sterling fanzines. I don’t recall being in Abanico
or Star*Dust or Silver Dusk, but I’m reasona
bly certain you invited me into Double-Bill
somewhere in the early sixties. Twenty-five years
ago, that’s not too many. And I faintly recall hav
ing some (faint) kind of hand in the naming of
Double-Bill but the circumstances escape me
now. Were you running a contest for a title?
Your request to reprint my FLAP columns or
pages in Outworlds has been answered by letter,
and the gasping hordes of FLAP members who
read Outworlds will soon write you letters of
complaint, saying they’ve read my pages some
where. Don’t tell them. We’U use those letters as
a check to learn if they actually read FLAP pages.

[—mailing comment to Bill Bowers;
I COULDNT SQUARE TUIT; FLAP54 - 10/88]

—Bob Tucker

“Life Upon the Wicked Stage: II”
[pre-print from i couldnt square tuit; FLAP69; 4/91 ]

OW62-p.2129

OW63 - p.2198

[... on the old testament pseudepigrapha]
[i couldnt square tuit; FLAP57; 4/89]
[“Because all knowledge...”]
[i couldnt square tuit; FLAP76; 6/92]
“I’ve Been Out There Again Flying Around the Cosmos, Tinkerbell”
U COULDNT SQUARE TUIT; FLAP55; 12/88]
(wrongly credited in OW63; this is whence it came...)

‘ ...for some new inscrutable reason [I suspect it was the ultimate Edito
rial Typo, and Bob was Too Kind to point it out...], three installments ran
under the title “Beard Mutterings".
There are a lot more FLAPdroppings out there; I plan to share some of
them with you over the next several issues.

.. .after concocting the above column, I took advantage of technology,
and e-mailed the text to Bob. His reply:
From: "bob/fem tucker" <tucker34@gte.net>
Subject: Cobbled-together column.
Date: Fri, 3 Jul 1998 13:30:12 -0500

I like it! Go with it, just as you have it now. I was very pleased to read the col
umn you put together because I had forgotten so many things mentioned in it.
And, if you can find a way to work it in, I would like to add this 1998 touchMeanwhile, up here on the brink of2000, Joe Siclari is building a library/
repository/museum for all things fannish, something that fans in the next century
can visit and wonder aloud what a primitive "mimeograph" is. The old codgers
among us know what a mimeograph was, and know that long exposure to the
contraption could give you Twonk's Disease, but the new whippersnappers com
ing up will have to visit Joe’s website to read the actual contents. Scads of Pre
historic contents. Try this one on your next browse:
http://www.ianac.org

—Bob Tucker

A letter showed up in the mail, with a
yellow-tinted picture of a “FREE PROS
PERITY FAITH GRACE BIBLE CROSS”
and the question “DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW WHAT YOUR FUTURE HOLDS?
LEARN IMMEDIATELY ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE CONCERNING LOVE, FAM
ILY, AND MONEY. YOU DESERVE AN
SWERS!” (St. Matthew 18:19)

velope, whisked out the letter and scanned
through it looking for those magic code
words of confirmation.
And there they were, right in the fourth
paragraph down:

Damn right I do!
Okay, maybe the Rev. Ewing doesn’t
use his name in his mailings anymore. And
maybe now he calls it “Church and Bible
Study in the Home by Mail.” But this had
to be my old friend. I ripped open the en

Sure—we all do!
I don’t know what took so long for the
Rev. Ewing to find me again, but early in
his letter I can see that he must have
bought a new selection of mailing lists:

“DO YOU NEED HELP? DO YOU NEED
TO BE LOVED? ARE YOU TROUBLED?
ARE YOU LONELY? DO YOU NEED A CON
TINUOUS FLOW OF MONEY BLESSINGS?"

TIh®
by Richard Brandt

Ten or fifteen years must had
PASSED since I last heard from the Rev.
Ewing and his Church-by-Mail.
I can still remember clearly the enve
lope that arrived in the mail, emblazoned
with a yellow-tinted illustration of the
Golden Prosperity Cross which they of
fered FREE of charge just for the asking. I
can recall passages of the letter that came
tucked inside: how their decades-old min
istry offered help and solace to millions;
about all the great things that prayer can
accomplish; how, working and praying to
gether with the Rev. Ewing and his
Church-By-Mail, you can guarantee your
self “A Continuous Flow of Money Bless
ings.”
Maybe 1 don’t remember all the exact
wording of that letter, but there’s a phrase
I’ll never forget: “A Continuous Flow of
Money Blessings.” How it rolls off the
tongue. What visions it conjures up.
I read on, and found testimonials from
coverts to the Rev. Ewing’s Church-ByMail: “I lost my job. I had no money. I
could not pay my medical bills. Then I
prayed with the Rev. Ewing, and within
two weeks I had a new car and a color
TV!”
“Good Lord,” I said to myself, “this
sounds like nothing so much as some glori
fied (you should pardon the expression)
pyramid scheme!”
I cherished that letter from the Rev. Ew
ing, and held it close to my heart. But in
one of our many moves in the intervening
years, the letter fell by the wayside, and I
felt I had heard the last of the Rev. Ewing.
Until a few weeks ago.

[Stuart Gilson]
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“WE FELT SOMETHING LEADING US TO
HELP SOMEONE AT THIS ADDRESS AND
TO MAIL YOU THIS BEAUTIFUL, GOLDEN,
PROSPERITY CROSS.”

But the good Rev. Ewing and his home
ministry (serving the faithful for 46 years, it
says here), wouldn’t steer us wrong, would
they? After all, here’s the ringing endorse
ment of a member of the clergy:
Again, the reverse side of the letter is
“I’ve been a pastor for 50 years and
filled with heartwarming testimonials:
“I was in need of $2,492.00 for income (this ministry) is ding a great work for God.
tax. God blessed me the next day. (C.H., I’ve been acquainted with (this ministry) for
(over 30) years, and know (them) to be a
Michigan)”
great (people) of God. (Rev. H.D.S.)”
Or this little gem:
Ah, that’s what we need more of in
“That’s not all: [you] prayed and God
these troubled times: A sturdy man of the
healed me of cancer and then this lady
passed away and left my name on her will. cloth so proud of his association with the
Church-By-Mail he’s afraid to use his real
She left me a beautiful 7 room house, 2
name.
automobiles, and $9,780.00. And I can’t
Need more reassurance that the
even drive! (E.S.-MD)”
Church-By-Mail is on the up-and-up? On
“God puts you on this Earth for a rea
the back of this letter, in microscopically
son,” the Rev. Ewing reminds us. “He
wants to bless you and meet your spiritual, fine print, is the weirdest jumble of scrip
ture-quoting and legal boilerplate I’ve ever
physical and financial needs! (HI John 2)”
seen. For example:
This sounds more and more to me like
“This Ministry assumes no legal respon
it is a glorified (y.s.p.t.e.) pyramid scam,
and since I have learned a little more about sibility for the veracity or permanency of
such in the ten or fifteen years since my last reported healings, miracles, or other hap
epistle from the Church by Mail, I scanned penings. All supernatural blessings and
events are contingent upon spiritual condi
the letter until I found just the one givea
tion relative to the individual and any other
way passage:
deviation from the divine plan could result
“Please read these wonderful testimo
in mental, physical and/or spiritual set back
nies from people just like yourself. They
(John 5:14).”
have been truly blessed with more love,
Wow. Not only did he “pray over
joy, peace - and more money! They have
every word of this letter,” as he promises, I
been greatly blessed because they have
suspect the Rev. Ewing had a few ordained
started working with a program that we
lawyers go over it. (I’d love to see a claim
want to send you, for free.”
Aha! This is indeed a Make Money Fast, against this Church go to court. “Your
Honor, my client contends he has not devi
My Son scheme.

.. .from my 'reply' to Richard’s submission:
“ ... [snip] many thanks for sending this....; to say I "enjoyed" it is per
haps not quite the word, but it brings back a lot of memories:
I was raised in a fundamentalist home, on the outskirts of the Protes
tant Vatican of the US: Akron, Ohio. Eady on I was taken to tent revival
meetings ’hosted* by Rex Humbard, among the first, if not actually the
first televangelist(s) - before he built the cardboard Cathedral of Tomor
row — and bought the Firestone mansion as a parsonage. Later there
was Dallas Billington, and the World's Largest Baptist Church. Still later,
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ated from the divine plan!” I imagine Acts
of God would come into play at some
point.)
Take away the spiritual trappings, and
this really doesn’t seem too different from
the chain letter schemes that travel the
Internet daily, promising to bring you
$50,000 in four weeks just for mailing
someone a measly five bucks, or ordering
“Business Reports!” instead of “Faith Pros
perity Bible Cross!” Sometimes I find some
hapless soul who has actually decided to
try this—you can tell it’s some naif instead
of the con man who started this scam, be
cause they don’t even try to disguise their
return address—and it’s easy to under
stand, in a way. It appeals to one of our
highest, noblest instincts—greed—and the
lure of easy money for (practically) noth
ing. The fact that it’s (a) illegal, and (b) im
possible—there’s no way 50,000 people
are each going to find 50,000 strangers to
mail them a buck—only occurs to anyone
who stops to think about it for a moment,
which is the last thing the perpetrator of
these scams counts on his victims to do.
But there’s something...dirtier, seamier,
even less wholesome about what the Rev.
Ewing and his Church-By-Mail are up to.
Taking advantage of someone’s greed is
one thing; exploiting the faith of the poor
and desperate is something else again.
All I can say is: If the Rev. Ewing ever
discovers the Internet, God help us all.

— Richard Brandt
[Fri, 03 Jul 199815:55:25]

Ernest Angley, who erected a rather impressive statue of his deceased
wife out-front of _his_ church...
Yeah, I really don't need to go there!
Ironically, in today’s snail mail, came a perfect illo for your piece.
From an artist who hasn't been in OW (if any fanzine...) since the 70s —
and the creator of a "religious" illo that caused the printers of the news
print OW double issue, to refuse to print OW23. (Probably for the best,
in hindsight; still, at the time I was a bit pissed - the same company
printed the nipple-flaunting Farrah Fawcett posters...)
...truly OW is going to be a Timebinder.”

[Michael W. Waite]

“The story behind the first three
photographs (Drawing 1, 2 and
3) is simple. I can not draw, so,
I had a nude interact with the
drawing in an effort to get
through my Drawing II class, at
the University. It worked, I
passed with flying colors.
I have trouble drawing stick
people. I can never figure out
where to put the appendages.”
—Michael W. Waite
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by Andrew Hooper

Sheila DIDN’T know what she was in for.
I was standing in my living room when
she called, staring at the side of Queen
Anne hill a little more them a mile away.
Queen Anne is the tallest hill in my part of
Seattle, and it dominates the southern sky
line in my field of view. For six years I’ve
been peering at its contours and notable
structures, often obscured by fog. If I walk
to the end of the couch and crouch slightly,
I can see a mysterious deep green ravine
cutting up the side of the hill, with a grace
ful steel bridge bearing Queen Anne drive
across its middle. For six years I’ve been
wondering what’s below the canopy in that
ravine - a water course? A walking path?
How steep is its progress up the hill?
Flashback to Sunday, a warm afternoon
on the sprawling estate of novelist Amy
Thomson and sometimes comic publisher
Edd Vick. Sheila Lightsey and Victor Gon
zalez are sitting with Carrie Root and I on
the sheltered deck behind the house,
munching chicken sandwiches in the midst
of more than a dozen fans gathered for a
barbecue.
"Andy, we should go for a walk this
week," says Sheila.
"Sure," I say, "I’ve been thinking of
some new routes I’d like to try. Wednes
day, say."
Walking is one of my newer passions. I
do it for exercise, and while I’m no Elmer
Perdue, I do like exploring the streets of the
city I live in. Sheila and I have taken sev
eral interesting loops in the past. I like to
think that the tour of the Lake Union shore
line which we took together at Potlatch dur
ing her first visit here was part of what con
vinced her to move to Seattle (although
Victor would probably like to take some
credit, too). And the march back up the
ridgeline to the hotel should have revealed
the slightly masochistic component of my
walking style, and warned her well off. But
she continues to call now and then.
Wednesday was fine, puffy clouds with
warm sun breaks between them. I worked
through the morning, waiting for Sheila to
call. I made myself a late breakfast, and
poked at some books I was reading. I had
a pile of works I’d just read, and another of
books still in progress; there were holes I
wanted to address in the second pile, that
day if possible. All walks are more enter
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taining if they include a used book store at
some point, and happily you can’t go more
than a mile in any direction in this city
without encountering one, usually several.
The phone rang about 1:00 pm. Sheila
was awake, but not that happy about it. I
had my proposal ready and rehearsed.
"If you’re up for it, I want to try to as
cend the difficult north face of Queen Anne
hill. There’s a ravine which may have a
walking path that I want to investigate, and
if we have time, it would be nice to visit the
graves of the Everett Massacre Martyrs in
the cemetery up there. After we reach the
top, we’ll descend the south face of the hill,
and go down into lower Queen Anne and
find some place to get noodles. Then I
want to hit a few used bookstores down
there, before we catch a bus back. Does
that sound reasonable?"
To her credit, she hesitated for less than
a second. "That’s sounds fine," she said,
"especially the part about the noodles. I’ll
be there in an hour."
Given that this trip was going to be 90%
up and down, I decided to start with an
easy, pleasant section of Dayton avenue,
running along the top of a ridge past wellkept yards and toy-like gardens. Sheila
never ceases to be charmed by the concen
tration of what she thinks of as "suburban"
residential neighborhoods in central Seat
tle, and chattered happily in admiration of
flowers and ornamental trees. I hoped her
knees wouldn’t protest the steep descent
onto Fremont Avenue that awaited us.
Down into the heart of the Fremont dis
trict we went. We had to cross the ship ca
nal on the Fremont Avenue Bridge to
reach the base of Queen Anne hill. But af
ter we’d crossed, and as we began to climb
again, all of the landmarks which appeared
so distinctive from a mile away disappear
ed into the maze of trees and telephone
poles. We crossed several streets and be
gem to climb, angling slightly eastward in
search of the base of the ravine I had ob
served from my living room.
We were able to go about two blocks at
a time, and that also seemed to be about
the length of each pitch of the hill; after the
second block, a well-graded street ran east
west along the contour, which gave us a
few yards of flat ground to rest on. We
were both panting, and was I sweating

heavily, after about three of these efforts.
We looked back behind us, and saw that
we had climbed back half the distance we
had descended in Fremont. The neighbor
hood around us had a strange quality of
isolation to it; it was nothing but single
family houses, for blocks in several direc
tions. It was extremely quiet, and our
breathing sounded enormous in the still air.
I handed Sheila a bottle of water and
she accepted a sip. Handing it back, she
asked, "What was the book you said you
wanted to look for?"
I took a big glug myself, and stuck the
bottle back in my pack. "I want to find a
novel called THE FLANDERS PANEL by Ar
turo Perez-Reverte. I just read a book by
him called THE CLUB DUMAS, and I want to
see some of his other work."
"What did you think of the first one?"
"THE CLUB DUMAS is actually his third
novel," I answered. "Perez-Reverte is a fa
mous TV journalist in Spain, and his career
in fiction is only a few years old. THE CLUB
DUMAS is a weird kind of literary hardboiled detective story; the protagonist is a
private investigator who specializes in find
ing rare books, and he has to deed with a
series of murders that are apparently con
nected to both THE THREE MUSKETEERS
and an obscure, supposedly-lost occult
work called THE NINE DOORS. I was able
to see the more common twists in the plot
coming - bad widows, dangerous thugs,
double-crossing bibliophiles, and the like.
But the intrigue around the forging of THE
NINE DOORS was fascinating. And any
book which has the devil, or at least a
fallen angel, appearing in the form of a
beautiful woman, is likely to be able to hold
my attention."
We had stopped panting, and it was
time to climb further. The curve of the hill
was now such that we could only see a few
blocks in front of us at a time; we climbed
each sub-section of hill in hope that we
were nearing the summit, but every time
we reached the top of a contour, there was
another one to climb in front of us. We
passed a school, and a small church. Look
ing east down one street we crossed, I
could see an opening in the trees and a
cluster of playground equipment. A one
block detour took us into the tiny park,
where I rediscovered the ravine I had ob

[Tarai Wayne]

served from my living room.
The park off Mayfair avenue is perched
on a ledge above it The sides slope down
quickly, and a steep staircase led down into
the bottom of the gorge. I could see sev
eral houses and a dead-end street under
the tangled canopy, and the road bridge
was still above us somewhere in the trees.
"Do you want to go down there?" asked
Sheila.
I equivocated: "I can’t see any trail run
ning along the bottom of the valley, not
past the end of that dead-end street And if
we go down there, you know we’re just go
ing to have to climb back up. Maybe it
would be easier and just as useful to try
and parallel the ravine along the top here,
and see if we can find the end of it the easy
way."
Which we tried. We walked further up
the hill until we reached Queen Anne
Drive, and walked out onto the bridge we
had seen from below. Looking down into
the bottom of the ravine, I was convinced
we had made the right decision -1 could
see a snarl of vines, trees and ground
cover, but there did not appear to be any
trail along the bottom of the gully. It would
have been hard going. We crossed back to
the west side of the ravine, and went an
other four or five blocks south, still climbing
pretty steeply. Finally, the tops of trees
gave way to a vast thicket of blackberry
brambles, and above that, a community
garden.
I skirted the north edge of the garden;
there was no one working at the time, al
though the patch was obviously very wellkept A large brown rat sauntered directly
across my path and into the bushes bor
dering the plot. Sheila somehow managed
to miss seeing it herself, but shuddered sat
isfyingly when I reported it to her.
The trail curved down a small hill as it
left the garden, and plunged into what was
virtually a tunnel cut out of a tall broadleafed variety of shrub. The branches
closed over fire path, and left us walking in
darkness for a good ten yards. We came
out in the cul-de-sac ending of another
street, just above another narrow trail that
wound into the maze of blackberry bushes
at the top of the ravine.
I stood there for a minute, wondering
where we might end up if we followed that
trail back down again, then turned and
went back up into the garden plot What
ever was down there, I doubted I would
find a copy of THE FLANDERS PANEL
The next plan was to find Mt Pleasant
Cemetery, and a memorial to three men
killed by strike-breakers shortly before
World War I. I’d been there before, follow
ing hints given by Wallace Stegner in the
prologue to his novel JOE HILL The prob
lem was, after following that gully most of
the way up the side of the hill, I wasn’t sure
where the graveyard was. We kept work
ing farther up, perhaps in the hope that
we’d get to a place where we could at least
look down on it. But shortly, we were at
the top of the whole hill, passing the series
of TV transmission masts which trace the
[Tom Foster]

crest, and the topless tower of the Kerry
Park observatory, which is sadly no longer
functional or open to the public.
Stopping at a fire station, a look at the
map told us we had long since passed Mt.
Pleasant When we squeezed along the
western side of the gully past Mayfair park,
we should have turned 90 degrees right,
and we would have walked right into the
graveyard after going about four blocks.
But noting the complaints which my own
knees were offering, as well as Sheila’s
general look of exhaustion, I decided I was
more interested in finding the noodles I
had promised. We began to descend the
south side of the hill, already having cov
ered three miles and approaching 1,000
feet in altitude change.
The north face of Queen Anne has
nothing but a view of Phinney Ridge and
the flat expanse of Ballard beyond it, so the
houses there tend to be modestly priced,
unassuming structures. But on tire south
side of the hill, the view of downtown Seat
tle sind the bay is breath-taking. And prop
erty is commensurably more expensive
and the houses more elaborate. Greg Bear
had a few of his characters watch the end
of the world from that face of the hill, in his
novel THE FORGE OF GOD, and they must
have paid a hefty price for that privilege
Sheila alternated between laughing at
the huge, garish houses we passed and
mourning for her poor knees, which were
even more taxed by the stretches of stair
case going down than she had been by the
steep slopes going up. It was tempting to
let gravity drag me down at a pace faster
than she could maintain, but eventually we
reached a more level commercial area of
lower Queen Anne, and I was able to point
out a Chinese restaurant which had an en
couraging variety of noodles on the menu.
We shared an order of pot stickers and one
of special chow mein, downing numerous
large glasses of water while waited for them
to arrive.
We passed the time talking of more
books. I was very enthusiastic about Sal
man Rushdie’s novel THE MOOR’S LAST
SIGH. I observed that one of my favorite
things about it was that being a novel set in
Bombay and on India’s Cochin coast, peo
ple were continually enjoying Indian food
throughout the narrative (Where, I won
der, would I be if Leroy Kettle and Rob
Hansen had not taught me how to eat In
dian Food in Brighton in 1987?). Sheila
had just finished reading James Ellroy’s
auto-biographical book MY DARK PLACES,
in the wake of his "L-A. Quartet," and while
she found it incredibly compelling reading,
one thing it did not do was give her an ap
petite. After four novels and a biography
written in Ellroy’s brutal style, she said she
was ready for a break. On the other hand,
I was eager to find more by Rushdie, espe
cially his novel MIDNIGHT’S CHILDREN,
which is said to have strong fantasy over
tones concerning special abilities shared by
children bom on the first night of India’s in
dependence. And I’m looking for more
stuff by V.S. Naipaul, no matter how colo

nialist Paul Theroux may think he is. And
there’s a Turkish novelist named Sheila interrupted my litany. When did
I get so interested in Indian and Muslim
novels? Didn’t Rushdie and my favorite
espionage novelist John LeCarre have a
punch-up of some sort just last year, in
which Rushdie called LeCarre an idiot? It’s
hard when two people you like so much
don’t get along, I answered. I’m still read
ing LeCarre, working through OUR GAME
at the moment, but I’ve ceased to expect
any surprises from him - each new book
seems to be a reprise of the guilt attached
to counter-espionage, with gloomy traitors
clanking along in the protagonist’s wake
like Marley’s chains - while Rushdie’s me
lange of Hindu, Muslim and western secu
lar characters and ideas seem brand new
to me.
But that’s not how I got started reading
Middle-Eastern and Indian novels.
About two years ago, Portland fan Kate
Yule came up to me at the beginning of a
convention and handed me a book entitled
A FEZ OF THE HEART, by a British writer
named Jeremy Seal. “Sometimes,” she
told me, “you find a book and you’re sim
ply sure that it’s meant for someone you
know. When I saw this book, I knew it
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was for you.” At the time, I felt that this
was because Kate has seen me wearing a
fez at various conventions, and simply felt
that I would find it entertaining to know the
social history of my headgear. But upon
reading it, I realized that Kate had made a
much filer judgment, and had found a
book which spoke to my love of travel and
my nascent effort to understand the MusliriVmiddle-eastem landscape, both internal
and external
Jeremy Seal worked as an English
teacher in Ankara during the 1980s, and as
a fluent speaker of Turkish, was far more
equipped than most to both investigate and
understand Turkey’s dualistic nature,
standing half in the European community
and half in the realm of Islam. The fez, as
it transpires, is a perfect metaphor for this
bifurcated personality, and Seal spent the
better part of a year traveling around Tur
key looking for its origins and possible sur
viving examples of the “real” fez maker of
old.
One thing that may surprise a casual
observer of modem Turkey, so closely as
sociated with the fez in the western mind, is
that wearing one is against the law there,
and has been since the 1920s. Mustafa
Kerral Ataturk, the great statesman of 20th
century Turkey, the great enigma of mixed
paternalism and progressive policy, prohib
ited the wearing of the fez in 1925, shortly
after becoming Turkey’s first President.
Some fez-wearers reluctant to accept this
gesture of progress paid the ultimate price,
and were actually hanged for continuing to
wear the fez. The irony of this is quite ines
capable, since the fez itself was introduced
by the most progressive of Sultan’s, Mah
mud II, as a replacement for the turban in
the 1830’s. He wanted to find something
which would distance his country from the
rest of the Arab world, and decided to start
at the top.
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But 90 years later, the fez has become a
beloved symbol of piety and pride to all
Turks, and Ataturk found himself resorting
to the gallows to enforce his ban on them.
Wearing a fez in modem Turkey is not en
tirely unlike wearing a Swastika in contem
porary Germany. It is now a symbol of or
thodoxy, past glories of the Ottoman em
pire, and political dissent When Seal pur
chased a fez from an old fez-maker in west
ern Turkey, and chose to wear it in the
street he was approached by several wor
ried Turks who wanted to be sure that he
was a tourist Western visitors are still al
lowed the fez, but a Turk adopting one
would quickly find himself answering ques
tions in a police station. The cops would
almost certainly send such a miscreant
home with a warning, but the laws which
specify hanging for fez-wearers are still on
the books.
Turks do not regard the illegality of one
of the most enduring international symbols
of Turkishness as particularly ironic, since
they are confronted with similar dichotomy
on a daily basis. The country’s President
struggles to convince the EEC that Turkey
should be admitted as a fully-trusted and
paid up member of the European commu
nity, while its Prime Minister attends rallies
by the Refah party and supports their ef
forts to eliminate western influence and
bring Turkey to the same kind of funda
mentalist religious government found in
Iran and Afghanistan. In Eastern Anatolia,
young women who go about unveiled are
still likely to be stoned by their neighbors,
while western tourists lie topless on the
beaches of the Ionian coast.
Seal finds hundreds of examples of
these contradictions in his travels, and does
a fine job of illustrating the nature of con
temporary Turkey, but ultimately fails in his
efforts to find the origins of the fez. He
even travels to the city of Fez in Morocco,
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but is told that such a hat is known as a tar
boosh, and was certainly not invented
there. Nonetheless, I enjoyed his narrative
immensely, and I now have a much greater
appreciation of what the fez means in a social and historical context. And the funda
mental contradictions faced by Muslim
countries struggling to make their way into
the 21st century are a source of endless
speculation and question, which has in
spired me to start exploring their literature
as well
Pm now looking for something equally
insightful and fitting for Kate in return.
The pot-stickers and the chow mein
were delicious, and we were both relaxed
and happy by the time the meal was over.
But when we tried to get up again, our
joints protested loudly, and Sheila found
herself barely able to stay awake. She de
cided that she would accompany me to at
least one book store, but she was thinking
strongly of catching a bus for home. I felt
bad; it seemed to me like she was going to
miss the best part of the afternoon. After
only a few minutes walking with me in Title
Wave books, she had to go before she fell
asleep on her feet. But by that time I had
been hypnotized by the bounty of the
shelves, and barely noticed her depart. I
had already found a copy of PerezReverte’s THE FLANDERS PANEL, and while
there was no Rushdie to be seen, I found a
trilogy of excellent novels by a Jordanian
novelist of Saudi Arabian background, Abdelrahman Munif. As Sheila staggered off,
I had buried my nose in Munif s CITIES OF
SALT and descended into the struggles of
Miteb al-Hathal and the people of Wadi alUyoun, from which I still have yet to
emerge.
But that, most properly, should be a
story for another hill.

—Andrew Hooper
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For years I paid minimal attention to
the yard surrounding my house. I main
tained it, but I made few changes. Plantings
my mother had put in - like azaleas - grew
with the years. She had once had a vege
table garden in part of the front yard, with
grape vines closer to the street. But the
sugar maples had gotten much larger - de
spite the fact that their proximity to the
street and the power lines that followed the
street had led the power company to cut
great gaps out of their sides through which
the lines passed - and now much of the
mean thinking, of course.
I USED TO DO A COLUMN in tfie seventies
front yard was in heavy shade. My second
But if mowing takes up a lot less of my
for Energumen called “Thots While
wife, Robin, had planted vegetables and
Lawnmowing.” There’s nothing quite like time, gardening takes up more.
gardened where my mother had, but after
mowing a large lawn to spur one’s
she left I let most of that area go to grass
thoughts. When I was a teenaged fan I
and become more lawn. I allowed trashused to write brilliant fan pieces in my head I REMEMBER BILL BOWERS as a corre
trees - mostly mulberries - to grow up
spondent who lived in a village so small
while mowing my parents’ and grandpar
that his address specified that it was “near” along the fenceline, shielding my yard from
ents’ lawns. And when I moved back to
public view.
a slightly larger town. And I remember
the Ancestral Manse in 1970,1 moved
But in the mid-eighties, my grand
back - after a twelve-year hiatus - to lawn when Bill Bowers joined forces with Bill
mother dead and her adjacent property
Mallardi to publish Double-Bill - a fan
mowing. Once again there were acres of
leaving my control, I started paying more
zine which achieved a measure of promi
lawn to be mowed and time spent behind
attention to my yard. Armed with a chain
nence and fame in the mid-sixties, but
the mower thinking fannish thoughts. I
saw, I took down all the mulberries, and I
which barely hinted at the accomplish
really did think about the topics I wrote
ments of Outworlds since. I was an occa took out the rusted old fencing they’d over
about in that column for Energumen
grown. I remarked on this in a fanzine sional columnist for the seventies Out
while I followed a (self-propelled) mower
Egoscan - of the time. A nasty feud had
around a vast interlinking set of yards.
worlds too.
I’d learned something over the years.
One was not to “write out” in word-forword detail in my head anything I really in
tended to write about later. That remains
one of the most effective ways to “kill” a
piece I can think of. Those “brilliant fan
pieces” I’d written in my head while mow
ing the lawn had a way of eclipsing any
thing I tried to write on the same subject
later when I sat down at the typer. What
appeared on paper lacked the wit and bril
liance of my original composition, ethereal
though it was. I’d “talked out” something
before writing it - a bugaboo for many pro
fessional writers, as I later discovered. No,
it was better to mull over my topic, but not
compose any specific text in my head. I
learned to allow the original topic to freeassociate in my thoughts, following those
associations wherever they might lead.
This was equally entertaining and diverting
as a pastime, and it laid the foundations for
what I would eventually write without com
peting with it I got several good columns
out of this procedure.
Energumen is gone, but its companion-in-arms, Outworlds, continues.

TlhMa Wife
by Ted White

My GRANDMOTHER died more than ten
years ago. Her estate was sold and devel
oped, a half-dozen houses now occupying
the land I once mowed. The property I
maintain is now only my own - two and a
half lots, much of it shaded by mature
hardwood trees: oaks, hickories and tulip
poplars. There isn’t nearly as much lawn
to be mowed. And although I’ve turned
wild and overgrown areas into sloping
lawns, making what I can out of the land
scape left me, it takes me no more than an
hour to mow everything - less if some
more shaded areas don’t need mowing as
often. There isn’t nearly as much time
while mowing for day-dreaming - oops! I
[Alan Hunter]
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taken over fandom, and I said I’d taken a
vicarious satisfaction in cutting down those
scrub trees, imagining each to be an en
emy in the feud. It seemed a harmless productive, even! - way to work off ani
mosities and anger, but of course a bit
player in the feud attacked me for Commit
ting Unspeakable Atrocities (I guess he took
me literally) and all but accused me of plot
ting to murder my opponents. I had to cut
down two more trees to deal with that
(Just kidding, Bruce!)
My mother had shown me an old trick
to propagate azaleas. It’s called “layering,”
but we always called it “rooting.” If the
plant has a low, ground-hugging branch
(and most do), you place a brick or a large
rock on ft, forcing ft into continued contact
with the soft Then you leave ft alone for a
year or two. In time the branch will de
velop roots where it’s held against the soft
After this occurs, you cut the branch be
tween the roots and the main plant, and
transplant the severed branch elsewhere.
Small as it may be, ft’s a mature, flowering
plant. I followed this procedure with a
dozen or so azaleas, producing a number
of offspring plants. These 1 transplanted in
the areas where I’d taken out the trash
trees and fencing, creating a hedgelike
property border (as they grew) as a re
placement I did this relatively casually
without paying a lot of attention to, say,
flower colors in my placement of the plants.
(They weren’t flowering at that point any
way and I’d forgotten the color of their par
ent plants’ flowers.)
But as time - years - went on, I began
paying more attention to such details.
Outworlds are not ones
I look back on now with great pride or
pleasure. Too many of them were devoted
to what I can only call, in hindsight, “pro
feuding.” Not real knock-down, drag-out
fights, but more than just quibbling. I was
relatively contentious then, and a target for
people who didn’t like Sol Cohen or his
policies. I found myself defending Sol to
people who saw him in a purely twodimensioned way. I am one of very few
people - Lowndes was another, and my
role model in this respect - to simultane
ously edit a prozine and remain active in
fandom. This did not advance my profes
sional career in some quarters where fan
dom is sneered at as something to be out
grown as an adult. I was seen as someone
who refused to leave the playground after
school was out I was “still just a fan.”
MY COLUMNS IN

In THE SEVENTIES I mulched where mulch
ing seemed appropriate with grass clip
pings. I became a late-night grass-napper.
I drove the surrounding suburban streets
looking for bulging bags of grass clippings
placed at the curb for municipal pickup. (I
had no clippings of my own since I believe
in leaving the clippings - finely ground and
“mulched” if possible - on my lawn, where
they fertilize and nourish ft. But if others
want to bag their clippings....) Grass clip
pings make a good mulch, but they don’t
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last long. Enzymes and bacteria quickly in a week or two - turn the clippings into
soil. This is good for a vegetable garden,
but less good for flower gardens and plant
ing areas, since it requires constant replen
ishment. I had heavily shaded areas where
grass would not grow, areas I mulched and
tried to grow ground-cover over. And at
some point in the eighties I discovered
wood chips.
Wood chips are produced whenever
trees are taken down by a commercial
service. Branches and debris are fed into a
chipper and are ground up into wood
chips. Most companies haul these chips
away and dump them, at their own ex
pense. I quickly learned that when I heard
the sound of a chainsaw in the neighbor
hood I should find the source and ask if
they wanted to get rid of their chips. Nine
times out of ten the property owner didn’t
want them, and the company was glad to
get rid of them, dumping them in my drive
way. I began doing extensive mulching
with wood chips. And when my son was
old enough to enjoy ft, I erected a playset
in the backyard for him, heavily carpeting
the play area with wood chips.
The great thing about wood chips is
that while they break down much more
slowly than grass clippings (taking years
rather than days), when they do break
down ft’s into a rich black soil - an ideal
humus or topsoil. So barren areas with
poor soil can be mulched for a few years
with wood chips and end up with several
inches of rich new topsoil.
One of my sugar maples had forked at
a young age (the trees were a few years
older than I) and in recent years one half of
the tree had been forced, by power
company tree-trimming, to grow out almost
sideways from the main tree. The weight
of this half of the tree, leveraged as ft was,
began forcing the tree to split down its fork.
Fearing that the tree would eventually split
completely and fall into the street (perhaps
on a car), I had ft cut down. Then the
power company sent their tree-trimmers on
a particularly vicious mission - removing
up to half of every tree on the block This
totally killed my next-door neighbor’s ma
ple. And it crippled mine, which had al
ready suffered a major loss. It began dying
by degrees. Each year ft made smaller
leaves and more seeds in a desperate at
tempt to perpetuate itself. A couple of years
ago ft had to be taken down.
This opened up a large part of the front
yard to the sun and made possible fresh
plantings.
Last summer I had two large oak trees
taken down. (It required a crane and a
crew of men working two full days.) One
had dominated the sideyard north of my
house. It had started rotting out at the base
years ago, but I’d cleaned out the rot and
put in concrete. Now termites had set up
shop behind the concrete and ft was only a
question of time before a storm brought the
tree down. The other oak was behind the
house, overhanging the back drive where
cars are parked. It was even bigger, a

forked oak with the crotch of the fork
maybe eight feet above the ground. One
side of the tree grew straight up (other trees
crowding ft), the other side angled to the
north. And its weight was forcing a slow
split, visible in a fissure in the bark on both
sides, and deep enough to plunge two
thirds of a metal yard-stick into. This tree,
were ft to fall, would threaten two neigh
boring houses. The cutting down and re
moval of these trees not only provided me
with enough wood to bum in my wood
stove for the next ten years of hard winters,
but several massive piles of chips. More
important, the removal of these two trees
brought sunshine to parts of my yard which
hadn’t seen that much sun at any time in
the last one hundred years.

The question of WHETHER I was a fan
or a pro - and the implicit assumption that
a choice had to be made between them haunted me from the mid-sixties on. Like
Bob Tucker, like Terry Carr, I was both. I
refused to choose one over the other. I
really couldn’t understand why I had to
give up one to be the other. Fandom was
more than my hobby - ft was my home. It
was where many, if not most, of my friends
were. It’s where I’d met the most important
women in my life. And ft introduced me to
prodom.
In the fifties, while I was still a teenager,
fandom introduced me to people who
would be important in my professional ca
reer - people like Don Wollheim (who
bought my first solo SF novel) and Larry
Shaw (who bought my second). Avram
Davidson befriended me (as he did many
others) while I was still “only” a fan - and
gave me my start in prozine editorial work
at F&SF. (Now F m not saying Avram did
this solely out of friendship - something I
never expected anyway - but simply that
our friendship made it possible for him to
get to know me well enough to have some
idea of my abilities, and ft put me in the
right place at the right time so that when
F&SF s slush-pile reader was let go and I
heard about ft I was in a position to say,
“Gee, Avram, do you think I could do
that?” Avram’s “Yes” was all ft took) I
didn’t initially meet Don or Larry or Avram
with the intention of using them to Ad
vance My Career, of course. I met them at
conventions, at parties. At that time I had
no clear idea what “my career” was going
to be, but I was attracted to writing about
jazz and editing a jazz magazine, and a few
years later that was the goal I attained first
(I became a columnist for Jazz Guide and
a Contributing Editor of Metronome. I
am still quoted on occasion in the liner
notes of jazz albums reissued on CD.)
So I met and became friends with vari
ous pros not out any ulterior motives but
because I liked them and we went to the
same parties. Larry Shaw was in FAPA
with me. Avram Davidson liked to drop by
and hang out at Towner Hall, my Green
wich Village mimeo shop where Terry Carr
and I worked and fanned every day. In
fact, ft was at Towner Hall that Avram,

ange azaleas in bloom! And not only or
ange - yellow ones, too! But these plants
looked different “Leggier,” sparser of foli
age, more open as a plant with flowers in
scattered clusters rather than blanketing the
whole plant The orange azalea was a
small tree, perhaps twenty feet tall - not a
bush at all The yellow azalea was smaller,
more bush-like. I made inquiries. These
plants, I was told, were deciduous azaleas.
Unlike “normal” azaleas, these plants shed
their leaves each frill And it was the de
ciduous azaleas, I found, that produced the
flowers with warm oranges and yellows un
available from evergreen azaleas. Armed
with this knowledge I made return trips to
the nurseries and garden centers (but did
n’t bother with the parking-lot vendors),
and, looking in different areas now, I
started finding a few deciduous azalea
plants. They were all identified as
“Exbury”s. (That name comes from an es
tate in England where hybrids have been
bred and developed.) Some Exbury azal
eas have leaves which emit a mild “skunk”
odor - a smell familiar to connoisseurs of
marijuana, although there is no botanical
connection and as far as I know smoking
My MOTHER had liked azaleas and rho azalea leaves won’t produce any “high.”
dodendrons - azaleas are in fact a subspe And most (but not all) deciduous azaleas
cies of rhododendron, their flowers having have fragrant flowers - unlike the common,
many features in common - and planted a evergreen azaleas.
number of them around the house in the
fifties and sixties. These are now large, ma As A FAN I had always been relatively out
spoken (but not more so than some of my
ture plants - the azaleas at the end of the
peers). I’ve tended to give voice to
drive are twelve to fifteen feet high and a
thoughts which others kept to themselves,
solid mass of color when in bloom; those
next to the house have been cut back from at least publicly. I have always felt it would
be hypocritical to maintain a public face at
time to time but range from six feet to
taller. The “babies” I rooted from them and odds with my actual views,
and I’ve rarely if ever
planted around the periphery of my prop
done that. But what works
erty are also decent-sized now, some of
in the context of fandom is
them four feet high and perhaps as broad.
sometimes less appreci
Perhaps ten years ago I noticed that the
ated in the pro arena.
color ranges of the flowers of these plants
seemed to omit at least one color I vaguely That, along with the aura
recalled from my childhood: orange. I had of “still a fan,” always
azaleas which were lavender, pink, scarlet, worked against me, at
least with some people.
crimson and white. I had “red” azaleas
In 1960 or thereabouts
that ranged from salmon to near-purple.
Pete Graham, who had
But none that were orange. 1 seemed to
moved from the Bay Area
recall my grandmother had an orange
to NYC, decided to revive
azalea, now long gone. (When she died
the title of a one-shot he
my mother transplanted it to her current
yard, but it died, she told me.) I started go and Terry Carr had done
in 1958. He was going to
ing to garden centers and nurseries, look
publish Lighthouse as a
ing for orange azaleas. (We have a local
FAPAzine, and he asked
phenomenon which may be duplicated
elsewhere: in the spring certain plant mer me to write a piece for ft. I
wrote a piece about a Hy
chants set up shop in local shopping-area
parking lots. Depending on the month and dra Club meeting I’d been
the season, they sell different plants, but in to. The New York Hydra
Club was a club mostly for
the spring they usually have azaleas, often
pros, established in the
advertising ten for $25.00, a very cheap
early fifties. By 1960 ft
price.)
No one had orange azaleas. I went to a had fallen off in popularity
and attendance, some
nearby annual azalea festival in Potomac,
meetings drawing a half
Maryland, sponsored by the Landon
School, a private boys’ school The school dozen or less people. But
is adjacent to an estate, which it now owns, on special occasions - just
before or after a Worldcon
which has the Perkins Garden - several
acres of mature azaleas of several hundred on the east coast, for ex
varieties. In the Perkins Garden I found or ample - a lot of out of

flushed and slightly out of breath, first an
nounced with a wide grin that he’d just be
come the editor of F&SF. (And it was at
Towner Hall that Terry showed him a cou
ple of short stories he’d written and Avram
bought them on the spot, helping launch
Terry’s professional career. Like me, Terry
sold his first book to Don Wellheim. Terry,
of course, did it first)
I sometimes think I became a pro (in the
SF field) by osmosis. I was surrounded by
pros, and my friends (like Terry) were be
coming pros. I lived in New York City and
it was a city of pros and the hub of publish
ing. Fd moved there to begin a career in
the jazz field, but my friends were becom
ing pros in a variety of other fields, like
comics (Archie Goodwin, Bill Pearson and
Larry Ivie), horror magazines (Bhob Stew
art and Ken Beale, with Calvin Thomas
Beck’s Castle Of Frankenstein), ro
mance magazines (Clark Dimond), and
trade magazines (Sam Moskowitz’s Quick
Frozen Foods would later give career
boosts to Amie Katz and Ross Chamber
lin). How could I not become a pro in such
surroundings?

[Brad W. Foster]

town pros would show up and the meet
ings would become Important Parties.
Such was the meeting I wrote about
I haven’t reread that piece in nearly
forty years and I don’t recall any of its spe
cifics, but I can say that ft did not go over to
universal acclaim. Indeed, ft made my
name mud with most of those whom I later
came to know as the Milford Mafia, and be
gan a long-running not-quite-feud with Ju
dith Merrill. It established me in their eyes
cis a jerk fan, obnoxiously rude in his opin
ions. And ft was Avram Davidson who
took me aside like a Dutch uncle and told
me that these were things which many
might think but which were better left un
said. He was right, but I was stubborn in
my refusal to be a hypocrite. I called ’em
as I saw ’em, let the chips fall where they
might (The chips mostly fell on me. I was
in later years barred from Milford Confer
ences for transparently bogus reasons.)

My mother had one lonesome decidu
ous azalea plant near the back steps of our
house. We always knew of ft only as the
“wiki” azalea. It made few flowers and
those were a pale pink and looked almost
more like the flowers of a honeysuckle. It
was a gangly plant In recent years ft has
grown to about ten feet in height and has
become covered with flowers as ft has
grown out of the deepest shade and above
some rivals. (Azaleas are touted as plants
which thrive in the shade. They do - up to
a point. But they do better in the sun, or
with access to more sun. They flower bet
ter. But in full sunshine the darker flowers
will sunbleach. Partial shade is best.) It
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turns out that there are a number of native
varieties of deciduous azaleas - they grow
along the Appalachian range from the
Carolinas up into at least New York state
(and one variety is unique to the Pacific
Northwest, refusing to grow elsewhere) and these have been used by growers as
the basis for hybridizing. The one my
mother had is common in the Virginia
woods, but is not particularly striking.
Other native plants come in yellows and
oranges. (I am now seeking out a man
who lives in Pennsylvania who roams the
mountains collecting the seeds of native
azaleas and grows them for sale. I have his
name and general locality....)
A few years ago I ran across an adver
tisement for a nursery which calls itself
Betty’s Azalea Ranch, and claims to offer
the widest variety of the plants in the area.
When I checked the place out I found it
had an entire section (“Section 8”!) de
voted to deciduous azaleas. I’d found the
Mother Lode. Gibralters, Yukons, Fire
balls, Safaris, Siskens, Lollipops, and scores
more! Yellows, oranges, incredibly vivid
reds. Cannon’s Double: pale pink flowers
nesting yellow inner flowers. Big blooms
with ruffled edges or straight edges, or clus
ters of tiny blooms exploding out from be
hind leaves. The variety was incredible.
Yukon is covered with golden yellow
blooms. Sisken is covered with sun-bright
yellow flowers. Gibralter’s flowers are ruf
fled orange. Today I have planted, in the
newly liberated sunshine of my yard, over
fifty deciduous azaleas. But reference
works assure me that I’ve only scraped the
surface - there sire hundreds of varieties of
deciduous azaleas, and hybridizers are
coming up with more all the time.

I’ve always been a stormy petrel,
I guess. And for a time that was true of me
as a pro. Getting Amazing and Fantas
tic as my editorial forums was a fantastic
stroke of luck.
In 1964, when Ziff-Davis put Amazing
and Fantastic up for sale, the Fermans
considered buying them and in fact made
an offer for them. At that point Joe Ferman
was still the owner and publisher of F&SF
and Ed was the Managing Editor - and the
man I reported to every week, Avram be
ing off in the wilds of Milford or Mexico.
Ed and I used to sit around and chat about
a wide variety of things, and he told me
years later that he considered those chats
invaluable - fresh out of college, he learn
ed a lot of the current goings on from me. I
tended to talk a lot. Ed told me that if they
bought Amazing and Fantastic I’d get at
least one of them to edit, although he’d be
in an oversight position. I began to day
dream about the idea immediately. My
teenaged dream come true! All those pro
zines I’d designed in my head while I’d
trudged behind a lawnmower in the hot
summer sun -1 started writing editorials in
my head all over again.
The Fermans’ offer was rejected by ZiffDavis. Amazing and Fantastic were sold
instead to Sol Cohen, then the Publisher
As A FAN
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(but not owner) of Galaxy, If and Worlds
of Tomorrow. (Sol had created that last

magazine; the title was his.) And Sol hired
Joe Ross, a science teacher from New Jer
sey, to edit them as reprint magazines.
Fandom, along with nearly everyone else
in the SF field, wrote them off as dead
ducks, gasping out their final breaths. I did
too. The SFWA began criticizing Cohen
for reprinting stories in his magazines with
out making any payment to their authors.
Cohen responded that he’d purchased re
print rights to the stories from Ziff-Davis,
which had routinely bought them from fire
authors at the time of the original sale, and
he saw no reason to buy them all over
again.
In 1967 Harry Harrison elbowed Joe
Ross aside and took over the editorship of
Amazing and Fantastic, promising to
bring new fiction into the magazines. He
also brought his alter ego, “LeRoy Tan
ner,” in to write scurrilous reviews of
books, causing some controversy. But
Cohen had a tiny editorial budget and
Harrison quickly discovered that his own
salary was too low to justify the time he
was spending on the magazines - at a time
when he was writing and selling books like
BILL THE GALACTIC HERO and SOYLENT
GREEN. So he passed the editorial reins to
Barry Malzberg. Malzberg quickly got into
a series of confrontations with Cohen over cover choices, among other things during each of which he threatened to quit
if he did not get his way.
During this same time Sol Cohen had
met Bob Silverberg, who was negotiating
the reprints matter on behalf of the SFWA,
and who had extracted a compromise from
Cohen to make token payments for the re
prints. Sol both liked and respected Bob,
and turned to him for advice. When he
asked Bob what he should do about Malzberg’s ultimatums, Bob suggested he line
up another editor, and recommended me.
This turned out to be amazingly ironic,
on several levels. Because here at last was
a real chance to edit magazines I’d day
dreamed about editing only four years ear
lier. But there was more.
Shortly after the 1968 Worldcon, at
which I’d won the Fanwriter Hugo, I’d pub
lished a column in Richard Geis’s fanzine
of the day (Science Fiction Review, I
think) on the subject of “LeRoy Tanner” whom I identified as Harrison. What goad
ed me into this rude act was a “Tanner” re
view, in Amazing, that purported to deal
with an Algis Budrys novel but spent two
thirds of its space (the first two thirds) rip
ping into Budrys’ review (in Galaxy) of an
anthology co-edited by Harrison. In other
words, it was Harrison gutlessly hiding be
hind a pseudonym to attack a reviewer of
one of his books. Worse, “Tanner” at
tacked Budrys on a personal and venom
ous level - and buttressed the attack with
fraudulent quotes and misquotes. To this
day I think it was shockingly below all pro
fessional standards - and far worse in na
ture than the most egregious thing I’ve ever
written in my entire career as a fan or pro.

Much worse them my piece in Lighthouse
about the Hydra Chib. Contemptible, in
fact.
Naturally Harry did not care for my col
umn. Indeed, in the letter column of the
next issue of that fanzine he directed a long
stream of invective, a page or more, at
me - but never dealt with the issue of
“Tanner” at all I guess he felt the best de
fense was a vigorous offense.
I don’t need to guess how he felt when
Sol Cohen announced he’d hired me to
edit Amazing and Fantastic. I know how
he felt. He wrote a letter to Sol threatening
a SFWA boycott (he was then SFWA Vice
President) if I was made editor. He said I
was “evil.” He subsequently denied writ
ing that letter, too, but I circulated copies of
it to refute that claim. To Harry my succes
sion to Amazing and Fantastic was a
personal slap in his face, coming as it did
within a month of our exchange in Geis’s
fanzine. He never forgave me.
I GET A LOT OF EXERCISE planting

these
azaleas. You don’t just dig a hole and
plunk them into the ground. My planting
routine starts with a wheelbarrow and a
sifting box. The box, with wood sides, was
made to fit into the top of the wheelbarrow,
and has a bottom of hardware cloth - a
mesh screen with half-inch openings. I
take this to my compost pile and fill the box
with compost which is then sifted into the
wheelbarrow, culling out branches, stones,
and the like. With the wheelbarrow half
filled with compost I go to my planting site.
Here I dig a large hole, the dirt in turn go
ing into the sifting box, from which it is
sifted into the wheelbarrow, on top of the
compost. I add some Hollytone (a fertilizer
made for acid-loving plants like azaleas)
and mix the dirt and compost. Then I plant
the azalea, filling in the hole with the dirtcompost-fertilizer mixture. Since many of
these plants come in containers and are to
some extent rootbound, it’s important up
on removing them from their containers to
use a knife to cut the roots loose, scoring
down the sides all the way around the root
ball. Once it’s planted I mulch around the
azalea with wood chips, which duplicate
the forest floor in which these plants would
normally grow. (Azaleas naturally grow in
woodlands, under the forest canopy, on
poor soil, with shallow roots to tap the nu
trients that seep down from the forest
floor’s leafmold.)

With residual resentment still clinging
to old Milfordites and Harry Harrison
spreading the word that I had The Plague
sind should be avoided at all costs, I might
have been presumed to be severely handi
capped going into the editorship of Amaz
ing sind Fantastic. Being thought to be
still more a fan than a pro didn’t help - that
Fanwriter Hugo totally cancelled out the
hsiif a dozen books I’d had published, one
of which had been cited sis the best juve
nile SF novel of the year by both Analog
sind the New York Public Library. I still did
fanzines. I still hung out with - gasp! -

fans.
But in fact these weren’t the reed handi
caps. The real handicap boiled down to
one thing: a rock-bottom editorial budget
Amazing and Fantastic were publishing
around 15,000 words of new fiction an is
sue, and paying one penny a word for it —
on (after) publication. That made them the
bottom of the barrel among SF prozines. I
pushed hard and reversed the reprint ra
tio - just one reprinted story per issue. In a
couple of years the reprints were gone and
we were publishing more than 60,000
words of new fiction in every issue. But we
were still paying a penny a word, on publi
cation.
My own salary was tiny, and never fully
supported me. But Sol Cohen gave me
editorial autonomy. I had almost no help
but volunteer slush-pile readers and proof
readers, but I could publish exactly the sto
ries I wished and (for the most part) write
exactly the editorials I wished. (Sol refused
to print just one editorial - which ended up
in another Geis fanzine, which might have
been Alien Critic at that point - in 1974,
and we had a big row about it.) Those edi
torials - and the other features, particularly
including the letter columns - were impor
tant to me. They were what breathed life
into the magazines and made them more
than collections of SF and fantasy. And,
because I did not believe in the dichotomy
between fan and pro, I brought fandom
back into the prozines - possibly for the last
time.
Fandom had permeated the prozines
when I began reading them - and had for
two decades before that. It was in the letter
columns and fanzine review columns of
prozines like Startling Stories, Thrilling

real goal) were regular readers of my
magazines (along, presumably, with the
others). Magazines - prozines - survive on
readers buying every issue. This occurs
only when readers care about every issue
and look forward eagerly to the next
Magazines publish serials to achieve this,
but some readers resent the wait. Sucking
tire reader into tire personality of the maga
zine, making the magazine part of the
reader by making the reader part of the
magazine, is smother way to accomplish
this goal. I have never understood why
some editors strive for magazines nearly
devoid of an involving personality. Per
haps it has never occurred to them to do
otherwise.
You get a lot of exercise - of the mental
sort - when you edit a magazine the way I
did. The editor also has to be intimately in
volved in the magazine and is a crucial part
of the mix that defines a magazine’s per
sonality. And it can be a balancing act be
tween under and over involvement for the
editor, whose ego is often out there, on the
front lines. (Make no mistake about it: this
was as true of John W. Campbell, Jr. as it
was of me.) There were always legitimate
criticisms to be made of magazines pro
duced on a budget as low as mine; inevita
ble problems arise. It was hard not to take
that criticism personally - whether it was
directed at Sol Cohen or me. And some
times I rose to the bait - once or twice here
in Outworlds.

When the azalea flowering season
PASSES it’s time to start thinking about
daylilies. My mother had a few, growing
mostly in shady areas and blooming infre
quently. Some more appeared in a load of
leaves we had delivered one year by the
Wonder Stories, Planet Stories,
City. They were tetrapioids - a stfnal con
Imagination, Other Worlds, Science
cept involving doubling, tripling or even
Fiction Quarterly, Future, Dynamic
quadrupling the chromosomes in a plant or
Science Fiction, and many others that I
animal - incredibly hardy and with many
first learned of fandom and learned its
extra petals to their flowers, clearly a mu
codewords. But Galaxy led the move to
exclude fandom - along with such features tant race of daylilies, and inclined to spread
as editorials that talk about the SF field and and take over wherever they cam.
I divided clumps and transplanted them
letter columns - from the prozines. And as
in sunnier areas where they began bloom
the shaggy-edged pulps were replaced by
digest-sized prozines, fan-oriented features ing. Taking down the trees opened up yet
began to disappear. The last that I can re more areas to sunshine, and prompted
more landscaping on my part. In my visits
call were in Larry Shaw’s Infinity, in tire
late fifties (although If briefly ran a column to local nurseries I started seeing fancier
daylilies - with other colors, ruffled petals
by Lin Carter in tire sixties which drew
and other variations - and now and then
compfaints about its many errors, and
F&SF ran a piece on fandom while Avram Fd buy one that caught my eye.
The summer is in frill swing, now. The
was its editor). I revived “The Club
garden
lies before me, endlessly whispering
house” - Rog Phillips’ old fanzine review
in my ear: “Have you considered that area
column, inaugurated in 1947 to placate a
over there?” “The mint is spreading and
fandom irate over the Shaver Mystery - in
needs to be weeded back.” “The grass is
Amazing, and briefly ran a column re
getting high.” “What would happen if you
printing fanzine articles in Fantastic. (I
moved those two plants?” I slip a sweat
also tapped my friend and Void co-editor,
band
over my head and pull on leather
Greg Benford, to write a science column,
gardening gloves. This piece is done. Time
“The Science in Science Fiction”.)
I wanted to involve my readers in what, to start thinking about the next
I’D just free-associate, and let my
for lack of a better term, I shall call The
thoughts roam....
Greater Community of Science Fiction.
Not fandom, directly (although many did
-Ted White (June 21,1998)
penetrate to that level), but a kind of proto
fandom of people who (and this was my

[Steve Stiles]
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by Dave Langford
Things have a way of sneaking up on
US. A certain Wednesday in mid-June be
gan with characteristic Langford bleariness:
Hazel had gone off to be a civil servant and
I was pottering around in an old dressinggown, doing constructive things like putting
milk-bottles away in the fridge and wonder
ing what on earth I was going to say next in
a longish and boringish essay for the Brit
ish Library’s book of critical appreciations
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of Jack Vance. As does not happen very
often, a full bottle bounced out of the fridge
and smashed on the kitchen floor, and 1 ut
tered certain words. Ten minutes later the
great milk lake was more or less blotted up,
the bits of bottle were gathered into a plas
tic carrier-bag, and (this part refuses to
come into precise focus) as I picked up the
bag for disposal something somehow
slipped: a nasty glass shard got me in the
wrist. There was a sense of utter disbelief
as 1 saw blood jetting out in an arc several
feet long, the way they say it does in detec
tive stories but one never quite assimilates.
Instantly forgetting all first-aid precepts,
I got things more or less right by applying
direct pressure and a wad of paper towels,
and took stock. Already I was feeling ex
tremely odd and the kitchen was best not
described. It suddenly seemed unwise to
try walking to the hospital; the world kept
going wobbly. With rather too few usable
fingers, I dragged a jacket with keys and
things in the pockets to near the front door,
deposited my hearing-aid on top of it (it
seemed impossible actually to put it on
without letting go), wrestled with the phone
for a while and eventually got through to
the ambulance service. Phone now cov
ered in red polka-dots. Oh dear. Hazel
won’t like that. Left the front door open,
just in case, and propped myself against a
wall which seemed to be undulating rather
a lot. Aeons passed.
The paramedics decided to sit me down
and bandage me up in the front room,
leaving me thinking a great deal more ‘Oh
dear. Hazel won’t like that,’ as surprisingly
copious pools of blood collected on her fa
vourite carpet, table and William Morris
coffee-table book. Confused interlude:
ambulance, oxygen, much rattling and
bumping, emergency room, some hidden
but welcome hand thrusting in my hearing
aid so I could answer questions ... and
eventually relative calm on a bed with my
injured arm strung up in a sort of left
handed Nazi salute while the other was im
mobilized by a drip-feed. You know those
times when scratching your nose seems the
most important thing on Earth? At least I
was appropriately garbed for the occasion.
‘Old dressing-gown and pyjamas,’ I mum
bled, ‘we have been through many adven
tures together, but none as strange as this.’
After which, of course, the day settled to
nice comforting boredom... punctuated by

trolley journeys (in which I studied several
miles of ceilings belonging to the Royal
Berkshire Hospital), x-rays, many blood
pressure checks, the threat of an operation
to stitch up that gashed artery, the cheering
discovery that after several hours of pres
sure the bleeding had more or less stopped
of its own accord.... By early afternoon I’d
managed to phone Hetzel’s office with
warnings about the great 94 London Road
abattoir, and to extract a pen and (great
good hick) notebook from that jacket
pocket So for want of einything else to do,
I wrote 17 excruciating pages about Jack
Vance after all.
Toweirds evening, with the dodgy arm
in a sling, I returned home by taxi at my
own expense: a compromise between the
conflicting schools of medical advice You
Really Shouldn’t Walk Yet and Er, We
Don’t Have A Spare Ambulance. Hazel
was soon back, enjoining me to do noth
ing, sit still, be utterly calm let her clean up,
etc. Then, as I’d rather feared, she took a
look at the bloodbath and went to lie down
and recover while I guiltily scrubbed away
at the evidence one handed. It’s amazing
what you can do with cold water, though:
the carpet, the coffee-table and - thanks to
a laminated cover - even the defiled Wil
liam Morris book cleaned up good as new.
All that now remains is a small scarred
lump on my wrist, but I still find it hard to
look milk-bottles in (as it were) the eye.
Nasty, vindictive little beasts.
Even more alarmingly, this blood
stained episode had brought out the antifannish worst in me. Kim Huett helpfully
reminded me of traditional Langford reac
tions to disaster, ‘Was almost concerned
when I read you had inflicted HIDEOUS
INJURIES upon yourself. The twin themes
of suffering HIDEOUS INJURIES and own
ing HIDEOUS CARS in your fannish writ
ing blunted my sympathy somewhat
though. The author who cried OUCH too
often perhaps?’ But the truly horrific sub
text was that all through that aching day,
I’d failed even once to think of the tradi
tional consolation ‘Hey, there’s a fanzine
article in this!’ — and instead scribbled end
lessly away about Bloody Revenge Themes
In Bloody Jack Vance. Am I going all sercon; am I turning inexorably into John
Clute? The only way to exorcize this hor
ror is to write about it after all....

—Dave Langford
[Nicola Cuti]
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by D Gary Grady
Back IN 1992 I NOTICED that a mole had
begun growing on my right temple. I hadn’t
paid particular attention to it until my fa
ther, who sees me with sufficient infre
quency that he easily notices a change in
my appearance, strongly suggested that I
consult a dermatologist about it
I wasn’t particularly worried, but I made
an appointment with my internist, the gate
keeper established by my HMO to keep the
riffraff from annoying the specialists until
they have something sufficiently interesting
to amuse them with.
1 rather like my internist because he’s
refreshingly free of the usual tendency of
medical types to feign godlike omniscience.
The previous year I’d seen him about a cu
rious side-effect of a car accident I’d been
in. My ex-wife’s mother’s sister’s daugh
ter’s ex-husband’s ex-wife, a woman I had
hitherto never met, ran into me head-on on
Labor Day 1991, but that’s another story,
though I will note that the experience rein
forces my conviction that eventually we will
all be related by blood, marriage, or di
vorce.
(A word to the wise: If you’re in an ac
cident anything beyond the trivial stage,
get medical attention, even if you think you
don’t need it. I thought I was fine except
for being sore and decided not to waste
anyone’s time at the emergency room. In
reality I was quietly hemorrhaging inter
nally. It was only dumb kick that I sur
vived.)
After the accident I didn’t get around to
seeing the doctor until I noticed that I had a
very impressive bruise covering most of my
abdomen, which is a considerable amount
of real estate. The bruise was indeed so im
pressive that my doctor, whose demeanor
is normally about that of Buster Keaton,
leapt backwards and exclaimed, “Wow!”
A few weeks later I went back to see
him again because I had noticed a hard,
dachshund-shaped lump in my abdomen.
He palpated this object in wonderment and
confessed, “Fve never seen anything like
this in my life!” He said he’d like to confer
with one of his colleagues, so I waited in
the examining room, looking at horror
posters supplied by pharmaceutical com
panies, until he returned, scowling, and
said, “Well, the guy I wanted to talk to is
tied up with a patient, and my other part
ner is a young idiot who doesn’t know any
thing.”
He considered for a while and con
cluded that the only likely explanation for
the lump was that it was a humongous he

[Connie Reich Faddis]

matoma. A hematoma is, loosely speaking,
a hardened bruise, like the knot you get on
your head if you get whacked there hard
enough. The “subdural hematoma” so be
loved of writers of medical dramas is a he
matoma within the dura mater that encases
the brain. (This fascinating information I
later picked up from my handy home
medical encyclopedia.) His recommenda
tion was to do nothing other than monitor
the lump, since it seemed likely to go away
of its own volition. This indeed is what
happened.
Incidentally, you might assume that a

physician inclined to blurt out “Wow!” and
“I’ve never seen anything like that in my
life!” and “Man, that’s really weird!” (as he
commented concerning another matter I
saw him about more recently) would
probably have a casual and friendly man
ner and a lively sense of humor. You
would be mistaken. Aside from the occa
sional exclamation of surprise, he’s all busi
ness, not at all like, say, my dentist and his
staff.
Now there’s a happy bunch of people.
I’m talking non-stop hilarity. Once a dental
technician who hadn’t been there long
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came into my treatment room to find out
what all the laughing was about, this evi
dently not having been the sort of sound
she’d been used to at other practices or in
dental school.
There’s always an undercurrent of
amusement even when the room is quiet
For example, I was once having my teeth
cleaned and the technician had scooted
her little stool around behind me for better
leverage while stabbing around in my
mouth with sharp metal poles. Somehow
she was leaning in such a way that her
bosom was on the headrest pinching and
pulling on some strands of hair from the
top of my balding head. I gestured and
whimpered to get her attention, and she
extracted the pointy metal poles from my
mouth and inquired if she was hurting me.
“You’re on some of my remaining hair,” I
explained. She didn’t say anything. I lay
there, mouth open, quietly staring up at the
light and waiting for her to get back to
work. I waited. No sound, no sharp pointy
instruments. Finally I sat up and looked
around and found her doubled over on her
stool, racked by silent hysterics. Evidently
my plea for mercy had sounded so pathetic
that she could not avoid being emotionally
moved by it
On another visit some years ago 1 noted
that my treatment room was accessorized
with a weird plush-animal cow, one
strangely sitting up like a teddy bear rather
than standing on all fours like a proper
god-fearing cow, even a stuffed one, and I
commented several times during this and
later visits about what a strange creature it
was. I once asked if they’d acquired it
when an upset patient, told not to have a
cow, had one anyway. The dental techni
cian said, “Well, as a matter of fact, Dr.
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Walker had one yesterday.” She then
looked a little worried and added, “Please
don’t tell him I said that!” Yeah, like I’m
going to make an enemy of somebody who
attacks my gums with sharp pointy metal
things.
One day I was at his office once getting
a crown installed and when they unwisely
left me alone for a moment 1 sneaked
around until I found the cow in another
treatment room, returned to my designated
dental chair, lay back in it, and put the cow
on my chest When the dentist and his en
tourage returned this struck them as utterly
hilarious. They are what is known in the
trade cis a good audience. (Maybe they
take an occasioned whiff of nitrous ox hide
to get them through the day.)
Several times since when five gone in
for a cleaning or whatever, the dentist has
made a point of putting the cow on me,
whereupon everyone laughs eind laughs.
I’m sure they talk about this even between
my visits and those long winter evenings
just fly.
I should note that they had another
cause for amusement on the occasion of
that crown installation or coronation or
whatever it’s termed technically: For some
reason, sensitive guy that I am, I could not
be made numb, even despite my being
shot so full of Novocaine or whatever that I
looked like a lopsided chipmunk, and I had
to say, aw, hell, Fm ex-Navy, just do it
And he did. Drill, drill, drill. Now bite
down hard on this. Et cetera. It really,
really hurt, but the amazing thing is that se
vere pain is endurable if you just make up
your mind to endure it
You might wonder why I didn’t request
general anesthesia. I don’t especially like
general anesthesia on principle, especially

for dental work. A friend of mine had her
wisdom teeth extracted under general an
esthesia, and the idiots at that office vio
lated all medical principles by leaving her
alone before she came to. (I don’t know
what dental idiot she went to, but it cer
tainly wasn’t my dentist, who is very com
petent even if he does laugh at my jokes.)
Consequently she started to regain con
sciousness in a room by herself. Still only
half-awake, she became convinced that her
husband was waiting for her outside. She
tried to stand but sank to the floor. Unable
to walk, but determined not to keep her be
loved spouse waiting, she heroically pro
ceeded to crawl slowly out of the treatment
room, down the hallway, and two thirds of
the way across a waiting room full of horri
fied patients, drooling a trail of blood the
whole way, until finally the staff got wise to
the escape attempt, rushed her en masse,
and dragged her back into the bowels of
the establishment, no doubt crying, “Fool!
You’ll never get away! Ahahahahahaha!”
When I had my wisdom teeth out back
in my Navy days, the pair on one side was
so seriously impacted that the dentist at the
base dental clinic sent me over to the naval
hospital, where instead of a dentist and
dental assistant I had two high-ranking
dental surgeons working on me. At one
point they ran out of hands and I had to
pitch in and help by operating the suction
nozzle myself. This I could not have done
had I been unconscious.
At one point, while digging around with
a scalpel in my mouth, the head guy said,
“Oops!” and I replied, as best I could,
“Oo?”
“Oh, I just cut a little more gum than I
meant to and I’ll have to put in a few
stitches,” he explained cheerfully, adding
after a moment’s thought that on reflection
he probably shouldn’t have said “Oops”
or should have said it in Latin or some
thing, and this reminded him that he’d
once had a dental assistant prone to blurt
ing out things like, “Ooh, doctor! Look at
all that blood!”
Anyway, when I went to see my inter
nist about the mole on my temple (this,
you might recall if you concentrate really,
really hard, being what I started off to tell
you about), I expected him to say, “Aw,
that’s just a mole. Don’t worry about it.”
Instead he looked quite serious and said,
“I think you ought to have it looked at”
This was sobering, if not quite as upsetting
as it might have been had he shrieked,
“Aiieee! Unclean!” and cowered behind
his desk.
Up until this point I had not taken the
matter very seriously, but it now occurred
to me that I might after all have something
meriting a little worry. My handy home
quack book started out reassuring. Skin
cancer, it implied, was nowadays consid
ered to be a minor inconvenience, some
thing on the order of dental plaque, pro
vided it was caught reasonably early. I
started feeling better immediately. Why,
even if it turned out my hick had run out
and I had skin cancer, at worst I’d pre
[Tom Foster]

sumably just have to start flossing my head
or something. What a relief.
Then I noticed a little phrase buried in
the otherwise encouraging paragraph I’d
just read. Something about “except for
melanoma.” Uh oh. Sol looked up mela
noma.
It transpired that I had every single one
of melanoma’s warning signs: a mole-like
growth larger in diameter than a pencil
eraser, having varying colors, recently in
creasing in size, first appearing after age
40. Most common in balding middle-aged
men who were at some point dragged by a
particle physicist they were dating onto the
site of a major linear accelerator without a
proper radiation badge but instead given
only an apple to hold up to try to fool the
security guard into thinking it was a radia
tion badge.
OK, that last bit may not have actually
been in the book—I was having trouble
reading through my tears at that point—
but it did happen to me. (My friend the
noted Doctor Bunny insisted that I accom
pany her onto the SLAC campus, where
arrivals are required to hold up a radiation
badge as they pass through the gate. The
guard wasn’t fooled by the apple she had
me hold up and the dedicated fellow actu
ally managed to track us down. When he
found out I wasn’t a physicist, however, he
decided I was too unimportant to merit a
badge and dropped the matter. I assure
you that I am not making this up.)
At any rate, the mole or whatever on
my temple sure looked like the suspect de
scribed in my handy home quack book.
And further reading informed me that hav
ing melanoma is about like playing Russian
roulette with two bullets in a six-shooter.
Bad.
All manner of things passed before my
tear-filled eyes. Unwritten books, unseen
places, unreplied-to letters, undone apa
mailing comments, un-mooched-off people
in New Mexico. Dammit, I was too young.
Well, OK, I wasn’t all that young, but still...
I vowed that I would reform, that I
would live each day to its fullest, that I
would make every moment count
And, as I recall, I overslept about an
hour and a half the next morning.
I somehow endured the wait until my
dermatologist’s appointment rolled around,
my terror growing day by day. I showed
up half an hour early only to find everyone
in the office out to lunch. Oh, goody, I
thought the doctor will be all nice and
drowsy after a big meat
Finally a receptionist appeared and we
went through the usual rigmarole about in
surance. Well, all I can say is thank good
ness I don’t have to live in any other devel
oped country, where I’d be denied the de
lightful fun of messing with insurance
forms. The insurance was screwed up of
course, but straightening it out took only 15
minutes, and it gave me something to do
other than stand around reading pam
phlets about skin problems.
Finally, right on time, I was led back to
an examining room decorated with a large
[Craig Smith]

poster advertising the hair
growth concoction Rogaine and
another one graphically illustrat
ing various diseases of the skin
in glorious color.
(I later had occasion to ask
the doctor about how come Ro-_
gaine users don’t get hairy
hands after rubbing the stuff on
their scalps. They wash their
hands afterward, dummy, she
explained. Besides, you don’t
have any hair follicles on your
palms. Well, that’s not what I
heard.)
At least her posters were less
disgusting than the wall decora
tions in my internist’s examining
room. His favorite one shows a
colorful cross-sectional view of
the entire digestive tract from
esophagus to rectum and vari
ous things that can go wrong
therein. It occurred to me that
medical people ought to get to
gether and swap these pictures
around. If you’re at the den
tist’s for a root canal, say, look
ing at an artistically done paint
ing of someone else’s hemor
rhoids could help you get your
mind off your own worries
(unless you also had hemor
rhoids, but you can’t please
everyone and there’s no point
trying). Likewise, seeing an
ophthalmologist’s sliced-open eyeball
might be a pleasant diversion during an
endoscopy. And OB-GYN types could
amuse their patients with Viagra posters.
As I was ruminating thus, in came a
nurse, an extraordinarily lovely young lady
with an expression of compassion that
could not possibly have been bettered by
Florence Nightingale herself. It never oc
curred to me before that moment that a
look of concern and compassion on the
face of a nurse might be frightening to a
patient, but if you think about it...
Incidentally, to get uncharacteristically
serious for a moment, Florence Nightingale
deserves to be remembered as something
other than a generic term for a caring
nurse. Nightingale was the founder of
modem nursing, the person responsible for
introducing among other things patient call
buttons, and in her spare time the inventor
of the pie chart One British Army hospital
that implemented Nightingale’s policies
and procedures cut the death rate from
something like 42 percent to something like
2 percent Think about that a minute. I’ve
seen it claimed that if Nightingale’s proce
dures were faithfully followed in modem
hospitals, the majority of hospital-caused
diseases would disappear. (Hospitalcaused diseases kill about as many people
in the U.S. cis traffic accidents, despite the
fact that far fewer people are in the hospital
than on the highway on any given day.
Think about that for several minutes.)
And while Fm on the subject of under
rated nurses, another, or so I’ve been told,
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was the Western heroine Calamity Jane,
who got her name not because she was
herself considered calamitous but rather
because she was always showing up at
natural disasters to help the sick and in
jured.
Anyway, moving right along, the der
matologist’s frighteningly compassionate
nurse interviewed me a bit, then asked me
to take off my shirt and hop up on the ex
amining table. I wasn’t sure why I had to
remove my shirt to have a mole on my
temple removed. It crossed my mind that
perhaps this is what male dermatologists
do to their female patients and my derma
tologist just wanted to get even.
Presently, the dermatologist herself put
in an appearance. She moved about
quickly and expertly, like those guys do in
auto racing pit stops, examining my head
and torso through a magnifying glass that
Sherlock Holmes would have given up co
caine to own, all the while pronouncing this
item not a true mole but a transverse para
bolic viebelflitzer and that one a heterodyn
ing Colpitis oscillator or some such thing.
Many of the names sounded like gourmet
dishes, and indeed I shouldn’t be the least
surprised to discover that my mole was
passed on by the pathology lab to some
place in Fiance, where it eventually wound
up with a heavy sauce on it
At last concluding that only the mysteri
ous item on my temple had to go, she or
dered me to recline on the table. Then she
injected my head twice with a veterinary
needle full of local anesthetic and, barely
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waiting for it to take effect, she proceeded
to saw off the offending growth, simultane
ously offering up the sort of soothing com
ments one might make to a frightened
parakeet
Having hacked off the part of me she
found of greatest interest and then having
fried the spot it came from electrically (or
so I surmise; 1 was frying not to pay too
close attention), she caulked it with some
black goop that she said would give it the
appearance of a bullet hole. “You can tell
people you were shot by a jealous hus
band,” she recommended helpfully. (I feel
compelled to state yet again that I am not
making this up. I gather that this was my
dermatologist’s one joke.)
Alas, no one bought that jealous hus
band story, but some vile scoundrel did ac
tually have the nerve to ask if Fd had my
head liposuctioned.
After handing me a stack of advertising
brochures on the wonderful benefits of
modem dermatology, the physician bade
me farewell. As I reemerged into the wait
ing room it occurred to me to look at my
watch. My round trip time, including the
interview with the nurse, initial meeting
with the surgeon, examination, diagnosis,
surgery, post-operative advice, and read
ing the Rogaine billboard and other adver
tising, was scarcely half an hour. You’re
kicky to get an oil change that fast
From there I went to the drug store and
cleaned them out of post-surgical supplies,

including all the ones recommended phis a
selection of others that conceivably could
come in handy someday should I open my
own clinic, and then I went home to await
the inevitable agony that would surely re
sult from having had a chunk of my head
cut off.
And the damnedest thing is, it never
started hurting! I mean, there was a slight
tingling sensation I took to indicate the an
esthetic was wearing off, but nothing I
could dignify with the word “pain” ever
manifested itself. What a letdown. My
dentist would be appalled.
A few days later at Biscuit King some
one asked me if I knew a good way to get
rid of moles. I was happy to be able to rec
ommend my dermatologist, but it tran
spired that the moles in question were in a
garden.
(Permit me another digression: If you
have moles in your lawn or garden, here’s
what you do: Stretch out prone on the
ground and shout “Welcome!” into the dirt
Moles are great. They turn the soil and eat
bugs you don’t want eating your plants.
Moles don’t eat plants themselves, and
they move on voluntarily after passing
through. The humps in the ground they
create go down by themselves. There’s
every reason to rejoice that moles have
come to visit and no sane reason to get rid
of them)
OK, getting back to my medical situa
tion: my worries were not over by any

means. I now had to wait for the pathol
ogy report, which the physician had prom
ised me would arrive in “about a week.” If
it was bad news, she assured me, she
would contact me immediately by tele
phone, but if it was good news she’d just
write a letter. Presumably if it were stupen
dously excellent news—like, say, it turned
out this mole had been the sole cause of
my middle-aged weight gain and male pat
tern baldness—T d never hear about it at
al
Time went by and no cal No news is
good news, I assured myself. Still more
time elapsed. Still no news is even better
news, by golly. Relieved at not having
heard anything, my spirits rose day by day,
though at one point I had a brief vision of
the dermatologist trying repeatedly to
phone me but each time becoming too
emotionally distraught to continue.
Thirteen days and a few hours after the
surgery the letter finally arrived. I was im
pressed. The pathologist had not only
identified the offending entity, he offered
an opinion of its mood: It was “an irritated
seborrheic keratosis.” My doctor asked me
to look it up in my handy home quack
book and tell her what in hell that was.
No, no, just kidding. Actually, that’s
what she’d already told me she thought it
was: a harmless off-brand skin thing. So it
was back to wasting my life...

—D Gary Grady

extracting an article from Gary Grady requires an exercise in persistence that would have daunted a less Dedicated Faned. Someday, if you
are Very Good (or Very Bad, perhaps) I will tell you the tale of a 3 x 5 sketch scrawled at a suburban eatery MidWestCon Sunday, and how it even
tually accomplished the seemingly impossible.
Please be assured, however, that this missive will not be dispatched from a .us domain address.
Date: Sun, 05 Jul 1998 19:20:54-0400
From: D Gary Grady <dgary@mindspring.com>
To: Bill Bowers <xenolitn@tntium.net>
Subject: Re: It is Now PastNoon, Sunday...

> Truly, I am merciless.
I wasn't feeling well this morning. Really. A/n/d/ /m/y/ /p/a/r/a/k/e/e/t/ lahJel /m/y/ /h/o/m/e/w/o/r/k/./
> (But that’s why you love me.)
I'd love you more if you were a tall young woman with long dark hair and a tight black leather outfit.

D Gary Grady
Durham NC USA
gary grady@birr.com
agary@mindspring.com

Previously, in Skel’s article....
Any port in a storm.
Stars suicide by taking a Nova dose.

Opportunity Knocks - Opera Tune Eddy Knocks.
What shall we do with a sunken trailer, ear-ly in the morning?

Certain eggs are ova-rated.
Malt does more than Milton can, to justify God’s ways to Man.

Walt does more than Wilton can, to justify God’s ways to Man.

Those who are about to die salute you - Those who are about to sigh, dilute you
Sic Transit Gloria Mundi - Sick Trainset Gloria, Monday.
Making Hay whilst the sun shines.

Back to the Future (Fuchsia).

Who was that Basque fan? The loan arranger.
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—Skel
[Tom Foster]

by rich brown

This article initially began with the
line, “I got a phone call from Harlan Ellison
a short while back.” As first lines go, it may
not hold a candle to “I have begun to be
lieve in Spring again,” or even, “The door
knob opened one big blue eye and winked
at him,” but it was shorter and more to the
point than most of the sentences I tend to
write which, altogether, I think has much to
commend it
Unfortunately, the phone call in ques
tion took place sometime in August or Sep
tember or October ... of 1994. Just which
month it was, I don’t know for sure; I didn’t
make note of the actual date and, with my
well-known cast-iron sieve of a memory, I
don’t want to provide what would only be
a reasonably accurate guess.
However, it was on a Tuesday, at 10:30
in the morning. Oddly enough, I’m abso
lutely certain of that.
There’s a simple explanation for why I
happen to recall that it was a Tuesday: If
my boss hadn’t decided she wanted to take
that Tuesday off, and I hadn’t realized it
made sense for me to take it off as well, I
would not have been home to get Harlan’s
call. (Left to my own devices, I tend to take
off Mondays or Fridays to lengthen my
weekend, or sometimes a Wednesday to
chop my work week in half. A Tuesday is
[and a Thursday would be] unusual
enough that it is memorable, even without
factoring in phone calls from the left coast)
And the “10:30” part was indelibly im
pressed into my memory, too. Just listen
in, now, as I try to reproduce what was said
and you’ll see why soon enough:
I picked up the receiver of the phone on
the second or third ring. “Hello?” I said in
that cute little way I have.
“Hi, this is Harlan Ellison calling rich
brown from California,” came the re
sponse.
“This is rich brown,” was the only reply
I could think of; I was surprised and a bit
nonplused. From this you may infer that
Harlan is not in the habit of calling me on
Tuesdays at 10:30 in the morning or, in
deed, at any time at all If you’re not quite

[Brad W. Foster]

quick enough to deduce this, let
me confirm it: Harlan is not in
the habit of calling me, period;
this was my first, ever, Harlan Ellison phone call.
But I flashed on what seemed a reason
able explanation: He was probably calling
in response to a letter I’d written in reply to
a letter of his in response to a fanzine of
mine.
“How sure you?” he asked - friendly,
polite, rapid fire.
I have two standard replies to this ques
tion.
The first involves explaining, in tedious
detail, that the philosophical implications of
such an inquiry always gives me pause
since, after all, it begs the question of exis
tence, asking (albeit implicitly) if I can inter
pret and articulate the causal effects which
have overcome all contrary forces and thus
enabled me to be here, just now, in this
particular space/time continuum, acting
and/or interacting in just this way.
But as Harlan does not have a reputa
tion for abiding fools gladly, and as I’ve al
ways rather admired him and thus wanted
to make a good impression, I elected to use
the second, shorter one, for all that it too
needs explaining: “Waking up,” I replied.
(I suffer from sleep apnea with narcoleptic
symptoms, so I’m always “waking up”.)
Harlan must’ve thought I was protesting
the early hour, however, because he in
formed me that it had to be 10:30 where I
was, since it was 7:30 where he was, and I
agreed as how 10:30 was what my clock
said, too, and anyway (I admitted) Fd actu
ally been “up” for well over an hour, albeit
not technically awake.
Tuesday.
At 10:30 in the morning.
Piece of cake.
Among other things, in the course of
our conversation Harlan gave me his take
on the famous Jim Harmon/Waterbag/

MidWestCon Door Incident - one which
differs considerably from the version most
of you reading this may have heard.
But I’m getting ahead of myself, I see.
This whole thing came about because
of a fanhistory panel I was on at Silvercon
in Las Vegas.
Jack Speer, Ted White, Amie Katz,
Andy Hooper and I noodled around a
number of ideas without agreeing on a
whole lot except, possibly, what I found to
be a surprising consensus - that Joe (“X.
J.”) Kennedy’s Vampire (for all that it was
only published quarterly) was a slightly bet
ter contender for the focal point of Fourth
Fandom than the lettercolumns of SS,
TWS and Planet Stories which had been
suggested by Bob Silverberg in Quandry
back in the early ’50s when he updated
Speer’s theory.
Don’t get me wrong; I agree with that
consensus. Fact is, I’d somehow come by
that notion prior to reading Silverberg, and
while I believed it myself (even while point
ing out its Major Fault, i.e., Vampire's lessthan-monthly schedule), I had always as
sumed it might be another of those minor
points on which other people with an inter
est in fanhistory, Ted White in particular,
would probably disagree with me.
So it was a pleasant surprise to hear
Ted dismiss the Major Fault by noting that
those were, after all, the War Years, when
paper for fan publishing was hard to come
by, so not only was it perfectly acceptable
that a quarterly fanzine could be a focal
point but, given the importance of the
Vampire Fan Polls to fandom, he too
thought JoKe’s fanzine a more likely con
tender.
Andy later wrote about that panel in
Apparatchik, lamenting that we hadn’t
really gotten our teeth into the topic - cer
tainly not to the extent any of us would
have done in an article. In the LoC I wrote

This, then, is the one unanticipated, unsolicited Contribution to the Issue.
Nevertheless, that is not the reason why it is exiled here, to the back of the book.
This may or may not be the “best" thing in the issue. It may, or then again - my personal
“favorite” remains Young Mr. Braiding’s contribution (which while net “solicited”, was definitely
“encouraged”) - it may not even be the “best” fanhistorical piece.
What is certain, at least to me, is that rich has produced a ‘major* examination of a slice of
fan history, one that I suspect will generate some response, and one that deserves its own
“space".
...furthermore, I know that I wouldn’t want to be the contributor trying to follow it.
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in response, I lived up to that sobriquet
Patrick Nielsen Hayden dubbed me with
some time back - “the bane of the ensmalled fanzine” - by writing at length about
major and minor points of fanhistory on
which I happened to disagree (or at least
quibble) with one or more of the fans on
that panel
Now, I didn’t suppose Andy would care
to devote an entire issue of his ensmalled
fanzine to printing my letter, and at the
same time I realized it wasn’t the sort of
thing he could easily excerpt fragments
from (what with one topic sliding gracefully
into and falling over the one immediately
following, as so often happens with things I
write). I just figured he might publish what
1 wrote in Spent Brass, the not-quite-soensmalled and not-so-frequent fanzine he
coedits with Carrie Root, the next time they
published one. That would’ve been okay
with me.
But a short while later I found myself
trying to put out an issue of what was then
my FAPAzine, Basura Para Botar
(Spanish for, roughly, “trash to be thrown
away”), only a few days before the mailing
was due to be sent out Mind, 1 didn’t need
the activity credit -1 just, near the last mo
ment was hit by a sudden desire to have a
contribution in the mailing. But the narco
leptic symptoms of my sleep apnea had me
falling into little “cat naps” at the termined
as I tried to write; five hours’ effort pro
duced a pitiful two pages of only so-so
MCs. Clearly, at that rate, I wasn’t going to
make it I nearly gave up. I would have
given up had it not occurred to me that I
still had the long letter I’d written Andy re
corded on disc. Fanhistory was a topic
which might interest some FAPA members
(after all as fandom’s “elephant’s grave
yard,” many of its members took part in it).
And, with a minimum of revision (mostly
taking out direct references to Andy as
“you”), it could be transformed into a pass
able article.
When I imported it into BPB, changing
typefaces and using double-column format,
giving it a title (“Some Unrelated Notes
on Fanhistory”), clarifying obscure
points, breaking up long paragraphs and
tipping in a favorite “Far Side” cartoon, it
came to exactly eight pages. A respectable
length for an apazine.
I ran off 90 copies, sent 68 to FAPA OE
Seth Goldberg and, the following day,
mailed one off to Andy Hooper with an ex
planatory note so he’d know what I’d done
and thus wouldn’t wind up printing in one
of his fanzines something I’d already dis
tributed to all of FAPA & then some in a
fanzine of my own.
A pity, Andy said in his response, since
he’d planned on publishing my letter the
next time he and Carrie put out an issue of
Spent Brass.

I sent the extra copies of BPB to indi
viduals I thought might be interested, par
ticularly those whom I knew to have been
involved in some of the events I was talking
about - thinking that they, of all people,
should certainly be able to tell me whether I
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was right or Off My Ass: Walt Willis, Art
Rapp, Lee Hoffman, Shelby Vick, Ted
White, Bob Bloch and Harlan, among oth
ers.
Perhaps the most controversial opin
ion I offered in that piece was the following:

Of late I've found myself edging toward the
opinion that perhaps Harlan Ellison and other
fans who tried to establish themselves as
‘Seventh Fandom” got something of a bum rap
in the aftermath of being told They Just Couldn't
Do That.
At least, I think I can begin to understand
why Harlan got - and, for a long time, stayed so mad about it.

Harlan’s response to my explanation of
just why I thought the way I did was print
ed in the following issue and, since that let
ter is relevant to several things I’ll be talking
about here, I take the liberty of reoffering it
below:

The synchronicity is both startling
and eerie. As I sit here waiting for
the phone to ring, waiting for the
call that tells me my friend of morethan-half-my-life, Bob Bloch, has
passed away, I am wrenched out of
today and thrown back forty years
to the childhood play of sf fandom.
And I must say, with more than a
touch of embarrassment, that I am
grateful to you for your comments.
I haven’t even thought about 7th
Fandom in many a year, but when I
read your thoughts on that time, I
was much overcome by a need to
say thank you.
You strike the heart of the mat
ter squarely when you point out
that we simply didn't know we Just
Couldn’t Do That. We were brash,
filled with ginger and sophomoric
41a n, and most of us had been good
friends with Lee Hoffman and Ian
Macauley and Max Keasler and
Shelby Vick and Walt Willis of 6th
Fandom, and they thought it was
bright and quick and amusing that
we saw a vacuum and wanted to fill
it. We were encouraged to “take up
the mantle” (and even today LeeH
remains a close friend; I spoke to
her a few hours ago, to tell her
about Bob) and had no idea that ter
ritoriality would produce so much
and such intense opprobrium from
people who were not, in any way I
was able to discern then or now,
damaged by our tomfoolery.
It was a mortifying and deeply
troubling experience. At the time.
We were young and filled top
full with affection for fandom, and
had utterly believed all that flag
waving bushwah about Fandom Is
A Way Of Life, and all fans are
slans, and We are familyl
How crushing it was, then, to
have our innocent and enthusiastic
crusade greeted by downright vi
ciousness and shrieking umbrage.
Truly, we didn't know what the hell
had hit us. What you posit as our

motivations, what you suggest as
the reasons for all the animosity,
what you divine as the significance
of it all, four decades later, strikes
me as right on the button. Add to it
this:
The kids who dubbed them
selves “7th Fandom" were goodhearted, smart, decent fans who
meant no harm. No backbiting, not
a smidge of disrespect for those
who had preceded us, no secret
agenda for self-aggrandizement be
yond that notice all teenagers seek.
They were good kids - Dave Ish and
Karl Olsen and John Magnus and Su
Rosen and Dick Clarkson and Nor
man G. Browne and all the rest of
that cadre of forgotten names. We
were jackanapes, bustling about
and producing the equivalent of
graffiti "tagging," posting our
names for the little world of sf fan
dom to see. You wouldn’t think
that would draw so much hellfire,
would you?
And for me...well, that interlude
had a profound and, I'm sad to say,
less than salutary effect on my rela
tionship to sf fandom. It was the
first time I encountered the mani
festation that now is called “flam
ing" on the Internet. That demented
combination of engrossed malicious
gossip and ad hominem need to sav
age the perceived impudents who
are getting above their station.
Soon thereafter I absented my
self from "the family" and have
never since felt inclined to deal
with that coterie. That they now
have the implement of electronic
backfence to spread their "get a
life” venom, only saddens me the
more.
So, I suppose, what I'm saying
when I say thank you, is that after
all this time it's nice to have this
exegesis-of-sorts appear spontane
ously. Hermeneutics may never be
brought to bear on this innocent
wispy bit of cult history, but as an
unexpected gift from Posterity, it is
wistfully dear to me.
On behalf of myself and the rest
of that old gang of mine - some of
whom still live and stay in touch we thank you. And ain't it odd bow,
as I write this, I feel that hurt again.
I'd thought I’d outgrown it.
AU best otherwise.
how I came by the
notion that Seventh Fandom “got some
thing of a bum rap in the aftermath of be
ing told They Just Couldn’t Do That”
To do so, I have to begin a bit far afield:
Ted White and I have been engaging in a
friendly dispute, off and on, for more than
a decade regarding a revision he thinks
should be made to standard Numbered
Fandoms lore. This, despite misgivings we
both have about the overall utility of the
Numbered Fandoms notion. (One thing
we’ve agreed on, at different points, is that
So LET ME EXPLAIN just

it’s useful shorthand until you get to Sev
enth Fandom, i.e., you just have to men
tion “First Fandom” or “Fourth Fandom”
or indeed any fandom before Seventh, and
most fans - even those with only a rudi
mentary interest in fanhistory - know pretty
much what you’re talking about Once you
get to Seventh Fandom, however, you
have to explain “which” Seventh Fandom
you’re talking about - and if you talk about
Eighth or Ninth Fandom, you have a lot of
explaining to do. At that point, Ted and I
are agreed, it ceases to be “short-hand” [and
thereby, possibly, ceases to be useful].)
Ted’s proposed revision would, in my
opinion, just bring the current point of con
fusion back one notch, since he stipulates
that Sixth Fandom did not die with Quandry but continued on, first in the pages of
Vega and later in the pages of the first in
carnation of Psychotic.
The problem is, in all previous num
bered fandoms, the demise of the focal
point fanzine and the death of the era were
synonymous. (A purely technical excep
tion to this was Spacewarp, the focal
point of Fifth Fandom, which continued to
be published as a SAPSzine for quite a
while - indeed, the last I heard, it was still
going strong. Nonetheless, it remains true
to say that the end of Fifth Fandom is
marked by the “demise” of Spacewarpas-a-monthly-genzine.)
But Ted felt that Bloch and Tucker and
Grennell, BNFs of the Sixth Fandom era,
moved on to the fanzines of Joel Nydahl
and Dick Geis, respectively, dragging the
whole gestalt of Sixth Fandom along be
hind them like a bunch of tin cans tied to
the end of a dog’s tail.
Oh, hell - I’m being unfair by treating it
this flippantly; let me stop. Ted’s point was
that, since fanzine fandom continued in es
sentially the same vein, ruled by the same
outlook and following the same basic phi
losophy cis when Q was being published,
you couldn’t really say fandom changed all
that much, for all that several major fans of
the era dropped by the wayside and were
sorely missed - and in fairness, there may
be as much or more to recommend Ted’s
view as mine. It seems a logical step from
the point Walt Willis was making in
“Fandom at 6s and 7s” - and both Walt
and Ted have me on one thing, namely
that Dey Vas Dere, Charley. And Jack
Speer, who after all gave us the theory to
begin with, emphasizes again and again
that numbered fandoms are not about indi
viduals or groups (although certain indi
viduals or groups may dominate all or part
of a given numbered fandom) but about
changes in focus and outlook on the part of
the microcosm as a whole.
On the other hand, common usage can
and often does overrule original meaning
and intent “Gafia” once meant getting ac
tive in fandom (the “it” being gotten away
from was the mundane world); “sercon”
still has negative connotations [meaning
Overly Serious to the point of ponposity]
to some of us Old Pharis, even though
presently most actifans apply it to almost
[Craig Smith]

anything that makes a serious point about
sf; Forry Ackerman coined the term “sci fi”
to apply to sf in all media, but most fans in
the microcosm tend to use it only in speak
ing of grade-B schlock sf film (at least, they
do if they pronounce it “psi phi” rather
than “skiffy”).
What keeps me pushing my alternative
is the fact that, some two decades after Ted
first wrote up his theory, when most fans
use tire term “Sixth Fandom” - and I in
clude in this most of the actual participants
of the era who are still around, like Bob
Tucker, Shelby Vick and Lee Hoffman - it’s
clear that what they mean is the period that
began and ended with Q.
1 also had quibbles about Tucker,
Bloch and Grennell being cited cis “BNFs
of Sixth Fandom” - Tucker and Bloch were
BNFs from an earlier era for all that they
contributed significantly to the Sixth Fan
dom gestalt, while DAG (as “Art Wesley”,
cis well as under his own name) was one of
the few members of Seventh Fandom not
to be drowned in ignominy by those who
took offense at the mere notion of Seventh
Fandom as it was presented.
This may not sound like it but I felt Ted
made a pretty good case for his ideas; it’s
only that, try as I might to accept them, I
found myself continuing to stumble across
reasons to quibble. The idea of a Num
bered Fandom surviving the death of its fo
cal point was radical, at least in the sense
that, if true, this would be the first time it
had ever happened, and while radical
ideas are not ipso facto untrue, I think they
should survive close scrutiny and not be
open to a lot of quibbling before they can
be fully accepted.
While everyone pretty much agrees
Quandry was the focal point of Sixth Fan
dom, fandom had grown large enough by
the early 50s that Q was a focal point sur
rounded by satellites. I called them “auxil
iary focal points” at one point and Ted
gave that a Bronx cheer - which, for all I
know, perhaps it deserved. It just seems to
me that, if the idea of a numbered fan
dom’s focal point being passed from one
fanzine to the next was not too radical to
be considered, then perhaps neither was
my notion of multiple or auxiliary focal
points.
Whatever you call them, Fanvariety/
Opus, Slant/Hyphen and Confusion
were published during the same period as
Q, came out almost as frequently as Q and
most of the fans who participated in Q
were also participating in them, so any sub
ject raised in one might be responded to in
any of the others without utterly confound
ing, confusing or losing the “audience”.
Abo, near the end of its run, LeeH was
forced to limit Q’s circulation (hand
cranking, collating and stapling 300 copies
each month was a real drudge), taking nei
ther new trades nor subscriptions, so for
some fans Q had to be seen as it was re
flected in these auxiliary focal points. They
were the Sixth Fandom gestalt
The next problem I had with Ted’s
proposition was that, as far as I could see,

it had never previously mattered if BNFs of
one numbered fandom continued to be ac
tive when a new numbered fandom came
along. Those fans’ “influence” was gener
ally limited to helping provide continuity
with what had gone before - but it didn’t
mean the previous numbered fandom con
tinued to exist merely because they kept
participating in the microcosm. Thus,
while Harry Warner remains one of the
most active fans of all time, it’s safe to say
Third Fandom ended when he stopped
publishing Spaceways.
What puts the final nail in the coffin, as I
see it, is that if we applied Ted’s notion rig
orously and consistently wherever it could
reasonably be applied, without straining at
the effort, we would have to back it up fur
ther and conclude that Lee Hoffman and
Quandry actually “inherited” Fifth Fan
dom from Art Rapp and Spacewarp.
Then you’d have to maintain that Vega
and PSY, in turn, inherited Fifth Fandom
from Q.
The cross-over of major fan personali
ties between Fifth and Sixth Fandom is
much more pronounced than the one Ted
cites between Sixth and what some have
called the “real” Seventh. Watt Willis,
Shelby Vick and Richard Ellsberry were
major Sixth Fandomites who had partici
pated to a limited extent in Warp before Q
came on the scene. Then too, Art Rapp
(Warp’s editor/publisher), Redd Boggs
(whose “File 13” was a mainstay of Warp)
and Francis T. Laney (for co-editing, with
Charles Burbee, the insurgent issues of
Warp, not to mention writing ASI and his
other contributions to the Los Angeles in
surgency) were, by any objective determi
nation, among the leading fans of Fifth
Fandom - and all three wound up writing
columns (Boggs continued “File 13”) for Q.
Some of this is doomed to remain a
matter of opinion based on different tastes
and perspectives; while part of Ted’s argu
ment is that there was no essential change
in fandom when Q folded, I’m afraid I see
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1956 was that the relatively recent phe
nomenon which had called itself “Seventh
Fandom” had been no more than a pack
of loud-mouthed, conceited, self-serving
teenaged oafs who ran roughshod over
their contemporaries, played mean-spirited
pranks on innocents, proclaimed them
selves BNFs, declared the beginning of
their numbered fandom while the preced
ing numbered fandom was still alive and
doing well, and then behaved with intoler
able rudeness when told that Sixth Fandom
was not dead.
Understand: No one actually explained
any of this to me in so many words. The
specifics were all conveyed via generalized
statements, without naming many names
or pointing outflang fingerbones of scorn.
Since I was a teenager, new to fandom,
these “hints” served as a lesson not to try
to run roughshod over the microcosm, pro
claim myself a BNF, tell wiser/more experi
enced fen to get the hell out of my way and
in general behave like an asshole. Seventh
Fandom was held up as an example of
how not to “get on” in the microcosm and I suppose some would say it served a
more similarities between Warp and Q
useful purpose in that regard even if, as I
than I do between Q and Psychotic. Not hope to show, the worst things said about it
that I can’t see substantial differences be
appear to have been the undeserved prod
tween all three, because I can.
ucts of the fevered imaginations of a few
Still, what Willis said about the haste
overly loud and easily upset jerks.
with which Seventh Fandom was formed I didn’t encounter anything that tried to
“before most people had finished reading
explain Seventh Fandom in any detail until
the final issue of Q” - was misleading, for
FANCYCLOPEDIA II was published in 1959.
all that it could not be called untrue. What I accepted what was said there as gospel
is unsaid is that Q’s demise meant three of because it fit what I’d been told and, to the
the four top fans (and the major fanzines
best of my knowledge, no one ever dis
they published), all considered leading
puted or objected to it - although, by impli
lights of Sixth Fandom, were no longer illu cation, quite a number of well-known fans
minating mainstream fanzine fandom. For had checked its accuracy.
those who had been receiving all the major
(BTW, from here forward 1 will be using a
fanzines of the era, the demise of Q was
FANCY n convention to distinguish between
not just a sign that the era was ailing - it in two different things - Harlan & crew were
dicated, rather, that the coffin was being
referred to there as “7th Fandom ” or the
lowered into the cold, cold ground.
“7th Fandom movement” while “Seventh
People may wish, as Ted did regarding Fandom ” [the number written out as a word]
smother quibble of mine, that I could get
appears to be reserved for the supposedly
over my perhaps slavish adherence to the
“real” Seventh Fandom (whatever that was)
letter of certain requirements, rather than
which followed.)
letting the “spirit” of those requirements
The first thing that gave me any pause
dominate. 1 can’t see it that way; the spirit
was the arrival on the LA fan scene of a
is a subjective thing that will always be
young woman I’ve described as a “whirli
open to debate. I Slink the terms
gig dynamo”. Her name was Bjo (then in
“numbered fandom” and “focal point”
the process of turning her married name of
ought to be objectively definable, if only
Wells back into her maiden name of
because it will be possible, when all the
McCarthy; she later married John Trimble).
stipulated criteria have been met, for who Bjo knew Harlan in person in the early fif
ever makes this observation to say that
ties — ’52 and ’53 - before her marriage,
such-and-such a fanzine was a focal point
before she went into the Armed Services
and such-and-such an era a numbered
and before the advent of 7th Fandom. Her
fandom, without the necessity of confirm
earliest fan cartoons had appeared in his
ing that it also fits the “spirit” cis it might be fanzines.
felt and agreed to by Jack Speer and/or
Bjo was not the only fan who, by the
Bob Silverberg and/or Ted White and/or
late 1950s, told “Harlan Ellison Stories” Harlan Ellison and/or, even, thee or me.
but hers were distinctive in one important
respect In them, Harlan was not presented
Having argued SO much over what was eis the obvious object of ridicule but cis the
or was not Sixth Fandom, 1 begem to articu owner of an outrageous and charming
late some of the doubts I’ve long felt about sense of humor, which she was in effect
the so-called “False” Seventh Fandom.
celebrating by illustrating with her tales.
The impression I was given when I
Then too, as I began to collect fanzines
came into the microcosm at the end of
which had been published before my own
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entry to fandom, I was puzzled not to find
any examples of mean-spirited fuggheadedness in the issues of SFB, Dimensions,
Varioso, Damn!, Filler and other self
described 7th Fandom fanzines that came
my way. Oh, Norman G. Browne struck
me as having an over-inflated opinion of
his writing abilities, but it was only one part
conceit to three parts egoism - an ailment I
have personally witnessed several hundred
fans grow out of. Harlan edited SFB and
Dimensions in a flamboyant manner,
rather like Ray Palmer when Palmer wasn’t
touting Shaverism, but even as a teenager
he carried it off better than Palmer ever
did.
Still, I must admit that while I had them,
I never voiced any doubts; it was always
possible (I felt) that Bjo was just being kind
to Harlan, and maybe I didn’t have the
right 7th Fandom fanzines. So I compart
mentalized Bjo’s vision of Harlan and,
while it seemed a shame that all the partici
pants of 7th Fandom had been tarred with
the same brush, I still didn’t feel I had suffi
cient reason to question the initial impres
sion I had been given, particularly as it had
been seemingly authenticated by numer
ous statements in FANCY II which many
old-time fans had read and agreed repre
sented the truth.
But now (as you may have figured) I
do, in part because of something that came
to light after I published “Some Unre
lated Notes on Fanhistory” in my
FAPAzine.
Ted White, in his LoC on the piece,
asked me what I’d meant when I said 7th
Fandom spawned “at least” two apas.
Since we’ve played Army-Navy Double
Deck Partnership Pinochle virtually every
Saturday for the last decade or so, a good
deal of it in his Falls Church home, I re
sponded immediately: There was 7APA,
and then [although perhaps it shouldn’t
count] Norm Browne’s “hoax” Porno
graphic APA and, finally, Peter Vorzimer’s
The Cult. That was “at least” two, maybe
three.
“But Vorzimer and The Cult didn’t have
anything to do with 7th Fandom,” Ted ex
plained. “They both came later.” He went
on to say that Petey was something of a
wannabe Harlan “rival” (except Harlan
didn’t take the rivalry seriously) and Vor
zimer, if anything, rather than trying to join
7th Fandom, probably would have tried to
proclaim 8th Fandom.
This brought me up short Ted was one
of the original members of The Cult; I ac
cept his authority about the group without
question. But his pronouncement bothered
me because it had almost always been my
impression that Petey was one of the worst
case examples of the “typical” 7th Fandom
fugghead. When people named names be
sides Harlan’s, his was one of the few
names that were named.
So I wondered aloud how I’d come by
the notion; Ted said he had no idea but
was quite adamant that 7th Fandom was
over, a done deal, knocked off its last legs,
by the time Vorzimer hove on the scene.
[William Rotsler]

IT WASN’T UNTIL some time later, skim
ming FANCY II for something else, that I
discovered that it must have been where I
had come by the idea - and several other
erroneous notions.
As Fve partly indicated, it was my im
pression at the time FANCY II was pub
lished that it had been vetted for accuracy
by a bevy of more than 30 BNFs and well
known fans who were “thanked” in a few
paragraphs at the front of the volume. At a
guess, from my present coign of vantage, it
would seem that people thanked in CAPI
TAL LETTERS wrote sections of FANCY II
that concerned them directly, while the ini
tial capped fans in the following paragraph
probably vetted and provided requested
information on any number of things which
had been queried. This much is certain: It
did not occur to me until much later that
they may have only vetted parts of FANCY
II - or that more experienced fans may
have only skimmed the finished product,
when it was finally published, because so
much of the fannish fable it detailed was
old hat to them, with the end result that er
ror and distortion would go long uncor
rected. As a relative newcomer, I read it
cover to cover and couldn’t imagine any
one else doing otherwise.
FANCY II has numerous references link
ing things Vorzimer did to 7th Fandom:
The Cult was “...founded by Peter Vor
zimer in late 1955 [actually, Ted tells me, it
was August 1954, a correction he offered
which has never been made]... Early Cult
ists were strictly 7th Fandom types, hand
picked by Vorzimer.” The entry describing
the 1954 SF Con speaks of “7th Fandom
fuggheads in full cry... embellished by Vor
zimer’s hair cream caper...” Under Nu
merical Fandoms it says Seventh Fandom
(the era) “...arose after the downputting of
7th Fandom (the movement) and general
indignation after the shoddy exhibitions at
the MidWestCon and SFCon in 1954.”
The hair cream incident is depicted as
“one of the most resented of the idiot-child
capers that disendeared 7th Fandom to the
more adult stfnists” of the period and de
scribed as “the SFCon scene when Pete
Vorzimer made Bert Satz drink some of this
useful but misplaced beverage.”
Much though I engage in wistful dreams
of someday winning one of our fanhistorical disputes, I found myself questioning
those write-ups rather than citing them cis
“proof of Ted’s errors. It seemed I was
wrong to so easily dismiss the earlier mis
givings I’d had about tire accuracy of the
depictions of 7th Fandom. And I have to
say a phrase like “the more adult stfnists”
sounds less like something a trufan repre
senting the gestalt of Sixth Fandom might
say and more the sort of thing I’d expect to
hear some late 1940’s stuffed-shirt sercon
LASFS type use in an attempt to put down
the doings of Charles Burbee or Francis T.
Laney.
In the letter quoted earlier, Harlan men
tioned that, following the blowout, he never
again had contact with “the family”. I think
if s important to explain that he’s surely

talking about the coterie of flamers he en
countered - not The Family. By Sixth Fan
dom mythology, The Family consisted of
Great-Grandfather Robert Bloch, Grandfa
ther Bob Tucker, 16-year-old twins Walt
Willis and Lee Hoffman and their first cous
ins Shelby Vick and Max Keasler. And
Harlan, I happen to know, was Willis’s
“Dutch” nephew. I see this now as the
most elegant of proofs, residing as it does
at tire beating heart of the matter: During,
through and after this, the Family never
disowned Harlan and he never disowned
them That should’ve been the clue. I know
this not just as a matter of fanhistorical fact
but because, over the years, Fve met them
all, with the exception of Max Keasler, and
I lived near Shelby and LeeH long enough,
albeit at different times, to get to consider
them two of my oldest and dearest friends.
And I’m here to tell you that everyone in
The Family has spoken fondly of Harlan as a likable and lovable scamp, perhaps,
but also as One of Our Own, as someone
“close enough” that we can and do take
considerable pride in his many accomplish
ments. You wouldn’t think that could pos
sibly be the case if 7th Fandom had actu
ally been the horde of thoughtless, egotisti
cal, self-aggrandizing fuggheads they were
made out to be, would you? Well, neither
should, could or would I.
Nor are these the only things that
bother me about the accepted view of 7th
Fandom
The tendency - which Fve shared my
self - has been to almost exclusively fault
Bob Silverberg’s “updating” of Speer’s
Numbered Fandoms theory for the advent
of 7th Fandom, particularly where Bob
speculated on the possible demise of Sixth
Fandom and its possible replacement thus seeming an attempt to turn an histori
cal device into a future-history device.
Certainly that piece is not irrelevant to
what happened. But the way it tends to be
presented in discussions about 7th Fandom
makes it easy to walk away with the im
pression that, immediately after the article
appeared, Harlan and crew popped up,
proclaimed the existence of 7th Fandom
and then became belligerent when the re
maining members of Sixth Fandom refused
to roll over and play dead.
The historical record - you only have to
examine it - shows it was otherwise.
Agberg’s piece appeared in Q 22 or 23
and while it was the subject of much specu
lation, it was nonetheless between six and
eight months later, shortly before the 1953
MidWestCon, that the 7th Fandom move
ment was bom - at HEcon in Harlan Elli
son’s home in Cleveland. Fans in atten
dance were, for the most part, not those
Bob had named in his piece as likely to
form the Seventh Fandom that would fol
low Q’s Sixth. Besides Harlan, they were
Dave Ish, Karl Olsen, Norman Browne,
Jack Hamess, Bill Dignin, John L. Magnus,
Sally Dunn and, for a short while, Ray
Schaffer. The center of attention was the
black-bordered Q 30. And, as Fve already
noted, two of the other three fanzines

which had been recognized as being cen
tral to Sixth Fandom - Confusion and
Fanvariety/Opus - had ceased publica
tion somewhat earlier.
Silverberg’s column unquestionably
had an impact on how the events were to
be interpreted by the attendees of this gath
ering, if only because Silverberg’s predic
tion (that since things like this had hap
pened before, they’d probably happen
again) was rather obviously being borne
out But since this was several months af
ter the piece saw print the fans on hand
likely were going on their memories of it
Even if they sat down on Harlan’s
couch and read that column out loud to
each other, however, the thing to keep in
mind is that the “updating” was faulty in
one very important respect Agberg didn’t
mention the concept of Interregna, those
periods between numbered fandoms when
the microcosm is in flux while waiting for
things to settle down enough to find a new
focus.
This extremely important oversight
makes the Silverberg piece appear to be
saying that, historically, when one num
bered fandom dies out, there’s invariably a
new group standing on the sidelines wait
ing to take up the banner and carry it on to
new ground, no matter where or when the
old group let it fall. Go back and reread it
for yourself, forget what you know of Speer
and I don’t believe you can possibly inter
pret it any other way.
If you’ll grant that, then you’ll have to
allow that it’s no wonder, really, that that’s
how they interpreted it The wonder, really,
is why 7th Fandom as a whole has been
damned for the past 40 years because they
accepted what had been written just as it
was written (and was never once faulted in
the following months), rather them “intuit
ing” a concept which was not spelled out to
them until much, much later.

Until I

showed Ted those

quotes from
to explain my misperceptions
about the period, he was inclined to doubt
that 7th Fandom had ever had a really bad
reputation; and even after showing them to
him, he felt few people took what FANCY II
said to heart by actually regarding 7th Fan
dom in that light Ted shrugged off those
inaccuracies because, first they had no in
fluence on his opinions about 7th Fandom
and, second, there are more straight
forward works of fanhistory available now
that do not reflect the same bias.
“Besides, 7th Fandom was more of a
shtick than a movement” he explained.
“Rather like fans today putting ’Member,
fwa’ in the colophons of their fanzines.
You don’t join fandom, you don’t join fwa
and you didn’t join 7th Fandom - you just
elect to take part in the fun or you don’t”
This led me to realize that the group of
fans who entered the microcosm in the
same way and at around the same time as
I had, far from “learning lessons” from the
example made of 7th Fandom, bore a
strong resemblance to it I’m speaking of
fans who, for the most part, published
FANCY 11
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fanzines of their own but were known as
CRY Letterhacks. Our shtick was “taking
over” Cry Of The Nameless - after
which, it was often implied, all fandom
would follow. True, we never did do all the
things 7th Fandom had been slagged
with - but then, when push comes to
shove, neither had 7th Fandom.
However, as a participant in the on-line
vetting group of the Timebinders (a loose
knit group of fans interested in preserving
old fanzines and helping maintain the ac
curacy of our fan histories), I’ve seen
FANCY 11 cited dozens of times for works of
an ongoing nature. While arguably for rea
sons cited the more-experienced fans may
have only skimmed FANCY II when it was
published, the relatively new fans and
those who came afterwards who received
and read it while fandom was still some
thing new to them tend to regarded it as an
Authority, just as I did. And there are prob
ably more of the latter than there are of the
former. FANCY II has been used, over and
over, as if it were a primary source because
it has generally been presumed to be accu
rate, not to mention that it’s a lot easier to
look things up where topics are listed al
phabetically than it is to check out refer
ences in the indexes of hardbound books
of fanhistory.
So at the very least, Ted’s wrong about
the way FANCY II gets used, which impacts
on how 7th Fandom has been and may
continued to be perceived. I’m hoping this
piece will spur discussion and perhaps ef
fect a change in how these things will be
written up when they appear in FANCY III.
However, I think the analogy Ted pre
sented is excellent because it provides a
parallel talking point Not long after fwa
was founded, there were snide and sour
comments made about it by those who, for
the most part, lacked the wit to realize that
the way to “join” fwa was simply to put
“Member, fwa” in the colophon of their
fanzines. When this innocuous parody of
the SFWA began electing past presidents first at Worldcons and later a Corflu tradi
tion - there were background compfaints to
the effect that this was “just” a way of giv
ing egoboo to fans who were already liked
in our segment of the microcosm (as if we
should instead be devising ways to give it
to those who’ve done the least to deserve
it). [Afas, the “coterie” Harlan mentions
disparagingly is hardly a thing of the past.]
Motivating me onwards is a sense of
guilt and personal responsibility: I contrib
uted a chapter to Joe Sanders’ book SCI
ENCE FICTION FANDOM, one of the most
recent works of fanhistory, in which I es
sentially recapitulated what I “knew” about
7th Fandom, based in large part on what
I’d read in FANCY II. Thus, I’ve unwittingly
helped perpetuate a gross untruth - and
the fact that I have done so fortuitously in
dicates to me that others might just as eas
ily make my mistake again if the situation
remains unchanged. I can at least point out
the faults I see and tell the truths I’ve heard
that may lead to these distortions ceasing
to be perpetuated.
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It has been known for some years that
the “hair cream incident” was somewhat
apocryphal - it was the first falsehood
about 7th Fandom I ever heard challenged.
Vorzimer’s own report of the SFCon in ’54,
in which he made known his contempt for
Bert Satz (a drunk), had some fans “read
ing between the lines” and concluding, af
ter a picture was circulated showing Satz
with a goofy grin and hair cream on his
lips, that Vorzimer and friends had “bul
lied” him into drinking it These fans were
quite vocal in expressing their outrage at
such juvenile and mean-spirited behavior.
The problem was, it didn’t happen that
way. Fortunately others who’d been there
eventually got around to reporting that Satz
was already quite drunk when he entered
the room and he not only came in looking
for beer but kept telling people in the room
that if they didn’t have or wouldn’t give
him any, he was, bighod, going to drink
hair cream instead, just to spite them.
About the third or fourth time he made the
threat, someone said, “Go ahead” - and
when he actually did it, they laughed and
took his picture. In actual fact, no one
“bullied” anyone, nor even took advantage
of his drunkenness to “suggest” that he do
it - the fool did it to himself.
This much was known to me, a verita
ble neofan, when I attended the Sofacon in
1958, but the truth wasn’t told in any fan
zine I know of, or circulated much if it was,
so there Eire no doubt still many fans who
have not heard any version but the one re
ported in FANCY II, which reflects the views
of those fans who misread between the
lines. And those who’ve seen that picture
of Satz no doubt interpreted it as “proof’
that the incident was tire indictment of 7th
Fandom that FANCY II said it was.
If I were inclined to Conspiracy Theory
thinking I might wonder if the “more adult
stefnists” who were so down on 7th Fan
dom may have realized, if only on some
unconscious level, that without dragging in
Vorzimer and the worst interpretation of
that “caper,” the worst prank they could
slag Harlan with (and 7th Fandom by asso
ciation) was waterbagging Jim Harmon at
MidWestCon.
Jim Harmon reported on it nearly 45
years ago as “The Door Incident,” in
Dick Geis’s Psychotic and the FANCY II
writeup was only about five years after
that But it became the stuff of Legend, re
newed often enough to constantly remain
contemporary. Here, e.g., is Leland Sapiro,
in tiie Fall 1994 Habakkuk, quoting a Phil
Farmer letter from RQ #13:

and to keep Jim out of the hoosegow... Those were the days!
Wooden doors and iron men then.”
And, showing this is not sheer coinci
dence, here’s Bob Tucker, in “Tales of
Cincinnati Fandom” from Mimosa #16:

“It was at the Hotel Ingalls. Jim
Harmon and Harlan Ellison were in
volved. ... Harlan was up on the sec
ond floor, dropping paper bags of
water out on passersby on the side
walk below. Everything went well
until Jim Harmon strolled by...all of
a sudden, here came a paper bag
down ’bang* on his forehead. He
looked up, saw Harlan, shook his
fist and said, "You (expletive), I’m
coming up there!” So he raced up
the stairs to get him, but Harlan
had locked the door to the room.
Jim banged on the door but it didn’t
open so he knocked it in. By that
time he had made so much noise
that the hotel management was
right behind him. Doc Barrett kept
the both of them out of jail by pass
ing a hat; we collected enough
money to replace the door. It was a
memorable weekend!"

This fannish story is so famous that it
never got on my suspicious list
But I sympathized with Harlan nonethe
less. What I found hard to understand
about that particular incident was why
Harlan (and 7th Fandom, by extension)
got the blame when, in my opinion, it was
Harmon who behaved like a jackass.
I mean, we’re not talking about some
thing that even so much cis puts a perma
nent stain on someone else’s garments we’re talking about water, for CRYsake.
On a hot summer afternoon in Ohio, if
Harlan’s waterbag had soaked Harmon, he
still should’ve been completely dried off by
the time he reached the top of the stairs.
Instead of laughing off a harmless prank,
he knocked down a door and was appar
ently bent on doing Harlan some bodily
harm. As my friend Bugs Bunny so aptly
put it: What a maroon. (And this was just a
few years before WKFs and BNFs in the
UK were using water pistols on fans whom
they felt needed to learn how to “lighten
up”.)
So when Harlan wrote that response to
my FAPAzine, I replied by making the
above point regarding Harmon’s over-thetop reaction, not to mention the references
in FANCY II which tried to make it appear
like the moral equivalent of robbing graves
“I remember being present at tbe
or stealing money from a friend. That’s the
MidWestCon...when Harlan dropped point at which Harlan phoned me - which
a sack of water on Jim [Harmon]’s
brings us full circle.

head from Jim’s hotel window. Jim
charged...up the steps, found the
door to his room locked...! remem
ber Jim’s knocking the door down
with his fists a la Doc Savage’s
buddy Renny. I also remember the
cops carrying Jim off, and the hat
being passed to pay for a new door

“I NEVER WATERBAGGGED J1M HARMON,”
Harlan said. Over three thousand miles of
wire, I think he must have heard my jaw hit
tire floor.
“No?” I said.
“No. I’ll tell you what actually hap
pened,” he said. And he did.

Now, I’m not going to try to imitate the
inimitable - I’m going to depend on you,
reading this, to flesh out my recollections of
what Harlan said, in his manner of saying
it Hell, you’re all science fiction fems - the
race that’s destined [or doomed?] to rule
the sevegram, if you’ll recall-so it shouldn’t
be beyond the ability your collectively high,
fine, slan-like minds.
(However, before anyone jumps to any
conclusions, let me interrupt myself again
to make it clear that I don’t think Tucker
and Farmer concocted a tissue of lies and
falsehoods by omission in their telling of
events. Please note their light, bantering
tone which is completely missing from
other depictions. They were simply engag
ing in the fannish art of Mythmaking which
justifies and makes appropriate the kind of
good-natured hyperbole they were using for all of its failings of exactitude. I believe
the versions quoted were tendered in that
spirit and also that Harlan’s is closer to the
reed truth, such as the real truth is possible
to come by 40 years after the event Both
Farmer and Tucker combine things they
witnessed with things they learned after the
fact, and I grant they add verisimilitude by
their manner of telling the story - Tucker
picturing Harmon being hit as if he’d seen
it, and Farmer “remembering” the things
he did witness - but this is again perfectly
appropriate to fannish Mythmaking. The
truth is, neither of them saw Harlan drop a
waterbag on Jim Harmon; neither says
they did. They were not there; they else
where when that was alleged to have hap
pened.)
Here’s what really happened:
When he was checking in at that Mid
WestCon (Harlan said), he met a teenaged
femmefan he knew named Mary South
worth. For those who may not recognize
that name, today she’s Mary Price, having
married George Price. In the course of
their conversation, Harlan mentioned he’d
brought along the stencils for the next Di
mensions to share with interested fans.
Mary expressed interest, so he told her to
wait until he got a key, then they could go
to his room where he could unpack and let
her see them.
They got a few of the stencils spread
out but before they could begin to talk they
heard, from outside and down below, a
few loud and obnoxious drunks busy being
loud, obnoxious and drunk. They were
carrying on, shouting, making so much
noise that neither Harlan nor Mary could
read or discuss the content of those sten
cils. (Although Harlan didn’t mention it, it
is also true that the MidWestCon was being
held at the Ingalls that year because fan
nish misbehavior the previous year had
gotten the convention “bunped” from tak
ing place at Beastley’s on the Bayou; if this
was in the back of Harlan’s mind, as seems
likely, it might have served as a secondary
motivation for what followed.) Anyway,
Harlem went to the window and opened it
up.
“I was only on the second floor,”
Harlan said. “The noisy fans, most of

whom I recognized, were ’below’ me only
in the technical sense that they were out
side and on a level lower than mine at
what approximated the ground floor of the
hotel. Which is to say, they were not under
my window. They were some 20 or 30
feet farther down this walkway -.so, given
the distance and angle, I couldn’t have hit
any of them with a waterbag, even if I’d
had a waterbag and tried.”
But the only thing Harlan tried to do
was get them to tone it down. “Ai least
make them aware of the fact that, since no
one else was interested, they really didn’t
have to yell,” Harlan said. “To do this,
however, I had to yelL” He shouted at
them, but they were so involved with them
selves that they didn’t really notice his
shouting voice added to theirs. Their
booming voices were echoing and they
were paying attention to each other, not to
a voice coming from many feet back and
several feet above them.
“The Hotel Ingalls,” Harlan confided,
“was not the most elegant of hotels. The
only running water those rooms had was in
the bathroom, down the hall. Thus, the
only water in the room Mary and I were in
was in a little pitcher sitting in a basin, on
the table beside my bed. I think it was
meant to be used to wash your hands. But
as far as having any water that might be
used to fill a water bag, that was it - the
water in this little pitcher, just enough to
rinse your hands in.”
Harlan was aware that these fans were
not deliberately ignoring him - they could
hear him perfectly clearly but they were in
volved in each other and what they were
saying and doing, and thus were uncon
sciously filtering him out. This should not
be hard to understand: You’ve probably
gone into restaurants with friends and been
so involved in talking to them that while
people at the next table might be every bit
as loud, you realize afterwards you filtered
them out as meaningless noise to concen
trate on what you and your friends are talk
ing about
“I knew I needed something to distract
them, something to get their attention,”
Harlan said. “I admit I was trying to think
of something I could drop that would make
a noise loud enough to get their attention.
Anything solid that belonged in the room,
though, would’ve probably been broken in
the fall and Fd have to pay for it - and then
it might have fallen with just a small ’plop’
so that no one would pay any attention.
“Then I focused on the pitcher, realizing
as I did that it was probably full of water. It
never entered my mind to splash it on any
one -1 just wanted them all to quiet down
so Mary and I could hold a decent conver
sation - but then I knew what to do to at
tract their attention. I picked up the pitcher,
opened the window wider, stuck out my
arm, tilted and poured water out It went
straight down and hit the ground with a
loud SPLAT! I still didn’t hit anyone - they
were all, as I said, much too far away for
that
“Well, they did hear the splash - which

is what I’d assumed would happen. All I
was going to do was ask them to tone it
down or take their loud and boisterous re
marks somewhere where they wouldn’t be
bothering anyone.”
According to Harlan, however, before
he could even get out a “Hey, folks!”
Harmon - one of the drunks - turned and
considered the puddle, a good distance
from where he was standing, then looked
up at Harlan holding the pitcher.
“Hah! I’m gonna get you, Harlan! No
body throws water on me!” he shouted.
And made a dash for the stairs.
“Oh, my God,” Mary, the femmefan
with Harlan, exclaimed at that point, “I’m
compromised!”
So Harlan locked the door (“Hell,” he
said, “it wasn’t that I was afraid of Jim
Harmon, fer God’s sake.”).

Freeze frame.
The above may not make a great deal of
sense or, conversely, may sound like a great
deal of nonsense. That's because a good many
of you are in your twenties, thirties or even early
forties. ‘Compromised”? Zounds and gadzooks,
that seems fustian enough to’ve come straight
out of one of Georgette Heyer's Regency ro
mances - or, more likely, a bad imitation of one.
It conjures up visions of Oil Can Harry tying Nell
to the railroad tracks, twisting his black handle
barmustache and shouting, “Ah, me proud
beauty!” before Mighty Mouse can get there to
save her from a Fate As Bad As Death (called,
for some strange reason, “death").
Surely, you may be saying to yourself, peo
ple were laughing at such notions by the early
1950s, right?
Well, actually, no. It would be another seven
or eight years before Henry Miller could be pub
lished in the U.S.; merely having the word “fuck"
in a book was enough to get many a work
banned in Boston. Political liberals were consid
ered to be borderline pinkos, if not secretly
members of the CPUSA; the post office thought
they had a duty to read, as well as deliver, your
mail, and French kissing was hot and heavy
stuff-i.e., even that shouldn't be done on a
First Date. FORBIDDEN PLANET, one of the
few half-way decent sf movies of the period
(with special effects by Disney and a plot swiped
from Shakespeare), was terminally flawed by
the fact that the supposedly futuristic people in it
(most particularly the captain of the starship Leslie Neilson, would you believe?) were mired
in 1950's sexual mores. Listening to rock & roll,
reading comic books and wearing leatherjack
ets and/or duck-tail haircuts were leading Amer
ica's youth to perdition, Godlessness, juvenile
delinquency and total moral degradation - and
the double standard was everywhere: Harlan's
reputation would not have suffered a bit [wink,
wink; nudge, nudge] but the girts, Mary's, very
probably would have.
Oh, don't get me wrong -notin our lovely
utopia, not among fans, not really. Let's not mis
take - fans were generally pretty liberal in their
attitudes, which is what prompted the girl to go
alone to Harlan’s room without misgivings in the
first place. Any fan who, under normal circum
stances, came in to that room would see all
those stencils tying around and realize they
couldn't very well have been fucking on top of
them, or even doing much approaching heavy
petting. She probably could have mentioned,
later, having gone to Harlan's room to see those
stencils to any of the fans of the era, whether
they attended that MidWestCon or not, and they
probably would have assumed that that was all
that happened.
But if a real dust-up were made, as Harmon
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seemed intent on doing, then mundane authori
ties (hotel employees if not the local police)
could conceivably be called in - and their inter
pretation, while wrong, would be considerably
more scathing and potentially embarrassing: An
under-aged nubile female from out of town had
been alone in the hotel room of a young man, to
whom she was neither related nor engaged,
from another town altogether. And the only ex
cuse she could offer was that she'd gone to see
the ‘stencils’’ cut for his fanzine. Among mundanes, this explanation almost certainly would've
produced knowing sneers - since a common
euphemism for the seduction of innocent fe
males was getting them to ‘come up to your
room to see your ’etchings"'.
And the fact is that Mary's father, upon see
ing how mates vastly outnumbered females at
the first convention she'd attended, had warned
her specifically against going alone to any young
man's room. While this MidWestCon was actu
ally Mary's second or third con, and she knew
she was perfectly safe, she also knew she was
doing this against her father’s admonition and
that he would net understand and would proba
bly hold her responsible if word of it got back to
him.
It might be noted that she subsequently
spent the night, which is to say she SLEPT, be
tween Harlan and another male fan on the only
bed in that room without anything untoward hap
pening (aside from them pinning Harlan under
the mattress the next morning, that is) - and she
even wrote about it in a fanzine.
If not for this latter (in ‘Memory Flogging" in
Gallimaufry #2 [November 1985, edited by
Dave Locke and Joni Stopa]) from which I've
picked up a few details, I would have left Mary’s
“good name" out of this account, as Harlan him
self did and had done for many years. As it is, I
can recommend her piece, not just for the fun of
reading it but for substantiation of some of the
smaller details of what Harlan told me.
So now you know how it was.

Fast forward.
So Harlan locked the door (“Hell,” he
said, “it wasn’t that I was afraid of Jim
Harmon, fer God’s sake.”).
Mary ran and hid in Harlan’s closet
Harmon didn’t “knock”; his first body
crash into the door sprung its hinges but
didn’t fully open it.
“I could hear him, at first just swear
ing, outside the door,” Harlan told me.
“Then I heard his footsteps, going back the
other way, down the hallway, to get a run
ning start Then he rushed the door again.”
This time Harmon put his fist through
the door.
But this wasn’t entirely unexpected. “I
grabbed his arm when it came through,
pulled it hard and that smacked his face on
the other side. But then, as we starting to
get untangled, the hotel people showed up
outside, along with the local police. They
obviously weren’t going to put up with this
and they went off to jail, taking Jim with
them.”
I didn’t quite know what to say, but I re
alized Harlan had reached the end of his
telling. “Damn,” I said by way of acknowl
edgment
Harlan sighed. “This was really a twoedged sword, you know,” he added.
“Oh? How’s that?” I asked.
“I got slagged for something I didn’t
do - ’water-bagging’ Jim - but I suppose
there were just some fans who thought that
was the sort of thing I might do. But then
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too, I also was never credited for some
thing I did do - and that’s something which
has really tended to bug me about how
most people have told this tale over the
years. Immediately after they took Jim
away, I started passing the hat, telling peo
ple what had happened, until we had
enough to pay for the damage to the door
and to go Jim’s bail No one ever credits
me with that.”

This article has gone on much too
long, not just in number of pages but in the
time it has taken for me to write it My only
excuse was hinted at earlier on, in pass
ing - the narcoleptic symptoms of my sleep
apnea; I haven’t been able to finish writing
anything of substance since they began,
several years back (a page or two into just
about anything leaves me fighting off sleep
and unable to keep in focus). So five had
to do this a few lines at a time, and some
times other obligations, even minor things
I’ve had to finish, put this on the back
burners. For a couple of those years, fool
ishly laughing off warnings I’d received, I
wasted far too much time tumbling down
the black hole of on-line fandom.
But in a way this has been a Good
Thing. Since I haven’t been able to finish
this article, I’ve had one hell of a lot of time
to talk about it. Some of this has been done
locally with Ted White, some over the inter
net with Gary Farber and others, some at
conventions I’ve attended with Allen Sun
dry.
Most fans Fve talked to seem prepared
to accept the validity of my specific points
but question whether they add up to what I
think they do. What sort of fuss am I kick
ing up if I blame fandom when, in some
cases, it is not the microcosm but 7th Fan
dom that was at fault? The feeling seems
to be that, while 7th Fandom may not have
committed all the crimes they’ve been
slagged with and indeed the majority of
worst-case examples cited against them
stand refuted, a few of the criticisms remain
true enough that it may be unreasonable to
say that fandom has “unfairly” character
ized them.
It is still said, for example, that 7th Fan
dom was guilty of the worst sort of hubris
by putting themselves forward, that individ
ual members were conceited, self-appoint
ed and'or self-aggrandizing. “Conceited”,
“self-appointed” and “self-aggrandizing”
are, I would point out, highly subjective
terms - so let me give you my subjective
take on them.
Conceited. In my own 40+ years of
fannish experience I’ve seen fans come, go
and stay, some with strong egos and some
with weak ones, publishing and editing and
writing and drawing for fanzines - and the
ones with weak egos, as a general rule,
tend to publish, edit, write and illustrate
blandzines rather them interesting fanzines,
or at least so it seems to me. That said, Fm
perfectly willing to admit that I think Harlan
and Norman G. Browne and John Magnus
and Dean Grennell (and probably other
7th Fandomites as well) had nice, strong,

healthy egos - which enabled them not
only to publish lively, thought-provoking,
interesting fanzines but realize that that was
what they were doing. I don’t see anything
wrong with this, and as precisely the same
thing is going on in fandom even as I type,
it is certainly not anything for which 7th
Fandom alone should be required to
apologize;
Self-appointed. The way fandom has
managed, over all of its years, to achieve
anything of consequence has been the only
way things get done in an anarchistic meri
tocracy - individual fans or a group of indi
vidual fans elect to “put themselves for
ward” and take on the chore themselves. If
it has not been “wrong” for fans of earlier
or later eras to work in this way, then it is
patently unfair to hold it up as a fault solely
for 7th Fandom. The major criterion in
choosing the fans who were invited to
Harlan’s home that day was a degree of
fannish accomplishment c/w ongoing en
thusiasm for the microcosm; they had all
entered fandom recently enough that gafia
held no immediate attraction to them and
they all published and/or contributed to
fanzines. The reasoning behind this was
pragmatic, not elitist; it was because they
would all be asked, if they agreed the death
of Q proclaimed the need, to pump up the
level of their own fanac. In that way, if they
pledged to take up the banner, they at least
knew what they were getting into. Again, I
see nothing wrong with this.
Let me put it another way. I have a rec
ollection of having Been There when
someone suggested in 1957 that it would
be a Good Idea if someone would pub
lished a “Best of Fandom” anthology, just
as 1 have of observing from the sidelines a
few years later someone suggesting that
someone besides Moskowitz who had
Been There should write a fanhistory if
only to put SaM’s THE IMMORTAL STORM
into prospective. Now, try as 1 might, I
honestly cannot recall the surely two differ
ent fans who offered these suggestions.
But I do recall that Guy Terwilliger stepped
forward and published both the BEST OF
FANDOM 1957 and BEST OF FANDOM
1958, and that Harry Warner Jr. began
work on ALL OU? YESTERDAYS. Does my
point come through here?
Then too, the fans who made up 7th
Fandom have been faulted for failing to re
alize something that, according to some,
should have been obvious- that numbered
fandoms are “eras” and, as such, cannot
be recognized while they are happening. I
once said the same thing - holding that
saying we were “currently in Xth Fandom”
wets akin to one of Michelangelo’s workers
looking up from his bench to ask, “Hey,
Mr. Buonarroti, do you think maybe we’re
having a Renaissance?”
But the analogy fails to hold because
this is clearly a case of applying a standard
to 7th Fandom that conveniently can never
be applied to any other instance, since the
circumstances of having been misinformed
about the nature of the game makes 7th
Fandom unique.

If it was “wrong” of Harlan & crew to
step forward and proclaim themselves 7th
Fandom, why was its closest equivalent not
also “wrong” for Speer and Silverberg ear
lier? Speer initiated the theory but wrote
up to Third Fandom - while Third Fandom
was still going on. Silverberg, in turn, up
dated the theory to Sixth Fandom - in a
column he wrote for Q, which he as much
as designated as the focal point of Sixth
Fandom. In neither case were these assess
ments made from a “distance” in time;
they thereby presented an example which
7th Fandom, if “guilty” of anything, is only
guilty of emulating. What 7th Fandom did
that was wrong was to proclaim their fan
dom from its beginning rather than from
some midpoint, but (1) Silverberg’s piece
at least implied this was how it was gener
ally done and (2) they would have found
nothing to contradict this, even if they had
attempted to gain historical perspective by
familiarizing themselves with the process
between Fifth and Sixth Fandom, since
Spacewarp folded as a genzine less than
a year before Q started and the “interreg
num” was a comparative bat of an eyelash.
Self-aggrandizing. Harlan, in the letter I
quoted earlier, defends this by saying they
were no more self-aggrandizing than other
teenagers - but I don’t think the charge
needs even that much defense. It’s fucking
stupid; we’re in fandom for tire egoboo, the
warm feeling of approved of people whose
opinions we respect for doing something
worthwhile to them for ourselves. People
who aren’t in the least self-aggrandizing
about it never get noticed. Period.
One other thing is often cited to show
the worst of 7th Fandom and it is also leg
endary - but it resides in print rather than
memory, in the form of a letter Harlan
wrote about 7th Fandom which appeared
in Dick Geis’ Psychotic regarding the
general agreement, at the time of its publi
cation, that the 7th Fandom movement
was dead.
Harlan depicted those who attacked
what 7th Fandom stood for as “mad dogs”
and was so upset he wound up mixing his
metaphor in a way that has given fandom
a belly laugh that resounds down the past
40 years when he went on to say, “the
mad dogs have kneed us [7th Fandom] in
the groin.”
There’s no denying that the anatomic
impossibility this conjures up is amusing -1
think even Harlan would agree; anyone
thinking about updating Strunk and
White’s THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE should
earmark it as an example of how important
it is to parse all elements of a metaphor for
sense.
What gives it its staying power may well
be the fact that it was Harlan who made
the error. Fm not saying it’s not funny oth
erwise; you could tell mundanes about it
without mentioning his name and just the
image of the dog -1 tend to see a spaniel
or a peke, standing up on two legs, trying
to lift one high and swift enough to give
someone a good kick in the cojones would still probably get a good laugh. But 1
[William Rotsler]

don’t think it is 40+ years worth of funny
all by itself. Rather, it’s ironic that Harlan,
who went on to become the finest writer
ever to come out of science fiction, much
less sf fandom, made this mistake. Talk
about dark moods! Harlan literally “went
atomic” and produced not just the usual
heat but so much light that it rendered this
glaring mistake invisible to him until too
late.
(I realize some folks who dislike him are
intent on pissing on Harlan’s work as a
means of hurting the man; Fm also aware
that all criticism is the articulation of subjec
tive tastes and values, so no matter how
seemingly universally acclaimed any artist
or work of art might be, there will always
be those who legitimately do not appreci
ate it and perhaps even legitimately dislike
ft. So I won’t put on my sercon hat at the
moment - I’ll merely, in passing, state my
personal belief that Harlan has no superior
and only a handful of peers in the field,
and echo Andy Hooper’s remarks about
Harlan and the on-line flamers who at
tacked him more recently: “But of course,
there is a difference between Harlan and
the barking mongrels who now dog his
every step: Harlan can point to having
written “Demon with a Glass Hand”,
and “’Repent, Harlequin!’ said the
Ticktockman”, and “Shattered Like a
Glass Goblin”, and “The Deathbird”,
and so on...while his detractors can point
to having spread their hateful trash all over
the net, to the edification of precisely no
one.”
As a statement of my own subjective
tastes and values, I would probably also in
clude “I Have No Mouth, and I Must
Scream”. I also think the writer who
comes closest to equaling Harlan is Ursula
K. LeGuin, but - as enamored as I am of
Ms. LeGuin’s writing -1 think Harlan has
the edge. However, if this praise I have of
Harlan’s work is all that stands between
thee and me in agreeing on these other
points, feel free to substitute, in your own
mind, “one of the best” in place of “the
best” in what I have said above.)
Anyway, at the time the faux paux was
a handy club with which to hit Harlan, or
anyone else who might sympathize with

7th Fandom to the extent of agreeing that it
had been unfairly treated. In truth, it has
been used for worse: Harlan’s mixed
metaphor rendered the image ridiculous,
so ft’s okay to be a bit amused at his ex
pense, but ft has also frequently been used
as if ft rendered Harlan’s argument ridicu
lous, which I don’t believe ft did.
We have no less a personage than the
dean of science fiction writers, the late
Robert A Heinlein, telling us in STRANGER
IN A STRANGE LAND that pain is the basis
of all humor; we laugh (he says) because
the alternative is to cry. Moe hits Larry over
the head with a monkey wrench; ow, we
think to ourselves, that really must’ve
hurt - so we react by laughing. We cer
tainly wouldn’t laugh if someone really hit
a friend of ours over the head with a mon
key wrench, and ft would no doubt seem
correspondingly much less humorous if
someone did that to us personally. That’s
base or “slapstick” humor, but Heinlein
(via Michael Valentine Smith) urged us to
think of almost any joke (other than puns,
which only involve pain for the listener)
and put ft to the test, see if ft would not be
funny if pain were not being experienced
by someone. I don’t know about the rest
of you, but I never found a joke that was
an exception to the rule.
If that thesis is correct, then maybe the
reason we laugh at Harlan’s excursion into
inarticulateness is because we don’t want
to be reduced to tears. He very nearly was,
himself; not yet legally an adult, and thus
still a kid, what plows on through the mixed
metaphor and hits with the punch of a
heavyweight is the fact that he was feeling
so angry and betrayed, both by friends and
people whom he had done nothing to
harm, that he lost control of his words. So
when I see “the mad dogs have kneed us
in the groin” I also hear a challenge that
was never answered; to those who were
publicly chortling over the corpse of 7th
Fandom, and others still hiding in shadow,
he cast down a gauntlet. I get the feeling
he would have welcomed an opponent,
any opponent, any number of opponents,
one at a time or all in a bunch. But no one
ever had to answer the challenge, because
ft was by far too easy to tackle the mistake.
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What WE have HERE reminds me of an
old “sick” joke. If you have already heard
it, I apologize, but I’ll tell it again for those
few who may have previously escaped
having it inflicted upon them:
A father instructs his young son to climb
up on a chair and jump into his arms.
When the boy does, the father catches him,
praises him, then tells him to climb up on a
slightly higher stool and do it again. The
same thing happens and the man then
urges his son to leap from a small ladder.
Every time his son follows his instructions,
he catches him, praises him, urges him to a
higher point He keeps this up until he has
the boy climb to the top of a 12’ ladder and
jump into his arms-at which point he steps
aside and lets the boy fall face first on the
hard floor, where he suffers a concussion,
breaks a few bones and incurs permanent
spinal damage. The father, however, is
proud of himself as he gleefully explains,
“Wonderful! Eve taught my son an very
valuable lesson - namely, to never trust
anyone again!”
Okay, it’s not precise, but I don’t think
it’s all that hard to see the parallel. It may
not have been entirely intentional, but
Harlan and the others who made up 7th
Fandom were built up in their expectations
just as the father in the joke above builds
up his son’s. They were the first new fan
generation to enter the microcosm as The
Enchanted Duplicator was going
around, and like many to follow they were
captivated by the charming allegory of
Jophan and his desire to publish the per
fect fanzine. They saw how this idealiza
tion was put into practice in the microcosm
that was around them and they glowed in
the encouragement that showered the tal
ented, including many of their own num
ber, with the coin of tire realm, egoboo.
They were, like the heroes of many a
fantasy, led to believe older and wiser ob
servers of the patterns of things. Those ob
servers foretold the good fortune that
would be in store for them if they only re
mained true to the vision: When the fans
they regarded as heroes went on to their
fannish Valhallas, tire admirers themselves
could prove themselves worthy and be
come heroes of a new age and a revitalized
microcosm merely by picking up The Col
ors wherever they might fall and taking
them on to new ground. They were told, in
detail, of Signs and Portents, of which the
falling of The Colors would be but one,
which would tell them infallibly when the
time was right for them to step forward and
accept their destiny.
Not long after this idea was tossed out
to them, The Colors not only fell but the
other Signs and Portents they’d been told
to watch for were beginning to be seen.
They saw themselves, as we all should,
cis the Good Guys in the stories of thenlives. Without hesitation, collectively, with
a staggeringly simple trust in the essential
good nature of their fellow fans, 7th Fan
dom made a leap of faith; they got to
gether, discussed the Signs and Portents,
volunteered their time, the output of their
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combined and individual talents and
pledged to pump up their energy for the
sole task of nurturing and keeping alive this
precious but now weakened thing they’d
stumbled across and come to think of as
one of the marvels of their young subjec
tive universes - this thing called “fandom”.
And initially, at least, the major players
of Sixth Fandom who could still respond,
despite having over-extended their own
fannish energies, were encouraged to see
these newer fans with new depths of enthu
siasm headed in their direction to offer re
lief for their having performed so excel
lently and for so long.
But the mean-spirited carpers, the nit
pickers, the fearful, the do-nothings, the
perpetually dissatisfied, the paranoid, the
stuffed shirts determined to misunderstand
all explanations who, for reasons unknown
and unknowable, came to feel the very ex
istence of 7th Fandom somehow threat
ened to disenfranchise their own sad little
places in the microcosm, made themselves
heard. They depicted errors, committed in
innocence, as if they were acts of premedi
tated fuggheadedness - and began to ex
aggerate, if not actually make up out of
whole cloth, a list of crimes and sins for
which all of 7th Fandom were to be judged
guilty from the outset, with no tribunal to
hear their side or give them the benefit of
the doubt. They somehow managed to
convince the majority of fandom that 7th
Fandom had been given a fair tried, for all
that they’d acted, collectively, as judge,
jury and executioner.

Until I started seeing it that way,
I’m afraid even I had one point I held
against 7th Fandom-that they didn’t stand
their ground and fight, thereby leaving fan
dom to the mean-spirited carpers, nit
pickers, et al. The silliness of that old mixed
metaphor had even me focusing on the
“mad dogs” and not on the important part,
the ultimate “sucker” punch of being kneed
in the groin. The square-jawed hero of an
a-a epic might shake this off and proceed
to fight the Good Fight, but in the Real
World the ferocity, the unexpected sheer
agonizing pain of a swift kick to the balls
stops even championship boxers and
sends strong men staggering weakly to
their knees. And these, these were just
good, well-meaning kids.
We here in the present have no balm
for them to apply to old wounds, but I’m
not surprised to hear from Harlan that they
still have the capacity to ache from time to
time and reawaken at least the memory of
pain. But empathy cannot change what
has happened and we don’t have the
power to undo what has been done - and
mere apology is both too little and too late.
The truth is, most of the people actively
involved in the microcosm at present are as
blameless for what happened to 7th Fan
dom cis people who have been bom since
1950 cure blameless for what the U.S. gov
ernment did in the preceding century to
native Americans. So for the most part we
can feel all sorts of sympathy, but can nei

ther undo nor obtain adequate restitution
for the injustice which has been done.
Besides, I’m a bit afraid any significant
plucking of the “guilt” strings could lead to
some really knee-jerk responses. Thanks
just the same, but I’d as soon forego hear
ing, for example, that we can let ourselves
off the hook because we’ve “given” Harlan
awards for his stories. That would imply,
falsely, that Harlan’s writing talent had little
or nothing to do with his receiving 16 Lo
cus Awards, 8.5 Hugos [the “real” Hugo
for A Boy And His Dog went to the pro
ducer, but seeing this as an oversight after
they’d run out of rockets, the convention
committee nonetheless gave him one of the
keen Tim Kirk bases], a Nova, World Fan
tasy and British Fantasy Awards, and that
these in turn somehow influenced re
spected writers’ groups to give him three
Nebulas, four Writer’s Guild Awards, two
Edgars, five Bram Stokers and the Silver
Pen Award of P.EN. Just to name those
I’m aware of. That would not only be a to
tally unjustified assertion, it would lead us
dangerously close to the ordure of claiming
that, like the father in the sick joke above,
the pain we inflicted was “only” to make
him a better artist
I agree with the putative “author” of
THE PRINCESS BRIDE, S. Morgenstern, that
life isn’t fair - it’s just arguably better than
the alternative. But I do think we can do
one simple thing that will come a hair
closer to achieving fairness where this par
ticular matter is concerned: We can set the
record straight.
But not if it’s done for the wrong rea
sons. Not, in other words, because it will
excuse the wrongdoing or because it will
make Harlan feel better about himself or us
or even about both. Nor should we enter
tain the hope of somehow forcing him to
realize that, while he may have been right
about some of us in the past, it would be
wrong to think the same of all of us in the
future. (That too might be fairer, but some
how, no matter how good our intentions,
no matter what we may do to try to Set
Things Right, I entertain reasonable doubts
that we’ll ever get Harlan to jump into our
arms again; while simple forgiveness may
be possible, “we” [collectively if not indi
vidually] have done quite enough to en
sure that trust can never again be part of
the equation.)
I hope I don’t sound too much like a
Biblical prophet when I say I think we are
obliged to set the record straight and that I
hope that we may do so for no other rea
son than that it is the Right Thing To Do.

—rich brown,

1998

...and here be the Letters of Comment:

Harry Warner, Jr.
An hour ago I was almost happy. I had refreshed my memory about the fine con
tents of the big 68th issue of Outworlds which has been awaiting comments for
so long and I had dug out a letter from you that is only slightly younger. I could
respond to both as soon as this headache eased up a little for the evening. Then
fate, in the humble guise of a mailman, interposed: another fat envelope from
you which undoubtedly contains the 69th OW. If I take the time to open it and
read its contents my eyes will be too watery to permit writing tonight, if I don't
I'll be as far behind as I ever was. The lesser of the two alternatives seems to be
a LoC on the older issue at once and a hope that I can do justice to the contents
of the new envelope before spring has completely sprung.
On, then, to the slightly long in the tooth issue of Outworlds, which I find is
still redolent of some aspects of fandom which have been missing a long while,
like the Derek Parks-Carter ait and the Billy Wolfenbarger poetry.
I think I pointed out in an apa somewhere one bad aspect of Mark Gruenwald's unusual disposition of his ashes. On resurrection morning, some comics
collectors who are otherwise happy about the occasion will have their joy a little
spoiled by the discovery that there are some pinholes suddenly visible in their
treasured mint copies of Squadron Supreme.
I don’t think I would have been happy attending that production of A Mid
summer's Night's Dream that Joe Christopher wrote about. I suppose I should
be happy that I don't five in the old days when many stage productions were
spoiled by merciless cutting of the text or insertion of scenes from other works,
since producers trying to invent novel stage effects can be foiled by closing one's
eyes and just listening. Still it becomes annoying. Most of my experience with
modem staging comes from opera telecasts. I can remember with horror such
things as a Dvorak opera about a water sprite’s problems when she falls in love
with a human prince, which was altered to fit the words and music to the emer
gence of a young girl into womanhood (the heroine spent much of her time in the
first act on a high swing and it was impossible to concentrate on anything ex
cept the danger she would fall off). I didn't see a European production of Don
Giovanni in which the action was transferred to Mars. But I do have on video
tape the same opera done in present-day New York City, just about as inappro
priate for the music Mozart wrote.
You did a big service to the memory of Sam Moskowitz by publishing his arti
cle on Fenton Ash and thus saving it from the obscurity into which it would have
fallen if it had remained in existence only in its original published version. I sup
pose there is no longer anyone in the world with the patience to research and
write up the lives and works of the more obscure science fiction writers as Sam
did for so many decades.
You also did the right thing by persuading Bill Rotsler to preserve all this in
formation about his commercial photography activities before his unfortunate
death. I suppose there's no hope that anything approaching a complete collec
tion of his movies will ever be assembled. I have no interest in commercialized
sex in any form but the whole man's creativity should be preserved, not just his
writings and his drawings.
It’s the University of California that Buck Coulson was thinking about as a re
pository for fanzines. It will get my collection after I'm no longer earthbound.
There have been reports that the former Spaced Out Library in Toronto, whose
current name I can't remember, suffered considerable loses by pilfering from its
holdings.
Teddy Roosevelt went even further than Frederik Pohl with regard to chroni
cling a marriage in an autobiography. The Roosevelt autobiography contains not
one single sentence about his first marriage. It was an extremely happy mar
riage, too, one that didn’t last nearly long enough because his bride died while
very young. Nobody today is certain why she was omitted from the book, al
though I've read speculation that losing her was such a permanent blow to Roo
sevelt that he couldn’t bear to write about it, decades later.
[Heading: William Rotsler | OW69 Cover Brad W. Foster]
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I'm afraid that all the pages with eek-mail material were lost on me to a great
extent. I couldn't maka heads nor tails of the computer problems that made up
so much of the subject matter. Sometimes I think that when Rube Goldberg
went to heaven, he discovered that God had been a very big fan of his cartoons,
so Ruba got parmissinn to influence the course of technology back on Earth and
spent most of his t.ima thinking up new ways to make computers even more im
probable than the fantastic manhinas he used to draw for the Sunday funnies.
Rube probably has also influenced the packaging of drug store medicines and
batteries, has caused autos to be designed so that it's almost impossible for a
person to get in or out without removing the engine, aided imperceptibly the
writing of income tax return instructions, and the methods by which the postal
service processes mail
[May 11, 1988]

...make that “The Hany Warner, Jr. Letters)”!

Harry Warner, Jr.

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

43
139
215
160
177
163
124
69 +
104+
35
13
125
18
108
138
28
7 [6/30/98]
1,666 [approximately]

Legend:
* = Ch. 48 [PBS]
** = AMC
( ) = # of times viewed; [when known]
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You see, this jaded and decrepit world still holds a few surprises, like a LoC on
the giant Outworlds annish approximately eight months, three weeks and one
day before you expected it.
Enclosed is evidence that not all the world's wisdom and knowledge can be
found on the internet. It is another evidence of the ubiquity of Bill Bowers.
Greencastle is a Yankee town about ten miles north of Hagerstown, a couple of
miles from the monument to the first Union soldier killed on Union soil in the
Civil Weir and only a little further from the Brown Schoolhouse where the teacher
and all but one of the student body were massacred by Indians who interrupted
their studies in this manner.
William Braiding's “Out Into the Woods:" is a wonderful piece of writing. If
it doesn't make the 1998 fanthology, it will be only because it is rather large for
such a reprint volume. I think the first three pages of the article (as it appears in
Outworlds) might sell to a professional publication. The remainder is equally
splendid but that starting part has the principal impact on the reader. It helps,
of course, that I have a faint acquaintance with the West Virginia area which Bill
writes about. (This is more than John Denver possessed, when he wrote a fa
mous song and identified the area as the Blue Ridge, which it isn't.)
The Bill Rotsler pages demonstrate what a wealth of fine fanzine material ex
ists, both in unpublished manuscripts which Bill left behind and in his very lim
ited circulation fanzines. I agree with those who classify him as a genius, with
the caveat that he never released his genius into the channels for which it might
have been best suited. I think he could still be discovered by the mundane art
world after his death, but he could have made an enormous splash in it with his
pencil and his movie camera if he hadn't wandered into porno production, and if
he had turned down the invitations to write mediocre fiction and used the freed
time to turn out great novels.
I think the most important thing about Steve Leigh's contribution is the infor
mation on one effort to produce less expensive paperbacks. The awful escalation
in prices for stuff intended for the popular market is going to doom the industry
indefinitely. It's a rule of thumb that most things today cost ten times as much
as they did several decades ago. But in one-third of a century the cost of paper
back fiction has risen by about thirty times, with no excuses like better paper or
higher word rates for writers.
Dave Rowe’s LoC gives inadvertently a good explanation of why I don’t have
a pet. There's no way I could have it killed when it becomes seriously ill, not any
chance of it. If I adopted a kitten or puppy today, it would probably outlive me,
but if it just died of natural causes before I do, there would be almost as much
trauma for me as if I’d ordered a lethal injection.
I've given up speculating about the identity of E. B. Frohvet. For some time, I
suspected he was Jack Speer. But I've had response from him too promptly for
forwarding to Speer and back to someone to mail them in Maryland. Moreover,
E. B. has invited me to lunch with him and I would recognize Speer. Russell
Chauvenet was also on my suspect list and I haven't completely abandoned that
idea.
I bought a McGuffey’s Reader for 25<J at a local Catholic church rummage
sale several years ago. It's in pretty good shape, although it obviously saw hard
use. So far I haven't had the courage to read it, for fear I might not be able to
conquer the text the same way school kids did a century ago.
Bill Danner will probably hang in there as long as Mike Glicksohn and I do
with respect for keeping our distance from eekmail. Bill seems to feel just about
the way I do about computers, although he has weakened enough to use electric
typewriters, heresy in my opinion.
On the other hand. I'm among the probably very few fans who read dhalgren
from cover to cover. After I finished it, I wished I could remember the address of
the yard sale where I’d paid ten cents for a used copy. If I had been sure about
the source, I would have taken it back to demand a nickel refund because I did
n't think I got my money's worth.
Darrell Schweitzer is a person who has advanced from normal physiology if
every cell of his body has been replaced since 1976. Most of us are unable to re
place brain cells as they blink off, accounting from the general decline in intellec
tual capacity that we suffer when we become as old as I am.
[May 18, 1988]

Joe R. Christopher
To reply to your question (p. 2537), I’m afraid we're not in the same age group.
(You looked young to me when we met at the NASFiC in Austin.) You're about
ten years my junior. My first (and only) Worldcon was the one that Buck Coulson
mentions on p. 2539: 1952. I've occasionally claimed that the reason I’ve never
gone to another Worldcon is that John W. Campbell, Jr., announced at the one I
attended that Edd Cartier was stopping his illustrations for the field. Since I
started buying Astounding because of Cartier's illustrations, that was a shock.
Who knows what would be announced at the next Worldcon I might attend?
It's interesting that Buck and I first attended the same con. I think Bob
Briney (now mainly into mystery fiction) also first attended that one. Some place
(buried, buried) I have the photograph that was made by panning the convention
hall while we all stood still - a man near me has his tongue out, but otherwise
we all look fairly sober. I remember crashing the party tire Elves, Gnomes, and
Little Men's Marching, Science Fiction and Chowder Society (or some such title)
held up in the penthouse, and sitting at Theodore Sturgeon’s feet while he
played his guitar and sang "Thunder and Boses". I also went out at three o'clock
in the morning and wandered the streets of downtown Chicago because my
guidebook said they were as busy then as they were during the daytime. (I
don’t think I’d wander downtown streets at three in the morning these days.)
Some comments on Leigh’s "Building Your Own World": (1) I suppose some
one will notice the connection between my "one" in "The Meeting" and Stephen
Leigh's "ke -1 like his suggestion, and it could be used for a generic pronoun
also, not just for an alien. (2) I don’t believe his (fictional) account of the new re
ligion arising during the spaceflight, but I'm not certain how long he was plan
ning for the spaceflight to be. If the people on board were awake only one year
in five, then whatever number of years they were in flight needs to be divided by
five, for any development. Further, I'd think that each group (each one-fifth that
were awake at the same time) would develop, if any development occurred, in
their own way. Probably in the book he has answers to these seeming prob
lems. (3) I'd think the Lesbian might want to have a child, particularly if Lesbi
anism is genetic, as male homosexuality certainly seems to be. She might want
artificial insemination, or just insemination at the peak of her fertility cycle, but
the impulse to carry on one’s genetic makeup is often there. In this case, I’m
just commenting generally; an individual Lesbian certainly might not want to
have anything to do with having children, and Leigh is certainly setting up a
psychologically valid situation. (4) Leigh's article is fascinating. I remember
reading an essay sometime ago about the creation of worlds (by Poul Anderson,
in a book, I think), but it was mainly about planetary orbits and lunar orbits and
the mineral basis of the planet, so far as I remember. [Tue, 02 Jun 1998 17:54:37]

Stephen Leigh
... as to OW69: Thanks for making the "Building A World" piece look so nice. I
think you did an excellent job of transforming web pages into hard copy. Nice
layout (and *ooh* blue pages, too :-)). As to how it read, well, I guess we'll
have to leave that up to the folks on your mailing list.
As you suspected, I did get a grin from Joe Christopher’s piece. One does get
a certain sexual tension from the use of 'one' as a personal pronoun, though one
does find oneself assigning a sex to the characters as one desires. One also sus
pects that the piece is exactly the right length, as one quickly grows weary of
seeing so many ones.
I've always enjoyed William Breiding's pieces; this one's no exception. I ad
mire his willingness to be open about emotions toward his father that a lesser
writer might hide or just refuse to acknowledge, and the character study is fasci
nating.
On the other hand, I could do without knowing so much of Bill (rest his soul)
Rotsler’s sex life. Hell, sex and sexuality are two of my favorite topics, too
(you've read my books), but what bothers me is that this piece (and the last one
as well) just feel like emotionless recitations of events. To me, that’s the differ
ence between pornography and erotica - pom is just people fucking; erotica en
gages the emotional context driving the sex. Maybe that the difference between
mediocre and excellent writing, as well.
On the whole, though (with the possible exception of that blue-paged opus in
the middle) it was another excellent production. Thanks!
[Sat, 30 May 1998]

Boh Smith
Many thanks for Outworlds 69 (“A magazine for adventurous minds!" Oops!
That's Outlands, ain't it...), and it was indeed a slowboat this time: sent on May
9th, arrived the second week in July. But...worth waiting for! Compared with the
last ish 69 is almost, umm...straight. Lyn and I pulled out our big atlas and were
developing eye tracks all over your part of the planet, trying to estimate which
wav the seamail envelope came. Where does the “seamail' aspect actually start
from? (Probably a real dumb question coming from an Old and Tired Fan who
useta receive tons of US fanzines, but...)
Great cover illo! It kinda reminds me of an old Amazing cover for some inex[William Rotsler]

A CHANGE OF SEASONS
A CHORUS LINE: The Movie
A CRY FOR LOVE
A DANGEROUS SUMMER
A DATE WITH THE FALCON ['41]*
A DIFFERENT BREED
A FEW GOOD MEN
A FINE MESS
A FISH CALLED WANDA
A FLASH OF GREEN
AGAINST ALL FLAGS ['52) [1:23] **
A HARD DAY’S NIGHT [’64] [1:26] (2+)
A LITTLE SEX
A LOW DOWN DIRTY SHAME [’94] [1:401
A MAN AND A WOMAN [’66] [1:43]
AMAN IN LOVE
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS SEX COMEDY ( )
A NIGHT IN HEAVEN
A PRIVATE FUNCTION
A SMAT .1. CIRCLE OF hR 1H.NDS
A STAR IS BORN
A TIGER’S TAIL
A TIME OF DESTINY
A TOUCH OF MINK
A VIEW TO A KILL (2)
ABOUT LAST NIGHT...
ABOVE THE LAW
ABYSS ( )
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ACROSS THE PACIFIC
ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC
ADAM’S WOMAN
ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN
ADVENTURES OF PRISCILLA QUEEN
OF THE DESERT [’94] [1:32]
AFRICIAN QUEEN
AFTER DARK, MY SWEET [’90]
AFTER HOURS
AFTER THE FALL OF NEW YORK
AFTER THE THIN MAN
AGAINST ALL ODDS
AGE OF CONSENT
AGNES OF GOD
AIRPLANE (2)
AIRPLANE II: The Sequel
ALICE (2)
ALICE DOESN’T LIVE HERE ANYMORE (2)
ALIEN (2)
AT .TENS (2)
AT .TEN3
AT.TEN NATION
ALIEN RESURRECTION [’97] [1:50]
ALL ABOUT EVE [’50] [218]**
ALL THAT JAZZ
ALL THE RIGHT MOVES
ALL'S FAIR
ALLEYCAT
ALMOST YOU
ALTERED STATES
AMBER WAVES
AMERICAN DREAMER
AMERICANA
AMERIKA
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON
AN INNOCENT MAN ['89] [1:52]
AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN (3)
ANDRE [’94] [1:34]
ANDROID
ANGEL
ANGEL HEART
ANIMAL HOUSE
ANIMALS ARE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
ANNIE
ANNIE HALL (3)
ANOTHER MAN'S POISON ['51][l:3O]‘*
ANOTHER WOMAN
APHRODITE
ARENA ['911 [1:37]
APOLOGY
APOLLO 13 [’95] [2:20]
APRIL FOOL'S DAY
ARABESQUE
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE
ARTHUR 2: On the Rocks
ARTICLE 99 [’92] [1:40]
ASSASSIANS [’95] [2:12]
ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13
ASYLUM EROTICA
ATLANTIC CITY (2)
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plicable reason which my brain cells won’t sort out. Really hits you in the eye,
tho. And congrats on this 28th Annish! That makes it back in 1970, right? I was
about to attend my first SF Convention, believe it or not, that year, after hanging
around Fandom for some eighteen years....
Interesting Desk Top image anri editorial r.r>mmerits. Your medical care sys
tems appear more complex than ours, and in fact often gets a mention on the Jim
Lehrer Hour which we watch regularly on Australia’s international channel. Lyn
fractured her right ankle in June, had five days in hospital plus surgery with
plates ‘n screws, hired a walking frame and wheelchair for next-to-nothing, all
kinds of x-rays, etc., and the government Medicare cost us nowt. As a pen
sioner, even the ambulance had no charge. Right now on the Hour (23 July) we
are watching the life and death of astronaut Shephard.
You appear to be developing an entire new “sense of wonder' via the com
puter, and although Lyn and I do not envy you, its certainly the healthy and
imaginative attitude to have, so... whatever turns you on, eh?
As a Records Managsmant Consultant, working for various agencys, Lyn also
has found that the work time frame period can vary unpredictably: a work as
signment predicted for a matter of weeks can last years! It can, of course, lull
one into a false sense of security. And there is no doubt the computer makes
creating, updating and expanding resumes, etc., incredibly easy!
"Grin & Bear It” was absolutely hilarious, and of course so many of us can re
late to Skel's experiences with a teddy bear... umm; enthusiast. My Mother-in
Law has a gentle, sane attitude towards her enormous collection; but my nextdoor neighbor's wife is a fanatic! The incident at the airport was a classic. Of
interest from a slightly different perspective was Susan's piece. Some years ago
Peter Bull and the Teddy Bear Phenomena received tots of media publicity out
here, and thats when most of us non-tb individuals realised just who he was,
and how familiar he was to British film audiences. Coming to terms with his
“other side" was disconcerting. And of course any good sf fan remembers the
Hokas... (The odd small teddy bear in our house is over shadowed by the various
cats and owls and dragons...)
Bill Breiding's “Out Into the Woods" was a warm, moving account of his re
newal of the relationship with his father, written in an honest and reflective fash
ion. I Almost, felt as if I were walking with them through the West Virginian wil
derness, with some delicate moments of ornithology weaved into it. “He who
sits still in a house all the time may be the greatest vagrant of all..." wrote Tho
reau on walking; and perhaps Bill’s writing reveals something most of us may
have forgotten, or - worse - never experienced. The cities and towns grip us
perhaps too firmly. We have a deck, about ten feet above the garden, hugging
the north-west side of the house, with a large privet tree (Yeah, I know - most
dedicated gardeners hate 'em!) that must be about thirty years old. We sit and
watch the activities of various birds in that tree, perhaps obeying part of Tho
reau's dictum. A splash of colour recently with a pair of Crimson Rosellas visit
ing to feed on the berries, has been a real joy. Bill’s piece is like that. The pho
tographs were appreciated.
An observation: this kind of writing negates the suggestions that future Fan
dom would be dominated by Fandom's BNF records, and that the lives and
thoughts of “ordinary" fans will not be heard.
Bruce Townley’s article started out okay for me, and I immediately felt com
fortable with the mention of Roger Corman, whose Poe adaptations f remember
with pleasure, then... Bruce lost me. Apart from hooking back on to Stanley Kubrik, I found myself floundering in Bruce's snappy dialogue which certainly was
n't imitating Films and Filming, Cahiers du Cinema or Film Quarterly, or,any
of the film magazines I read years ago. Is that the way “Outside Art (film)" com
municates...?
Joe R. Christopher: I envy you actually attending the 1962 Chicon. I often re
read the proceedings, with those great photos and some tantalising text. What
do you remember most?
Y’know... reading Wm. Breiding’s letter on page 2540 suggests he could be
the Thoreau of Fandom....
“ListMania-ania ‘97” was interesting. I’d probably grab carnival of crime if
I sighted it, and I'm not sure if I ever read any Ross Macdonald.
LoC’s on OW 68 provided some interesting reading, although no definite
hooks. Mention of Ashton-Tate and Framework reminded me of my early twid
dling with PC and software back in the mid-eighties. I “borrowed” Framework
III from my office. Since I didn't have the manual was difficult to use properly.
Now I know what happened to Ashton-Tate, though! I liked your nostalgic nip
back to 1959, Bill; there was something special! about F8tSF. f first discovered
the US edition in Japan in 1953, and managed to obtain previous issues later on.
But in 1959, picture a twenty-nine year old Army NCO busy at the kitchen table
of his married quarter with his portable Smith-Corona he'd bought in Japan, sur
rounded by fanzines and prozines and the latest sf books... Ah, them were the
days. (Sorry 'bout that.) All this talk of old home computers and what to do with
them: when Lyn and I "updated" we gave our old Tandy 1000, complete with
green screen monitor to our nextdoor neighbour. I think that was a fatal mis
take. Now, Stan is an intelligent guy, we’re the same age, shared in experiences
in Japan and Korea, (but) he knew absolutely nothing about computers. Within
days he’d rushed out and purchased a cheap dot matrix printer, enrolled in a
computer course (free, because he is veteran pensioner); within months the
Tandy got shoved in the garage and he grabbed a 486 at an auction(!), cost him
money to get working properly, he rushed out and bought an ink jet printer; the

commercials for Windows ‘98 sucked him in and he grabbed that; thought he
had a bargain with a scanner so he grabbed that, discovered it needed a con
nection his computer didn’t have, managed to swap for one he thought would be
okay... and it isn't. He has completed his course, is looking for another, and his
conversation reminds me strongly of Eric Lindsay at full blast. And it’s my fault.
I shoulda taken the Tandy man's advice and chucked the 1000 overboard when I
next went fishing...
A thoroughly enjoyable issue of Outworlds, Bill, and I am beginning, to be
lieve that current Fandom is fun after all...
[July 26,1998]
...actually, as we have discovered in these pages, while / attended the 1962 Chicon, Joe Christopher
did not. I do have, although I haven’t looked at them in a decade or more, the Advent editions of the
proceedings for both that, and the following year’s D.C. Woridcons, as well as a two-volume Jay Kay
Klein photo “memory book” from Chicon III. What I remember most is that it was my first con of any
sort, and that I was up three days without sleep on a continual 'high' of having discovered “my” people,
at last
Arid, as I “enter” these words on the day that the 1998 Baltimore Woddcon gets under way, I can’t
help but wonder if it’s at all possible that, for those to whom it will be a First Time, can experience a
similar “rush”.
...
,,,
.
I suppose so, but I also wonder if a) a coherent “proceedings could be produced from a modernday Wondcon and, b) if, so, if anyone would be at all interested in looking back at it a year from now?

And. Bob — certainly it's a combination of New Toys & Technologies — totally sftnalin terns of my
60s entry” into fandom — and the lack of M^or Traumas (other man. Health & Wealth, but that s
“normal”) — but I'm having more fun with/in Fandom than I have had in decades....

Marty Cantor
It's funny, but I just could not get myself into enjoying the beginning contents of
the Out worlds 28th Annish. I mean, one of my favourite fanwriters is Skel - and I
just could not seem to enjoy his contribution. Maybe it is because my opinion of
Teddy Bears (and all other stuffies) is even more negative than his, or maybe it is
because I might be feeling rather negative at the moment. Whatever the reason
for my feelings, I did not feel up to beginning this LoC until I read Eric Mayer s
arkle. Even then, my feeling in reading this was mostly sadness - sadness for
the down turn in his life during the period he describes but also for the fact that
I do not see contributions from him in current fanzines. His is a voice which I
miss
Michael W. Waite writes that Harlan said that he had sent letters to several
fanzina editors requesting financial help for Bill Rotsler. Iwas not one of those to
whom Harlan had written: indeed this is the first that I have heard of this. Had
Harlan written to me I would have not been able to respond with money as I had
(and have) no money to spare. In fact, had Harlan contacted me, I would have
probably followed what you have written and recommended a contact to LASFS
and/or SCIFI; and, knowing the people of those organizations, I know that the re
sponse would have been both immediate and generous (as most of those people
were warmly fond of Bill). You also note that Rotsler did not mention to you any
financial crises. From what I know of Bill, I doubt that he would be one to broad
cast any impecuniousness. In any case, it was not a lack of funds which seemed
to be a factor in his death. And I still find it difficult to write about Bill s death.
Well, Bill, I finally figured out how to do quasi-quotes
It turned out to be
simple - hitting the “ key with the strikethrough icon on. I still do not know how
to get fannish strikethroughs.
.
„
I do not know what Chris Sherman is talking about when he writes,
luck finding a version of Framework that runs on anything that has a hard disk.
Well, my ex-wife, Robbie, runs Framework V on a 486 and she has no problems
with it. As I understand it, when Ashton-Tate went bankrupt and sold out to
Borland, Borland was mostly interested in D-Base, so they eventually sold
Framework (at that point I believe it was Framework IV) to a group in Massa
chusetts (?). These people eventually came out with Framework V. Robbie has
had very good things to say about Framework; however, as she now resides in
England, our letters do not concern itself with this topic. I recently heard, at
LASFS, a comm ant similar to Chris' about the problem with the fannish strike
through being more of a problem with a printer than with the software. Well, my
printer is an HP 693C DeskJet. Still, I would like to have a go at producmg fan
nish strikethroughs on the computer if I could figure out how to do so. Personally. I do not care for your crosshatched solution to the problem as it is difficult to
read. As you write, "...it doesn't look good for the Good Guys, does it?
Mike Glicksohn declares that his "...LoC will be written in the (non-approved)
fashion of raading-tha- fanzine-for-the-very-first-time-and-loccing-as-you-go tech
nique which more of less guarantees that I'll put my foot in my mouth a couple of
tirnaa and feebly try to extract it when I read something explanatory late in the
issue." I should point out to Mike that I also write in this fashion; however, as I
type this on a computer, there is an ease of removing one’s foot from one's mouth
that earlier writing methods do not have. Of course, to utilize this form of footec
tomy, one has to ramamhar what one has earlier written about a topic. What?
Proofread the LoC? Perish forbid! That would be too much like editing - and
that is the job of the fanad. Anyway, Mike may be a notorious gafiate, but his
early contributions to Holier Than Thou (amongst other things) are to blame one
of the reasons I have been in fanzine fandom and I will continue to send him my

BABE [’95] [1:32]
BABY: Secret of the Lost Legend
BACK TO THE FUTURE
BACK TO THE FUTURE: Part 2
BACK TO THE FUTURE: Part HI
BAD BOYS
BAD TIMING- A SENSUAL OBSESSION
BAGDAD CAFE ['88] [1:31]
BAJA OKLAHOMA
BARBAROSA (2)
BARBARELLA ()
BARBARIANS AT THE GATE
BARBARY COAST
BARFLY
BASIC INSTINCT
BATMAN ['89] [2:06] (4)
BATMAN FOREVER [’95]
BATMAN RETURNS ['92] [2:06]
‘batteries not included
BATTLE CIRCUS 1'53] (2)
BATTLE BEYOND THE STARS
BEACHES
BEAT STREET
BEAT THE DEVIL (2)
BEETLEJUICE
BELOVED INFIDEL [’59]
BENEATH THE 12 MILE REEF [’54]*
BENNY AND JOON
BEST FRIENDS
BETRAYAL
BEYOND ATLANTIS
BEYOND THE LIMIT
BIG
BIG BUSINESS
BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA
Bums
BILLY BATHGATE
BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO
BIRD [2:40] [’88]
BIRD ON A WIRE
BITE THE BULLET
BLACK ANGEL ['46] [1:21]“
BLACK BEAUTY [British; '71[
BLACK EMANUELLE
BLACK EMANUELLE, WHITE EMANUELLE
BLACK MAGIC ['92] [1:33]
BLACK RAIN
BLACK VENUS
BLACK WIDOW
BLACKOUT
BLADE RUNNER
nr.ADR RUNNER (Director's Cut) [1:57] (2)
BLIND DATE
BLOOD ON THE MOON ['48] [1:28]“
BLOOD SIMPLE [’83] [1:38] (2)
BLOW OUT (2)
BLOWN AWAY ['94] [2:00]
BLUE BEARD [’72]
BLUE CITY
BLUE STEEL ['90]
BLUE THUNDER
BLUE VELVET
BMX BANDITS
BOARDING SCHOOL
BODILY HARM [’95] [1:28]
BODY DOUBLE
BODY HEAT (3)
BODY LANGUAGE [’94] [1:40]
BOLERO
BORDELLO OF BLOOD
BORN ON THE FOURTH OF JULY [2:25]
BOXCAR BERTHA
BOYZ N THE HOOD
BRAINSTORM
BRAINWAVES
BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA [’92] [2:07]
BRAZIL (2)
’BREAKER’ MORANT
BREAKIN’
BREATHLESS
BRIEF ENCOUNTER [’45]*
BRIMSTONE AND TREACLE
BRING ME THE HEAD OF ALFREDO GARCIA
BROADCAST NEWS
BROADWAY DANNY ROSE
BRONCO BILLY
BUDDY BUDDY
BUGSY [’92] [2:16]
BULL DURHAM (2)
BULLETTPROOF HEART [’94] [1:37]
RUT ,r .RTS OVER BROADWAY [’94][1:35]
BURGLAR
BUTCH CASSIDY & THE SUNDANCE KID (3)
BUTTERFLY
BY DAWN'S EARLY LIGHT
BY DESIGN
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CAL
CALL NORTHSIDE 777 ['48] [1:55]** (2)
[aka: Calling Northside 777]
CAMELOT
CANADIAN BACON [’95]
CANDY STRIPED NURSES (2)
CANNERY ROW
CAPE FEAR [’62]
CAPE FEAR [’91]
CAPRICORN ONE
CARMEN
CARNEL KNOWLEDGE (2)
CARNY
CARRY ON EMMANUELLE
gas:ART.ANCA ( )
CASANOVA BROWN [’44]*
CAST A DEADLY SPELL [’91] [1:36] (2)
CAT PEOPLE (2)
CATSEYE
CATHERINE & CO.
CAVE GIRL
CAVEMAN
CERTAIN FURY
CHAMPIONS
CHAIN LIGHTNING [’50] [1:34]**
CHAINED HEAT
CHAMELEON [’95] [1:47]
CHARADE
CHARIOTS OF FIRE
CHARLY (3)
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD
CHILLY SCENES OF WINTER
CHINA MOON [’91] [1:39]
CHINATOWN
CHOOSE ME
CINDERELLA
CITIZEN KANE ( )
CITIZEN X [’95]
CITY HEAT
CITY LIMITS
CLASH OF THE TITANS
CT. ASS
CLASS ACTION
CLASS OF NUKE 'EM HIGH
CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER [’94] [2:22]
CLEARCUT ['91]
CLINTON AND NADINE
CLOCKWISE (2)
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND ( * )
CLUB PARADISE
CLUE [all three endings]
COBRA
COCKTAIL
COCOON
COCOON: The Return
COME AND GET IT ['36]
COME BACK TO THE FIVE AND DIME,
JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN (2+)
COMFORT AND JOY
COMPROMISING POSITIONS
CONAN THE BARBARIAN (3)
CONAN THE DESTROYER
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT ['45] [1:58]
CONGO ['95] [1:48]
CONTACT [’97] theater
CONTINENTAL DIVIDE
CONTROL
CONQUEST
COP [’88] [1:50] Blood on the Moon: James Ell my
COPYCAT ['95] [1:57]
COSMIC SLOP [’94] [1:27]
COUNTDOWN TO LOOKING GLASS
Coup de Torchon [CLEAN SLATE] ['81] [2:08]
[Jim Thompson's POP. 1280]
CREATOR
CREATURE
CREEPSHOW
CRIMES & MISDEMEANERS
CRIMES OF PASSION
CRIMES OF THE HEART
CRIMSON TIDE ['95] [1:55]
CRISSCROSS [’49] [1:27] (2)
CRITTERS
CROCODILE DUNDEE
CROCODILE DUNDEE n
CROSSCOUNTRY
CUBA
CUT AND RUN
CYRANO DE BERGERAC [’56]

fan^inoe Serves him right. Mike may be one of the last people to get on line,
but I hope that I can precede him. In my case I want just e-mail access for two
reasons, one of which is that this is a prime method of job-hunting nowadays and the nothing job I currently hold may just go away one of these days. The
other reason is that the cost of regular mail to England is high so that e-mail is a
much cheaper way of keeping in written touch with Robbie (who has moved to
the Sceptred Isle).
I would like to point out to Mike one of my retirement plans - the sorting and
listing of my fan^ina collection. Several years ago I sorted part of my fanzine col
lection into 16 file cabinet drawers. After I ran out of drawer space, I left the rest
of my collection in various boxes which are scattered around my apartment.
Now, wanting to stop buying duplicates of Science Fiction books, one of the first
things I did when I got my computer was to list all of my Science Fiction books
on the computer, enabling me to print the list any time I want to buy any books
so that I can see what I already have. Well, I intend to start a similar list of my
fanzines - but I am waiting until I retire (a bit less than two years from now) so
that I will have the tima for doing this. Amongst the various reasons for doing
this in my retirement is the fact that I want to do it and that it will be one of the
things I will be doing which will be costing me only the amount of money
needed to power the computer (and I expect to have a relatively penurious retire
ment with me probably having to take a part-time job to fund anything above
mere survival). The reason for my lack of retirement funds is my lifelong pen
chant for doing jobs which I really loved, jobs which (unfortunately) paid more in
enjoyment than in money. This means that I was not able to start saving any
thing for retirement until about 15 or so years ago - and the amount that I was
able to save was small because I was not making much money. Now, when I
have finally decided that I should start trying for a better paying job, I find that I
cannot qualify for one because of my previous salary history (and all of the bet
ter-paying jobs always seem to ask for a salary history). I seem to have painted
myself into a rather small and nasty box. So it goes.
On page 2564 you state that you have been printing Outworlds in 8pt and
(mostly) 9pt type. Well, my eyes (with bifocals) can handle that size but I do not
know for how much longer - and I know that other fans have aging eyes. To
keep costs down I pub No Award in lOpt type and I hope that I do not ever have
the financial necessity of pubbing at a smaller size. Personally, I find 12pt type
comfortable to read, but I cannot afford to put out the fanzine I want to put out
(sizewise) utilizing that size type. But then, I have never been given much
druthers in my life. I make do even though I would like to make do better. At
least, if I cannot afford to put out fanzines as often as I would like, LoCs are still
an available avenue of fanac. I expect, especially as retirement looms, loccing
will be a form of fanac in which I will be indulging myself more often. And it will
be real Tetters" which faneds will be receiving as I truly enjoy composing letters
on this computer. Now, I may not be as perfectionist in the production values of
letter-writing as you are in fanzine production, but I can certainly see me pro
ducing letters with illos, colour reproduction, and interesting graphics effects if
there is the proper "market" for same - or just for the hell of it.
I do not know, Bill; but, after reading the 28“ Annish, I found it strange that it
did not appeal to me and I did not enjoy it as I have done previous issues. Well,
this is more my fault than yours. After all, this was just another typical Bowerszine (as they all are), so I guess that this particular typicality just did not seem
to find me receptive to it. Which is my loss, not yours. I know that there will be
something different from you next time around.
[May 18,1998]

Vince Clarke
How do I LoC an 84p Outworlds No. 69 in about 4 pages of writing paper? Con
dense it to the stuff I most enjoyed, I guess.
I giggled at Skel's marvellous & sustained “Grin & Bear It" - so well written,
until it occurred to me that one might view Cas’ passion in much the same light
as me bicycling over South and East London in a search for SF magazines, in the
old days. But it was a stroke of editorial genius to match Skel's article to that of
Susan Wood. I was fafia (or gafia) during all of Susan's all-too-brief stay in fan
dom, and this piece reinforces the knowledge that I missed a bright and hu
mourous writer.
I've rarely seen such erudition as Chris Sherman displays in his existential
quest, p.2499. And all for the sake of a spoof! My my!
The LoCs - and particularly your answers - are an inextricable mix of ordinary
plain English and techno-babble. I guess you can be forgiven, being new to the
gloms of computers, but some of it is hard reading.
Wm. Breitling's LoCs are consistently good - such as the one on p.2559, but
most of them appear to be unedited, sprawling over acres. Still, it’s your fanzine.
I would, however, like to see the name of the sender at the bottom of each letter.
Thanks for the zine - it's provided some hours of distraction and enjoyment.
[rec’d 6/26/98]

After a lengthy hospital stay, Vin# is now home. I sincerely hope he has a speedy, and total,
recovery....
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CINCINNATI , Ori
46'^-45'03

Brad. W. Foster
No, actually, I wasn’t worried at all about this cover getting into print. I ve
learned this trick of; as soon as I mail some artwork off to a fanzine, to pretty
much then totally kick it out of my mind. The zine will be pubbed when it's
ready, and I don’t worry about how long that might be. Some- times it s a kick
to get a zine and see my art, having forgotten I'd even mailed it off. Seems to be
the only way to work when dealing with the wild publishing “schedules that sf
zines keep!
.
Skel’s Bear-tale was interesting, and only slightly scary. I started out by just
picking up a toy robot now and then years ago. Not really thinking about it, just
thought they were kind of cool looking, and if I found a neat one that beeped and
blinked for a few bucks, I'd get it. Over the years I noticed they tended to be
everywhere in the house. And then several years back when I started my robot
comic book, I gathered them all together in one place for a photo, and was
amazed to see how many I had. Uh-oh, and now other folks knew I had them
too. So, I've now become an “official accumulator" of toy robots. Still not a collector, as I’m amazed that anyone would spend over $30 for some of these just
because they might be old. I still buy what I buy first of all because I think
they're cool to look at. “Collectability” never enters into it, although I have been
convinced to at least save the boxes they're packed in, just in case, down the
line, I need to sell them to make a few bucks. ' While I may not be a collector,
there are such nuts out there! I sometimes wish I could have a few more dollars
to play here, as unless the thing towers a few feet high, anything oyer $15 ^sually gets put regretfully back on the shelf. Dam.
[May 15,1998]

Joseph. T Major
Incidentally, I now have available for anyone interested a “complete” version of
“Con Report", all the way from “The Revelation of Tucker, which Roscoe gave
unto him, to shew unto his fans things which must shortly come to pass; and he
sent and signified it by his gofer unto his servant Hugo:" to “Even so, come,
Tucker. The grace of Tucker be with you all Amen.”
.
As for “http://www.outworlds.net” I will note that there is a thriving trade
in rpgistaring domain names that ought to belong to someone else and using
them for other purposes. Usually it is offering to yield the domain name for a
high price but other uses have emerged. For a while www.jewsfoijesus.org took
you to a site that was anti-Jews for Jesus (their real site was "www.jews-forjesus.org") and www.peta.org took you to the site of People Eating Tasty Ani
mals. And then for a while if you tried to look up the NASA site and entered
“www.nasa.com" instead of “www.nasa.gov” you found yourself confronting a
different kind of heavenly body.
. .
Skel must be annoyed that the recent effort to repatriate the original Winnie
the Pooh has failed (I had understood that in fact Pooh had been destroyed m
the Blitz, but maybe not.)
.
.
Actually, the big fad here is Beanie Babies . Lisa and I were at Cousin How
ard’s and Aunt Daphne's (her father's sister married a fourth cousin on my fa
ther’s side) and Daphne was making frantic telephone calls to secure several
Beanie Babies. She seemed to particularly want one called “Spanky". I cannot
[Teddy Harvia]

DARK OBSESSION
DARK PASSAGE ['47] [1:46]** (2) (Goodis)
DATE WITH AN ANGEL
DAVID & LISA
DAYS OF HEAVEN
DEAD AGAIN ['91] [1:47]
DEAD CALM
DEAD CONNECTION ['93] [1:32]
DEAD END DRIVE-IN
DEAD MEN DON'T WEAR PLAID
DEAD OF WINTER
D.O.A ['49] (3)
D.O.A. [’88]
DEAD RECKONING
DEADTIME STORIES
DEAL OF THE CENTURY
DEATH AND THE MADIEN ['94] [1:43]
DEATHSTALKER
A TH' ER A P
DECEPTIONS H:The Edge of Deception [’94] [1:39]
DEFENSELESS
DEFCON-4
DELTA HEAT ['92] [1:31]
DELTA OF VENUS ['96] [1:39]
DEMOLITION MAN ['93] [1:55]
DEMON ISLAND
DESERT HEARTS
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN ()
DETECTIVE STORY ['51] [1:43] •* (2)
DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS [’95] [1:42]
DIAL M FOR MURDER
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER (2)
DICK TRACY ['90] [1:45] (2)
DIE HARD (2)
DIE HARD 2: Die Haider
DINER
DIRTY DANCING (3)
DIRTY KNIGHTS WORK
DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS
DISCLOSURE£94] [2:08]
DISORGANIZED CRIME
DR. DETROIT
DR. STRANGELOVE (3)
DOG DAY AFTERNOON
DOLL FACE ['45]*
DON'T LOOK BACK [’96?]
DOUBLE INDEMtNITY [’44] [1:47]**
DOWN & OUT IN BEVERLY HILLS (2)
DOWN BY LAW
DOWN TWISTED
DRAGONHEART ['96]
DRAGONSLAYER (2)
DRAW1
DREAMSCAPE
DRESSED TO KILL
DRIVING MISS DAISY
DRUGSTORE COWBOY
DUNE
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT [’40] [1:59]** (2+)
FOREPLAY
FOREVER EMMANUELLE
EAST OF EDEN
EAST OF ELEPHANT ROCK
EASY RIDER (3)
EATING RAOUL (2)
ECHO PARK
ECHOES IN CRIMSON
ED WOOD ['94] [2:06]
EDDIE AND THE CRUISERS (2)
EDUCATING RITA
EDWARD SISSORHANDS
8 MILLION WAYS TO DIE [’86] [1:55](2)
8V.
EL CID
EL DIABLO
ELECTRA GLIDE IN BLUE
ELECTRIC DREAMS
ELIMINATORS
ELLIE
EMANUELLE 4
EMANUELLE IN BANGKOK
EMANUELLE ON TABOO ISLAND
EMBRYO
EMILY
ENEMY MINE [’85] [1:48] (3+)
ENTRE NOUS
FRASERHEAD
ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK
ESCAPE 2000
E.T. - The Extra-Terrestrial [’82] [1:55] (2)
EXECUTIVE SUITE [’54]*
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED...
BUT NOT ESSENTIAL
EXPLORERS
EXPOSED
EXTERMINATORS OF THE YEAR 3000
EXTREME PREJUDICE
EYE OF THE NEEDLE
EYEWITNESS [’84] [1:42] (2)
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FALLING IN LOVE
FAME (2)
FAMILY PLOT
FANNY HILL
FANTASTIC INVASION OF PLANET EARTH [3-d]
FARGO [’96] [1:48]
FAST TIMES AT RIDGEMONT HIGH
FATAL ATTRACTION (3)
FATHERS AND SONS ['92] [1:40]
FELICITY
FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF
FIELD OF DREAMS
52 PICK-UP
FIGHTING BACK
FINAL ROUND ['93] [1:26]
FIONA
FIRE AND ICE
FIRE WITH FIRE
FIREFOX
FIRST BLOOD
FIRST LOVE
FIST OF THE NORTH STAR ['95] [1:29]
FIVE EASY PIECES (2)
FLAME OF BARBARY COAST ['45]— [1:31]
FLASHDANCE
FLASHPOINT
FLESH & BONE ['93] [2:06]
FLESH + BLOOD
FLESH GORDON (2)
FLETCH
FLETCH LIVES
FOOL FOR LOVE
FOOTLOOSE
FOR PETE'S SAKE...
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
FOREBIDDEN PLANET (2)
FORBIDDEN WORLD
FORREST GUMP ['94] [2:22]
FORTRESS
48 HOURS
FOUL PLAY
FOUR FRIENDS
FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL ['94] [1:57]
FOXTROT
FRAMED
FRANCES
FRANK AND I
FRANTIC
FREEDOM
FRESH HORSES
FRIED GREEN TOMATOES
FRIGHT NIGHT
FROM BEYOND
FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE (3)
FROM THE TERRACE [’60] [2:25]**
FULL METAL JACKET ['87] [1:56] (2)
FUNNYFARM
F/X
F/X2
GABR IKI A
GALAXINA
GANDHI
GARGOYLES
GASLIGHT ['44]
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT [’47] [1:58] (2)
GET CRAZY
GET SHORTY [’95] [1:45]
GHOST
GHOSTBUSTERS ( )
GHOSTBUSTERS 2 (2)
GIMME SHELTER
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD STREET
GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS
GOD’S LITTLE ACRE [’58]*
GOIN' SOUTH
GOLDENEYE [’95]
GOLDFINGER (2)
GONE WITH THE WIND (3)
GOODFELLAS [’90] [2:25] (2)
GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM
GOODBYE, EMMANUELLE
GOODBYE NEW YORK
GOODBYE PORKPIE
GORILLA'S IN THE MIST
GORKY PARK
GOTHAM
GRANDVIEW, U.S.A
GREASER'S PALACE
GRAND CANYON (2)
GREEN CARD
GREMLINS (2)
GREMLINS 2: The New Batch
GREYSTOKE...
GROUND ZERO
GROUNDHOG DAY ['93] [1:41]
GUARDING TESS [1:35]
GUILTY ASSIN
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begin to tell you. how relieved I was when I found out what "Spanky” actually
was.
Thanks to Chris Sherman for uncovering the manifold talents and accomplish
ments of our distinguished editor. A full-service person, too. We should be
proud that such a Renaissance Man, a veritable heir of Jefferson, has agreed to
grant his awe-inspiring presence to our little niche.
As long as we are talking about the many talents of "Bill Bowers", someday
some confused researcher will discuss how the one-handed British Foreign Sec
retary and Ambassador to the U.S. took on a second career as a movie auteur.
You see, in his secret identity, or at least personal name, Lord Halifax, the “Holy
Fox" of 1930s British politics, was - Edward Wood. Now that is “A Match Made
in Hollywood". (Before some fanboy with the usual loose grip on reality gets
chawed down Edward Wood of the Foreign Office and Ed Wood of Hollywood
were two different folks.)
The problem with “Outsider Art" is that it gets insided pretty quickly. And in
fact there has been a movie about that, Basquiat, about an outsider artist who
got insided, and quickly went down the hill. But then, it turned out that Bas
quiat had done a little art on his background - someone from a stable middle
class black family could not be conceived of in the art world, so to be Authentic
he reinvented himself as a bro from the 'hood. Problem was, he started living
said lifestyle, and soon died of a heroin overdose.
The Rotsler illo on p. 2519 so perfectly complements his accompanying text. I
finally started watching that Rotsler movie I got. Now I understand what hap
pened to the ozone layer.
Stephen Leigh's worldbuilding scenario is so interesting that I may have to
add one or two comments. Did the figures on infant mortality take into account
simple hygiene? It has been asserted, with some exaggeration but not that
much, that clean water is the most effective of public health measures.
I do not know about interbreeding on a biological level, but I have found high
levels of intermarriage in the course of my genealogical research. The closest re
lationship happened to be the result of a first-cousin marriage (Mother-in-law
was also an aunt). The most intermarried case came when the child of a secondcousin marriage married a third cousin. My paternal grandmother was the result
of a first-cousins-once-removed marriage, that is the father-in-law of Miz Kathy’s
father was also his first cousin.
There are genealogical programs out there, you know. While they could not
generate families they could help sort them out.
You were the one who started me making lists. For 1997: 570 books and 6
cons attended (SH/ACD Symposium, Kubla Khan, Rivercon, LSC2, Ditto/Octocon,
Contact).
the bridges of madison county has several interesting ramifications. It was
the great Romantic Thriller. How well would people have liked it if the sexes
had been reversed; if it had been a story about a (male) farmer who has a brief
but intense affair with a (female) National Geographic photographer?
Meryl Streep is another problem in herself. I see all these gushing references
to this luminously beautiful magnificent actress. All I see is a woman with a
plain round face dominated by a broken and poorly set nose, who can do a fash
ionably neurotic Vassar deb in several different accents.
I have run across a comment about Robert Redford having this incongruously
youthful shock of blond hair atop an increasingly elder face. I have just the role
for him. He can play Roman Dictator Lucius Cornelius Sulla Felix, who was
noted for the same divergence of face and hair. For counterpointing, Sulla's noto
rious opponent Gaius Marius, the Man of the People, can be played by Clint
Eastwood. (When they - and I - were younger, I dreamed of Eastwood as
DuQuesne against Redford’s Seaton and Paul Newman's Crane in a grand pro
duction Of THE SKYLARK OF SPACE.)
Nice afterword from Entertainment Weekly, something on the order of that
men only watched The Bridges of Madison County because they were expect
ing Clint to blow them up.
However, the big movie market seems to be teenage girls, who have the lei
sure, the funds, and the inclination to go to movies again and again. This year it
is Titanic where the male lead is the latest in the line of slightly androgynous
stars.
By “The Troubles" I mean the current incarnation, for Bob Smith H's informa
tion. The Irish seem to live mostly on memory and as P. J. O'Rourke pointed out
it all dates back to the twelfth century. Before that there were Vikings and even
before that the Irish managed to fight quite well among themselves.
I guess we will have to consider “Mumps" a semi-permanent feature of OW.
Condolences to Mike Glicksohn over the death of his uncle.
One of the things I learned at those Sherlock Holmes/Arthur Conan Doyle (SH/
ACD) Symposia was that ACD was a baseball fan. One of the things he cited as
an example of its desirability was that a baseball game would be over in a cou
ple of hours. He lived before the era of the pitcher calls for a new ball, scuffs it
up, takes a chaw of tobacco, looks at the stands, calls for a conference with the
catcher, takes a chaw, checks the posting of the outfielders, has a conference
with the coach, and then they have to pause for a com m ami al
I could never understand how it would be that one of the rites-of passage of
adolescence was coming home from college for the first time and finding that
Mother had thrown out all the baseball cards and comic books. (Not that I ever
collected the former, or left the latter in even readable, much less sellable, condi
tion, but then my mother did not throw my things out either.) But the misfortune

of Braiding reminds me again to tell my nieces and nephews (one each of mins,
three of the latter of Lisa's) that our books and magazines are a valuable re
source.
Bad writing on line. Well, most online writers do not know how to use the
spelling checker- email editors have less capable ones, anyhow, harder ones to
use. I have had to disable the automatic flagging of misspellings in this word
processor because it kept on flagging “Cayce” as a misspelling (for "cacce”,
which annoyingly it refuses to define) for example. Since they have become ac
customed to this level of error checking (which I admit is useful, not only has it
saved my posterior on such words as “genealogy" but the banishment of “fo",
“hte”, and their ilk [“emial” for some reason stands out] has increased my writ
ing speed) being denied it has highlighted that matter.
Emailing has the additional problem that it removes the reconsideration time
of printed mail while deleting the nonverbal cues of conversation. The mechani
cal effort of actually transferring a letter to paper made possible a certain span
wherein reconsideration was possible. Similarly, by noticing various cues of
stress, tone, and posture in conversation it is possible to avert blowups and also
miscues can usually be instantly corrected. Neither of these apply with email.
Add to that a certain countercultural loutishness, an attitude of admiration for
being the most insolent and derisive, of “I can outsnot you, you malodorous glob
of purulent smegma,” and you have a recipe for flame.
Eric Lindsay may have been able to make hotel reservations in Cincinnati
from Australia over the Web, but he was fortunate. Hundreds of fans have been
unable to make reservations in Baltimore over the Web. Modem computer tech
nology often seems to be used to make the same errors millions of times faster.
Ilie fellow in the middle of the inside bacover who wants to change his name
to No Award has already been beaten out by Marty Cantor. “The Fanzine That
You’ve Been Voting For All These Years"!
[May 14, 1998]

Sydney J. Bounds
Despite the date, it is cold, grey and wet here as I write; freezing June, rather
than flaming Even the BBC weather forecaster now admits that the climate has
changed.
I had intended to inform you of Vince Clarke's illness, but I see e-mail has
made any news I have out of date. I suppose that’s what it's for (providing you
can't wait for the bad news.) Anyway Ted Tubb called to see him: and I saw
Ted and George Locke at a bookfair at the end of May. Thanks for No69.
Back cover was good, and Alan’s illustration to “Mirror". I enjoyed the poem
and that by Joe C, “The River of Time”. Skel's article was a good one and Al
Curry's illo suited it perfectly.
Chris Sherman's article amused me, and William's article on his Dad one of
the two best in the issue; the other, of course, is Stephen Leigh's “Building Your
World".
Re- your List: I recently read the machine in ward eleven; the best collection
of stories I've read lately.
It's always nice to see a letter from Mae.
How unusual to see a mention of sf magazines these days. My introduction
was a bit earlier, via Clayton and then Tremaine's Astounding, O'Connor Sloan's
Amazing, and Gemsback's Wonder Stories.
Interesting that more fanzines are getting reprinted these days. There were
always a few, of course, but there seems to be a lot more now.
Wishing you better health.
[13 June 98]

Roger Waddington
A potscrad, at least, might have been appropriate, after your bumper bundle
cams through my letterbox, after its safe arrival; with much heaving and strain
ing on the part of the postman, I have to add. In fact, “Greater love hath no fan
than this: that he lay down his hank balance for a friend" was the first thought
that name to mind when I considered the cost of the necessary postage; you
know, I'd have been quite happy with an offprint of the Moskowitz-Giunta article
on its own! Though, once having settled down with them for some serious (?)
reading, the long-continuing thought was, “I wouldn't have missed this for the
world. ’’
Not least, for the appearance of the Modest Proposal by SaM for a science
fiction magazine. It’s an eye-opener for someone like me who thought they were
like Topsy, and just growed. Well, there has to be something more to it than the
spirit of “Let’s do the show right here in the bam!”; but has there ever been such
a detailed plan for one? Unfortunate, that so much effort had such little effect;
otherwise SF+ might be still here today, sharing the honours with Asimov’s and
Analog. (And F & SF.) Of course, paying the highest rates going doesn't neces
sarily mean the highest quality stories; then and now. If I’d been a reader then,
I'd certainly have readily succumbed to the lure of all those famous names; but
would I have found their best stories? Judging from Buck Coulson’s comments,
probably not.
Fast-forwarding to 0W69, and still with the prozines, mine is a very similar
history of F & SF; although not of such an early vintage. My very first issue was
found on a railway station bookstall in late 1965; the one featuring “Rogue

HAIRI (3)
HALF MOON STREET
HAMMETT (2)
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS {)
HANOVER STREET
HARD CHOICES
HARDBODIES
HARIX3ORE
HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS
HARRY TRACY
HAVANA
H E A.L T H
HEAR NO EVIL [’93] [1:35]
HEATHERS
HEAVENLY CREATURES ['94) [1:39]
HEAVENS ABOVE
HEAVEN'S GATE
HEARTACHES
HEAVY METAL (2)
PTPT.pi
HENRY & JUNE
HER ALIBI
HERCULES [’83]
HIGH ANXIETY
HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER
HIGH ROAD TO CHINA
HIGH SIERRA
HIGHLANDER
HIS GIRL FRIDAY ['40]
HOLIDAY HOTEL
HOMBRE
HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS (2)
HONEYSUCKLE ROSE
HONKTONKMAN
HONKYTONK FREEWAY
HOOSIERS (2)
H.O.T.S.
HOT TARGET
HOT T-SHIRTS
HOTEL
HOUSE
HOUSE OF GAMES
HOUSE OF 1,000 PLEASURES
HOW I GOT INTO COLLEGE
HOW I WON THE WAR
HOWARD THE DUCK
HUNDRA
HUSBANDS AND WIVES
HUSH... HUSH SWEET CHAROLETTE ['64][2:13)"
ICONFESS
I DESIRE
i'kNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS
I LOVE TROUBLE ['94] [2:02]
I NEVER PROMISED YOU A ROSE GARDEN
I, THE JURY
I WAKE UP SCREAMING [’41]** [1:22]
ICEMAN
ILLEGAL TN BLUE ['95] [1:31]
IMPULSE [’90]
IN A LONELY PLACE [’50]
IN OLD CALIFORNIA [’42] [1:27]**
IN NAME ONLY [’39] [1:36]“
IN PRAISE OF OLDER WOMEN
INDECENT PROPOSAL [’93] [1:57]
INDEPENDENCE DAY [’83]
INDEPENDENCE DAY [’96]
INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE (2)
INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM
INSERTS
INSTANT JUSTICE
INTIMATE MOMENTS
INTO THE FIRE
INTO THE HOMELAND
INTO THE NIGHT (2)
INVADERS FROM MARS [’53]
INVADERS FROM MARS [’86]
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS [’78]
IRON EAGLE [’86] [1:53]
IRRECONCIBLE DIFFERENCES
IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE [’54]
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
IT HAPPENS EVERY THURSDAY [1:20] [’53]
JAKE SPEED
JAMAICA INN [’39]*
JAWS
JENNIFER EIGHT [2:05] [’92]
JEWEL OF THE NILE (2)
JEZEBEL [1:44] [’38]
JINXED
JOE vs. THE VOLCANO
JOHNNY REI .INDA
JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY
JOHNNY MNEMONIC [1:36] [’95]
JUDGE DREDD [1:36] [’95]
JULES AND JIM
JULIA [’76]
JUMPIN' JACK FLASH
JURASSIC PARK [2:07] ['93]
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KAUFORNIA [1:57] ['93]
KANDYLAND
KANSAS CITY [1:55]
KEY EXCHANGE
KEY LARGO [1:40] [’48] (2+)
KING KONG
KING SOLOMON'S MINES ['85]
KISS ME DEADLY [1:45] ['55]
KISS ME GOODBYE
KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS [1:19] ['48]**
KITTY AND THE BAGMAN
KITTY FOYLE ['40]*
KNIGHTRIDERS
KNOCK ON ANY DOOR
KRAMER vs KRAMER
KRULL (2)
Kurt Vonnegut's HARRISON BERGERON [1:39] ['95]
L'ANNEE des MEDUSES
LA BALANCE
LABOUM
L.A. CONFIDENTIAL [’97] theater
LA RONDE
LATRUTTE
LABYRINTH (2)
LADY BEWARE
LADY CHATTERLY’S LOVER
LADY IN CEMENT [1:33] [’68]
LADY IN WHITE [’88]
LADY JANE
LADYHAWKE
LAGUNA HEAT
LASSITER
LAST EMBRACE
LAST TANGO IN PARIS
LAURA [’44] (2)
LAURA [French; '80J
LAWMAN ['71]*
LEGAL EAGLES
LEGEND
LETP'S DO IT
LETTERS FROM A DEAD MAN
LEVIATHAN
LIANNA
LIAR'S MOON
LICENCE TO KILL
LIFEBOAT [1:40] [’44] (2+)
LIFEFORCE
LIGHT OF DAY
LIGHTBLAST
LIGHTYEARS
LIPSTICK
LISTOMANIA
LITTLE DARLINGS
LITTLE MAN TATE
LIQUID SKY
LIVE AND LET DIE (2)
LIZ
LOCK-UP
LONELY HEARTS
LONESOME DOVE
LONG JOHN SILVER [’54]*
LOOKER (2)
LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR [2:16] ['77] (2)
LOOSE SCREWS
LORD OF THE FLIES [1:30] [’90]
LOSIN' IT
LOST IN AMERICA
LOVE AFFAIR [’39]*
LOVE AND DEATH
LOVE CHILD
LOVE CIRCLES
LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON [2:10] [’57]**
LOVE IS ABALL ['63J*
LOVE LETTERS
LOVE TRAP
LOVE YOU
LOVERS AND LIARS
LOVE SCENES
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Dragon" by Avram Davidson, with that gorgeous Gaughan cover (you'll be able
to give the exact month better than I can.)- I was instantly hooked, and remain a
loyal reader to this day; yes, also via a two-year subscription.
Unfortunately for F & SF, I also discovered Analog just the same way, around
the same tima; and that was the star I hitched my wagon to. It was Analog I
followed baek through the years, in its Astounding persona, whenever I could;
albeit without a hope of ever reaching that first issue. It was Analog that I de
cided had the longer shelf-life, and had professionally bound (from '65 to '74.)
And when the time cams that even I had to admit we were running out of space
(a two-up, two-down can only take so much), of all the magazines that filled my
shelves to overflowing, the Astounding/Analog collection was the only one that
survived. Lately, I've been taking tentative steps towards another by collecting
(alright, hoarding) the magazines, from ‘94 onwards; and this time, F & SF is a
permanent fixture. Incidentally, is it just perversity that the first thing I look for
in any new issue of any magazine is the ‘In Our Next Issue' feature?
Re the march of technology, you're probably sitting pretty for the next few
years; except for the ceaseless search for more power which seems to drive most
PC owners. (And even more whistles and bells.) Me, I tend to have fellow feel
ings with SkeL Well, I've never had the problem of 3” disks (and whatever hap
pened to 8-track cartridges?), minn are the industry standard of 3.5”; but in
creasingly they're going from Double Density to High Density, and leaving me
behind. That is, if 3.5” disks weren't giving way in their turn to read/write CDRoms. However, my biggest worry is what happens when my Atari finally shuf
fles off this mortal coil? The answer will probably be to keep studying the small
ads in the local paper; I've seen several Ataris for sale there, obviously put on
the market by people taking the next step, trading up to PCs. Maybe (if it was
n't such a question of funds) I should pick up one of those now, rather than wait.
Trading up for myself was always out of the question; that is, until I saw an
advert for PCs with the magic words above one model, “For use with a television
set or existing monitor.” Now (with a Lottery win as my only hope) that would
really tempt me; only 32mb, which is just as basic as my 512k was all those
years ago, but who cares? And with both a CD-Rom and a floppy drive; into the
future with one swell foop. One of Skel's problems, transferring files, would be
no problem at all; my w/p program can save in ASCII form, which is what I've
been doing recently. Of course, other Atari-specific programs gathered over the
years would be lost, unfortunately; but with so many freeware and shareware
programs being produced for PCs, I could soon make them up again.
Have to admit, I haven't as much in common with those who collect bears; in
fact, reading Susan Wood's reprint, I’m beginning to realise now just what a de
prived childhood I must have had. No silent friend to confide all my troubles to,
to share my joys with, to see me through life; I can only suspect a lack of imagi
nation, which I’ve since found secondhand through the pages of science fiction.
Or else, my childhood was on more of an even keel than most, with no disap
pointments (or joys) that I couldn't handle on my own. Which maybe explains
my later life. The strange thing is, I grew up as an avid devotee of A. A. Milne,
with his stories of Christopher Robin and Pooh Bear (and his verse); and yet
never once took the step to beg for a bear of my own, even one with Very Little
Brain.
But there's one perfect, present-day, illustration of a Teddy as a Friend; what
about the late lamented Calvin & Hobbes comic strip? Critics might say that
Hobbes is a stuffed toy tiger rather than a bear, but Calvin shows as much
imagination as Christopher Robin (and considerably more than most of us), and
certainly it's Hobbes who helps him to learn all the lessons of life. In the Yukon
ho! book collection, to me there’s one exchange that goes all the way home; it's
when Uncle Max is on a visit, and talking to Calvin's mother.

“Boy, Calvin takes that stuffed tiger everywhere he goes.”
“Yeah, they’re inseparable.”
“Do you worry about that? I mean, shouldn’t he be playing with real friends?”
“Oh, I think he will when he’s ready. Didn’t you ever have an imaginary friend?”
“Sometimes I think that all my friends have been imaginary....”
Have to say, I'm in two minds about the dark water's embrace supplement
from Stephen Leigh. (Why does it remind me of the Novel Extract supplement, in
the latter years of If?) Way back across the years in my first discovery of
fanzines, one of the goshwow moments, besides seeing professional artists mak
ing their contributions, was coming across a Work in Progress; in the pages of
Riverside Quarterly. Alas for memory, I can't remember the nama of the author,
just that the houses of the Zodiac formed the framework; and I never did find the
finished novel. But this is a totally different animal; perhaps having more in
common with SaM's proposal for Science Fiction Plus, as both being fascinating
records of the creation. In spite of the spoiler warning, I've been dipping into its
pools; I don’t know how long it'll be before DWE will see publication over here,
my best chance at the moment, so maybe I should have avoided it altogether.
(Any news of a British edition?)
On the Bill Bowers invasion of the Internet, I can see great confusion arising,
not least, as so many do nowadays, in using it to research their family tree. I'm
reminded of something fairly similar, a scam under the supposedly respectable
name of Burke's Peerage where you can be targeted through your surname, and
offered the book of bowers (say) by which you can discover all your long-lost
relatives. No matter that the names have all been picked out of phone books,

census lists and the like, rather than deeply researched; as long as the money
keeps rolling in, why should they care? Only sorry, in a way, that I haven t been
targeted yet with the book of Waddingtons, so, I can refute them. It's certainly
a ramp that's well-known in Yorkshire, and even looking through our local phone
directory there's 33 of us. But as for finding long-lost relatives, I'm a stranger to
them all, as my father ramp from south of London, and I'm the first of our family
to be bom in Yorkshire. Just wait till ‘Burke's Peerage' discovers the Internet!
“Out Into the Woods” was pure rite of passage, and one I can’t even begin to
match. Well, perhaps on a smaller scale, with the woods and fields around my
childhood village; I've still got the bird books we used then, even though my fa
ther and the village are both long in the past. But a deeply moving piece. As is
the last missive from Bill Rotsler; one cheerfully irreverent thought is that you'd
have the biggest tombstone in the world if you tried to record all the achieve
ments he lists here. Far simpler to just use those two words after his name, Bill
Who? That is, if I wasn’t determined to snaffle the idea for myself. “Roger Wad
dington (1946 -): Roger Who?" would at least get me into the books of odd
graveyard descriptions, even without any other immortality.
And a final note; I don't know in which branch of the Post Office they're lurk
ing, but while Dick Smith may have sent out 0W66 and 67, they haven't reached
here yet. Which, even taking into account the normal rate of snail mail, must be
one of their best efforts.
[29* July, 1998]

Robert Coulson
As for Susan's article, there are a couple of Teddy Bears around here some
where - probably in tire attic in a box that I hope the moths haven’t got into.
One of them is nearly as old as I am and in worse shape, even without moths;
the other was in fair condition the last time I saw it, which was when we moved
here. But my childhood interest was in dogs, both stuffed and real (There’s a
photo of me at age 5 or 6, conversing with a large stray dog - a bit larger than I
was - that wandered into our place and stayed with us one summer.) In fact,
my interest is still in dogs, which is why we have a 75-pound house dog. (I did
n't intend for her to be a housedog when I got her from the animal shelter, but it
sort of happened.) So in the same box with the Teddy Bears are several stuffed
dogs. (And Elli just wandered in and complained that I hadn't petted her for at
least an hour and what was I thinking of, anyway?)
My father was interested in nature, but from the viewpoint of a farmer and
hunter rather than a naturalist. So I got a fair amount of training on how to spot
animals and birds, but had to do my own work on identifying trees - mostly
when I was in the Boy Scouts. (And I always thought it was unfair that Dad
was colorblind, so animal camouflage didn't fool him. He kept telling me to “look
for the shape” and I had trouble identifying the shape....) My songbird identifi
cation came entirely from self-study and the Boy Scouts.
I disagree with Rotsler’s “look for the copyright date”; what the hell good is a
copyright date when there are thousands of books that I haven’t read, in any
given year? And hundreds just in the science fiction field, including a lot that I
didn’t read because they didn't look interesting, and still don't. Dumb.
I also disagree with Stephen Leigh's comment about understanding charac
ters instinctively because they interact with their world the way we do with
ours. In the first place, there aren't many like that, and in the second, it's more
fun to try to understand people who act differently. (Unlike real life, where it can
be annoying.) And nope, I'm not going to buy the book, and since I don't recall
Avon EOS sending it to me for review, I probably won't read it. List of plants
and animals interesting. (The most recent purchase of a book by me came a few
days ago at Wiscon. It's a collection of short stories by Richard Harding Davis
and was published in 1903, and, astonishingly, is in mint condition. Even the
gold leaf on the tops of the pages is like new, though condition wasn't why I
bought it.)
I suspect Dave Rowe is mostly right about pets, but I've had to “put down”
very few over my lifetime. In the 1930s and 1940s, very few people kept dogs or
cats penned up - certainly not in the country - and so eventually they disap
peared. In most cases we never knew what happened. We did have one hound
who was close to indestructible. He once wandered downtown and according to
a friend who saw it, was hit by a car and “knocked 20 feet", jumped out the win
dow of Dad's pickup truck while it was going about 30 mph, and once, after he'd
been gone several months, came back with a piece of rope around his neck
which he'd evidently chewed apart. But in the end, after several years, he disap
peared and didn't come back. The disappearances made things easier because
there would always be hope that eventually the pet would return, and by the
timp hope was gone, enough time had passed to ease the distress. Since then,
the dogs have mostly been hit by cars, one when he got away while I was trans
ferring him from chain to leash. I did have to shoot one, after the vet said she
couldn't be cured but wasn't in pain, and to put her down after she quit eating.
(He didn’t know how much she liked to eat; she’d virtually stopped moving, but
was still eating heartily.) Probably the hardest thing I ever did.
My letter; the arthritis turned out to be sciatica, and went away by itself
some time back, being replaced by a fairly large hole - about 4" by 1" and pretty
deep - in the back of my left ankle. Caused from an infected blister. I’m now
pretty well out of the wheelchair; got through 2 of the last 3 conventions without
using it. The hole has healed, but I'm still using a cane, mostly because I'm still

MACAO [1:21] [’52]**
MAD MAX
„
MAD MAX BEYOND THUNDERDOME
MADAME X ['66]
MADAME X['81]
MADE IN AMERICA
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION [1:47]
MAID TO ORDER
MAJOR BARBARA [’41] ♦
MAJOR LEAGUE
MAKING MR. RIGHT
MAKING THE GRADE
MALIBU EXPRESS
MALONE
MANDINGO
MANHATTAN (3+)
____
MANHATTAN MURDER MYSTERY [1:48] ['93]
MANNEQUIN
MARIA'S LOVERS
MARLOWE {Tittle Sister*} [’69] (2)
MARNIE
MARRIED TO THE MOB
MARY SHELLEY'S FRANKENSTEIN [2:03] ['94]
MATA HARI
MAVERICK [2:06] [’94]
MAX DUGAN RETURNS
MAXIE
MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE
McCABE AND MRS. MIT J .ER
MEATBALLS
MELANIE
MELODY IN LOVE
MENACE H SOCIETY [1:37] [’92]
MERMAIDS (2)
MESSAGE FROM SPACE
METALSTORM: The Destruction of Jaryd-Syn
METROPOLIS ['26/'84 version]
METROPOLITAN
MIAMI BLUES (2)
MIAMI RHAPSODY [1:35] [’95]
MICKI AND MAUDE
MIDNIGHT COWBOY [1:53] [’69] (2)
MIDNIGHTT LACE [1:48] [’60]**
MIDNIGHT RUN
MIGHTY APHRODITE [1:35] [’95]
MIKE’S MURDER
MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR
MISERY (2)
MISSING
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE [’96] [1:50]
MISSISSIPPI BURNING
MRS. PARKER AND THE VICIOUS CIRCLE [’94]
MR. & MRS. SMITH
MR. LUCKY [’43]* (2)
MR. NORTH
MR. ROBINSON CRUSOE
MISTER LUCKY [’43]
MISTRESS PAMELA
MOBY DICK
MODERN TIMES
MOLLY & GINA [’93] [1:33]
MONA LISA
MONDO CANE
MONSIGNOR
MONTENEGRO
MOON IN THE GUTTER
MOONRAKER
MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS
MOONSTRUCK
MOTHER NIGHT [’96] [1:53]
MULHOLLAND FALLS [’96] [1:47]
MURDER, INC. [’60] [1:43]**
MURDER, MY SWEET [’44] (2)
MY BRILLIANT CAREER
MY CHAUFFEUR
MY DARLING CLEMENTINE
MY FAVORITE YEAR
MY STEPMOTHER’S AN ALIEN
MY TUTOR
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NADINE
NAKED ALIBI ['54] [1:26]**
NAKED GUN 337s: The Final Insult [’94]
NANA
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S CHRISTMAS VACA
TION
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S MOVIE MADNESS
NATURAL BORN KILLERS [’94] [1:58]
NAUGHTY WIVES
NEAR DARK
NED KET.T.Y

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN
NEW YORK NIGHTS
NEW YORK STORIES
NIAGARA ()
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES [’48] [1:21]**
(Woolrich)
NIGHT SHIFT
NIGHT TRAIN TO MUNICH *
1900
1918
1984 ['84]
NIGHT MOVES
NIGHT OF THE COMET
NO ESCAPE ['94] [1:58]
NO MERCY
NO SMALL AFFAIR
NO WAY OUT
NOMADS
NORTH BY NORTHWEST
NORTH DALLAS FORTY
NOT FOR PUBLICATION
NOTHING SACRED ['37] [1:14]**
NOTORIOUS
NOW AND FOREVER
NUMBER ONE WITH A BULLET
NUTS

regaining muscles in my legs; I wasn't using them for several months.
Composing a LoC for me comes under the heading of a required response.
Someone spends time and money sending me a fanzine; I should be willing to
spend much less time and money in responding to it. Noblesse oblige, if you
will.... But then, as a former fanzine publisher, I know how much work goes into
one.
I'm agreed with Glicksohn on poetry, especially modem poetry. I don't under
stand it, and no longer make an effort to. Verse, however, is different; mostly un
derstandable and far more interesting than poetry. Also agreed on e-mail. I don't
rule out eventually having an e-mail address, but it seems unlikely. Also, I'm not
likely to outlive the handwritten/typed/whatever letter or fanzine. Mike, being
younger, just might....
Hmm. Cardinal just lit on the satellite dish and is, among other things, star
ing in the window now and then. Seems puzzled by being able to see inside,
since we only have lights on in the office while we're using it, which has been
infrequent, lately. Flew off after a few minutes, just as I was considering going
in the living room to get a camera.
[5/30/98]
What follows is an example of a "solicited’’ LoC; yet it was not intended for publication.
I specifically, explicitly, do not solicit poetry (or fiction) contributions to this fanzine. Several rea
sons: I don't consider myself a valid “judge”, in either case. And, yes, there is always this nagging
feeling that, if a poem, or a piece of fiction is “good” enough - it will “sell”. Or, at the least, be pub
lished in a more literary, prestigious, journal.
I spent some time talking with Susan about this at MidWestCon. I'd never seen any of her work,
but I've known for several years that she was a published poet “My publishing history is as follows: 222 rejections, 79 publications. I've
been very lucky and pleased, considering all the poets out there. And I have
only sent to those publications that I consider to be good ones.”
- so I “solicited” her.
...explaining to her that it all suddenly became “clear” to me once someone pointed out that while I
may not oe all that big” on Poetry -1 can, and do, enjoy “verse”....
Last week an envelope came, containing several examples of Susan’s work. I’m very pleased that
I asked - and you’ll see why, in this issue and, I hope, in issues to come.
I wrote back, to thank her for trusting me with her creativity, and mentioning that, since she was ob
viously someone who took these things seriously, I’d welcome her candid thoughts and opinions on the
poems/verse I’ve published here, recently.
As I said, what follows was not meant for publication. But since poets get even less response and
feedback than most fanzine contributors (although probably more than fan artists do) - I’ve asked, and
received Susan's permission to share the following with you.

Susan A. Manchester
I would be glad to comment on the poetry in issues 68 and 69. Of the three po
ets, I enjoyed G. Sutton Breiding the most, "a distant lamp" is really strong, es
pecially the last image. It's a beautiful poem on many levels: devices such as
repetition, one word lines, line breaks, and similes ("like being engulfed by a
warm/mouth") — I really love the use of language in this poem! I know I will en
joy seeing more of this work in the future.
I also like Art Metzger's "Mirror" and would have liked it better had I not
known Sylvia Plath's "Mirror", which is of course a brilliant poem and should not
be compared. It is impossible to bring less experience to a poem (or any writ
ing) than one already nas. Here is Plath's poem:
I am silver and exact. I have no preconceptions.
Whatever I see I swallow immediately
Just as it is, unmisted by love or dislike.
I am not cruel, only truthful—
The eye of a little god, four-cornered.
Most of the time I meditate on the opposite wall.
It is pink, with speckles. I have looked at it so long
I think it is a part of my heart. But it flickers.
Face and darkness separate us over and over.

Now I am a lake. A woman bends over me,
Searching my reaches for what she really is.
Then she turns to those liars, the candles or the moon.
I see her back and reflect it faithfully.
She rewards me with tears and an agitation of hands.
I am important to her. She comes and goes.
Each morning it is her face that replaces the darkness.
In me she has drowned a young girl, and in me an old woman
Rises toward her day after day, like a terrible fish.

(from

crossing the water,

1971)

How does someone like that stick her head in the oven and die, thinking no one
loves her or that her poetry isn’t good enough?
Anyway, I'm very close to that poem, have been for years, so some of the
shine is off the Metzger poem.
Billy Wolfenbarger is another story. His poems left me cold. It may be a style
difference, not that I haven't used the clipped line and quick-fire imagery myself.
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[William Rotsler]

Or it may be the subject matter. I'm not sure. I do like ''Kansas City early 60's".
I guess I understand that one the best. Overall, I feel that both AM and GSB
have a better command of the line.
Thanks for the opportunity to give my 2 cents worth. Above all, or course,
you are the editor so you certainly choose what moves you. And I like the mix
you choose. I'm delighted you chose some of my work. I read Stephen Leigh s
piece in #69 and was really impressed. In fact, I am REALLY impressed by the
fanzine itself. Very good publication! I'm honoured to be a part of the next is
sue.
[Thu, 30 Jul 1998 14:56:52]
...and yet, while I willingly published - and admired - (and would be pleased to publish more) the po
ems by Art and Sutton ... the ones that “speak” to me are those by Billy Wolfenbarger.
Pat of it is “history”. Billy has been my friend, one of my few soul mates”, since the early 60 s.
He walks the road (not always easily, I know) that I might have walked, were I not so helplessly
wrapped up in materia! possessions. Billy, also, dreams the dreams: some nightmares, some breathtakingly beautiful.
„ ,
,, ,,
,
, ,
...and, quite candidly, even though I may not have actually shared (all) his experiences..I can feel
that I have done so while reading his word poems, because he generates his output in an idiom which I
can understand....

Sutton BreicLing
I'm in. receipt of Out worlds 69.
It'll take me decades to read.
Or not read.
Oh - I didn't think you were out to embarrass anyone. One does embarrass
oneself - I am my most severe critic; cut to the bone.
Your presentation of “a distant lamp" was lovely — thank you for that.
Aye - Billy Ray. Aye. He haunts me. Whenever I see his name anywhere, I
begin my reveres of Wolfenbargerworld (and that means very profoundly,
Loretta and Sara Dawn - ‘Cate I've never met).
“Language at Midnight” was a kind of revelation for me when I first encoun
tered it. I wondered: who is this guy?? Well, — I found out There aren't too many people I can stand out in a rye field with on a chilly Oc
tober night smoking and listening and in hushed awed voices speaking of poetry
and aliens.
Inside - wine - golden lamps - exotic smoke - books.
That might have been 1000 years ago in Egypt. Same thing: Oregon, night,
autumn, scent of the Fields.
For sometime, I wanted to do a parody of Billy, called “Cunnilingus at Mid
night”. Also a Lowndes one, called "Misunderstandings". I didn't, of course. I
have been a master of misunderstandings and I do savor the memory of some
mighty good finger-lickin' - but the concept remained that, all to the best.
Hopefully, a hand written letter is not too painful. I know most people don’t do
that any more.
That's a pity.
_
I think paper and ink are very erotic. And what most now dende as mail mail
is also a form of titillation for me. A correspondent recently described herself as
a "foreplay vampire” - the anticipation means a lot.
We are now videodromed. I am an artefact of a mostly vanished past.
Words pile up.
[May 12, 98]
...from a postcard received

5:

To paraphrase the late, great E. M. Cioran’s remark on Proust:
It is not necessary to read dahlgren

Randy Mohr
So far my favorite piece is Joseph Major’s “Con Report”, but I haven’t given my
self tima to read OW from cover to cover yet - Real Soon Now (amazing how one
still remembers the Language of Youth from one’s Days of a Fannish Past!)
Great Cover by Brad Foster!
Hey, Bill Rotsler sure got around, didn't he! I sure hope my eventual list of
things Seen & Done will be as varied and extensive as his - what a life! A
memorable tima comes to mind: Standing by as a Crusader grave is excavated
by archeologists (my wife was on the team) at Cauarea Maritime on the Mediter
ranean Coast of Israel. As the skull, rib cage & other fragments were revealed,
by the slow patient work with dental tools in the light of late morning I couldn't
help wondering who this person was, what was he doing in the Holy Land so far
away from home? Did he truly believe he was saving the Holy Land from the In
fidel or (as so many of them did) have baser motives like acquiring land and
money (unfortunately, either motive required the killing of a lot of people)? Did
he die in battle or by disease (more likely)? Did he have family that wondered
whatever haram a of him? A wife? Children? And even though the excavation
was being done carefully and respectfully the thought that we were disturbing
what was once a aanctifiad cemetery (there were other graves behind the unfinished triple-apse chapel) caused me to feel we were disrupting this fellows final
wish: to be buried, arms crossed in the Christian manner, head propped up to
be looking in the direction of Jerusalem, awaiting the Second Coming of Chnst.
[Terry Jeeves]

OBESSION
OBLIVION ['94] [1:29]
OCTOPUSSY (2)
OFF THE WALL
OFFBEAT
ON GOLDEN POND
ON THE EDGE
ONCE BITTEN
ONCE UPON A HONEYMOON [’42]
ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA
ONE CRAZY SUMMER
ONE-EYED JACKS [’61] [2:22]**
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST
ONE FROM THE HEART
ONE GOOD COP [’91] [1:45]
ORDINARY PEOPLE (2)
OTHELLO [’52] [1:30]**
OUR MAN IN HAVANA [’60]*
OUT OF AFRICA
OUT OF BOUNDS
OUT OF THE PAST
OUT THERE [’95] [1:38]
OUTLAW JOSEY WALES (2)
OUTRAGEOUS!
OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE
OVERBOARD
OXFORD BLUES
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PACIFIC HEIGHTS
PALE RIDER
PANIC IN THE STREETS
PARADISE
PARENTHOOD (2)
PARTNERS
PAST TENSE ['94] [1:31]
PAT AND MIKE
PATERNITY
PATRICIA
PATROIT GAMES
PAULINE AT THE BEACH
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED
PERCY
PERFECT
PERFECT TIMING
PERSONAL BEST (2)
PETER'S FRIENDS [’92] [1:42]
PHANTOMLADY [’44] [1:26]** (Wm Irish)
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA [’43] [1:33]**
PHAR T.AP
PHILADELPHIA [’93] [2:05)
PILLOW TALK
PINK MOTEL
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
PLATOON
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM (4)
PLAY MISTY FOR ME (2)
PLAYBIRDS
POINT OF NO RETURN ['93] [1:50]
POLICE ACADEMY
POLTERGEIST ['82] [1:54]
PORKV’S
PORKY’S H: The Next Day
PORTRAIT IN BLACK [’60] [1:52]**
POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE
POWDER BURN [’95] [1:27]
PREDATOR
PREDATOR 2
PRESUMED INNOCENT
PRETTY BABY (2)
PRETTY IN PINK
PRETTY KILL
PRETTY WOMAN (2)
PRINCE OF THE CITY
PRISONERS OF THE LOST UNIVERSE
PRIVATE LESSONS
PRIVATE SCHOOL
PREZI'S HONOR
PROBABLE CAUSE [’94] [1:34]
PROGRAMMED TO KILL
PROJECT: SHADOWCHASER in [’95] [1:39]
PROM NIGHT
PROVIDENCE
PSYCHO (2)
PSYCHO n
PSYCHO in
PUBERTY BLUES
PULP
PUNCHLINE
PURPLE HAZE
PURPLE RAIN
Q
QUADROPHENIA
QUARTERMASS II
QUIZ SHOW [’94] [2:12]
QUEST FOR FIRE (2)
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And now, we were moving him, piece by piece. To what fate? Cataloged &
stored in a box in a museum/research facility? Hmmmm. I feel that archeology
is at its best when it does raise these questions and provoke these feelings - it
brings in the human factor. Even so, I still like Indiana Jones and I play Tomb
Raider for the wish fulfillment, of Adventure Archeology!
[5/14/98]

Pamela Boal
Thank you so much for The 28th Annish of Outworids; it is what I would call a
fanzine of the best tradition. The varied contents enable one to pick up your
zine, read an article that suits the mood at the time and then put it aside for
later reading. Like a good old fashioned gob stopper you can spin out the treat
for as long as you wish.
I particularly enjoyed the Brad Foster cover; one of my favourite fan artists but
alas I don't seem to see much of his work of late. Stephen Leigh’s article is ex
tremely interesting. I was amused to see that he agreed with the main point of
my latest Floating Fan that SF writers are not futurologists. I greatly enjoyed
his practical and logical approach. Too often a good yarn is spoilt because the
author wants the hero to have certain, gizmos, weather, attributes, etc and to
heck with the fact that the readers' sense of logic is outrages.
Wm. Braiding's journey into a relationship with his father is story enough on
its own but there is the great added attraction for me of wildlife and birding. A
number of my Amminan friends are keen birders and when they come here I
have great pleasure in sharing our birds with them, (when) any sharing of your
birds has to be via the printed page, every mention is welcome.
Alas I just do not have the time to comment on every article but your reply to
my LoC must be mentioned for the smile you afforded me. Forty years ago I was
given a ten year life expectancy, so yes I am carrying on and have every inten
tion of doing so and having fun in the process for some time yet. Oh you meant
the Floating Fan! Well yes that too as long as nice people like yourself say I
should.
[18 June 1998]

Tarai Wayne
I’ve no idea who this is. I just stumbled on the CD in a store
one day. None of the staff had any idea either. This is just a single — there was
a full album but I didn't want to pay that much just for the name. The music?
Pretty - sappy - over-produced. Typical MoTown love song, in other words.

Michael W. Waite
105 West Ainsworth
Ypsilanti, MI 48197-5336
email: sosadmin@tir.com
“Writing is a form of contemplation.” -Robert Giroux (?)

Sunday, July 5, 1998
Dear Bill,

Outworlds 69 recorded a magnitude of 10 on my Fanzine Richter Scale.

There is so much to comment on, in Outworlds 69', I would have to produce my
own fanzine to do justice to it all. My comments, therefore, are limited to two of
the articles — one new, one classic.
Arctophile? Pooh! (Winnie, that is.) Thanks for reprinting Susan (Wood) Glicksohn’s Are You A Secret Arctophile! It made me rethink how I really feel about
teddy bears. I like teddy bears but I do not consider myself an arctophile. Three
teddies currently reside at my domicile — Paddington Bear, Amilia Bear Heart and
Pooh. Amilia is on loan to a friend suffering from melancholia. After two days of
teddy bear therapy, she is much improved.

Arctophile is a rather “clunky” word. I don’t much care for it. It’s not listed in the
Oxford English Dictionary or Webster's International. It is listed in the Random
House Dictionary of the English Language (2nd edition). I suggest we replace Arc
tophile with a more user-friendly word, like tedophile. It's just a thought.
I have two major pet peeves when it comes to shopping for teddy bears. “Made in
China” labels (even Gund is going the China route) are a definite turn-off. What
ever happened to labels that proudly stated “Made in Germany”, “Made in Eng
land”, and “Made in USA”? Yes, I know, they are still out there, but they are the
exception to the case. Teddy bears with “Buns of Steel” are another turn-off. I like
my teddy bears to be soft and squeezable, like Mr. Whipple’s Charmin. The ap
pendages of my teddies do not have to rotate; they only have to be soft and flexible.

Bottom line: teddy bears are the universal gift, for all ages. I really do love teddy
bears, but not as a substitute for human contact.
One of the benefits of owning a substantial collection of vintage Outworlds is the
luxury to go back and read Susan (Wood) Glicksohn’s Energuwoman columns.
(Some of your readers might also enjoy reading the Energuwoman column that ap
peared in OW21/22. Susan talks about Hendrik Willem Van Loon. A very popular
author, back when.) Because I have never attended a con, I have missed out on
meeting a lot of fans and professionals that are no longer with us. I only know
them through their writings. It’s fanzines like Outworlds and Robert Lichtman’s
Trap Door that keep the great, and the near great, faneds alive and well. Thanks
for sharing.

Skel’s article, Grin & Bear It, was a nice lead-in to Are You A Secret Arctophile. I
heard rumors that Skel and Cas are currently on another one of their North Ameri
can teddy bear buying adventures. That’s one way to lose pounds (pun intended). I
wonder if Cas collects Bennie Babies? I have a serious problem with Bennie Babies
and all the hype that surrounds them. I bought several, as gifts, before they became
“collectibles”. But, who am I to be so critical? I collect beer bottle caps and Avon
bottles. NOT! I’m looking forward to reading another bear-able adventure from
the formidable pen of Skel.
Pax,

Michael

RABBIT, RUN
RABID
RACE FOR THE YANKEE ZEPHYR
R At :h EIRACHEL
RADIO DAYS
RADIOACTIVE DREAMS
RAGE IN HARLEM
RAGGEDY MAN
RAIN MAN (2)
RAGTIME
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (4)
RAMBO: First Blood Pt. II
RAISING ARIZONIA
RATAPLAN
RAW COURAGE
REAR WINDOW
REBECCA
REBEL LOVE
RECKLESS
RED DAWN
RED HEAT
RED KING, WHITE KNIGHT
RED ROCK WEST [,93] [1:38]
RED SONJA
REDS ()
REFLECTIONS OF MURDER
REGARDING HENRY [’91] [1:48]
REMO WILLIAMS
RENT A DICK
RESURRECTION
RETURN OF THE SECAUCUS 7
RETURN TO OZ
RETURN TO PARADISE [’54]*
RETURN TO SNOWY RIVER ()
REUBEN, REUBEN
RICH AND FAMOUS
RICHARD PRYOR LIVE ON SUNSET STRIP
RISING SUN [’93]
RISKY BUUSINESS
RIVER'S EDGE
ROAD SHOW ['41]*
ROBOCOP
ROBOCOP 2
ROCK 'N' ROLL HIGH SCHOOL
ROCK 'N' RULE
ROCK, ROCK, ROCK ['56]
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (15)
ROGER CORMAN PRESENTS; Suspect Device ['95]
ROLLING VENGEANCE
ROMANCING THE STONE (3)
ROMANTIC COMEDY
ROMEO IS RT.EEDING ['93] [1:48]
ROPE
RUNAWAY
RUNNING SCARED
RUSSIA HOUSE
RUSTLER'S RHAPSODY
RUTHLESS PEOPLE (2)
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Michael W. Waite
105 West Ainsworth
Ypsilanti, MI 48197-5336
“Goodbye, good luck, and may the Good Lord take a liking to you.”
-Roy Rogers

November 5, 1911 -July 6, 1998

My hero died today.
Happy Trails, Roy!
Pax,

Michael

Skel
It seems that fans are dying on us at an alarming rate. The ones we know and
with whom we interact always hit us the hardest, which is why for me the
losses of Brian Robinson, Joni Stopa, and Jackie Causgrove have hit home hard.
But some fans step outside these boundaries. SaM might have been one such
fan for some people, although he didn't do it for me. Since I climbed aboard in
1970 SaM was not integral to any aspect of fandom which was important to me
in any context other than the strictly historical Understand please that I am not
trying to say that SaM wasn't important to fandom per se, nor that I didn’t enjoy
some of his material, but he was basically irrelevant to any fanac that I committed from 1970 thru to the present day.
Rotsler though was a horse of an entirely different colour. All my activity has
been in fanzines, and Bill’s artwork practically helped define fanzines during all
of my involvement.. I must be unique though in that he never sent me any enve
lopes bulging with fine artwork.... probably because, being a shy and retiring
kind of guy I never foisted my fanzine on him. I always figured he had bigger
and better fish to fry, in much the same way that neofans hold back from thrust
ing themselves into conversations and interactions at conventions and then
blame the other folks for being cliquish and standoffish.
Anyway, Rotsler was an all round fan. Great in person, great when writing,
and so consummate when drawing that this aspect of his fanac deservedly out
shines all the rest. But it's his writing I want to talk about here. ‘Bill Who?’ he
wrote, for 21 paragraphs in Outworlds 69, and left me breathless with amaze
ment. This guy chronicled more in every single one of those 21 paragraphs than
I’ve achieved in my entire life!
Or did he? Cas and I have a stable loving relationship that has lasted almost
27 years. Bill never had that, and I certainly wouldn't swap. Neither I suspect
would Bill, which is why we all live the lives we do, and why whilst I am breath
less with amazement, I am in no way envious.
Of course one of the things Bill could never experience or recount, even in a
column devoted to reminiscences of his time in the area of pornographic movies,
was a third sex. This is because one sex works. Two sexes works. An either/or
situation works.. .but we don’t have any evidence that you can run with three.
In fact if we don't have evidence that you can, then this in itself is de facto evi
dence that you can’t, in all probability. In his ‘Building Your World’ piece Ste-
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phen offers various arguments for a hypothetical third sex, but nothing in those
arguments couldn't have been incorporated more easily in a biologically sunpier
two-sex strategy.
Two sexes is more complicated than one, but it works because it offers an in
herent advantage that single-sex reproduction cannot offer - diversity. Three
sexes is more complicated than two and has no logically inherent advantage.
Still doesn't, even after reading Stephen's piece.
Minri you, you can't always use logic. In his LoC in Outworlds 69 Mike Glicksohn says his Uncle Gerry only ever met fans at his & Susan's wedding, or at
certain Mikecons, neither of which we attended, and yet we most definitely met
him. In a private letter Mike wrote, “I forgot you met Uncle Gerry". This in itself
is not a big deal, but what it does mean that people should not take what they
read in fanzines as ‘carved in stone'. A lot of stuff is down to personal reminis
cence, and that is decidedly flakey!
What you remember, and when you remember it, can lead you to make state
ments which you believe to be true, but which are actually untrue. Generally
this is no big deal, like this time. Sometimes though the whole of fandom is
plunged into war. We can be far too touchy! It is easy to assume that, because
we are nice people, that if folk say bad things about us then they must have an
evil intent.
It can simply be that they are pointing out our apparent cockups, or are mak
ing cockups of their own. A reasonable approach will almost certainly pay divi
dends. We all make cockups from time to time.
Before leaving Mike's letter I can tell you when Easter was in the 16th Century.
It was in 1501, in 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, and in fact in every year from then thru
1600. No, don’t thank me, it’s the least I can do.
There they were in the sixteenth century, and every year there was an Easter.
Life was simpler then. Well, they didn't have to worry about e-mail, for a start.
Letters were easy. All you had to do was catch a chicken, pull out a quill,
sharpen it, and you were set. It didn't even need to be a chicken. Ducks were
fine. Geese and Swans too, and even a sodding sparrow was OK for the small
print.. .providing of course you had first caught a squid or an octopus and yanked
out it's ink sack so that you had something into which to dip your quill. Piece of
piss really!
Of course in those days they'd sometimes take several months just limning
the first letter of each page. They called it ‘illuminating' which is of course what
each and every issue of Outworlds is anyway, so obviously you don’t have to
bother with that.
But I do agree with Michael Waite that e-mail is sloppy. It is great for con
tent but lousy for style. It is all ‘instant gratification'. I wouldn't be without it...
but I’d hate to be remembered by it.
And speslring of being remembered by something it occurs to me that in this
issue you pat yourself on the back for having discharged all your LoC responsi
bilities, whereas somewhere in your past you won TAFF, which is a responsibil
ity you have yet to discharge. So, having gotten all your other ducks in a row,
exactly when will you be taking your 1976 TAFF trip? Was it 1976? The years
blur! Whenever it was, you have an undischarged responsibility to be here. „
You can't keep on getting away with saying, as you did to Mae Strelkov, ‘‘I'm
becoming increasingly resigned to the fact that I'll never meet - in the flesh - so
many of my far-flung friends.” Some time or other you are going to have to make
it over here.
Dribbling off the end of this LoC I have a couple of questions. You say you
have ‘Toll Free' access to the web. Does this mean you don't pay any phone
charges at all when you're on line, or that you pay for your calls only at local
rates?
In closing I was tickled pink to see that Walt Willis described your fanzine as
“sometimes messy but always appealing”. Knowing of your orientation to
fanzine graphics and layout I can understand how thrilled you'd be to have your
zine described as ‘messy’ in this context.
[Saturday 23rd. May 1998[

From: P Skelton <skeltons@mcmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 06:44:38 +0100
Subject: LoC

OK, Hl trust your judgment. I really really wanted to write you a good LoC! One of the bet
ter kind where the whole thing seems to flow as a seamless whole...but the asterisks that
marked my comment-hooks mostly seemed so trivial.
Well, fd had a couple ofjars just to loosen up mv synapses, and during the course of the
LoC (which was not written in a single sitting) I had a few more, with the result that they
were not so much loose'as‘unraveled’. So it goes.
I was so taken by the coincidence of Mike's LoC and the evidence of his forgetting that
Cas and I had met his Uncle Gerry appearing in the same issue of Outworlds as my article
mentioning the meeting, that in my befuddled state I thought I had the tail-end of an IMPOR
TANT INSIGHT...and what the LoC was missing was precisely that. Needless to say (1) I
hadn't (2) It wasn't, & (3) I fucked it up anyway.
So, either expunge that portion or add this as both a coda and as a terrible example to
Alexander Yudenitsch of what self-imposed LoC obligations can result in. Til go with your
judgement.

SABOTEUR [’421 [1:48]** (2)
SABRINA [’54]
SAHARA ['43]
SAHARA [remake]
ST. ELMO'S FIRE
SANTA FE TRAIL ['40]*
SATURDAY THE 14TH
SAVAGE MESSIAH
SAVANNAH SMILES
SCANDALOUS
SCARFACE [’32]
SCARFACE ['83] (2)
SCARLET STREET
SCREAMERS ['96] [1:48]
SCROOGED (2)
SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL [’88] [1:59] (2)
SEE YOU IN THE MORNING
SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES
SENIORS
SERIAL MOM [’93] [1:33]
SEPTEMBER
SEX GAMES OF THE VERY RICH
SEX, LIES & VIDEOTAPE
SEX THROUGH A WINDOW
SEX WITH THE STARS
SHADOW OF A DOUBT [’43] [1:47]** (2)
SHADOWS AND FOG
SHAKER RUN
SHAME
SHARKEY'S MACHINE
SHARMA AND BEYOND
SHATTERED [’91] [1:38]
SHE [1:34] ('35]**
SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON [’49]*
SHEENA
SHOCK TREATMENT (2)
SHORT CIRCUIT
SHORTCUTS ['93] [3:07]
SILENT RUNNING (2)
SILKWOOD
SILVERADO
SIMPLY IRRESISTABLE
SINGLE WHITE FEMALE
SIROCCO [’51]*
SITTING DUCKS
SIX WEEKS
SIXTEEN CANDLES
SKEETER [’94]
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE (2)
SLEEPER ( )
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY
STEEPLERS IN SEATTLE [’93] [1:45]
SLIGHTLY SCARLET [’56] [1:35] (James Cain)
SLIVER [’93] [1:46]
SLOW BURN
SLOW DANCING IN THE BIG CITY
SMASH PALACE
SMITHEREENS
SMOOTH TALK
SNEAKERS [’92] [2:05]
SNOW BUNNIES
SODBUSTEKS
SO EVIL, MY LOVE [’48] [1:49]**
SOLARBABIES
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE [’55] [1:36]**
SOME CAME RUNNING [’68]*
SOME KIND OF HERO
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL
SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME
SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES ()
SOMETHING WILD
SOMEWHERE IN TIME (2+)
SONGWRITER
SOONER OR LATER
SOPHIE'S CHOICE
SORCERER
SORCERESS
SOUNDER
SOUP FOR ONE
SOUTH BEACH [’93] [1:29]
SOUTHERN COMFORT
SPACE JAM /Northwestern Airlines]
SPACE MARINES [’96] [1:34]
SPACE RAIDERS
SPACEBATJ-S
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SPACEHUN1ER: Adventures in the Hidden Zone
SPACESHIP
SPACERAGE
SPECIAL DELIVERY
SPECIES |’95] [1:48]
SPEECHLESS [’94] [1:39]
SPEED [’94] [1:56]
SPELLBOUND
SPLASH
SPRING BREAK
SQUIZZY TAYLOR
STAGE DOOR [’37]
STAGE FRIGHT
STAKEOUT
STALKER [’79] [2:41] Russian/sub-titled
STAND BY ME
STAND-IN [’37] [1:30]**
STAR CRASH
STAR CRYSTAL
STAR 80
STAR TREK The Motion Picture
STARTREKH: The Wrath of Khan (3)
STAR TREK III: The Search for Spock (3)
STAR TREK TV: The Voyage Horne
STAR TREK V: The Final Frontier (2)
STAR TREK VI: The Undiscovered Country
STAR TREK Generation [’94]
STAR TREK First Contact [’96]
STAR WARS ()
STAR WARS [Special Editionl theater
STAR WARS: The Empire Strikes Back (4)
STAR WARS: Revenge of the Jedi (3)
STARDUST MEMORIES (2)
STARGATE
STARMAN ()
STARSHIP REDWING
STAY AS YOU ARE
STAY HUNGRY
STEEL DAWN
STEEL MAGNOLIAS
STILL OF THE NIGHT
STOLEN KISSES
STRANGE INVADERS
STRANGERS KISS
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN
STRAWDOGS
STREET HERO
STREETS OF FIRE
STREETWALKIN’
STRIKING DISTANCE [’93] [1:42]
STRIPES
STRIPPED TO KILL
STRIPTEASE [’96] [1:57]
SUBMISSION
SUBTERFUGE [’68]*
SUDDEN DEATH
SUDDEN FEAR [’52]** [1:50]
SUDDEN IMPACT
SUMMER LOVERS
SUMMER SCHOOLTEACHERS
SUPERGIRL
SUPERMAN H (2)
SUPERMAN m
SUPERMAN IV: The Quest for Peace
SURRENDER
SUSPECT
SUSPICION
SUSPICION [’88]
SWAMP THING ( )
SWEET LIBERTY
SWEET LIES
SWEET REVENGE
SWINGING CHEERLEADERS
SWITCHING CHANNELS
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Walter Willis
Many thanks for sending me OW69. It was one of your best issues, quite up to
your old standards. I feel fandom is itself again, OW is back and all is well with
the world once more.
Your editorial reminds me of some of my own youthful ambitions, one of
which was a six-wheeler Hornby locomotive. This was listed in the catalogue at
a price well above anything my parents could afford, given that I already had a
perfectly serviceable four wheeler. The same did not apply to my next ambition,
which was for a short wave adapter, which could convert any conventional do
mestic radio into one capable of picking up radio stations from anywhere in the
world. My parents can have been in no doubt as to my current interests, be
cause every piece of paper in the house was marked with the mystic initials
SWA.
Sure enough, one arrived, and was to be found on my bed on Christmas morn
ing. Unfortunately it didn't work, and my father sent it back. It's a mystery to
me now, why it didn't work, because it was so simple, but when it came back it
worked perfectly, and soon I was listening avidly to W8XK Pittsburgh and
W2XAD Schenectady, New York. Eventually came the wonderful day when I first
heard the famous kookaburra interval signal from VK2ME, Sydney, Australia. To
get the regular programs from Australia it was necessary to fine tune in very
early in the morning so I decided to make a remote control device to awaken me.
This was possible because my bedroom was just above the living room where
the radio was kept and it seemed quite a simple matter to rig a switch to turn
the radio on. Then all I required was to extend the headphone lead. It all worked
perfectly, except that my mother found the living room curtains on fire. By this
time my remote control switch, a thing of cotton thread, had been consumed by
flames, so there was nothing to connect me to the near-disaster, so I just kept
quiet and my parents seemed to write the occurrence off as just another peculi
arity of electricity. This is my first confession.
Skel’s “Grin and Bear It" is a quite charming study of the Arctophile phe
nomenon, with pleasant digressions on such subjects as frittering. Susan Wood
almost convinces me that Teddy Bear aficionados are not really mad. I'm not
sure that Chris Sherman does the same for himself in this examination of Bill
Bowers’ alter egos, but it makes interesting reading. Breiding’s Scenic Highway
made fascinating reading. Mayer's “Crab Nebula” throws a welcome spotlight
on an unknown episode in the story of the Mayers.
Major's Conreport was original, at least. Or at most. Bruce Townley was as
interesting as you could expect from reviews of films one is unlikely to see. Bill
Rotsler’s piece about himself was interesting, but incomplete in that he doesn’t
mention selling off Hyphen baquotes to some entrepreneur of his acquaintance.
When I found out about this I asked what he received in return and he replied
“immortality". I asked "after Immortality, what?". There was no answer.
Stephen Leigh's compendium was well worth the space to anyone in the
world building business.
[27^ June, 1998]

Brian Earl Brown
When I saw the "X” on the envelope I thought I'd better write. I've really been
drifting into gafiate these last couple years. I can't recall when I last locced a
fanzine. And the material I had been collecting for Sticky Quarters 25 ended up
in my 1997 FAPA zine because I needed something for Fapa and besides the
stuff was getting old. In it I was talking about Sarah's first words. This month
she graduated from Kindergarten!
My gafiate come from various forces - I've gotten more interested in pulp fan
dom over SF, had grown increasingly discouraged by the meager interest fans
had shown in my fanzines, just didn't have the time like I used to, or the energy.
I often feel like I’m staggering from day to day in a chronic state of exhaustion.
I confess I haven't been keeping up with the last couple issues of Outworlds
so I don't know how long you've been talking about having a new computer. I
bought a new one last May - a Packard-Bell, computer and monitor on sale for
$999. It’s been fun learning how to use it and, of course, extremely frustrating,
too. It came with Windows 95 which is an OK program though its tendency to
revert to large icon file displays when I prefer "details” is annoying. As is its de
liberate effort to alienate older 16-bit programs by using non-compliant directo
ries like “My Files" and “Program Files” — the spaces between words is not ac
ceptable with older programs any more than directories more than eight charac
ters long. I've got so many programs sitting in first level directories on my C
drive that it takes two clicks to scroll through the lot! Worse a lot of it is stuff
ca-ma crammer! on my Packard-Bell and which I have no idea whether its impor
tant or not. The only thing I like that came with the computer is Word Perfect
Suite 7, and actually only Word Perfect as I rarely have use for the Quattro Pro
spreadsheet program.
Word Perfect can be very irritating over the way it handles embedded objects
on a page — pictures, text boxes, etc., which can inexplicably relocate to another
page, but comes with so many desktop publishing features that I've not felt the
need to search for a separate DTP program.
One of the reasons I got the new computer was for Internet access. The Atari
was a fine computer but no one had written an HTML browser for it. For the

first couple months I tried out different services free trial periods. I knew I d
never sign with MSN and give Bill Gates more money but I d take their month of
free access — then found it hard to find where to cancel the service. Then I
singed with AOL which tries to run itself as all the Internet you 11 ever need but
their browser ALWAYS crashed. Sometimes after five minutes of use, some
times after a hours', but I could always count on it eventually replying that it
could not find the DNS for any page I'd point it at!
When I went to cancel that the lady said in a surpnsed voice that I had some
how been signed up for TWO months of free access instead of one, and did I still
want to cancel? I thought that was odd but since I hadn't lined up a replace
ment service agreed to use that second free month. And canceled after that only
to have then call a couple days later and ask if I'd like a third free month? Boy,
talk about desperate people! Eventually I settled with Sprynet, just before it
was bought out by AOL! But since they haven't changed anything with Sprynet
I remain there.
.
,
I have no problems with attachments or the size of files sent to me. Sprynet s
$19.95 a month for unlimited access offers 5 megabytes of free web space for
members. AOL I see have jacked up the price for their unlimited service by two
bucks. They also had a habit of sending a pop-up console every 45 minutes say
ing “You've been on the Internet for 45, click “yes” if you wish to continue", ap
parently to flush people who, tired of trying to log-on, decided to not log-off any
more.
_
,
Even though web space was a criteria for selecting Sprynet, I went from May
to January before doing anything about it. Like you I didn't know how to wnte
web pages and more importantly, I didn't know what to put up! This last really
is more of a bugger, I think, than anything else.
In January I came across a cheap book (cheap for computers, $20) how to
write html 3.2 in 24 HOURS by Richard Oliver. The book offers 24 one-hour l°n£J
lessons in web page writing and hour 4 is all about how to get your page posted
to the Internet. As you can see getting a bare-bones page up is not hard. In fact
I was astonished by how simple HTML is. (I’m sure HTML 4.0, the current stan
dard makes things a lot more complicated, but all browsers support 3.2 so screw
it, start with 3.2 where things are a lot simpler) All you need is a plain text edi
tor like Notepad to mark up your document and a browser to check your work.
[May 14, 1998]

I thought I had gotten a little farther than that.
HTML is just plain text files with commands given in tags marked by the an
gle brackets < >. You write <H'l'ML> to start your file and </HTML> to mark
it's end. That slash is a stop command. To set text in bold type <B> and </B>
to stop. Italics is <I> while headlines are set by <H1> with a number from 1
(largest) to 6 (smallest) to indicate a size. Want to add a picture, write <img
src= "filename.jpg " >, or for a hypertext link write <A HREF=”hypertextfflename.
htm"> this section becomes the link </A> For hypertextfilename you put in the
location of the page you want to go to, either the URL for someone else's page or
the file namp of another page on your site. You can put all sorts of things where
I wrote "This section becomes the link" and it will be marked as a hypertext link.
It could be text, or an cimg src> tag or both.
Tables give HTML pages a lot of control over appearance and placement
which otherwise, technically is lacking. But tables are easy to set up. <TABLE>
announces that you're starting a table <TR> announces the start of a table row
and <TD> begins the table data (cell). </TD> ends the cell, </TR> ends the
row and </table> ends the table. You can have as many cells in a row as you
like and as many rows in a table. Without having to define the table in advance.
You can define the overall size of the table in percent or pixel or define each cell
in percent or pixels. You can put anything you want in each cell, from text to
pictures to other tables. You can also span cells or rows to give you different
sizes to work with.
It's pretty easy, too to set colors for the background, the text, set the size of
the text or the font used (within some limitations). There's such a huge market
for programs to create web pages and yet writing web pages by hand is so easy
I don't know why people spend so much money for these programs.
Anyway, writing your web pages won't be hard. Deciding what to put there,
ah, there’s the rub...
My pages can be found at:
http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/beb01/
I've been meaning to touch-up my pages some more, add background images
and so on but haven't gotten around to it. It always seems like there's some
thing else to do.
If you do get some pages up let me know.
[Sat, 20 Jun 1998]

Arthur Hlavaty
Thanks for OW 69. In the midst of reading it, I went on-line and received the
bad news about Jackie. I feel the loss and know that yours was much greater
than mine because you knew her better.
I think Susan Wood’s arctophile article was in the first OW I ever saw; if not,
in one of the earliest. I loved it then, and it has lost nothing on rereading. I now
see that Susan's sfnal Cosmic Mind looked into the future to now, when large,
furry men would be thought of as "bears." (Though it has been mostly in the gay
[Sheryl Birkhead]

TALK RADIO
TANGO & CASH
TANK
TANK GIRL ['951 [1:43]
TAPS
TARGET
TARGET EAGLE
TARZAN OF THE APES [1918]**
TARZAN THE APEMAN
TATTOO
TAXIDRIVER
TEA FOR THREE
TEACHERS
TELL ME THAT YOU LOVE ME
TEMPEST
TEMPTATION [’94] [1:28]
10 TO MIDNIGHT
TENDER MERCIES
TENURES COUSINES
TEQUILA SUNRISE
TERMINATOR 2: Judgement Day
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT (2)
TESTAMENT ['83] [1:30]
THAT WAS THEN... THIS IS NOW
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(TAL TOURIST
FAMILY
TURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI
ARE COMING
ADOR'S DAUGHTER [’56]
2 AFFAIR [’95]
ENCOUNTER
GIRLS
DM WINDOW
(2)
LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS
CHILL (2)
COMBO [’55]*
EASY (2)
FIX
HEAT
KNIFE [’55]*
SHOT [’42]** [1:22]
SLEEP [’46] [1:54] (3)
SLEEP [’78] [1:40] ()

1'75) [1:38]
KROSE [’50] [1:56]**
K STALLION RETURNS
DAHLIA [’46] [1:39]**
(screenplay by Chandler)
LAGOON [’49]

BOYS FROM BRAZIL
BRASHER DOUBLOON [’47]* (2)
BREAKFAST CLUB
BRIDE
BROTHER FROM ANOTHER PLANET
BUDDY SYSTEM
CABINET OF DR. RAMIREZ [’91]*
CAPTAIN'S PARADISE ['53] *
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE ('68] (2:10]
CHEAP DETECTIVE
CHECK IS IN THE MAIL
CHOSEN
CLAN OF THE CAVE BEAR
CLIENT ['94] [1:57]
COCO-COLA KID
COLD ROOM
COMPANY OF WOLVES
CONNECTION
COOL SURFACE ['94] [1:29]
COTTEN CLUB
COWBOY WAY [’94] [1:46]
CRUEL SEA ['53]
DARK CRYSTAL (4)
DARK HALF
DARK PAST ['48]* (2)
DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS ( )
DEEP
DEVIL'S DISCIPLE ['59]*
DEVILS
DRAUGHTSMAN'S CONTRACT
DRIVER [’78] [1:29]
DROWNING POOL
EGG ANDI
EMERALD FOREST
END OF AUGUST

community.)
On the idea that people write more sloppily and generally worse on the net
than for zines: I see that Ted White has observed the quality of discourse on the
Net and decided that apas aren't all that bad, after all. In my case, when I word
process, I use a system that makes it easy to detect and correct errors. (I even
have a macro to correct my commonest form of typo, dyslexic letter order.) On
line, I use a UNIX text editor where things like END and (forward) DELETE don't
work. Worse yet, when I'm on-line, I'm writing not on my machine but on a ma
chine miles away, where contact can be severed by a whim of the phone com
pany. So my on-line writing, as such, tends to be brief, and if I have anything
more substantial to say, I word-process it and then upload it as a text file and
send it that way, as I will do with this loc.
Sally Syrjala's loc: The person who said, "It seemed the logical thing to do"
was Sarek, not Garek. These days, Bernadette and I get paid (by Pocket Books)
to correct Star Trek typos, but we're happy to give you a freebie.
Marty Cantor states that Richard Brandt's visit was "not one of those earthshaking events." I thought that in LA, that was a good thing. Marty also men
tions that new WP programs do not permit "fannish slashouts.'1 This may be sour
grapes, but I have come to believe that hyphens make a better slashout charac
ter than slashes when working with proportional-spaced type. They also make
quasi-quotes easy, by just doing “Strikeout" on the quote character.
This is to register one Official Sulk at having an X after my name at the same
time I have a letter in the lettered. Oh, well, it wasn't much of a letter. I trust
this will suffice.
[Sun, 17 May 1998 13:35:21]

Ted White
Subject: OUTWORLDS 69/dreaded X

Truly, we live in the future these days, don’t we? I've had this computer for a bit
more than a month, had an internet account for a couple of weeks, and within
another week or so I'll have a new, upgraded, bells-&-whistles (56 K modem)
computer, courtesy of my ISP, CompUSnet - for whom I am now Resident Writer.
In the short time I've had this computer, I’ve produced a 16-page issue of my
new fanzine, SPAM. I’ve (thus far) printed out around 50 copies (on my laser
printer), but it was my notion to send as many copies as possible out by e-mail.
Alas for the loss of all formatting via html transmission - it will have to go out as
ASCII text. And with the help of my old friend Michael Nally (now a web-master
guru), I will painstakingly reformat it for my nascent website, from which (some
day) people will be able to successfully download copies.
A major portion of SPAM #1 is taken up with my Corflu UK report, but I'll tell
you right now there was no Fanthology published for that Corflu. I have no idea
what Shelby's plans are... but I should ask rich, I guess.
Intriguing notion: E. B. Frohvet putting on a Corflu. It was only a few months
ago that I was urging him to attend one. (I have no objection to an Ellicott City
Corflu - easy for me to attend - but I do think E. B. needs to attend one or two
Corflus first, just to get an idea of what it really is. By the way, E. B. tells me he
met me when he was manning a Disclave registration table in the 80's, but I
have no remaining memory of that fleeting encounter. He's not an “old-time fan
trying to ‘pass,"' but he's been around, under one name or another, for at least a
dozen years. I get the impression that he had some bad experiences the first
tima around, under his own name, and that it's taken him until now to get over
them and try it again. Twink reminds me - in a good way - of the fanzines that
used to come out in the fifties and sixties. Not the top zines, but the other ones.
Maybe it's nostalgia on my part....)
You muse about the cost of a website, and I was all ready to point out that
most internet providers now offer 1 or 2 MB of website free to their subscribers until, reading further, I realized you have “free" net service of a limited sort.
How do you like it?
I signed up with a relatively new company, which offers a year for $99.99,
plus a $20 setup fee. By sheer chance, I met the company’s president (who is
241), he found out I’m a writer/editor, and we happily joined forces. I was ex
actly what he was looking for. This kind of luck always amazes me, especially
its timing (I've been unemployed since the end of January, and separated from
Lynda for nearly as long, but there's no connection.) Since you have many of the
same skills I do - and you're ahead of me in computer experience - maybe you ,
should look around your area for an analogous situation. (Within a week or so I'll
have my website up. It’ll be at www.compusnet.com/tedwhite when it’s up and ahmit all I'll have on it will be SPAM #1, to begin with. On the other hand,
fans of progressive music can find my rather more extensive Dr. Progresso web
pages at holeintheweb.com/drp/Dr.Pl.htm. Lotsa reviews of obscure albums....)
I hope this e-loc is enough to ward off the Dreaded X from my next mailing la
bel, and the trade of SPAM (eventually) will finish it off.
[Tue, 12 May 1998]

So, Ted, I just went and checked the URL —and it’s not giving me your web page....
Despite some glitches in the distribution, I thought that the e-mail edition of SPAM 1 worked out
fine; I’m learning a lot simply by “watching” the experimentation of others....
And, while dreaded, the mailing label “X” does, sometimes have the desired effect. It wasn't that
painful, was it...?
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Gregory Benford
Outworlds much enjoyed. I'd just returned from seeing Deep Impact, a movie
obviously lifted in whole structure from the novel Bill Rotsler & I published 18
years ago (!) & still in print, shiva descending. Amazing how the "screenwriters"
managed to get so much astronomy wrong and still import the drift of our novel.
If I weren't writing other films, based on my later work, I'd sue them blind...but
the Amistad case is frightening enough, and came from the same guys, Scheme
works....
Anyway, yes, those wishing to donate their fmz collections - plough I hope
they’re in some sort of order! - can write to Curator, Eaton Collection, Univ. Calif,
Riverside CA 92521.
They're glad to accept donations. I doubt they'll buy collections - the Terry
Carr bundle, beautifully organized and then worked over further by Bob Lichtman, was an exception - UCR already has the biggest & best fmz collection be
ing preserved for long times. You can visit it there, with minimal prior notice. I
spent a lazy afternoon reading through old Laney Acolytes...
And alas, am putting Rotsler's remaining collection - including the first 6
Masques, bound! - into shape for them...somber duty....
[Fri, 22 May 1998]

Mike Grlicksohn
OW #69 arrived here today, May 14th. I count 44 days before we head down to
MidWestCon. You'd think that would be long enough to write a LoC, even one to
something as monstrously huge as your 28th Annish. But my birthday is next
week, there’s MIKECON 19 to get ready for, run and enjoy, AD ASTRA to attend
to promote “my” worldcon bid and as it happens I also have a life to live. So I
doubt this letter will do the issue justice but I’ll print it up the night before we
leave and bring it to Cincinnati with me. Faneds who wnte about how mammoth
issues deprive contributors of egoboo can't really gripe when it happens, eh?
I read your editorial. I probably even understood a few parts of it but there
were as many that made no sense whatsoever to me. So it goes. I am glad you
are having so much fun even if I'm not able to or interested in sharing it with
you.
Great article by Skel. I knew about most of the things he chose to write
about but he’s such a skillful writer that it was a joy to read of Cas’s hobby.once
more. I was tempted to say that I winced at some of the prices Cas has paid for
her rarer bears but as I've paid almost as much for some of my rarer books I
guess that would be somewhat hypocritical. And I'm sure we both rationalize
our obsessions with the thought that we are investing in someone’s future. (On
the other - and more likely - hand, maybe we just like to have what we like to
have and to hell with the cost!)
It was a very nice touch to reprint the Susan Wood column about arctophiles.
I think I made my feelings on the matter quite clear in my LoC on page 835 of
Outworlds 21/22 (right beside that wonderful Terry Austin cartoon!) and I stand
by them to this day, confident that your readers will be able to look up my almost-quarter-century-old words in their own files of Outworlds.

Well, evidently that was an idea with zero viability since today is July 23rd and
I’ve just transcribed those few meager comments from my old XT clone onto the
almost-as-old 386 that now has my e-mail software. I never did use any of those
44 days in reading or responding to #69 but you may believe that they were all
well spent indeed. Then came MidWestCon, three weeks of holidaying with the
Skeltons, and we are finally back home for a few days of R&R before Phase Two
of “The Summer of ‘98’’ (for me that's the Baltimore worldcon) begins. Perhaps I
can get a few more pages read and comments made before having to head off to
the wilds of Maryland.
Jodie's short contribution was, as always, a delight. Also a nagging irritation
for those of us anally-retentive enough to want to know the other four names on
her primary list but I'll live with it.
The Chris Sherman piece was interesting. Mildly. Not the sort of thing I'd
want to publish myself but then again a similar article about my own name
would be just a blank page which is seldom worth publishing except as self
indulgence.
On the other hand, I really enjoyed the Bill Breiding article even though I
seem to have nothing in common with Bill and my relationship with my father
had nothing in common with the relationship between Bill and his dad. I was
never able to develop any degree of interest in the things that my father devoted
the last years of his life to which never kept us from loving each other but made
the small handful of meetings we had in the last quarter century of his life times
when we were happy to be together but didn't have all that much to share. I
sometimes wish we'd had more in common, the Ancient Pop and I, but I couldn't
fake an interest I didn't have so I settled for loving him for the very good man he
was and settled for enjoying his company every four or five years when our paths
crossed. Many people don’t even have that.
Many of us can empathize with Eric's powerful and poignant essay. (It seems
very familiar to me: I must have read it somewhere else, possibly in one of Eric’s
own small circulation fanzines?) It would be interesting to have an update on
how his life has gone in the last 5 years. My sincere hope is that Eric and Mary

THE FABULOUS BAKER BOYS
THE FALCON & THE CO-EDS ('43]*
THE FALCON IN DANGER ['43]*
THE FALCON IN HOLLYWOOD [’44]*
THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO ['45]*
THE FALCON TAKES OVER ['42]*
(Chandler’s 'Farewell, My Lovely*)
THE FALCON'S ADVENTURE [’46]*
THE FALCON'S ALIBI ['46]*
THE FAR COUNTRY
THE FAT MAN [1:18] ['51]**
THE FIFTH ELEMENT [’97] theater
THE FILE ON THELMA JORDAN [’49] [1:40]**
THE FINAL COMBAT
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
THE FIRM [2:29] [’93]
THE FISHER KING [2:17]
THE FIRST TIME
THE FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS [’41] [1:19]“
THE FORCE [’94] [1:30]
THE 4TH PROTOCOL
THE FRENCH LIEUTEANT'S WOMAN (2)
THE BRIGHTENERS
THE FRINGE DWELLERS
THE FRONT [’76] [1:34]
THE FRONT PAGE [’74]
THE FUGITIVE
THE FURY
THE GAME IS OVER [’66]
THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI-CONTINIS
THE GAUNTLET
THE GETAWAY [’94] [1:55]
THE GLASS KEY [’42] [1:25]** (2+)
THE GLASS WEB [’53] [1:22]**
THE GLITTER DOME [’84] [1:34] (2)
THE GODFATHER
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
THE GOOD WIFE
THE GOONIES
THE GRAPES OF WRATH [’40] [2:09]’*
THE GREAT AMERICAN COWBOY
THE GREAT OUTDOORS
THE GREY FOX
THE GRIFTERS
THE GROOVE TUBE
THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE
THE HANDMAID'S TALE
THE HAPPY HOOKER GOES TO WASHINGTON
THE HIT
THE HOLLYWOOD KNIGHTS
THE HOT SPOT
THE HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE HOUSE ON HAUNTED HILL [’58] [1:15]**
THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET [’45]
THE HOUSEKEEPER
THE HUDSUCKER PROXY [’94] [1:51]
THE HUNGER
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
THE HUNTER
THE ICE PIRATES
THE IMAGE
THE IMPORTANT OF BEING EARNEST [’52]*
THE INNOCENT
THE JAGGED EDGE
THE JAZZ SINGER
THE JEWEL OF THE NILE
THE JOY OF SEX
THE JUNGLE BOOK [’42]
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
THE KILLERS [’46]** [1:42]
THE KILLING BOX [’94] [1:21]
THE KILLING FIELDS
THE KIT,LING HEAT
THE KING OF COMEDY
THE KISS
THE LADY EVE
THE LADY GAMBLES [’49] [1:38]**
THE LADY IN RED
THE LADY VANISHES
THE LAST EMPEROR [2:44]
THE LAST INNOCENT MAN
THE LAST OF SHEILA
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
THE LAST SEDUCTION [’93] [1:50]
THE LAST STARFIGHTER (2)
THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS [’54]*
THE LAST UNICORN
THE LAST WALTZ ()
THE LAST WAVE [’77] [1:43]
THE LAST WINTER
THE LEARNING TREE
THE LEFT HAND OF GOD [’55] [1:21]**
THE LION OF AFRICA
THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL
THE LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS [’60] [1:10] ( )
THE LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS ['86]
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS (2)
THE LONELY LADY
THE LONG RIDERS
THE LORDS OF DISCIPLINE
THE LOST WEEKEND [’45] [1:40]**
THE LOVED ONE (3)
THE LOVES OF A FRENCH PUSSYCAT
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THE MALTESE FALCON (2+)
THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER
THE MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT
THE MAN WITH BOGART'S FACE
THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH (4)
THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH [’34]
THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH [’56]
THE MAN WHO WASN'T THERE
THE MANGO TREE
THE MANHATTAN PROJECT
THE MASTER OF BALLANTRAE
THE MASTER RACE ['44] [1:36]**
THE MEAN SEASON
THE MEN ['50] [1:27]**
THE MONEY PIT
THE MORNING AFTER
THE MUSIC LOVERS
THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER
THE NAKED CITY
THE NAKED DAWN [’56] [1:22]**
THE NARROW MARGIN [’52] [1:12]**
THE NET ['95] [1:54]
THE NEVERENDING STORY (2)
THE NEXT MAN

THE NEXT ONE
THE NIGHT THE LIGHTS WENT OUT
IN GEORGIA
THE NINTH CONFIGURATION
THE ODD JOB
THE ODESSA FILE [’74]
THE OLD DARK HOUSE ['32]**
THE OMEGA MAN (2)
THE ONION FIELD
THE OSTERMAN WEEKEND
THE OUTLAW JOISEY WALES
THE OUTSIDERS
THE PACKAGE
THE PAINT JOB ['92] [1:30]
THE PAPER [’94] [1:52]
THE PARADINE CASE
THE PARIS EXPRESS [’53]*
THE PARK IS MINE
THE PERFECT MATCH
THE PERILS OF GWENDOLINE
THE PERILS OF PAULINE ['47J*
THE PERSONALS
THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT
THE PHILADELPHIA STORY ['40]
THE PICK-UP ARTIST
THE PINK CHIQUITAS
THE PLAYER
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE [remake]
THE PRINCE OF TIDES
THE PRINCESS BRIDE (3)
THE PROMISE
THE PUPPET MASTERS ['94] [1:48]
THE PURPLE ROSE OF CARIO
THE QUIET EARTH
THE RAIN PEOPLE
THE RATINGS GAME
THE REMAINS OF THE DAY
THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS
THE RIGHT STUFF
THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT [’95] [1:37]
THE RITZ
THE RIVER
THE RIVER RAT
THE RIVER WILD
THE ROAD WARRIOR
THE ROARING TWENTIES
THE ROCKETEER
THE ROOKIE ('90] [2:01]
THE ROSE
THE ROSEBUD BEACH HOTEL
THE RUNAROUND ['46] [1:26]**
THE RUNNING MAN
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have found life to be as good as Susan and I have found it to be since July of
1993. (Statistically unlikely, I realize but one can always hope. Sometimes good
things happen to good people.)
Reading anything personal by Rotsler always leaves me feeling that I've
wasted my life but I’ve learned to live with that. Bill was, as you said, unique, a
veritable force of nature, probably the most talented person I've ever known and
I consider myself lucky to have known him at all. I’ll miss him, his talent, his
many contributions to fandom and his glimpses into a life most of us cannot even
dream of.
And speaking of incredibly talented individuals, what can one say about the
tour-de-force by Steve? To fall back on what my arctophilic anglofriend might
say, “I was absolutely gob-smacked!"
I’ve known writers for my entire career as a fan and I've read articles about
how they created their worlds (and even books on the subject, medea springing
to mind) but I've never read anything quite so complete and engrossing as
Steve's explanation of the creative process involved in writing DWE. As a non
writer I found it completely fascinating. And my respect and admiration for
Steve increased (which is pretty remarkable considering how high both were to
begin with.) This is one of the finest articles to see publication in a fanzine in a
very long time and ought to be compulsory reading in each and every creative
writing course taught on this continent.
I only have one question for Steve: How could you do that much work and
only use it for one book?
Great lettercolumn, as always, but as I don't have the time to respond to all of
it and you doubtless don't have any desire to publish a twenty page loc I'll be
selective...
If you ask me that Joseph Major is just a fake-reader if he balked at buying a
full set of a new found favorite series. When my friend Rita gave me a "free" pa
perback of one of the later Burke novels by Andrew Vachss I enjoyed it so much I
promptly went out and bought used hardcovers of the rest of the series and
spent about $150 to get “caught up" and an equal amount since then to stay on
top of the series. Why the hell go to work each day if not to be able to buy good
books?
Good ol' Buck, always ready with an opinion whether it’s based on fact or
not. To give him credit, maybe what he actually meant (as opposed to what he
wrote) was that mass-produced commercial US beer is a joke (he's right) but
now there are some truly superb small and micro breweries in the US producing
excellent quality beer, comparable or better than most other countries known for
their beer. And as for us beer drinkers being wimps, hell, I'll wrist-wrestle the
old curmudgeon any day and prove him wrong!
Just a guess on my part but perhaps Bill Bowers' Definition Of Mixed Fannish
Feelings might be learning that Walt Willis really loves his “sometimes messy”
fanzine?
Although Ellison has made much of having nothing to do with fandom for
many years I’m sure he'd still have a reasonable idea of who to send letters to on
behalf of an ailing Bill Rotsler. Since nobody seems to know just who the people
were who ignored these letters, one cannot help but wonder if this isn’t just
more of Ellison engaging in fandom-bashing? It wouldn't surprise me to discover
that the letters - if they actually exist - were sent to people outside the main
stream of fannish fandom just to give Harlan another chance to rant about what
scumbags we all are.
To answer Merlin Haas: Yes, it's the same Derek Carter. And I'd bet he'd be
as surprised as I am to know someone recognized his name/work from such an
obscure source as Capt. George’s Whiz-Bang (which was not exactly a “zine"
but a professional, weekly, albeit tiny, publication.)
I wouldn't disagree with any of what Sally Syrjala suggests as to the motiva
tion behind LoC-writing but I never analysed it that way myself when I was an
active writer. For me, writing LoCs was (a) fun, and (b) the easiest way to gamer
egoboo, fannish notoriety and free fanzines. But then I’m a simple sort of one
celled fan. (Brain cell, that is.)
Then there’s the apparent contradiction between what Murray Moore reports
me as saying, what I wrote myself about e-mail and the fact that this loc is be
ing sent via that same insidious medium. Ulp. Well... Some fans are bom to email, some achieve e-mail and some (like me) have e-mail thrust upon them.
As you already know, Bill, the address this LoC will come from was a pre
paid birthday present from that young whippersnapper Harper. And based on
the "waste-not-want-not" part of my philosophy, if it’s here, I might as well use
it. Mike (and my many other on-line friends) is/are convinced that after a year I'll
be so comfortable with using e-mail I’ll happily continue the service. The jury is
very much still out on that one but We Shall See. (One cannot ignore the con
venience of it but I dearly miss the ability to bold-face, underline, strikeout and
spell-check. I even read the technical stuff about strikeouts just to savour the
irony of what simple abilities we have lost in raising ourselves to these incredi
ble heights of technological sophistication!)
I wonder if Marty Cantor (hi, ol' buddy!) actually knows how many Hugos Rot
sler won? I'd hardly describe them as “numerous" myself, although he won
“several." I had the honour and privilege of presenting Bill with his first ever
Hugo (in 1975) and he subsequently wrote a piece for Xenium about how many
fans thought this was just the latest in a long series of awards won, simply be
cause he ought to have won many more than he actually did.
Perhaps it's just my old and tired eyes but the only way I could read the

strikeouts in Skel's loc was through a magnifying glass. As I said, sometimes
simpler technology actually works better than modem high-tech stuff. (Or as
Rotsler put it in one of my favorite cartoons of his that I published: “The older
ways are best. Slower. Dumber. But best.")
Like you, I disagreed entirely with Young Mister Breiding s description of his
reaction to OW 29.5 as "inconsequential.” Exactly the opposite, of course, and
as astute a set of observations about how fandom has changed over our own
fannish lifetimes as one is likely to read. Part of the charm of the current incar
nation of Outworlds is that while it is very much a fanzine with roots in current
fanzine culture, it is also a time-binding form of on-going diary where people
who have absolutely no interest in fandom or fanzines any longer gather to share
thoughts and ideas because of their love for and association with you. ((Under
lined, Bold)) This, by the way, is A Very Good Thing.
As is OW #69, from its fine Foster front to its splendid Carter (whoops...sorry,
Parks-Carter...and far be it for me not to be PC...) back. For fairly obvious rea
sons, I love “Mumps" (which always comes as a complete surprise to me) and
hope that Derek will provide you with at least a few more episodes.
Now if you'll excuse me, I feel the inexplicable urge to pour myself a glass of
scotch...
Thanks for a wonderful few days delving into the past, enjoying the present
and contemplating the future. (And you thought you were only publishing a
fanzine!) I look forward to #200 even as I quake at the thought of trying to read
and reply to it.
[rec’d 7/25/98]

Alan Hunter
Many, many thanks for Outworlds 69. It arrived with an exceedingly loud
thump through my letter slot in the house door on Saturday 20th June precisely.
Your letter states it was posted on May 9th, so it was exactly six weeks in transit.
This was slightly in excess of average which I reckon to be around five weeks.
But not to worry, it was well worth the wait and I can understand you not wish
ing to send it airmail - the postage would be horrendous!
It is certainly a hefty issue. Between strident and striking covers in yellow
and black, of a gigantic Brad machine spitting power and a crazy Derek space
strip, you have gathered together such diverse subjects as collecting teddy
bears and an ecology survey, exploring the world wide web and a con report in
biblical terms, with all stops in between. Quite a mind staggering miscellany!
And not to overlook a few poems thrown in for variety.
I was particularly impressed with Stephen Leigh's detailed introduction to
his book, presented most convincingly as an interactive adventure game, and
Chris Sherman's painstaking investigation on the internet with quite amusing
results. And I was pleased to see that Bill Rotsler’s reminiscences this time
show the sordid side of the pomo industry to balance the rather glorified aspects
presented in the previous installment. Under his own heading ‘Bill Who?' he re
veals in epigrammatic form many details of his life, some of which could well
serve as a fitting obituary for his larger-than-life personality.
[15th July 1998]

THE SAILOR WHO FELL FROM GRACE
WITH THE SEA
THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS (2)
THE SECRET OF NIMH
THE SECRET POLICEMAN'S OTHER BALL
THE SEDUCTION
THE SEDUCTION OF JOE TYNAN
THE SERVANT
THE SEVENTH VEIL [’45]*
THE SEVENTH VICTIM ['43] [1:111**
THE SHADOW [1:47] [’94]
THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION ['94] [2:22]
THE SILENCERS [’96] [1:41]
THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT *
THE SLEEPING CITY [’50] [1:26]**
THE SONG REMAINS THE SAME (2)
THE SPANISH MAIN [’45] [1:40]*/** (2)
THE SPECIALIST [1:50)
THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE [U.K.; ’75]
THE SPY WITHIN [’95] [1:29]
THE STORY OF O (2)
THE STORY OF THE DOLLS
THE STRANGER [’46]*
THE STRANGER ONTHE THIRD FLOOR [’40][1:03]
THE SWORD AND THE SORCERER
THE TERMINATOR
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD [’24]
THE THIRD MAN
THE 39 STEPS
THE TOAST OF NEW YORK [’37]* (2)
THE TRACKER
THE TRIP
THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY
THE 27™ DAY [’57] [1:15]
THE ULTIMATE WARRIOR (2)
THE UNSUSPECTED [’47]
THE USUSAL SUSPECTS [’95] [1:46]
THE VERDICT (2)
THE WALL
THE WAR OF THE WORLDS [’52]
THE WARRIOR AND THE SORCERESS
THE WEB [’47] [1:27]**
(Screenplay by William Bowers et al)
THE WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING ['35]* (2)
THE WICKED LADY
THE WICKER MAN
THE WIND
THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK
THE WIZARD OF OZ ()
THE WOMAN IN RED
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY

Robert Lichtaan
Outworlds No. 69 seems to be devoted, at least in part, to using up your backlog
from 1993. Witness all the cover artwork inside and out, and Eric Mayer's article.
Linda Michaels' joke on the inside covers is somewhat muted by the fact that
there is a fanzine named No Award - Marty Cantor put out the first issue of it in
1991 and has more recently published two more. As I'm sure he'll let you know.
Brad Foster's cover is the prize of the lot; I don't know what it is, but it's sure
impressive - and large, judging from the size of the two figures at its base. In
Derek's cartoon, is the name of Derek and Michael's spacecraft, the “William R.
I,” perhaps a Rotsler reference?
In your editorial, you express proper sense of wonder that you can receive
contributions as e-mail attachments. You’re one step ahead of me here; I'm still
gassed that I can get articles sent to me on disk. One minor “problem" with this
is that it takes extra-eagle eyes to spot another typist’s “errors"; stuff like punc
tuation outside quotation marks, “it's" instead of “its” (see later in this letter for
more about this particular one) and so forth. But ghod is it great not to have to
type everything before pubbing one's ishl As an aside, for the first time in the
current issue of Trap Door I offered an e-mail address that recipients could use if
they were more likely to respond that way. Of the 27 LoCs received so far, only
three have come electronically. Go figure.
In your closing remarks you talk about downsizing and doing more frequent
issues. While I enjoy the large Outworlds, I found it easier to read and comment
on when you were producing small ones - and you're quite right that larger is
sues tend to attract less comment per capita, as it were. Where you have some
what of an advantage over me, in this regard, is that no one can second-guess
your schedule. With Trap Door they know it's likely to be another year before
the next one appears, and as a result letters of comment trickle in over many
months instead of just a few. But with OW you might do another issue in a
week, a month, or ghod help us a year. We letterhacks have to be more on our
toes to keep up with you!
Reading Skel on teddy bears and all, I was most tickled to read that he and
[David R. Haugh]
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Cas converted the rooms formerly housing their kids into “His & Her” dens. I
wasted no time doing this myself when the last of my children grew up and
stopped living with me. It was a pretty neat transition. I went away to ConFrancisco over Labor Day Weekend ‘93 and came home to an empty room. Now
it’s completely filled with four filing cabinets, several bookcases, piles of boxes
of printed matter, another pile of boxes with family kipple from my parents'
house - part of which is books and much of which is printed matter, but also
family photos going back to the ‘30s and one album entirely devoted to pictures
of their house inside and out (this is 6137 S. Croft, L.A. 56 we're talking about
here) - and also my copier and a small, low chest of drawers containing paper
and other copying supplies on which it rests. It can be and has been a limited
guestroom because I have a tri-fold foam mattress stuffed away in a comer for
that purpose. I collate Trap Door in there, spreading it out in a semi-circle from
which I gather pages while sitting tailor-fashion. It's nice to have a place I can
leave it because it's more than I can do in one evening; when I had kids living
here, I’d have to pick up my collating piles after every session. It all still feels
like something of a luxury after years of being crammed into this rather small
apartment with one or two kids.
Although I don't have a copy of Outworlds No. 19 and was fafia the year it
came out, Susan Wood's wonderful piece seemed awfully familiar - and sure
enough, I read it years ago in the best of SUSAN wood which Jerry Kaufman put
out in 1982. Missing Susan Wood was one of the regrets I had when I became
aware of her shortly before her untimely death. Since it must have been 1983 or
so that I got my copy of TBoSW, I find it a testament to the strength of her writ
ing (on any subject) that, rereading it so many years later, I would remember it.
I can't recollect everything I read in fanzines last month. (But of course I can re
member lines from the first handful of fanzines I got in 1958 - but then I can re
member whole rock ‘n roll song lyrics from then, too.)
Chris Sherman’s piece on the multiple Bill Bowerses reminds me of the time
Carol Carr looked for my name on the Web one day, when we were visiting her
office and found close to a hundred entries, perhaps a fourth to a thud of which
were about *me*. There were many places mentioning the availability of Fanthology *92 from me for $5 postpaid, plus I’m mentioned in lists of past TAFF
winners.
William Breiding's "Out Into the Woods" is the single best piece in the is
sue, in my view. His presentation of the unfolding of his reconciliation with and
increased understanding of his father had me completely hooked, sitting on the
edge of my seat as it unfolded. I can relate to his father's approach to nature
and how he handled himself in it - “Instead of moving through the wild places,
you are remaining stationary and allowing the wilderness to move through
you." Even when I lived on The Farm, I used to prefer going somewhere and
sitting rather than endlessly hiking, hiking, hiking. There was more to see
watching a stream flow by and/or in the trees being moved by the wind, gentle
or forceful, than in constantly moving. I'm glad that Wm. was able, finally, to
connect with his father and come to some sort of peace with himself on that
part of his life. (And I enjoyed the reprint of his father’s short essay.)
One found Joe R. Christopher's little essay a hoot.
Eric Mayer’s piece was most poignant and moving, painting a swath
through painful past and pleasant present most effectively. I love his closing
line: “I have lost the ability to confuse words with life." This piece is appar
ently from 1993; I wish I'd seen it sooner because I feel connected with Eric
from past interactions. He was an early Trap Door contributor whose piece in
the second issue, "My Immense Brain”, was one of the most popular that ap
peared in TD's ‘8OS issues. We were also sporadic correspondents and traded
fanzines right up to the end of his publishing activities; the last fanzine I re
ceived from him was Groggy No. 37, June 1994. Actually it was from them, be
cause Mary became a coeditor as soon as she arrived in town. I haven’t heard
from Eric in years, and am glad that he might continue with this column for you.
Good to see the brief e-mail from him later in the issue; it sounds like he’s too
busy for fandom these days.
I hadn't notice that, per Bruce Townley, the Ed Wood movie has become a
Halloween cult classic on TV here in the Bay Area. I'll have to pay attention
this fall. I certainly am not surprised, since I found it a delightful film - much
better than I had expected going into it. But why does Bruce make something
for the $87 item for mimeo work in the budget for one of Ed Wood's movies?
Wood did his work in the ‘60s when the sort of cheap and easy copying we
have today wasn't available; of course he would have his scripts mimeo
graphed. An interesting synchronicity in 1963 being the year that Wood first
published a “cheap adult novel": it was also when Jim Harmon & Redd Boggs'
collaboration, passion strip, another “cheap adult novel," first appeared.
Moving from cheap adult novels to cheap adult movies (ahahahahaha), Wil
liam Rotsler's “The Bent Lance" was my other favorite piece in this issue. I'd
read both these pieces before - Bill ran his stuff through Lilapa as he wrote it and at the time responded with my own equivalent of “If I turned my head I
could have seen Hedy Lamarr sitting on her toilet": If I'd come back to the of
fice just half an hour earlier one day in 1969,1 could have met George Harrison
and Paul McCartney in the hallways of the building in which their record com
pany had an office (when I worked for another record company). Also, when
Timothy Leary was running for governor of California in 1968, I lent him the
money to buy airline tickets from him and Rosemary to go to his first campaign
gig in San Luis Obispo - where, coincidentally, he was briefly in prison several
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[Linda Michaels]

Ah, the first of the lettercols! In my letter on page 2537, you quote me writ
ing, “Go back fifteen years and I was listening to Space Patrol on the radio, but
how far back you actually have to go is fifty years. I listened to Space Patrol in
1947 when I was five. Of course I could've actually written "fifteen," and I hope
you'll tell me if I did because I can't check myself: that file was on a disk that
got corrupted last year.
Wm. Breiding continues to surprise, as in his letter on page 2540 where he
confesses to being a collator of the first edition of the first issue of Zap! Comics.
One wonders under what circumstances he did that. His letter refers to getting
a quarter an issue and doing it by hand. Was this a good temp job for fans, or
what? Wm., is there an article in this somewhere - and if so would you write it
up (for me or Bill)?
Regarding your wondering whether Richard Bergeron was still around, I seem
to recall hearing several years ago that mail to his Old San Juan post office box
had been returned undeliverable. My informant didn’t know if this meant he d
moved or passed away.
In Michael Waite’s letter he mentions Harlan Ellison saying on Sci-Fi Buzz
that he sent letters to various fanzine editors requesting financial help for Rot-_
sler. I never got one of them, either, and haven't heard of anyone who did. I did
contribute to another fund that sprung up last summer to replace Bill's TV and
VCR which were stolen when his Reseda home was broken into. That fund was
well-subscribed.
, „
In my letter on page 2547, I must point out that it was you who typed it s
where I wrote “its" in the paragraph that begins, “Regarding Buck Coulson’s
wondering ... “ (This one I do have on disk and checked out.) I've made it some
thing of a crusade to correct this confusion wherever I encounter it, and so to be
typo’d is particularly, er, embarrassing.
.
...
Contrary to Joseph Major, WordPerfect will do quasi-quotes quite easily using
the "advance" feature to cn-mbine a quotation mark with a hyphen. I have them
for several different point sizes since the amount of "advance" changes with
each size. I can also do strikeover using the “advance" feature: after typing the
words I want to strike over, I move left and then hit the / until I come to the
sams position (as shown on the position line) I was before the advance. To
spread them out a bit, I increase the letter spacing. Works fine, though it's a lit
tle more of a hassle than quasi-quotes.
Fantholoffy *64 was published in November 1972, according to its colophon.
The other item it published from Double:Bill besides Harry Warner Jr.'s "Fans
Make the Strangest Characters” (about faan fiction) was Si Stricklen's "Panicdotes I" from D:B No. 8. I know of no fanthology published so far this year. No
one ever asked me my opinion of the best fan writing of 1994, and after editing
two in a row I wasn't up to doing it again.
Ghod, this was a good issue. There are items I didn't mention; I liked most of
them to varying degrees but had nothing pertinent or otherwise to add. Looking
forward to trie next, and not just because I'll be in it with more than just (if this
gets to you in time) a letter of comment.
[July 2, 1998]
...actually, despite the “date”, Brad’s cover didn’t acquire the OW logo until last fall. But you are right
about the others: I seriously considered flagging out that Linda's InsideCovers were sent to me in an
earlier Fan Era (and their delayed appearance entirely my fault). But, in the end, I decided my readers
were smart enough to figure it out....
I hang my head: I'd completely forgotten about the best of susan wood. Still, I feel the piece de
served the reprinting here, since I suspect Jerry's collection is more Out of Print than, indeed, 0W19.

"Of course I could've actually written “fifteen,” and I hope you’ll tell me if I did
because I can't check myself: that file was on a disk that got corrupted last
year."

Actually, in this case, Robert... you “did” write “fifteen”. Still, I must admit that I went to look up your
original assuming that it would, indeed, prove to have been my transcription error. Even though it pres
ents its own set of hoops to hurdle through, I'm hoping that the practice commencing with this issue of scanning in all possible material not received electronically - will diminish the number of errors....
“it’s” vs. “its” is a mistake I, as well as others, make too often and, as we know, it is not one readily
flagged out by a spell checker. I expend a fair amount of effort, an effort I have made with more dedi
cation as the years march on, trying to make each issue as error-free (particularly regarding the Words
of Others) as possible. And, each issue, as I scan the first stapled copy....

Which leads me to a slight diversion; one not generated by your LoC, Robert, but rather inspired by our
exchange on the Intro to your List, elsewhere in this issue.
We each, even granting certain Basic Rules which allow us to communicate, have our quirks & foi
bles, regarding the Language, and how it is Presented. I call this, for lack of a less all-encompassing
term, a “Style Sheet". And mine, here, is ever evolving - and probably not quite the same as yours, or
anyone else’s.
Some of it makes sense. It was Terry Carr, who pointed out to one who is known to on occasion
rare utilize ellipses, that, when an ellipse ends a sentence, it is, indeed, followed by a period. Period.
Some of it is pure affectation: I have the spell check set to flag out “loc", so that, in most cases, I
can “correct" the usage to my preference: “LoC”.
Some of it, rumor has, is pure stubbornness: When I sent Dave Locke back the “check copy” on
his piece on Jackie, it was with his use of “Midwestcon" changed to my preference, “MidWestCon”. He
thinks the latter archaic; I responded that that, by golly, is the way I were taught it Should Be, back in
the 60s and, by golly that’s the way it was going to be in my damn fanzine.

THELMA AND LOUISE (2)
THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL [’39] *
THIEF OF HEARTS
THIEVES LIKE US
THINGS ARE TOUGH ALL OVER
13 WEST STREET [ '621
THIS GUN FOR HIRE ['42] [1:21]**
THIS IS SPINAL TAP (2)
THIS ISLAND EARTH ()
THREE CAME HOME ['50]*
THREE FACES OF EVE
THREE MEN AND A BABY
3 WOMEN
TIGHTROPE
TIM
Tim Burton's THE NIGHTMARE
BEFORE CHRISTMAS ['93] [1:16]
TIME AFTER TIME
TIME BANDITS (3)
TIME RIDER
TIMECOP ['94] [1:38]
TINMEN
TO CATCH A KING
TO CATCH A THIEF
TO DIE FOR ['95] [1:46]
TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT [’44] [1:40] (2)
TO LIVE AND DIE IN L.A.
TO SIR WITH LOVE ['67] [1:45] (2)
TOKYO JOE [’49]*
TOMBOY
TOMMY [’75] [1:51] (3)
TOMORROW IS FOREVER [’46]*
TOOTSIE (3)
TOP GUN (2)
TOP OF THE WORLD ['98] [1:38]
TOPAZ
TORCHLIGHT
TOTAL RECALL (2)
TOUCH OF EVIL ['58] [1:48]**
TOUCHED
TOUGH ENOUGH
TOY STORY [1:20]
TRADE-OFF ['95] [1:32]
TRADING PLACES
TRANCERS
TRAVELING MAN
TREMORS (2)
TRENCHCOAT
TREPASS [’92]
TRIO ['50]*
TROLL
TRON (2)
TROUBLE IN MIND
TRUE LIES [’94] [2:20]
TRUE STORIES
TUCKER
TULSA [’49]* (2)
TURNER & HOOCH
12 ANGRY MEN ['57)
12 MONKEYS ['95] [2:09]
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET ['56]
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
TWICE UPON A TIME
TWILIGHT ZONE: The Movie (2)
TWINS
TWIST AND SHOUT
200 MOTELS
2001: A Space Odyssey [’68] [2:28] (4+)
2010: The Year We Make Contact [’84] [1:56] (2)
TWO TICKETS TO BROADWAY [’51]*
TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST [’46] [1:38]**
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You will now page back, and see which usage was, indeed, utilized in Dave's article.
.. .but in the rest of the fanzine!

Some of it, my style sheet, is a flagrant breaking of The Rules. But sometimes the Rules are, simply,
Wrong.
In the paragraph containing your reaction to Eric Mayer’s column, you wrote the phrase:
“the second issue, “My Immense Brain,” was one of
...you (and probably only you, to this point) will have noted that it is printed as:
“the second issue, ‘My Immense Brain”, was one of

It is my considered Opinion that any self-contained entity - such as an article - set off by quotation
marks, retains its self-identity only if the quote parameters are not invaded by extraneous punctua
tion. ...and thus it shall be in my fanzine.
...even in a Dave Locke article.
I have, oh, just a few times, been slightly inconsistent in other examples of My Style Sheet. So I've
finally gone and written it down - for my reference, and for your amusement:

Outworlds Style Sheet!
Fanzines/Magazines: Bold/Italic - Outworlds

Books: Bold/Small Caps - stranger in a strange land

Shorter-than-book-length fiction; articles, etc.: Bold within non-bold quotes - “AtomicAge Childhood"

TVshows: Bold (only) - Star Trek
Films: Bold, underlined - The World According to Garp
Verse/Songs: Italic within quotes - “A Sanguinary Outlook"
.. .all, of which is subject to change without further notice. (And, rare, inconsistencies.)

BowersDate 7-21-98: Yesterday I wrote the preceding response to Robert’s LoC. In today’s mail, in
the latest exchange of our 'fussing' the Introduction to his List (in this issue) into shape, Robert
‘responds’ to a rough draft of a portion of the above I'd sent him:

UFORIA
UNCLE BUCK
UNDER CAPRICORN ['82|
UNDER COVER
UNDERFIRE
UNDER SIEGE [’92]
UNDER THE CHERRY MOON
UNDERCOVER BLUES ('93]
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS
UNFORGIVEN [’92] [2:15]
UNTIL SEPTEMBER
UP THE ACADEMY
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Interesting stuff about your ever-evolving style book. Like you, I regularize with
LoC. I also use "SF" preferentially, rather than "sf." But when "stf is used by a
Fan of Maturity, I honor that rendition. Interesting about you and Locke re:
Midwestcon/MidWestCon. When I run into such situations, I try to find refer
ence to that con in its own publications (in the rare event I have them) or in the
newszines of the time, and conform with that. My style sheet regarding the ti
tles of books, periodicals, movies, TV shows and fanzines is to italicize them all.
Short story titles are in double quotes.
What you call “bold small caps” isn't, at least not on the enclosed. Perhaps
it's intentional on your part, but the first letters aren't the larger caps they
should be per “bold small caps." I don't use bolding for any of this sort of thing,
preferring to have a “flatter” typographic appearance. (When I finally do get
another computer, I’ve toyed with beginning articles with a drop cap. In the
first seven issues, before I got my computer and was still borrowing Paul Wil
liams' Selectric II when it was time to do an issue, I began all articles (except
sometimes for very short pieces) with a few words in all caps. I pretty much
dropped this after the 8th issue, a hybrid: a few articles begin all caps, but most
don’t. Through the 10th issue, I continued to begin sections of my editorial in all
caps (but not the articles), but dropped it with the 11th issue, going to bolding
the first few words instead. With the 12th issue, I dropped all bolding: all the ar
ticles began with straight text, and when I changed the subject in my editorials
I double-spaced. The 12th was also the last issue to have single-column 10pomt type for most articles and double-column 9-point type for the editorial and
lettercolumns - and it was the last issue to have ragged right margins. With
No. 13 I went to entirely double-column 9-point type, but to open it up a bit I in
creased the line spacing by 1/100 of an inch, losing five lines per column in the
process. (For a comparison, check out Jim Harmon's box amidst my editorial in
No. 16, which is set with the old spacing in order to squeeze it on to a single
column ) Nos. 13 and 14 were the first 36-page issues in a while and I made
these changes to get more words in. When I went back to 48 pages after those
two issues, I kept the same page format to get yet more words in: the more re
cent 48-page issues have much more wordage than the older ones. The final
change I've made is to drop artwork on the bacover. The last three issues have
all been bursting at the seams to be contained, especially the lettercol, and I
sacrificed one page of artwork to accommodate the situation.
Well, this is probably more than you ever wanted to know about the Trap
Door style book, but I wanted to give you a sense of its evolution so you might
compare it with your own. If I were talking with you directly - and especially if
I had a run with me to illustrate - or were Writing An Article, I could mention
other, more fine-tuned changes that've occurred through the run. Like you, I do
it My Way, whatever that may be at the time.

[Sheryl Birkhead]

...all of this is going to Be of Interest to about five of you on the mailing - but I find it fascinating. And,
since it's my fanzine....
ai . . L , ,
Now, if we do manage to reactivate Jeny Lapidus - can Alpajpun be far behind? -

Your recommendations concerning getting a scanner are well-taken, and be
lieve me it's something I’ll get when the time comes. I have one in my set-up at
work — and also access to good color inkjetting - and have some knowledge of
how to use it. Not enough, though: Adobe PhotoShop is a labyrinthine program
and I've only scratched its surface. (...) However ... my computer is nearly eleven
years old, and can't accommodate any of this. There is no scanner currently
available that will work on a PC-XT with only 640K of RAM and a 20-meg hard
drive that's always at least 80% full. I believe they all expect to be spoken to
through Windows. Someday ... and you're right that I'd probably get more out of
a scanner than an e-mail account.
/duly 17, 1998]

...recently, in Timebinders, there was a discussion on Fine Mimeography, and excellently produced
fanzines. I believe it was Ted White who mentioned the primitive mimeo on which Redd Boggs pro
duced Sky Hook, before it became Skyhook. [Or vice versa.]
I’ve added that last paragraph of Robert’s simply as an Observation that - as anyone who receives
Trap Door [or Robert’s apazmes] can attest - you don't have to have the latest technology to produce
some of the best looking fanzines. And my “advice'’ to Robert was that, if a choice had to be made,
from what I know of his interests, he'd be better served by a scanner, before web access.
Not that I am about to give up any of my multitude of New Toys, you understand.
Do as I “say”...!

VALLEY GIRL
VAMP
VANESSA
VENDETTA
VENUS
VERTIGO ( )
V.I. WARSHAWSKI (2)
VIBES
VICE SQUAD [’82]
VICTOR/VICTORIA
VIDEODROME
VIOLETS ARE BLUE

Dale Speirs
Outworlds #69 received and read. Re: the articles on teddy bears, I suppose I
should be tolerant of arctophiles, being a philatelist myself. I'm sure there must
be teddy bears depicted on postage stamps; ask your local stamp dealer.
Computer stuff: I still don’t have one at home but use Windows 95 and two
mainframes (one is state-of-the-art, the other is a legacy system about which we
like to joke that no hacker can bust it because even the sysop can't get it to
work right) at work.. My e-mail is for company use only and they do monitor it.
No Web access at work, but the University of Calgary Library has free Web
browsing on their catalogue terminals. I can't send or receive e-mail there since
I am neither staff or student, but I do occasionally check a couple of newsgroups
and three Web sites. One thing I have discovered is that the difference between
a Web site and a fanzine is that Web sites are less frequently updated than the
average issue of Outworlds appears. For now I'll prefer the Papemet.
Stephen Leigh's article on world-building was good reading. I wish more SF
authors would put as much thought into the logic and consistency of their work.
[1998-05-31]

Wm. M. Breiding
I experienced a full sixty seconds of belly laugh when I ran across this in your re
ply to Marty Cantor: "I know that, in time, I will out-fancy anyone around. This
is not conceit; it is inevitable." I howled when I read that. I was sitting up in
bed, which is often how I read, with all the windows in the bedroom open. I am
quite sure that all the neighbors were wondering what was wrong with that
usually quiet man at 1037. When I was able to catch my breath I glanced back
down at the page and read those lines again and could feel another explosion of
mirth gathering. What a joker. This fully relates to the initial acknowledgement
of this annish where in I said it seemed archaic. Before I even began reading it I
spent several days just looking at the damned thing, from Brad's very strange
oom in cover on back to Derek's sadly alkie "Mumps". It seemed to me that there
was a certain tension to the graphic aspect of the issue; finally I concluded that
it was intentional. Images of OW's '70s incarnation kept surfacing. Since I no
longer have those issues I couldn't verify the suspicion that you were paying
homage to that era in this annish with a little bit of today's chaos thrown in (the
bizarre lay-out to Eric Mayer's fine piece; marrying the final photo of my Dad and
Joe Christopher’s "The Meeting" [speaking of which, Joe avoided the obvious
tragedy, which I've had to deal with: the one that got away]). If I were to haz
ard a guess I’d say this was a transition issue for you. But I won't hazard that
guess. And finally, somewhere half way through the letters or so I realized once
I had started using the lay out (i.e., reading the magazine) just how friendly and
painless and easy it flowed.
Which contributed to the secret magic of the Bowers Sequencing Technique.
Disparate as they may have been, from teddy bears to personal homages to es
tranged Dads to bitter marriages and new life with strange wife to faan-myth to
flights of fancy about Ed Wood to Rotsler’s seemingly knowing epitaph to world
building; somehow it all made logical sense, flowed seamlessly, the sequencing
just perfect.
Electronic communication. It was nice to see that you kept your enthusiasm
down to a dull roar this issue; soon you will be as blithe as, say, perhaps, Ulrika,
and won't be bothering much about who did what where or how it came to your
attention. Inevitable, also, is the fact that you will be hanging a web page some
[Mike Gilbert]
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WALL STREET
WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS
WAR AND PEACE [’56] [3:28]**
WAR OF THE ROSES
WARGAMES
WARLORDS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
WARNING SIGN
WARRIOR OF THE LOST WORLD
WARRIOR QUEEN
WARRIORS OF THE WASTELAND
WATERWORLD [’95] [2:15]
WAVELENGTH
WE OF THE NEVER NEVER
WEEKEND PASS
WEIRD SCIENCE
WELCOME TO L.A.
WHAT'S EATING GILBERT GRAPE [’93] [1:58]
WHATS LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT [’93] [1:58]
WHAT’S UP DOC?
WHEN HARRY MET SALLY (2)
WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE ( )
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING [’95] [1:43]
WHITE CHRISTMAS
WHITE MEN CAN’T JUMP
WHITE PALACE
WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBITT (2)
WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN?
WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY?
WIFEMISTRESS
WILD AND BEAUTIFUL ON IBIZA
WILLOW
WINDY CITY
WINTER FLIGHT
WISDOM
WISH YOU WERE HERE
WITCHHUNT
WITCHBOARD
WITCHE'S BREW
WITNESS
WIZARD
WOLF [’94] [2:05]
WOMAN IN HIDING [’50] [1:32]**
WOMAN OF THE YEAR
WOMEN & MEN: Stories of Seduction
WOMEN IN LOVE
WOODSTOCK (2)
WORKING GIRL
WORLD GONE WILD
WRONG IS RIGHT
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
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time very soon. When I stopped to think about it I realized that it could be archi
val; D:B, the early OW could be scanned and hung, a link to the current issue
could be arranged. Yes, Bill, you are going to be kept quite happily busy well
into old age. If this does happen, I may finally have to shell out the monthly costs
to a local ISP and Juno be gone, though it has served me/us well. But I won’t
worry about that just yet.
I enjoyed the unexpected INotherWorlds. I wish I could count on this every
issue, but I know that I can’t; as much for alerting me to neat stuff as to reading
you writing about it. I wish there was some fannish catalog available where all
of these things could be centrally located. Maybe SCIFI ought to consider some
thing along these lines. I heard a rumor that there was anthology of Eric Mayer's
essays published in England. Are the books about the Futurians under discus
sion by Ms Bowman and Mr. Lichtman available or are they long ago OP? Mr.
Lichtman was instrumental in helping me collect the majority of the Fanthologies, long after the fact, most of which are still available. How does one get a
hold of John Berry's essay anthologies? It's extremely frustrating to know things
are out there and not know how to get a hold of it. Thanks for the lead on Roy
Tackett - though it’s a hefty asking price - I will doubtless be in touch with
Richard about this. If there are any other "neat" publications around that you
didn’t mention, don't assume that I know about them.
Unlike Mi kA Glicksohn, I join you in your fascination with fannish and sci
ence fictional minntia; it's one of the aspects of OW that always pleases me the profiles of obscure fans or pros - and somehow it always comes up as a sur
prise, an unexpected jackpot. I think it's generally agreed by now that C. M.
Barkley's piece was perhaps a little top heavy on "plot" synopsis but that its pac
ing and personal elements made it work. There was nothing in OW69 to hold
that place, unless it was my own (non-fannish) profile of my Dad. (Which, by the
way, was nicely tricked out! I never expected you to use all of that stuff. It was
merely background material for you. I should have known better.) Actually,
that’s not true: although it’s not a profile, Stephen Leigh's piece, which I found
compulsively readable, right down to the flora and fauna description, would
probably fit the bill for stfnal minutia. I look forward to reading dark water’s em
brace and hope that the type font isn't too ugly. (By the way, thanks for includ
ing the list of fonts used. That's one of my favorite little publishing details. I
must point out, however, that you forgot to switch to Ariel in your reply to Bob
Smith The Second. Do you have a font called Galliard? I had this favorite, rather
sexy font loaded on to my MacPlus, but alas, do not have it on my ThinkPad, and
am making do with the less sexy Baskerville font these days. I liked the tone
and feel of Bob's letter quite a bit and hope that he becomes a regular.)
I never expected to enjoy these teddy bear pieces by Skel and Susan. Wood.
But they are finely constructed and heart felt. I've only had one run in with a
teddy bear: Danielle used to cany a miniature teddy she named "Joey" in her
purse. He definitely had a life, the lucky guy, tagging along with her. I was sen
timental about stuffed animals for years after that. Yesterday while sorting
through my junk I ran across of photo I had taken of Joey sitting nonchalantly in
the closet among a bunch of frilly girlish underthings.
I kept wanting to translate Joseph Major’s "Con Report" into base language.
This was obviously inspired by a Los Angeles Worldcon. Roscoe has been other
wise a benign sort of guy. That smokey pit that the fifth gofer sounded must
have been a secret passage into the Ted White group mind, for they certainly
wouldn't have hurt the grass. Joseph’s loc was pesky. (...) referring to Apa-50
as "an ancient fannish reference." Since you would have had to join Apa-50 as a
"golden oldie" over 20 years ago, had you made it beyond the waitlist, just how
ancient does that make you, now, Mr. Bill? But it was interesting to see it refer
enced by someone who was never in it. I often wonder if Apa-50's importance is
only a figment in the minds of those who were there. As you have said a couple
of timas in this ish, 'been there; had that done to me"!
I've been tickled by the appearance of some of the San Francisco gang in
OW; first D. S. Black, now Bruce Townley, who is always a good read, especially
when he is off on a flight of fancy while remaining in expository mode. Who's
next? A real coup might be some of Rich Coad’s exquisite humor. On the seri
ous side, one of my favorite essayists is Cheryl Cline. Or art from Jay Kinney or
the even more slippery Kent Johnson. Start begging, Bill.
Mika Glicksohn is right, of course. My attachment to my collections could
not have been all that strong if I let my brother Michael get away with the dis
posing of one of my collections and still be on speaking terms with him, while I
"forgot" about another collection was sitting on the rafters of Gil's garage. I've
moved so much and so widely that I haven't been able to afford to attach myself
to these or any other collections, or I would be devastated. I'm at a point in my
life now where I would like to be able to have some place I could call a perma
nent "home", if nothing else to shelve my books and music and photos. But only
the brother who dumped my collection owns property in my family, so I don't
even stand to inherit. I will probably have to be making a decision again about
what to do with my stuff in the near future; one thing I can guarantee is that if I
do long term storage, it won't be with friends or family, it will be a locker in an
obscure small town where the yearly rental will be cheap. Or I could simply go
back to getting rid of everything. And Mike, love manifests itself in many ways.
Lloyd Penney's omnivorous approach to fandom strikes me as odd and cer
tainly time consuming. I've never had any interest in filk or masquerade or game
or media fandoms to even remotely relate to his lifestyle. But it must be satisfy
ing, being a GoH, winning awards, that kind of thing.

Robert Lichtman's e-mail lament is the god awful truth. There seems to be
some hidden curse that goes with it. Once you e-mail, you are incapable of writ
ing postal letters. It is simply absurd and I have committed myself to never let
ting this happen. Before I went electronic I was getting the same story, and
suggesting the same answers to the problems, like simply printing the e-mail
out. Then there is the other factor: people you never heard from get on line and
become a nuisance!
Michael Shuter's art on pages 2562 & 2567 are awfully dark and perverse
and I was surprised to see them in OW. You are not one to often express your
darkness, visual or otherwise. I hope to see more of Michael's work in the future.
I can't say that I much liked your version of the fanmsh slash-over; it was in
credibly hard to read, though readable, if you squint hard enough.
You are slowly weeding me from over exposure, thank god. Hopefully, next
ish we will be back to normal. Then I’ll only be a reserved, formal “columnist .
I do hope, in the future, to see longer, pithier pieces by Chns & Jodie. And
hey. Maybe one of these days Larry will write something.
I think that's it. What, nothing negative to say? I leave that to the curmud
geonly among us — Glicksohn and Tackett!
[Sun, 17 May 1998 11:13:42]
...and then I wrote:

Out of the blue:
,
If you are the same Brendan DuBois who was active in SF Fandom long ago, and are now the mystery
writer, please get in touch.
If not, I do apologize.
The reply:

Date: Mon, 01 Jun 1998 11:20:36 -0400 (EDT)
From: BADUBOIS@delphi.com
Subject: Re: SF Fandom; the 70s
To: xenolith@tritium.net

Dear Bill Bowers,
Yes, I am the same Brendan DuBois who was active in SF fandom some years ago, and is now a mystery
author.

Hope this helps <g>
- Brendan

Brendan BuBoia
Well, this certainly is going to be something different - I don't think I’ve written
an honest-to-goodness LoC to a fanzine for nearly 20 years. My, how time sure
can pass when you're having fun.
As a look back, I remember being quite active in SF fandom in the mid to late
70's, when I discovered the SF magazines and then the fanzines. By then I was
a total SF fan, reading everything and anything. At the height of things, I was
subscribing to every SF magazine and a couple of dozen fanzines, and was actu
ally making preparations to start my own fanzine.
So. What happened? College happened, that’s what. There I found another
outlet for my writing urges: fiction and journalism classes. I tried my hand writ
ing SF but after dozens of rejections, quickly found that I didn’t have - in my
own opinion - the necessary scientific rigor to do that. After college, I became a
newspaper reporter, and then a corporate writer for a major utility. A few years
after college, I started writing mystery short stories, and much to my.surprise,
actually started selling them. I also wrote two mystery novels that did not sell,
and then sold my third, dead sand, which was published in 1994. Its sequel,
black tide, followed in 1995. Then, my mystery line was cut, and it took two
years to find another publisher for my third book, shaitered shell, which will be
published by St. Martin’s Press sometime in the next six months or so.
I also sold a big sprawling suspense-thriller to Putnam (working title the fire
came down, which will probably change) which is due to be published in 1999.
That book deal allowed me to leave corporate life, and so - for the past seven
months - I've been a fulltime author.
So. To paraphrase a fa mad rock band, what a long strange trip it's been.
When I wrote the LoC that appeared in OW 29.5, I dreamt of being a fulltime SF
author when I got older. And while I'm not an SF author, I am pleased at where
I ended up.
Which leads into OW 29.5... My God, what a tremendous amount of work and
effort must have gone into putting that out. I'm quite impressed. Any other per
son (including me, I sheepishly admit) would have put those years-old LoCs into
a cardboard box and put them into a cellar, next to the Christmas tree decora
tions.
Reading OW 29.5 was quite the trip, remembering the names from other fans
I recalled from my own active timeframe: Don D'Ammassa, Mike Glicksohn,
Darrell Schweitzer, Jodie Offutt, Buck Coulson, George Flynn, and so on. It
brought back a lot of fun memories. And then I read my own 20-year-old letter...
Man, that was like peeking into a time capsule or seeing a blurry 8-millimeter

[David R. Haugh]

xica
YANKS
YELLOW HAIR AND THE FORTRESS OF GOLD
YELLOW SUBMARINE (3)
YENTL
YOR, THE HUNTER FROM THE FUTURE
YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE
YOUNG LADY CHATTERLY
YOUNG LADY CHATTERLY II
YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES
ZAPPEDI
ZARDOZ
'/.KI .TO
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One More List

This, then, is one of the sillier time-wasting
"exercises", even for me.
As I've said before, but I don't believe within
this issue, the reason for this obsession with
the “Film List" is that I was reared in a fun
damentalist home, where such things as tele
vision, comics and movies were Totally For
bidden. As a result, although I grew up in
the 50s, I grew up in a 50s with a slightly dif
ferent perspective. I lost myself in the world
of books, which is probably not all that bad.
Naturally the first thing I did on graduation,
gaining employment, and Moving Out in
1961, was to purchase a television. To say I
over-compensated - and probably still do - is
one of my patented understatements. Much
later, in 1982 or '83, 2468 Harrison was wired
for cable, I bought a Beta VCR - and started
Keeping Track of my Viewing Habits.

I self-justify my sometime-omate sense of
fanzine design to that fact that, having been
denied graphically intensive formative years,
I've become visually addicted ever since.
I will point out that, as with most who come
late to a discipline, and embrace it totally, I
have absolutely no critical facilities with re
gards to film. That's probably just as well; I
need one aspect of my life which I can enjoy
with simple goshwow enthusiasm.

The following: Well, having this "spare" col
umn just sitting here, what I have done is to
make a copy of the Master Films Viewed
List - and simply start deleting, until I
pruned it down to MY FAVORITE 25 FIT .MS
VIEWED. Getting it down to fifty was rela
tively easy; from thirty down to 25 was tedi
ous; were I to make this same list even later
today, there would probably be 3 or 4 differ
ences. But, for the moment.
Note well that this is a listing of my "favor
ites"; not even I would consider this a list of
the “best" films I’ve ever watched!

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
ANNIE HALL
BLADE RUNNER (Director's Cut)
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND
COME BACK TO THE FIVE AND DIME,
JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN
D.O.A. F49]
DR. STRANGELOVE
EL CID
ENEMY MINE
FAME
HOOSIERS
KEY LARGO
PLAY MISTY FOR ME
SILENT RUNNING
SOMEWHERE IN TIME
STAR WARS
STARMAN
STREETS OF FIRE
THE DARK CRYSTAL
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
THE LOVED ONE
THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER
THE PRINCESS BRIDE
YELLOW SUBMARINE
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movie of when I was young. I was at least pleased to see that two-decade old
piece of writing at least made sense, though it was rather... well, enthusiastic,
I guess.
OW 29.5 also opened up a big box back in my mind of what it was like to be
a fan in the late 1970's: haunting the mailbox every day, looking for letters or
fanzines; getting excited by seeing a new issue of Analog or Galaxy magazine;
hoping that a really good SF television show or movie would come along; learn
ing the ins and outs of fandom and the special language and slang; the inde
scribable joy at attending my very first SF convention (Boskone in February
1977) and pricing mimeographs and wondering if I could afford an electric type
writer. Internet? Never heard of it!
Now, that brings me to OW 69, and again, what fun it was to took at a fan
zine after such a long time. To show how much I've been out of fandom, I did
n't realize William Rotsler had passed away. It certainly was bittersweet - yet
entertaining - to see those messages he sent.
I also found terribly entertaining the piece of Chris Sherman, “Where on the
Web is Bowers?” I must admit, that I did something similar a couple of months
ago, when I received an e-mail from you, asking me “Are you the Brendan Du
Bois who was active in fandom in the late 7O's?” I immediately went into my
web browser and got a similar printout that Chris received. Bill Bowers every
where, doing everything, from one end of the nation to another...
William Breiding’s essay on his dad was quite touching, and his LoC printed
in response to OW 29.5 really made me think, where he mentions the last great
influx of teenage neofans occurring in 1973. He said something that most of
them have faded away or gone to OW or become a well-known Gafiate. Guilty
as charged, I suppose. Is fandom really dead? Too spread out? Well, as a fan
in the late 70's, I couldn't imagine e-mail or Web-based fanzines or hundreds of
cons each year. (As a mystery author, we only have a half-dozen or so to worry
about...)
While I’ve been out of fandom for quite some time, I do keep reading SF
every now and then, though its hard to regain that “sense of wonder" I remem
ber experiencing years ago. One source I read to find out what's going on in
the field (and please don't hoot in amusement) is the NY Times Sunday Book
Review, and most of the reviews describe two types of books: four- or five-part
series taking place in some mythological Tolkien-like world, or books that take
place a million years in the future, where humans have mutated so that there's
three races, and only two can interbreed, and one is telepathic, and yadda
yadda yadda. None of these sound too appealing.
Oh well. So much for these odd ramblings. Thanks again for the gifts of OW
29.5 and OW 69, thanks again for tracking me down, and thanks again for re
opening my eyes again to a time when fandom meant something very special to
me.
[July 30, 1998]

I already have a firm and unshakable love/hate relationship with the Internet. It can be so clunky and
time-consuming (read: “attention diverting”), and yet, simultaneously, an endless source of informa
tion and, occasional, entertainment.
And, occasionally, something of value.
I mentioned. Last Time, that Brendan was among those I Was Looking For. Eventually I tried the
e-mail“search engines". It took three tries, but, by Golly...!
[By the by; despite the medium of re-contact, the above LoC came by ... snail mail!]

Alexander Yudenitsch.
Subject: OW!
The "subject.11 above is both itself and my reaction to the time it has taken me to
respond.
It all started on the eve of my Birthday (and New Years’ Day, also...), when I
received the most unexpected present of all in my POBox: OW 29.5!! (sent on
Dec.17 as Air Printed Matter)
I was very happy to get it, and was even more so because it signaled that
you were back to fanpubbing. My DESIRE was to read it at once, and respond
soon; but, once the new year had set in, a cooler head prevailed, and I reasoned
that, since it had taken you over 20 years to publish it, waiting some time
wouldn't matter so much - and I did have a big backlog of reading matter.
As if to catch me especially unaware, I then received on Jan. 20 an envelope
with OW 68, sent Oct. 23 as Surface Printed Matter. Now responding became a
more urgent matter (even more so as you had honored me by opening your let
tered with my loc on OW 63/64/65); HOWever, I now had an even greater back
log, and even less free time, AND OW 68 added even more to the backlog, since
reading it and adequately responding to it would take me many hours. So, with
conscience qualms anri mv own convenience, both issues went into the noturgent part of my "to read" file. And there they remained until yesterday, when
I received another envelope (again sent as Surface Printed Matter, on May 9)
with OW 69!
Now, you were in good company: in that pile also are two issues of Robert
Lichtman's Trap Door (I had managed to read two of them before that and had
even Tocced" one of them, but he does not seem to favor three-year old LoCs),
special issues of Scientific American, etc. But, I must confess that "Ow" WAS
what I silently voiced as soon as I saw who the envelope was from.
So, my most abject and groveling excuses for failing to at least acknowledge

receipt. This is particularly galling considering that you and OW occupied a spe
cial place in my fannish mind and heart in the '80s (and your personal difficulties
and your stopping to publish OW had much to do with changing my attitude to
wards fanac and stf).
On the other hand, I realistically cannot commit to responding soon, since I
consider just dashing off a few superficial lines as an unworthy response. My
guilty conscience is somewhat mitigated when I remember that, back in the
'80s, I had subscribed to OW for many issues. I found an address label from '93
which indicates that I am paid up to # 73, so technically I am off the hook. But I
know that it isn’t so, and would like very much to be able to respond sooner; but
honestly I cannot promise that. Ergo, this e-message.
One more factor that helps me put off loccing OW29.5/68/69: I have rarely no
ticed much interest from other readers to my LoCs (judging by the deafening si
lence I noticed on a quick scan of OW69 about my loc in OW68), so why should I
bother? After all a loc has two purposes: response/communication with the
faned, and reader participation. So, do YOU remember caring very much for any
of my previous LoCs?
Bill, as I said, I still haven't read the OWs you sent, so I don't know how life is
treating you; but I surmise that you're back on even keel, judging by two OWs in
7 months. Just in case, let me wish you a long and happy fanpubbing re-career,
and I hope you will keep on sending me OW.
[Fri, 14 Aug 1998 17:04:47]

The LoCol was “closed” with Brendan, but I couldn't resist squeezing (a lot easier done with computers
than with typers) in this last minute arrival. Both because I am, one more time, Amazed by just who
shows up in my e-mail InBox - and to assure Alexander that, while he certainly does not “nave” to write
to stay on the mailing list... / do value, and look forward to his Letters.
Still, between Alexander’s mention of how My Traumas affected his perception of fandom/fanac,
combined with a couple of comments by Craig Smith in the following section, it does make me wonder
about the effect of my sometimes “editorials". I am simultaneously flattered ... and Concerned.

I Also Heard From:
Harry And.ru8ch.ak

So you now have unlimited access to the internet? I do think that you may soon have to think
of joining Internet Anonymous. If this organization does not yet exist, it probably will soon.

Sheryl Birkhead.

Sigh - it sounds as if there are downsides to being on-line. I was very sorry to hear about
Doc - but more "upset" by the information that “we" (fandom) let him get away from us and
fall through the cracks. It shouldn't happen-but it does (far too often).
[7-25-98]

E. B. Prohvet

Thank you for Outworlds #69. Whether time and practice have made me more familiar with
your distinctive format, or whether #69 is indeed better organized than #68, I will leave to
the judgement of those more expert than myself.
An idle remark in Mike Glicksohn’s LoC set me to musing on the overlap of meaning be
tween "spirits" (state of emotional health) and "spirits" (distilled beverages). When you tie
in "spirits" (ghosts of departed fen), the whole conjures an image of a really remarkable fan
nish pool party. I suppose a vote would have to be taken as to whether the pool was filled
with Tennessee Sour-Mash, or Highland Single Malt. I'll bring the potato chips, you pay for
the booze....
[rac'd 07/06/98]

Chris Shernan

"Out Into the Woods” is a masterpiece. Absolutely stunning writing. I just finished reading
"My Old Man and the Sea", and his piece runs circles around it. He should flesh it out and
turn it into what would probably be a bestselling book. And the film Anthony Hopkins as
Dad and Matt Damon as Wm. Wow.
Good job formatting my piece.
[Fri, 15 May 1998 11:58:14]

Craig Smith

Many thanks for the issues of the exhumed Outworlds. Sorry I haven't written to thank you
until now, I've never been much of a Loccer, after all what are fillos for? Also I've been going
through some crazy times personally (living under one of those little black clouds that are
usually found hovering over Bill Bowers' head you might say.) It all started around October of
last year when my mother died unexpectedly, my wife of 14 years decided she wanted to
start dating again (not exactly a good thing for a marriage), and I found out my entire depart
ment was going to be phased out in three months on the job I'd had for only a year. Then
just a month ago I found out I had diabetes (fortunately the kind treated with diet and medi
cation, not insulin). Jeez, I’m beginning to sound like one of your editorials! Things are start
ing to get a little closer to normal now, though the divorce still looms and other paperwork re
mains to be done on my mother's estate. I even managed to get a different job at the same
company, though it is on the graveyard shift and so have another adjustment to make - vam
pire hours - 9 pm to 7 am four days a week with some or all of the remaining-time spent with
my son, who is now 4 years old.
Thanks again for the ’ zines, I enjoyed reading them and even wrote you a couple of men
tal LoCs, but of course forgot whatever I had to say in the meantime - sorry it didn't go any
further than that, what can I say? That's a fan for you.
[July 25,1998]

Allen Steele

Received the current issue of Outworlds the other day. Very sly of you, to time your e-mail
with its arrival. I’ve been enjoying it greatly, particularly William Rotsler's last column damn, we're going to miss him - and Stephen Leigh’s world-building article. I’ve forgotten
how much fun the traditional, general-purpose SF fanzine can be; thanks for reminding me.
[Sun, 17 May 1998 07:31:03]

[Jack Gaughan]

...this, then, is the Very Last Entry — the last
Master to be printed out. It’s been a long time
coming — and it didn’t get any easier today.
Truly the Learning Process is never-ending.
While I’m quite pleased (not satisfied, pleased)
with the output of my little HP DeskJet 600 for
text & line drawings, I’ve been less tolerant of it
when it comes to generating photographic files.
I know they are scanned in crystal-clear: I can
see it on the screen. But on the paper...?
I thought I had found a Solution: I saved out
all the pages containing photos and screened illos onto a ZipDisk, and headed up to Kinko's to
print them out on a laser printer. Silly me. I didn't
even stop to think that their system might not
support the type fonts I am using thish. I found
a fairly close match for the body text, but noth
ing even close to the Buckingham header font.
Plus it insisted on re-formatting some pages. So
I compromised: The covers, the inside bacover,
and the two photo-pages [2597; 2653] are being
printed from laser-printed originals; the rest I
brought home and are mastered here — on Very
Expensive paper. We have to be flexible.
[I'll be curious to see what shakes out in
clarity, comparing the photo on pg. 2652 vs. the
three on 2653; all were provided pre-scanned by
Michael, so the quality was the same.]
This little “exercise” cost me $25.02. As a
result the “bOWkmark” is no longer cardstock....

Apart from that, I’m suffering the usual Last Min
ute Anxieties. I think it's a Good Issue, but will
you agree? I’m pleased with the general Look,
but I know I’ll see jarring anomalies as soon as I
thumb through the first stapled copy. I’ve worked
like hell to eliminate typos; I really have.
It’s a monster. Not only in total pages. The
“folder” containing the 25 Publisher files making
up this issue weighs in at 54 mb. I don't foresee
doing anything of this size again; but I’ve proved
(to myself, at least) that I could see a Project
through to completion.
...so all that remains is to print out this page,
go through the stack of masters one last time,
and take the pile, hand in hand with my Hopes &
Dreams on up to the copy center. I won't see
the results until tomorrow afternoon.
...truly The Longest Day!
— 8/7/ /W'98 5:37 PM]
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INotherWorlds

...what has suddenly become an ongoing “effort” to gather together - for my information and that
of others - A Listing of Fannish Reference (& Related-) Material In Print. Some of which you (as I)
may well not have known was still in print.
Additions are Most Welcome, and will be UpDated, in an on-going e-mail edition.
Wording in most cases is cribbed from that provided by the “sources"; no guarantee of speed
of fulfillment in any fannish order(s) are ever implied - but these are Good Folks.
That said: There is Some Good Stuff Out There....
Tucker, Incompleatly....

Dave Locke has discovered a stash of "The Really Incompleat Bob Tucker .
For those of you unfamiliar: This is an excellent 60-page collection of Bob’s writing,
spanning the (then) 40 years of his fanwriting. It was edited by Dave & Jackie, and pub
lished by the Coulson’s in October, 1974, to aid the fund sending Bob to Aussiecon (1).
This is a damn fine collection of fanwriting. I haven’t seen copies available for many
years; I suspect that when this stash is dispensed, that will.be it....
I have “volunteered" to facilitate the distribution. Having discussed this with Dave, and
with Mr. Tucker at MidWestCon, all monies received (minus actual postage), will be do
nated to The Science Fiction Oral History Association. A Good Cause.
Copies are US$10.00 each, postage included, worldwide, from: Bill Bowers
[...or for £6.25 to Skel; see colophon for details.]

Bruce Pelz
VERIP Books
15931 Kalisher St.
Granada Hills, CA 91344
<BEP@deItanet.com>

Richard Brandt
4740 N. Mesa #108
El Paso TX 79912
<rbrandt 1 @elp.rr.com>

"A Wealth of Fable", by Harry Warner, Jr.
...the SCIFI Press edition is still available, from Bruce Pelz: "$25 to my bookselling de
partment - includes first class postage.”

"The Enchanted Duplicator"
“SCIFI has a large number of the 8th edition (originally done for Constellation, 198j>), with
Dan Steffan illos. We bought up what Peggy Rae had left over, and they are sitting - actu
ally locatable — in my workroom. They were originally $2.00, so $4 ought to allow for first
class postage.” Bruce Pelz
“Fanthology *87”: edited by Richard Brandt; $5.00
“Fanthology ‘92”: edited by Robert Lichtman, 42pp; $5.00 postpaid.

“Fanthology‘93”: edited by Robert Lichtman, for Corflu Wave, “...the people to contact
are Spike Parsons & Tom Becker, POBox 724, Mountain View, CA 94042-0/24. $7.00

Robert Lichtman
POBox 30
Glen Ellen, CA 95442

Jeff Schalles
3444 Blaisdell Ave S.
Minneapolis, MN 55408

...from Robert Lichtman:

“Best of FRAP”; a 76-page collection from Robert’s ‘60s "fannish” fanzine. ** $7.50;
“Psi-Psi No. 10”; a 26-page (half-letter size) collection of the best of Robert’s apa writ
ings, 1960 thru 1967. ** $4.00 postpaid
[...both of the preceding, plus “Fanthology‘92” ** $15.00 postpaid]

Jeff Schalles has published v.2 of “The Incomplete Burbee” (90+ pages; from Terry
Carr's original selections). Send $5 (includes postage) to Jeff.
“Neo-Fan's Guide” eighth edition, Ken Keller, James J. Murray, (a) authorized by Bob
Tucker and (b) currently available
„
($2,00; KaCSFFS, POBox 36212, Kansas City, MO 64171-6212).
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[Brad W. Foster]

“Gillespie ain't Willis, and in fact there isnt too much Gillespie in it, but still available is
“SF Commentary Reprint Edition: First Year 1969”, which has the first eight issues of
SF Commentary, and is interesting for encapsulating Australian fandom at a particularly
important period (just as we were about to bid for Aussiecon I). 150,000 words, photos,
$US30 per copy (sent airmail). There are also many reviews by George Turner, Foyster, and
even a couple by J. Bangsund; some of Lem's very first pieces to appear in English; etc., etc.
There are still eighty copies left, which is why I've never been prompted to publish the sec
ond volume. (But with Web space available...?)” [Bruce Gillespie]

Bruce R. Gillespie
59 Keele Street
Collingwood
Victoria 3066
Australia

“Redd Boggs: Selected Works [Volume One]” Edited & Published by Dave Rike; 54pp.;
US$5.00 + postage “...handed out at 1997’s Corflu and (run) through FAPA’s 60 anniver
sary mailing. Dave mentions in the current FAPA mailing intentions of running.off a second
edition of the collection and of doing a Volume Two, so I’d suggest that anyone interested
contact him.” [contact: Dave Rike]

Dave Rike
PO Box 11
Crockett, CA 94525

<gandc.@MIRA.NEI>

•

<djrike@worldnet.att.net>

“The Least Horrible of Roy Tackett”, The Bushel Press; edited by Richard Brandt.
SUSIO.OO [from: Richard Brandt]
...from Dave Langford:

“I still have copies of the Langford TAFF report - “The Transatlantic Hearing
Aid” (1985) - at £5/$ 10 post free, proceeds to TAFF, and John and Eve Harvey have re
cently put together a booklet called “Pieces of Langford” (25 of my columns for SFX maga
zine over here): same price, proceeds - blush - to a one-off fund aimed at getting me to the
Australian Worldcon on the same basis as Bob Tucker and Bob Shaw's trips down under.”
I wrote Dave, as follows:
> Its been so long since I'd actually ordered a British fen pub - D. West
> demanded, anti got, (Sash, as I recall - but I assume noting "US Dollars" on
> a US check will get the job done, since I didn't hear otherwise from you...
“Be careful here. I personally can take dollar checks because I opened a US bank account while visiting
Minneapolis. (And John Harvey is happy for checks to go via me for “Pieces of Langford” -1 pass it on in
sterling.) D. West would have insistea on cash because British banks are dreadful about US checks: typi
cally tney charge a flat £ 10 fee on top of their weighted-their-way conversion rate, which doesn't leave a lot
out of say, a $10 check. Cash or barter, yes; small checks, usually no.”

Dave Langford
94 London Road
Reading, Berkshire RG1 5AU
England
<ansible@cix.compulink.co.uk>

John Harvey
8 The Orchard, Tonwell
Herts, SG12 0HR
England
<j harveya@cix. co.uk>

“Wrath of the Fanglord”; Edited by Dave Langford, and published by Minicon 33 in honor
of Dave's Fan GoHship. Spiff cover art by Steve Stiles. 52 photo-copied pages + front
cover. Material by: Terry Pratchett, Bob Shaw, Chris Priest, Peter Nicholls, Tom Holt, Ian
Watson, D. West, Patrick Parrinder, Colin Fine, Nick Lowe, Atom, Margaret Welbank, and
Dave Langford.
Copies are $5 via mail order, including postage. Proceeds (less actual mailing costs) go
to Minn-stf (the Minnesota Science Fiction Society).
BEDEC (“Beyond the Enchanted Duplicator...To the Enchanted Convention”) by Walt
Willis and James White, art by Stu Shiftman. Published in 1991. Offset edition: $6; 2color, signed, mimeographed edition: $15. (Same ordering information as the above, though
the proceeds go to cover my expenses rather than to Minn-stf.)

[Both from, and Please make checks payable to: Geri Sullivan.]

Jerry Kaufman: The only things still "in print," meaning that I have copies I'd like to un
load, are "The Incompleat Terry Carr" (maybe 15 copies) and the final Innuendo (I think
it was #12), edited by Terry (maybe 30 copies). I'll take $6 for each. Thanks for asking.

Geri Sullivan
Toad Hall
3444 Blaisdell Ave. S.
Minneapolis MN 55408-4315

Jerry Kaufman
3522 NE 123rd St.
Seattle WA 98125
<JAKaufrnan@aol.com>

TAFF Reports - Latest! (from the TAFF Web Page)

Forty-three years ... that's not too many. Ken Bulmer's 1955 report of the first ever TAFF trip
was serialized in a British fanzine from 1959 to 1961 and never assembled as a one-volume
report until 1998. “TAFF Tales” is now available as a A4 softbound booklet with cleanedup text, annotations, scans of the few original Atom cartoons drawn straight on to the sten
cils for first publication, and a 1980s-vintage Atom cover.
[UK: £5 post free from Dave Langford]
NA: $10 post free from Ulrika O'Brien, 123 Melody Lane, Apt C, Costa Mesa, CA 92627
Congrats also to 1996 winner Martin Tudor, who published his TAFF trip report while still
in office (it takes the average Langford five years, and the average Hansen ten). “Have Bag,
Will Travel” costs £5 post free from Martin Tudor at 22 Ravensboume Gro, Willenhall, W.
Midlands, WV13 1HX, or from Mark Plummer at London pub meetings.
“...I have some copies left of‘Tales of Duffbury/Duffbury Tales’, the Ace-doubled 1985
DUFF Trip Reports by Robbie and me. These copies are courtesy of Roger Sims (who sent
them to me when I said that I had run out of copies for sale). Copies are US$5 each (plusUS
$1 to help defray postage) with all proceeds to DUFF.” [Marty Cantor]

Marty Cantor
1 1825 Gilmore Street, #105
North Hollywood CA 91606
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.. .not technically “Fannish”, but Related:

Howard DeVore
4705 Weddel St.
Dearborn Heights, MI 48125

“The DeVore Guide to the Hugos, Nebulas and World Fantasy Awards” is now out.
Howard has copies at 14$ plus $2 postage.
[I received a pre-publication call (not from Howard) vetting the OW nominations. How
ever, I understand that the published version states that the first year in which D:B was
nominated, it was edited solely by Mallardi. I am Officially Irked.]
...more from Dave Langford:

SF ENCYCLOPEDIA CD-ROM VIEWER. I went ahead with this project for corrimt per
sonal gain. The software is Windows 95/98/NT only - sorry! - and makes Grolier's CDROM of the 1993 SF Encyclopedia (and its recent Focus Multimedia clone) heaps more
usable, with your own choice of display fonts and window sizes, slow-loading compulsory
graphics screens eliminated, better backtracking features, new global search facilities,
known corrections added at the ends of the relevant entries (including, with John Clute's
permission, the big chunks of articles like LATIN AMERICA and Patrick MOORE which
Grolier omitted altogether), and so on. Despatched either on disk or as an e-mail attach
ment if you're in a hurry. NB: the ’SFVIEW’ software does not include the SFE CD-ROM
itself. In the immortal words of Spike Milligan, 'Please Help This Man Become A Capitalist.'
MORE CAPITALISM. Following the announcement of my super SFVIEW viewer/
search/addenda/etc software for the SF Encyclopedia CD-ROM (£11.75 inc VAT or $17.50
US, on disk or by e-mail), 1 can now also supply this as a double package with the 1998 re
issue of the CD-ROM itself... for £23.50 or $35, cheaues to David Langford at the Ansible
address. Please note, again, that SFVIEW needs Windows 95, 98 or NT. ‘Makes the ency
clopedia usable,’ enthuses hero software tester Marcus Rowland: ‘Before ... I was using _
the printed book for nearly everything; now I can actually get useful results out of the CD.’
...not actually Published Yet, but Deserving of Your Attention:

Robert Lichtman [POBox 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442] is putting together a complete collec
tion of the Walt Willis fan columns that ran in the olde British prozine. Nebula. “It’s going
to be close to 100 pages of enlarged copies of the original columns.” This is something I’d
really like to see. “I need fifty prepaid orders to go ahead with a 100-copy edition; that
would cover the costs of printing that many and mailing out the initial fifty. I’ve extended
the advance order discount price one month to October 1st. Copies are $8 postpaid until
then, $ 10 thereafter. I won’t extend the cheap price after that, but I also won’t go to press
unless I cover initial costs as I can’t afford to carry this project financially at present. One
other thing: at this time, anyone sending money should indicate whether they want their
money back if the project falls through or if I can pass it on as a donation to TAFF.”
.. .for those of you willing to live dangerously: Timebinders:

Send a message, addressed to:

L1STSERV@SFLOVERS.RUTGERS.EDU
with the Subject:
SUB TIMEBINDERS Your Name
That's it. [I also included the "Sub Timebinders...." in the message "body"...]
Personal Stuff:

I am faunching after copies of the early 90s Vinff Clarke "Atom” collection, and the British
“Timebytes” fanthology. .. .as well as other publications I’m probably unaware of....
I am Really Truly Trying not to Overextend Myself Here, but faced with rampant fannishness engendered by “exposure” to Timebinders, the appearance of crifanac, and, in to
tally different ways, by the Enthusiasms of Robert Lichtman and Wm. Breiding, I have em
barked on (in addition to the Lowndes Collection) Two Projects:
.. .an ongoing, updateable e-mail version of “this” column; title to be determined. And
“A Fan’s Basic Fannish URL” Listing. [There are a lot of SF versions, but none you can
point a fannish newbie to.] If you are interested in being added to the List for either, or
ooth, send an e-mail to: <xenolith@tritium.net>, with the Subject: “Projects”.
At the moment I do have Back Issues Available of all the 90s Outworlds, from #60 on.
Some there are less available of than others. Send a postcard, or e-mail for Details.
Primary Fonts thish:

Titles: Buckingham
Features Text: Souvienne
Post-It sidebars/Pg. 2617: Comic Sans
LoCs (& Lists): Classic Typewriter
LoCers: Mom's Typewriter
Editorial Interjections/Commentary: Arial / Arial Narrow
...this column: Times New Roman
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MyPublications
...200 times an Issue

(

CPAfWfi J-

DATE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
_

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

ABANICO 1
ABANICO 2
SAP [Abanico 31
ABANICO 4
STAR*DUST 1
SILVER DUSK 1
SILVER DUSK 2
ABANICO 5
DOUBLE-BILL 1
DOUBLE-BILL 2
DOUBLE-BILL 3
TIGHTBEAM 18
DOUBLE-BILL 4
DOUBLE-BILL 5
DOUBLE-BILL 6
DOUBLE-BILL 7
BAYTA 1
DOUBLE-BILL 8
BAYTA 2
DOUBLE:BILL 9
DOUBLE:BILL 10
DOUBLE :BILL 11
DOUBLE :BILL 12
DOUBLE:BILL 13
DOUBLE :BILL 14
OUTWORLDS 1
DOUBLE:BILL 15
OUTWORLDS 2
DOUBLE :BILL 16
DOUBLEiBILL 17
DOUBLE :BILL 18
DOUBLEiBILL 19
NEOSFScene 5
NEOSFScene 6
NEOSFScene 7

PAGES COPIES

Sept. 61
Nov. 61
Dec. 61
62
Apr. 62
June 62
Aug. 62
Sept. 62
Oct. 62
Dec. 62
Feb. 63
Mar. 63
Apr. 63
June 63
Aug. 63
Oct. 63
Dec. 63
Jan. 64
Mar. 64
June 64
Aug. 64
Oct./Nov. 64
Apr./May 65
Sept. 65
Apr. 66
Summer 66
Sept. 66
Nov. 66
Feb. 67
[’67]
"3/4/68"
1/69
2/69
3/69
4/69

[Al Sirois 11984 | annotated: “Not a computer drawing!]

16
16
4
6
50
12
16
6
34
44
34
22
32
42
42
100
10
76
8
80
48
46
44
54
38
10
56
16
52
38
52
54
4
4
2

70
150
60
60
250
300
500
60
125
150
150
300 +
175
175
175
250
60
250
60
250
225
225
200
225
200
150
250

—

225

(30)
(30)
(30)

NOTES

hecto
mimeo [by Art Hayes]
hecto; N'APA
hecto; N’APA
offset [by Lynn Hickman]
letterpress; NAPA
letterpress; NAPA
mimeo; N’APA
mimeo [all D:B's co-edited w/Bill Mallardi]
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo; for the N3F [co-edited w/Mallardi]
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo; N’APA
mimeo
mimeo; N'APA
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo
mimeo; for Shadow FAPA
mimeo
----- ; [...a long story!]
mimeo
mimeo; [by Mallardi; mailed with:]
mimeo; [mailed October ’68]
mimeo
mimeo; clubzine [w/Mallardi]
mimeo
mimeo
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
—
71
72
73
74
75
76
82
77
78
79
80
81
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
—
90
91
92
93
94
95

DOUBLE :BILL 20
6/69
60
mimeo
DOUBLE:BILL 21
Fall 69
100
offset
THE DOUBLE:BILL SYMPOSIUM
Sept. 69
offset [6-3/4 X 8-1/2]
116
OUTWORLDS I
Jan. 70
26
312
mimeo
OUTWORLDS II
Mar. 70
34
315
mimeo
OUTWORLDS III
May 70
30
300
mimeo
OUTWORLDS IV
July 70
40
503
offset; 3-color
OUTWORLDS V
Sept./Oct. 70
46
mimeo
OUTWORLDS Six
'71
32
offset
OUTWORLDS: YEAR ONE
mimeo [Egoboo Poll results]
12
OUTWORLDS INDEX: YEAR ONE
4
mimeo
OUTWORLDS Seven
Spring 71
mimeo; for FAPA
50
OUTWORLDS’ INWORDS
mimeo [w/OW Eight]
14
OUTWORLDS Eight
mimeo; for FAPA
June 71
40
PROJECT 75.1
mimeo; for ANZAPA 18
8/71
6
(60)
mimeo [special 'adult' "Beer Mutterings"]
OUTWORLDS 8.5
6
mimeo [lettered + INDEX]
OUTWORLDS 8.75
16
OUTWORLDS 3.1
mimeo; for FAPA
Jan. 72
24
OUTWORLDS 3.2
mimeo
24
OUTWORLDS 3.3
24
mimeo
mimeo; for FAPA
OUTWORLDS 3.4
Aug. 72
28
Nov. 72
OUTWORLDS 3.5
40
295
mimeo
INWORLDS 1
1/73
4
135
mimeo
INWORLDS 2
2/73
8
168
mimeo
mimeo; finished 2/24/73
OUTWORLDS 15
Jan. 73
90
223
[30-pg. insert in OW 15, +50 copy overrun]
"The Lizard Speaks", by Billy Wolfenbarger
3/73
8
119
mimeo
INWORLDS 3
182
mimeo
INWORLDS 4
4/73
10
175
mimeo
6/73
10
INWORLDS 5
mimeo; auction sheet; legal-size
"Mae Strelkov’s Friends"
2
(400)
299
mimeo
June 73
48
OUTWORLDS 16
188
mimeo
6/73
6
INWORLDS 6
mimeo; legal-size
155
7/73
8
INWORLDS 7
mimeo; legal-size
7/73
8
171
INWORLDS 8
mimeo; "editorial policy"
(8/73)
2
"...a Synopsis"
341
Aug. 73
38
mimeo
OUTWORLDS 17
mimeo
8/73
6
398
INWORLDS 9
mimeo; half-legal-size/center-stapled
Oct. 73
36
378
OUTWORLDS 18
mimeo
2
The OUTWORLDS INDEX: YEAR FOUR
4
(1000) offset
12/73
INWORLDS 10
44
(1500) offset; FAPA
1st QTR 74
OUTWORLDS 19
2
(750) offset
INWORLDS 11
(1500) offset; FAPA
2nd QTR 74
36
OUTWORLDS 20
32
(1500) offset [distributed w/OW 22]
3rd QTR 74
OUTWORLDS 21
40
(1500) offset
4th QTR 74
OUTWORLDS 22
offset [annotated Index]
4
OUTWORLDS: THE FIRST FIVE YEARS
(1000) offset
36
1st QTR 75
OUTWORLDS 23
(1000) offset; FAPA
2nd QTR 75
32
OUTWORLDS 24
(750) offset
2
INWORLDS 15
(800) multilith
3rd QTR 75
40
OUTWORLDS 25
(1000) offset
4th QTR 75
36
OUTWORLDS 26
44
(1000) offset
1st QTR 76
OUTWORLDS 27
FATHER WILLIAM’S
offset; for MISHAP 16
4
110
5/76
MISHAPventures 1
offset; for MISHAP 17
4
104
MISHAPventures 2
6/76
mimeo; w/6pg. Prelude; MISHAP 18/MINNEAPA76
2
(150)
7/76
MISHAPventures 3
offset [MyPub Listing]; fapa 156 & mishap 20
4
(150)
Aug. 76
...ACTUALLY, I’M ONLY 15...
112
offset; MISHAP 19
2
Aug. 76
MISHAPventures 4
mimeo; MISHAP 20
2
(100)
Sept. 76
MISHAPventures 5
offset; by Randy Bathurst [w/Ro Lutz-Nagey]
28
OTHER PLACES, OTHER TIMES
Sept. 76
(1100) offset
68
10/13/76
OUTWORLDS 28/29
mimeo; MISHAP 23 & AZAPA
2
12/02/76
(150)
MISHAPventures 6
ditto; MISHAP 24
01/06/77
3
(80)
MISHAPventures 7
ditto; MISHAP 25
2
(70)
01/24/77
MISHAPventures 8
mimeo; AZAPA 22
02/09/77
2
AZapatite 1
mimeo; MISHAP 28
05/03/77
2
MISHAPventures 9
[...here be the move to Cincinnati; June, 1977]
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116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
—

XENOLITH 1
XENOLITH 2
XENOLITH 3
XENOLITH 4
XENOLITH 5
XENOLITH 6
XENOLITH 7
XENOLITH: EPILOGUE
XENOLITH ONE
XENOLITH TWO
XENOLITH THREE
XENOLITH FOUR
XENOLITH: THE INDEX
XENOLITH 13
XENOLITH 14
XENOLITH 15
XENOLITH 16
XENOLITH 17
XENOLITH 18
BILL BOWERS’
Meaningful Relationships 1
XENOLITH 19
Meaningful Relationships 2
Meaningful Relationships 3
Meaningful Relationships 4
Meaningful Relationships 5
XENOLITH TWENTY
Meaningful Relationships 6
XENOLITH 21
OUTWORLDS 30
[a speech;

125
124
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

OUTWORLDS 31
XENOLITH 22
OUTWORLDS 32
XENOLITH 23
OUTWORLDS 33
XENOLITH 24
OUTWORLDS 34
XENOLITH 25
OUTWORLDS 35
OUTWORLDS 36
OUTWORLDS 37
OUTWORLDS 38
OUTWORLDS 39
OUTWORLDS 40
OUTWORLDS 41
OUTWORLDS 42
OUTWORLDS 43
OUTWORLDS 44
OUTWORLDS 45
OUTWORLDS 46
OUTWORLDS 47
OUTWORLDS 48
WORLDS OF CORFLU
WORLDS OF CORFLU
WORLDS OF CORFLU
OUTWORLDS 49
OUTWORLDS 50
OUTWORLDS 51
OUTWORLDS 52
OUTWORLDS 53
OUTWORLDS 54
XENOLITH 26
XENOLITH 27
OUTWORLDS 55
XENOLITH 28
OUTWORLDS 56
OUTWORLDS 57

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

1
2
3

offset
10
192
10/17/77
offset
10
153
12/23/77
mimeo
12
147
01/27/78
mimeo
12
127
04/06/78
mimeo
12
167
06/20/78
mimeo
2
(150)
07/18/78
offset
10
163
10/22/78
offset
10
(120)
01/09/79
offset ["Second Series"]
42
(700)
01/08/79
offset
36
(500)
03/25/79
offset
38
(400)
01/10/80
offset; [w/"OUTWORLDS 30: The Speech'1]
12
(300)
04/24/80
mimeo
2
06/13/80
mimeo ["Third Series"]
06/13/80
10
mimeo
10/11/80
20
[a speech at ConFusion, 1/21/81; printed in:]
mimeo
24
02/19/81
mimeo
12
03/21/81
mimeo [MyPub listing]
2
09/17/81
09/26/81
10/07/81
12/03/81
02/07/82
04/04/82
06/04/82
06/21/82
07/30/82
10/02/82
ConFusion;
01/24/83
02/02/83
03/09/83
05/03/83
06/22/83
08/05/83
08/28/83
09/24/83
10/10/83
12/26/83
01/12/84
06/16/84
07/10/84
08/25/84
12/03/84
12/27/84
01/24/85
06/22/85
07/19/85
08/21/85
10/13/85
12/31/85
1986
1986
1987
04/02/87
06/25/87
06/26/87
09/25/87
12/07/87
01/10/88
02/04/88
02/23/88
03/25/88
05/16/88
06/18/88
07/22/88

mimeo; for FLAP 12
2
mimeo
16
mimeo; for FLAP
2
mimeo; for FLAP
8
mimeo; for FLAP
4
mimeo; for FLAP
4
mimeo
16
mimeo; for FLAP
2
mimeo
14
1/17/80; printed in XENOLiTH:h'OUK & OUTWORLDS 31]
mimeo
24
mimeo [started 11/15/82]
4
mimeo
12
mimeo
2
mimeo
22
mimeo; for FLAP 23
2
mimeo
24
mimeo; for FLAP 24
2
mimeo
12
offset
12
mimeo
62
mimeo
46
mimeo
12
mimeo
24
mimeo
24
mimeo
12
mimeo
60
mimeo
12
mimeo
24
mimeo
28
12
mimeo
mimeo
20
mimeo
2
copier
2
copier
2
copier
28
copier; + "Live" & video Editions
40
copier [10th Anniversary AH-Cincinnati Ish]
18
copier
24
copier
30
120
copier
28
copier; for FLAP 50
4
copier; for FLAP 51
8
copier
34
130
copier; for FLAP 52
8
copier
30
130
copier
28
150
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161 XENOLITH 29
162 OUTWORLDS 58
163 XENOLITH 30
164 OUTWORLDS 59
165 XENOLITH 31
166 XENOLITH 32
167 SINGULAR QUOTE-MARKS
168 XENOLITH 33
169 XENOLITH 34
170 XENOLITH 35
171 OUTWORLDS 60
172 XENOLITH 36
173 OUTWORLDS 27.5
174 OUTWORLDS 61
175 XENOLITH 36.5
176 XENOLITH 36.75
177 flaf □ ONE
178 OUTWORLDS 62
179 flaf □ TWO
180 OUTWORLDS 29.5
181 flaf □ THREE
181a DITTO V.One [p.r.]
182 flaf □ FOUR
183 OUTWORLDS 64
184 flaf □ FIVE
185 flaf □ SIX
186 OUTWORLDS 63
186a DITTO V Program Book
187 flaf □ SEVEN
188 OUTWORLDS 65
189 flaf □ EIGHT
190 OUTWORLDS 66
191 XENOLITH 37
192 flaf □ NINE
193 XENOLITH 38
194 XENOLITH 39
195 OUTWORLDS 67
196 XENOLITH 40
197 OUTWORLDS 68
198 XENOLITH 41
199 OUTWORLDS 69
200 OUTWORLDS 70

08/04/88
09/18/88
10/06/88
10/26/88
05/29/89
09/30/90
10/22/90
12/05/90
02/07/91
03/29/91
04/16/91
05/14/91
05/27/91
06/25/91
07/19/91
08/27/91
12/02/91
01/20/92
02/05/92
12/16/97
04/04/92
05/07/92
05/23/92
06/21/92
07/26/92
10/04/92
10/18/92
10/—/92
11/29/92
01/02/93
04/03/93
05/18/93
10/03/93
05/11/96
08/11/96
03/01/97
06/22/97
07/30/97
10/17/97
03/07/98
05/05/98
08/29/98

8
40
2
6
3
6
2
6
10
6
60
10
40
46
8
2
2
120
2
60
2
4
2
40
2
2
72
4
2
40
2
40
2
1
20
10
26
8
68
4
84
150

88
140
71
150
70
70

50
125
50
50
(175)
50
50
(150)

50
(150)
80
(175)

80
70
175
60
175
60
175
200

copier; for FLAP 53 [MyPub Listing]
commercial copier [c/c]
copier; for FLAP 54
copier
copier; for FLAP 58 ["Censored"/? "versions"'
copier; for FLAP 66
ditto; for DITTO 3 combozine
copier; for FLAP 67
copier; for FLAP 68
copier; for FLAP 69
c/c
copier; for FLAP 70
c/c; late lettercol: file after #83
c/c
c/c; for FLAP 71
for FLAP 72
for FLAP 73
c/c [MyPub Listing]
for FLAP 74
c/c; very late lettercol: file after #90
for FLAP 75
[w/Roger & Pat Sims]
for FLAP 76
c/c [15th Anniv. All-Cincinnati Issue]
for FLAP 77
for FLAP 78
c/c
[w/Roger & Pat Sims]
for FLAP 79
c/c
for FLAP 81
c/c
copier; for FLAP 84
Jackie's Laser printer; for FLAP 100
c/c; for FLAP 101
c/c; for FLAP 103
c/c [20th Anniv. All-Cincinnati Issue]
c/c; for FLAP 105
c/c
c/c; for FLAP 107
c/c
c/c

The latest version of the Total (this isn’t databased) weighs in at 4814 Pages.
Sometimes I think it should have been more; other times I wonder — can I
ever justify even this stack of paper?
There are items that should have been “numbered" which aren't; a couple
that are, that shouldn’t have been.
Others, I suspect primarily apahacks, have much more impressive Total
Publication Numbers. Some of you have generated far more total Pages.
I don't even speculate on the lifestyle I could lead, had I a portion of the
cash outlay represented by that List.
But I wouldn't trade it for any amount: It is My Small Mark on the World.

Credits & Acknowledgements
The Jackie [Franke] Causgrove artwork is, as far as I can determine, previously unpublished [although the one on pg 2577 is obviously the pencil original of an inked
version, published in 0W21].
..............
, . , ,.
The artwork by Randy Bathurst, Tom Foster, and Jack Gaughan was found in one of Jackie s file folders, and was labeled Unpublished .
The A) Curry cartoon [pg 2585] was rendered, along with a note, on an undated Quantum letterhead.
The copy of Clin 5, with which I may (possibly) have tweaked Ed Gorman, was also found in Jackie Causgrove's files.
.
The artwork herein by Connie Faddis, Nicola Crii, and Mike Gilbert are from my own mid-70s files. I'm not quite sure why I never published them previously, but sev
eral were odd shapes and media, which the acquisition of a scanner has rendered feasible. [I have 'found'1 Connie & Mike; but not Nicola, so far.]
The Robert Holmberg illo [pg 2586] is from the Wm. Breiding Collection; if anyone has any idea of his present whereabouts...
Art Metzger furnished the originals of Bea Mahaffey's illustrations from Laughing Osiris.
I fucked-up last issue: Michael Shrier's middle initial is G.
The Stuart Gilson work has been previously published in long ago fanzines; however Stu doesn’t recall exactly where....
The Steve Stiles strip [pg. 2661] was previously published in Stardate, the early 80s s.f. media magazine coedited by Ted White and Dave Bischoff.

The Tarai illustration on pg 2639 was drawn for Glicksohn's 50»> birthday scrapbook, a few years back.
Robert Lichtman’s four-page insert is printed from Masters provided by Robert; he took his best pre-publication guess at appropriate page numbers. He was ‘wrong .

Ted White suggested to rich brown that I might be interested in publishing rich's article. I was.
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[Sheryl Birkhead]

social Wffly
ROCKETPORT #1 REPLIES! Now we know

what it’s like to go thru a meteor shower!
We have been deluged with droves of let
ters from the 4 corners of the Solar Sys
tem and (by Faster Than Light drive) from

as far away as Galaxy X. Three mailmen
quit-their jobs

their

after complaining

pouches couldn't

handle

bit different. Specially enjoyed the fotos illus
trating “Collision Course'' even if the article’s

title was the same as Robert Silverberg's recant
novel, Trm Harmon’s short good. Recommend for
your reprint consideration Chas. Webb's "Space
Opera". Continue Orbltuary Dept All In all I
welcome SPACEMEN as a change-of-pace from
my regular fare.
BILL BOWERS
BARBERTON, 0.

that

the

in

creased load. SPACEMEN is now the only

A MINOR TRIUMPH

magazine in existence that has its corres

pondence delivered by kingsize kangaroo.
CAPSULE CONGRATULATIONS
Another

first

in

magazine

entertainment.

If

SPACEMEN #1 is a fair idea of a wonderful
mag, it is going to go spaces.—FRANKLIN FOMBY, W. Columbia, S. C. Now that SPACEMEN is
out we won't have to reach Mars: the Martians
will come to Earth to get a copy of SM!—

scon CHELMOW,

Pfciu., Penna.

THE MARTIAN CHRONICLER

• Altko It gives every evidence of being a
scene skat directly from a screening el THE
CONUUEST OF SPACE, fota abave is a shot of a

FJA (of Yesterday) and Friend
• Teinage RAY BRADBURY i> Monster Mask derignnd by taenagi RAY HARRYHAUSEN menaces
youthful “4d" Ackerman is 1939 fota, 22 years
before the launching of SPACEMEN.

home-made r.odnl, the work of talented young
scientifilwi enthaslast MIKE MINOR of Wilming
ton, Cal. Mike considers himself George Pal
Fan #1 and delights in attempts to recreate in
his awn workshop model copies of Pal triumphs
like the Martian War Machines, the Wellsian
Time Machine, etc. SPACEMEN readers will be
seeing more of Mike's work in our pages—and
so, we predict, will Hollywood filnsakers Interested In "model'1 young men witk "spacial"

abilities.

METEOR BOMBARDMENT
THE CHANGE-OF-PACE MAG

Why collector's issue? You have called the first

I have been buying the science fiction mags
for a little over a year and tho I agnee with
you that SM is not an s.f. periodical 4 found
your articles and fotos much more interesting
than many of the sci-fi stories I have read.
Opening editorial Informative, letter column
good—I for one wouldn't mind if you expanded
It a page or two. Contents page—something a

issue a Collector's Edition and I would like to
know the reason for it. Did you give it the
honorary title because it was your first issue or
because you felt it was worthy of such a title?
If the latter, then I will have to disagree with
you. I feel such a magazine to be so designated
would have to contain the kind of rare and
priceless material which would make it worth

collecting. I do not think, on the whole, #1 had
that quality. Not to say it didn't have any good
material; on the contrary, It did have some very
worthwhile sections; but you were not consis
tent. You should have crammed the mag with
nothing but old stills taken from famous mo
ments of famous space films. (Then what weald
wi have dene tor an nncsra? There aren't that
■any great scenes fram great spacers anllablej It was just a mediocre issue and in no

way compared to FAMOUS MONSTERS #1. (W»
practically put all our Igors in one basket Is
FM #1 because at the tfma wa didn’t dn»»
that today we'd be celebrating aur 13th Issue
nd artidpatfng ear 21 st J It is beyond me why
you wasted 8 sides on 12 TO THE MOON: your
story on BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE was hardly any
better because you chose to write about a film

which was all spectacle and no plot. (This Is
Publisher Warren speaking, getting Ferry eft the
hotspot by taking the "blame" for 12 TO THE
MOON and BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE. I think of
the BagaziM In terms el visual appeal first.
Ferry only follows orders—sometimes yelling
ail the way to the bank—wken I band him a fist
fol oi exciting stills and instruct him to write
a story around them even the be may have de
tested the picture. In general, whatever is great
about the magazine yau can praise Forry for. and
whatever Is lousy you can blame me for. That
isn't true, bul Forry sneaked this Hee into the
linotype one nite when I was oit giving Saturn

a ring and I didn't see It until it was toe lata
to stop the press. Fortunately, It was not too
late to stop payment en bls paycheck.—JW) An
interesting fact is that the picture on pg 45
shows Earth on the side where Japan is located.
It seems funny until you realize it is only nat
ural because BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE was a
Japanese film. With, all the accidents that took
place during the filming of RIDERS TO TEE
STARS, according to a rumor I heard they were
planning to call it RIDERS TO THE SCARS. (Mo
they would exile into outer space.without a
helmet for such a sug-jestlon.—FJAJ Space Monsterama and Orbituary were the 10 best p»g«s

/ •:

in the book.

GEORGE KASHI
STAMFORD, COWt.

SATISFIED CUSTOMER
SPACEMEN Is everything you. promised us and a
lot more besides! The trend toward more adult
literature was magnificent as well as informing

Continued on page 6

...being the Answer to a Query previously posed on Page 2407
[Spacemen; September 1961]
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S)©w!l SIwidfeBiF
When the beautiful kiss grows deep and crimson,

do dreams too drain through your warming lips?
And what of the soul? Is it suckled,
only to be spat out as a taste too peculiar?

It must be so very cold where you are.

-Billy Wolfenbarger
Harrisburg, Oregon
22nd July, 1976
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[Michael G. Shuter]

ATom * 2647
RANDY BATHURST * 2637
GREGORY BENFORD * 1105 Skyline Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651 * 2618; 2697
SHERYL BIRKHEAD * 23629 Woodfield Road, Gaithersburg MD 20882 * 2604; 2695; 2702, 2714
PAMELA J BOAL * 4 Westfield Way, Charlatan Heights, Wattage, Oxon. 0X12 7EW England * <PJBoal@aol.com> * 2690
SYDNEY J. BOUNDS * 27 Borough Road, Kingston on Thames, Surrey KT2 6BD England * 2685
RICHARD BRANDT * 4740 N. Mesa #108, El Paso TX 79912 * <rbrandt1@elp.rr.com> * 2651
G. SUTTON BREIDING * POBox 248, Morgantown WV 26507 * 2689
WM BREIDING * POBox 2322, Tucson AZ 85702-2322 * <wbreiding@juno.com> * 2590; 2627; 2703
BRIAN EARL BROWN * 11675 Beaconsfield, Detroit Ml 48224 * <beb01@sprynet.com> * 2694
rich brown ’ 2520 N. 10th Street, "Basement", Arlington VA 22201 * <DrGafia@aol.com> * 2667
JACKIE CAUSGROVE * 2577; 2580; 2582, 2649
JOE R. CHRISTOPHER * English Department, Tarleton State University, Stephenville TX 76402 * <jchristopher@tarieton.edu> * 2617; 2679
MARTY CANTOR * 11825 Gilmore Street, #105, North Hollywood CA 91606 * 2681
A. VINCENT CLARKE * 16 Wendover Way, Welling, Kent DA16 2BN England * 2682
ROBERT COULSON * 2677W-500N, Hartford City IN 47348 * 2581; 2687
AL CURRY * 3440 Telford Street, #18, Cincinnati OH 45220 * <keltoi@cintemet.net> * 2585
NICOLA CUTI * 2662
DITMAR [DICK JENSSEN] ’ POBox 432, Carnegie Victoria 3163 Australia * <ditmar@c031.aone.net.au> * 2571; 2720
LARRY DOWNES * 915 West Margate Terrace #3E, Chicago IL 60640 * <ldownes@killer-apps.com> * 2598
BRENDAN DuBOIS * 12 Juniper Road, Exeter NH 03833 * <BADUBOIS@delphi.com> * 2705
LLOYD ARTHUR ESHBACH * 220 S. Railroad St., Myerstown PA 17067 * 2621
CONNIE REICH FADDIS * 2609; 2663
BRAD W FOSTER * P.O. Box 165246, Irving TX 75016 * 2587; 2659; 2667; 2683; 2708
TOM FOSTER * 2655; 2664; 2666
JOHN FOYSTER * POBox 3086, Rundle Mall, Adelaide South Australia 5000 Australia * < foyster@altavista.net> * 2603
GIL GAIER * 2583
JACK GAUGHAN * 2573,2707
MIKE GILBERT * 2598; 2601; 2620; 2703
STUART GILSON * 82 Appleton Street, #1, Boston, MA 02116 * 2621; 2643; 2651
MIKE GLICKSOHN * 508 Windermere Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6S3L6 Canada * <mglick@interiog.com> * 2639; 2697
ED GORMAN * c/o Mystery Scene, POBox 669, Cedar Rapids IA 52406-0669 * <ejgorman@woridnet.att.net> * 2588
D GARY GRADY * 3119 Lassiter St., Durham NC 27707-3888 * <dgary@mindspring.com> * 2663
JOE HALDEMAN * 5412 N.W. 14th Avenue, Gainesville FL 32605 * <haldeman@mit.edu> * 2586; 2644
TEDDY HARVIA * 701 Regency Drive, Hurst TX 76054-2307 * <eushar@exu.ericsson.se> * 2683
FRED LEVY HASKELL ‘ 2597 (3)
DAVID R. HAUGH * 1647 Madrid Street #1, Salinas CA 93906-8441 * 2578; 2610; 2699; 2705
ARTHUR D HLAVATY * 206 Valentine St., Yonkers NY 10704 * <hlavaty@panix.com> * 2695
ROBERT HOLMBERG * 2586
ANDREW P. HOOPER * 4228 Francis Ave. N., #103, Seattle WA 98103 * < fanmailAPH@aol.com> ’ 2654
ALAN HUNTER * 1186 Christchurch Road, Boscombe East, Bournemouth, BH7 6DY, England * 2590; 2613; 2657; 2699; 2717
TERRY JEEVES * 56 Redscar Drive, Scarborough, N. Yorkshire Y012 5RQ England * 2603; 2644; 2689
FRANK JOHNSON * 4315 Mt. Alvemo Road, Cincinnati OH 45238 * <FrankJ0@aol.com> * 2636
DAVID LANGFORD * 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire RG1 5AU England * <ansible@cix.co.uk> * 2662
STEPHEN LEIGH * 1549 Teakwood Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45224-2156 * <sleigh1@ix.netcom.com> * 2679

[Alan Hunter]
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ROBERT LICHTMAN * POBox 30, Glen Ellen CA 95442 * 2604; 2699
DAVE LOCKE * 6828 Alpine Avenue #4, Silverton OH 45236 * <davelocke@fan.net> * 2582
BEA MAHAFFEY * 2632; 2633; 2634
JOSEPH T MAJOR * 1409 Christy Avenue, Louisville KY 40204-2040 * <jtmajor@iglou.com> * 2683
SUSAN A. MANCHESTER * 508 Windermere Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6S3L6 Canada * 2572; 2688; 2719
ART METZGER * 4651 Glenway Avenue, Cincinnati OH 452384503 * 2632
LINDA MICHAELS * 1356 Niagara Avenue, Niagara Falls NY 14305-2746 * 2619,2700
RANDY MOHR * 3100 Crestline Drive, Bellingham WA 98226 * 2689
JODIE OFFUTT * 70 Sesame Street, Morehead KY 40351 * <spon0063@morehead-st.edu> * 2581
PATTY PETERS * 7501 Honey Ct., Dublin CA 94568 * <ppeters@dnai.com> * 2595 [plus photos]
WILLIAM ROTSLER * 2574; 2626; 267a, 2675; 2677; 2679; 2688
CHRIS SHERMAN * 1867 Campus Road, Eagle Rock CA 90041-3035 * <csherman@mindspring.com> * 2609
MICHAEL G. SHUTER * POBox 8936, Hyde Park Station, Cincinnati OH 45208 * 2572; 2716
ROGER SIMS * 34 Creekwood Square, Glendale OH 45246 * <73473.2247@compuserve.com> * 2642
AL SIROIS * 2711
SKEL * 25 Bowland Close, Offerton, Stockport, Cheshire SK2 5NW England * <SKELTONS@mcmail.com> * 2624; 2645; 2692
BOB SMITH * 37 St. Johns Road, Bradbury NSW 2560 Australia * 2679
CRAIG SMITH * 10329 Meridian Avenue. N„ Apt. A-103, Seattle WA 98133 * 2624; 2665; 2669
DALE SPEIRS * Box 6830, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 2E7 * 2703
STEVE STILES * 8831 Lucerne Road, Randallstown MD 21133 * 2618; 2645; 2661
TARAL WAYNE * 245 Dunn Ave., Apt. 2111, Toronto, Ontario M6K1S6 Canada * 2587; 2616; 2639; 2654; 2690
BOB TUCKER * 2516/H East Washington Street, Bloomington IL 61704-4444 * <tucker34@gte.net> * 2647
ROGER WADDINGTON * 4 Commercial Street, Norton, Malton, North Yorkshire YO17 9ES, England * 2685
MICHAEL W. WAITE * 105 West Ainsworth, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197-5336 * <sosadmin@tir.com> * 2628; 2652; 2653 (3); 2691; 2692; 2719
HARRY WARNER, JR. * 423 Summit Avenue, Hagerstown MD 21740 * 2677; 2678
TED WHITE * 1014 N. Tuckahoe St., Falls Church VA 22046-3645 * <tedwhite@compusnet.com> * 2627; 2657; 2696
WALTER WILLIS * 9 Alexandra Road, Donaghadee, N. Ireland BT21 0QD U.K. * 2694
BILLY WOLFENBARGER * 181 North Polk Street, Eugene OR 97402 * 2613; 2716
ALEXANDER YUDENITSCH * Caixa Postal 4613, S. Paulo SP 01061-970 Brazil * <alexyu@post1.com> * 2706
JOELD. ZAKEM * 2127 Eastern Parkway, #2, Louisville KY 40204 * <jzakem@aol.com> * 2635
...one for every two pages: 75 Contributors, plus myself and the lAHFers... My thanks to All. To, sadly, all who can be thanked.

CoverWorlds
I used to enjoy the “story behind the cover” squib a few of the old prozines ran. The fact that, offhand, I can't recall exactly which prozines
those were is probably significant of something we won't dwell upon.
A little while back, two double-issues of Bruce Gillespie’s The
Metaphysical Review thudded into my mailbox, each graced by a strik
ing cover. What these covers shared in common was a mini-font 'credit'
line: graphic by ditmar.
In his editorial for TMR 28/29, Bruce explained:
Ditmar, the creator of computer graphics, is the same person who
gave his name to the Ditmars: Martin James Ditmar Jenssen,
usually called Dick Jenssen. (...) Dick retired at the age of
fifty-five. Since then (he tells me) he has been sitting in front of
a computer, playing with programs such as Corel Photopaint,
Paint Shop Pro, Vista Pro and Bryce ED, and creating programs
such as DJFractals.

Bruce went on to mention that “this nice stuff was not reserved for him
alone so, no fool I, I immediately jumped on the e-mail ramp to Australia.
Dick responded:
Of course you can use my graphics.
The images are generated by Bryce 3D and the originals
are in 24-bit colour (which I think is 16 million). They are usu
ally about 1440x1080 pixels in size - which means the "raw" file
size is about 4-5 Mb
A fair number of my images have already been used by
Bruce, his wife Elaine, and my friend Bill Wright as covers of
their various 'zines. (...) I produce about one every month - fm
retired and settle down with Bryce 3D when there's nothing else
to do - so I probably have only about 6 or so images not already
"spoken for".

.. .from a follow-up message:
The problem with liking my graphics, and SAYING so, is that as is obvious - fll respond by sending you more...
Many of the pictures use fractal objects which fve gener
ated. If anyone you know is interested in Mandelbrot, Lyapounov, Escape-time, or "Hopalong" fractals, this program can be
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had for the asking. Lots of bells and whistles, an infinite number
of colouring schemes, pages of documentation...
As for time on the graphics - it's less than you might imag
ine, thanks to the power, and ease of use, of Bryce 3D. (And
Corel PhotoPaint). I keep my images as simple as possible, with
just a few "objects" in the virtual world, and fiddle with place
ment of them, and the camera, and of spotlights, and surface ma
terials. .Any image usually takes just a few hours (at most I!) to
set up. Bryce can turn anyone into an artist...
(...) Yes-you're the only person in the States (in fact, the
only person other than Bruce, Elaine and Bill Wright) who has
been given access to my graphics. (And since the combined cir
culation of Bruce's, Elaine's and Bill's magazines is less than 60,
you are one of a very select group. Whether that is privilege or
punishment, I don't know).
(...) Bryce 3D allows you to sent up a three-dimensional
world, populated with fully three-dimensional objects. It also al
lows you to set the "camera" anywhere in this world - and
moreover allows you move the camera along any path you wish.
Which means that it's easy to create a movie of a fly-through.
"Crash" and "Crash2" [in an upcoming OW...] are two stills
from a mini-film I made ("The Loneliness of the Far-distant As
tronaut"). A few hours to set up; about 20 hours to generate; 60
Mb of data resulting; and 15 seconds of movie...
And remember that even if you use but ONE image of
mine, then my creativity "ain't all been in vain for nothing".
I’m really trying ncX to be Greedy here. I’ve “claimed” roughly half the files
Dick has sent me; the rest are available to interested faneds, first come,
etc.

And, more than ever, I wish that I were able to afford full-color covers. I
can’t... but what I can do is this: for those of you with e-mail, I can send
the color version of the two covers as .jpg attachments. [Send me an
e-mail with “70Covers” as the subject header, and I’ll make up a mailing
list.]
For those of you with computers, but sans e-mail, both covers will fit
on a single 3
disk. A buck for the disk/postage would be appreciated,
but is not necessary.
[In both cases, distribution will be made with the understanding that
these are for ‘viewing’ on your computer only, and are not to be webposted, or further distributed, without the permission of Dick Jenssen.]
Enjoy.

November 1, 1992

Dear Inspector Kostoev,

I know that by now you believe all graves have been opened. I hope that is true and I hope that is not true. You
see, Mr. Kostoev, my daughter has not come home for a long time. Could he have forgotten to show you her
grave? She is fourteen, and wearing her blue sweater. She would have called me. She went to her aunt's on the
train. I have not come to you before because even now I cannot believe this thing. I heard a report that some
were blinded after they were killed (does he think they would remember his face in death), that some had genitals
cut off. These are not things easy to dream about my Catrina. She is only fourteen. Mr. Kostoev, I beg you to
come to me now. I take tea at 4:00 and at that time my husband is out. I will wait for you. Please come alone.
Must anyone else ever know this? I am sorry to bother you with this. Fifty-three would be enough for any one to
see. When did God leave us? She is fourteen. She is going to her aunt's. She is wearing her blue sweater.

Constance Rudinov

*Andrei Chikatilo was a serial killer in Russia who was responsible for the death's of 53 women and children. He was con
victed in August 1992. Constance Rudinov is fictitious.

—Susan A. Manchester

[Michael W. Waite]
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